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19853 INTRODUCTIOK 

CONTEMPORARY INTERNATIONAL 
LEGAL ISSUES: 

AN INTRODUCTION 
by Captain Stephen J .  Kaczynski’ 

The firit half of the decade of the 1980s has already wtneised 
myriad international episodes and cnses many of ahich were ar- 
tended by international legal issues From the clash of arms of the 
South Arlantic to the massacres of the Middle East. to the c n m  of 
conscience occasioned by the American Bishops pastoral letter on 
nuclear weapons, to the destrucrion of an unarmed c~vilian airher,  
events have caused international lawyers of ail persuasmna to at- 
tempt to apply, or revise, the customary international Ian  norms to 
the challenges af the 1980s This issue of theMilifury Lax R e t , i m  IS 

dedicated to a discussion of sereral of those events and issues accom~ 
panling them. 

On 2 April 1982, the armed forces of Argentina mtaded the Faik- 
land Islands of the South Atlantic and o\erran a smali British gar- 
rison that had been present in that colonial outpost of the Empire 
Foilowing failed mediation by the United States and the United h’a- 
[ions Secretay-General, Great Britain lay seige to and retook the 
Islands by force of arms. The Organization of American States con- 
demned the British attack. the Llmted States supported it. The 
relative rlrgentine and British claims t o  the Falklands and the pro- 
priery of the use of force to resolve rhe conflict are discussed m the 
lead article. 

As the Falklands conflict subsided from the international public 
eye, attention was focused upon the Middle East, where. m the 
late5t episode of violence that plagued that troubled region. the 
Israeli Defense Forces, on 6 June 1982, invaded Lebanon and 
pressed their advance to Chnstian-controlled East Beirut. Following 
a seige and bombardment of West Beirut, an agreement to  ailow for 
the protected evacuation of troops of the Syrian and Palestine Liber- 
ation Organization armies was reached. A multinational force. con- 
sisting of American, French. and Italian troops, semed as a buffer 
between the Israelis and Christians m East Beirut and the exiting 
Syrians and Palestinians in West Beirut When the exodus had been 
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completed the force departed Lebanon. Within a neek of the depar- 
ture of the last elements of the farce, however. reports began tu 
reach the press of a massacre of Palestinians in the refugee campi of 
Shatila and Sabra No one accused the Israelis of perpetrating rhe 
massacre, get it was beyond doubt that the Israeli command had 
allowed Christian Phalange militia into the camps in the frenzied 
aftermath of the assassmation of the Lebanese Christian P rwden t  
Bash Gamayel The second article of this issue examines the 
customarg mternational law standards of command criminal reapan- 
sibilitg and posits an application of those standards to the Israeli 
commander3 in charge of the Lebanese operation 

Not all crises of the still-young decade were fostered by force of 
arms On 19 Mag 1983 despite Cabinet-level lobbying from the 
Reagan Administration. the American Roman Catholic Bkhaps 
issued a pastoral letter entitled "The Challenge of Peace God's Pro- 
mise and Our Response " Directed toward the nation's Roman 
Catholics the letter condemned an) use of nuclear weapons and 
tolerated their possession only as a step toward negotiations leading 
to [heir elimination as weapons of war. The dilemma posed by this 
letter for Catholics in the armed forces and the general status of 
nuclear weapons and methods of nuclear targeting under customary 
international law are examined in .Vuckar Weapom: The Crisrs of 
CO~LSC ience 

Finally. on 31 August 1983, Korean Airlines Flight 007, a Baeing 
p a w n g e i  jetliner enroute to Seoul, Republic of Korea from Yew 
York. disappeared from the radar screen somewhere over the Sea of 
Japan As the facts became known. the world mas horrified at what 
had transpired; air forces of the Soviet Union had shot down an un- 
armed civilian passenger plane. causing the death of all 269 people 
on board. including a United States congressman. The Soviets at first 
denied the attack. l a t e r j~~ t i f i ed  its defense of Its "sacred borders," 
and, most recentig, have accused the United States of using the 
plane an  an espionage mission Aerzol I n t m i o n s  By Civil and 
.Military Aircraft zn Time of Peace studies the KAL incident in light 
of the international responses to unauthorized overflights in the 
p a t  The most recent activity of the International Civil Aviation 
Organization in addressing this issue IJ also discussed 

1s designed to acquaint the judge advocate with the role 
of law m those international disputes While not the sole determi- 
nant of what action a nation might take m furtherance of Its per- 
ceived \elf-mterest. the legal status of that actLon will certainly lm- 
pact upon the degree of support, or condemnation, that a state 

2 
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receive, far Its acuvity Contrast, for example, the support in the 
United Katmns received bg Great Britain in the Falklands Mlalvlnai 
dispute with the widespread criticism of the Soviet Union that rook 
place after the shooring down of KAL-007. The mternational legal 
m u e i  that attend each of these crises do not neceasarily immediarely 
strike the observer With this issue. the Editorial Board hopes to in- 
still in the judge advocate an awareness of the role af international 
law in contmporarg world affairs 
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19863 THE FALKLAXDS (MALVINAS) DISPUTE 

THE FALKLAND (MALVINAS) ISLANDS: 
AN INTERNATIONAL LAW ANALYSIS 

OF THE DISPUTE BETWEEN 
ARGENTINA AND GREAT BRITAIN 

by Major James Francis Graveile- 

nLm, too, in the case of a state in its eztenal relations, 
the rights of i ~ a r  m w t  be strictly observed. For sime there 
are two ways of settling a dispute,-first b y  discussion; 
second by physical force, and since t h e f o m e r  is charac- 
t d s t i c  of man, the latter of the brute, we m u t  iesovt to 
force only in erne m a y  not avail ourselues of dtsm- 
sion. 

Cicero (B.C. 106.43) 

I. PROLOGUE: PURPOSE AND 
METHODOLOGY OF THE ANALYSIS 

On Apnl2,  1982, the armed forces of Argentina invaded the Faik- 
land (Maivinas) Islands.' Argentina and Great Britan faced each 
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Ihc. i ruprion of rh ad b w n  fcitrnny f 
c diipiite had fail F?a<rful nrrempt. 

This article w1i discuss the acceptability to the a d d  ~ o r n r n u n ~ t ~  
of the clams of Argentina and Grear Brlram C O ~ C ~ ~ I U I I ~  rhe dlspute 
particularl) those claims relating to the use of armed force The 
dispute concerning the right of sowreignty over the Isiands and the 
apphcabiiity of the principle of self-determination to the peoples 
that inhabit the Islands will be discussed. In regard to the use of 
armed force. that both states base their use of armed force upon rh? 
nght of self-defense. each state claiming the other was the ag- 
gressor, i v l l l  be examined Discussion of the claims will overlap. ar 
the) are interrelated. and a correct legal conclusion respecting one 
of the claims would be difficult absent an understanding of the 
others Additionall), the methodology used to anal>ze the claims of 
Argentina and Great Britain will emphasize the facts and history of 
t he  Islands Detail in this area is necessarr for purposes of perspec- 
tiv? and because of the exrent to which the facts are disputed 

While anal~sis  of these substantive issues IS the main purpose of 
this article. another inquiry that h i l l  be made may be e ien  more 
significanr The articie w11 examine the failure of the procedural 
aspects of peacefully resolving the dispute U-hy had a dispute last- 
ing almost 150 years not been settled by peaceful means? Were the 
peaceful means available inadequate. or u as the problem a failure of 
the panicipants TO properly make use of the available means' 
Answers to these questions are important to the resolution of the 
dispute under examination and other disputes. current and future. 
The use of farce to resolve disputes not only can be indicative of the 
failure of the Community's methods of settling disputes. but, in ad- 
dition. can result in an undesirable precedent 

11. THE CENTRAL LEGAL ISSUES 
The dispute between Argentina and Great Britain concerning the 

Islands raises four mqor legal issues, three substantive, and one pro- 
cedural 

'An example oi this IS  that bared U ~ L I  i o u r ~ e i  rhpChriirianscienreYanirar Apr 
i 1981 at 1 ciil 3 ha, imred t h a t  rhe Islandr *ere dircorered hv the English in 
1591 On the other hand the Intei-.4merican Jurrdirial Committee on the Problem of 
the >lalvmai har clarrned that the Irland, s e r e  discorered earlier b\ the Spanish Sir 
Deilarafion of the Infei-menran Juridical Committee on the Problem of the 
ilalwnar. 31 GAOR Supii lho 231 at 188.90. I' Y Doc 4 JL 23 R e i  1 118761 
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First, the bases for the territorial claims of Argentina and Great 
Britain must he examined to determine If they conform to the recog- 
nized legal modes on which a state may haie its c lam that territory 
was acquired or  lost. The applicability of legal modes not directly 
raised will also be examined 

Second the applicability of the principle of self-determination w 1 1  
be examined Because self-determination IS a relative$ recent p r i n ~  
ciple of international law and still in an evolutionary state. Its 
development will he reriewed. The issue of whether or not the 
Islanders qualify as peoples to  which the principle can he applied 
will then be examined The expressions of the Umted hations con- 
cerning the criteria necessary to qualify as a people to  which the 
principle of self-determination should be applied and the past appli- 
cation of the principle of self-determination, generally. and smcifi- 
cally to the Islanders. will he discussed 

Third, the use of armed force by Argentina and Great Britain will 
he examined in terms of the applicable international law. An assess- 
ment of the competing clams of Argentina and Great Britain. both 
based upon the nght of self-defense, will be analyzed in light of the 
legal requirements of necessity and proportionality Specific criteria 
will he applied to determine if the use of armed force by Argentina 
or Great Britain can he justified on the basis of self-defense. 

Fourth, the procedural issue of the failure of the peaceful means of 
settling disputes will be examined. The examination of this issue is 
particularly critical concerning the Islands, for, although some 
peaceful means were attempted in an effort to settle the dispute, the 
situation ultimateiy erupted into a serious disruption of m e m a -  
tmnal peace Whether the failure was a result of ineffectiveness of 
the methods or a lack of desire or inability on the part of the par- 
ticipants to properly use the available means is the critical question. 
the answer to which will be valuable in resolving the issues sur- 
rounding this particular Situation and other disputes. 

111. SIGNIFICANT FACTS AND HISTORY 
Having the necessary facts is as important 8s applying the right law 

in reaching a correct legal c o n c l ~ s i o n . ~  In this section, the facts 
necessary to reach correct legal conclusions concerning the Issues 

'Harmg an understanding of the correct facti cannot be o\eremphaseed I" this 
case As will be seen in the analgilr there has been 4nife a problem m deferminlng 
Lhe carreel facts. BQ well as the applicable law 
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will be set forth. These facts will be pertinent later TO discussion of 
the issues of sovereignty. self-determination. aggression. and self- 
defense In addition to the facts directls bearing an the issues, some 
facts of a tangential nature are 10 place the situation in its proper 
perspectile Of course. some of the facts presented have changed 
since Apnl 2. 1982 

A .  GEOGRAPHY 

The Island5 are located m the South Atlantic Ocean approximately 
500 mile5 off the east coast of Argentina and approximately 8.000 
miles from Great Britain The Falklands consist o f  about 200 i3lands 5 

The largest of these Islands are East and &\-est €alkland Thp total 
land area of the 200 islands 1s approximately 4,iOO square milei 

2. Topography, Cltmal~, Flora and Fauna 

The Islands are generally hilly, with elevations as high as 2,312 
feet.' The coastlines are rugged. resultmg in many exceilent 

The Islands experience a narrow temperature range. with 
the mean temperature being 4Q°F in the summer and 3 6 T  ~n the 

The winds are strong, the skies are almost never free from 
clouds, and overcast days are cammon.l0 Rainfall IS relatively light. 
about twenty-five inches a year, although light snowfall has been 
recorded in each month of the year." Fog IS Generally, the 
weather conditions are much like those experienced in England and 
S c ~ t l a n d . ' ~  

As could be expected after reviewing the climate conditions, trees 
are a rarity on the Islands I 4  The vegetation is mainly grass, with 
same smaller shrubs 'j  The native animal life i s  composed of "geese. 

1. Location and Land Area 

8 
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penguins, seabirds, and seaIs."la Land mammais are not native to the 
1slands.I' 

3 Inhabitants 
The 1980 census reflected that there were 1,813 people living on 

the Islands.18This compares to a total population of 1,967 m 1972, as 
reflected m that census.'8 In 1980, the census also indicated that 
1,360 of the inhabitants were barn in the Islands, only 302 of them 
were born in Great Britain zo Generally, the msjority of the inhabi- 
tants have ancestors who had iived on the Islands in the nineteenth 

In 1980, 1,050 of the inhabitants iived in Stanley, the 
capital and only town.2a The second largest concentration of people 
is the settlement of Goose Green, also on East Falkland, which was 
then inhabited by 96 people.23 The Islanders speak English and there 
are "Anglican, Roman Catholic and Nonconformist churches ' ' w  

4 Administration and Defense 

The Islands are administered as a non-self-governing colony, with 
the governing bodies consisting of an Executive Council and a Legis- 
lative Council, each body contains some elected members.z6 The 
Governor IS an appointed member of the Executive Council.26 The 
Islands have had universal sufferage since 1949.27 The most recent 
constitution came into effect in 1977.28 The Judiciary consmts of a 
Supreme Court and two infeiior c ~ u r t s . ~ ~ T h e  Chief Justice 1s a nan- 
resident and the appellate court for the colony 1s located in 

Prior to April 2, 1982, the Islands were defended by a 
part-time voluntary militia, which was trained by a resident Royal 
Marine Deta~hment .~ '  

' l i d  
, - id 
"Id 
'Talkland Islands (h la lnna~j  Uorkrng Paper Prepared by the Secretariat 2,  U Z 

l"Rnrlrh Information Office. siiprn note 5 at  1 
" ' I d  
'lid 
'"id 
2.1d 
'$Strange supra note i at 36 
" I d  
"Id 
"Bnfish Infarmation Office, supia nore 6 ,  at 3 
*#id 
'"Id 
" I d  

Doc A AC 108 67 (1981) 
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5. Economy 

Sheep farming is almost totally the mainstay of the economy of the 
Islands 32 There are approximately 660,000 sheep on the Islands 33 

The economy is closely tied to the Faikland Islands Company. which 
o a n s  approximately one-half of the sheep and it also IS in 
control of other economic institutions, such as the banks 3s  The 
Islanders depend upon Great Britain for most of their imports and 
exports.s6 Efforts to  dwerafy the economy, such as to  establish a 
fishing zone or obtain investment capital, had been stymied b) the 
political situation It has been realized that closer economic ties 
with Argentina would be very advantageous to the economy, but, 
although efforts have been made along these lines, little progress has 
been reahzed 

B. HISTORY 
I .  Htstory of the Dispute C o n c a i n g  Sovereignty mer fhe Islands 

Basically, history is nothing more than an accumulatmn of facts set 
forth seriatim. It in itself 1s not necessarily relevant to  the legal 
analysis of a particular situation. However, the building blocks af 
history, the relebant facts, are of equal importance with the ap- 
plicable law in making a legal analysis. The foilowing historical 
material is set fonh to provide the basic facts for a legal analysis and 
for the purpose of perspective It is important to make clear that not 
ail the histoncal facts that could possibly be set forth are contained 
in the foilowing material, but only those that are considered signifi- 
cant to this iegai analyns. Most of the facts raised in the official 
statements of the participants' claims are Included, but some facts, 
although raised by publicists or  by one claimant or the other. are 
deemed not to be relevant and may only be mentioned or not raised 
at ali.3Q 

"Falkland I4andr (Malvmasj Working Paper Prepared by the Seclerarlat 8. C V 

3'ld 
" I d  a! 9 

Doc A A C  109 67 (19811 
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2. Period of Discovery (1 492-1 7631 

Generally, it is an accepted fact that Christopher Caiurnbus was 
the explorer that discovered A m e r ~ c a . ~ ~ T h e r e  is no endence that he 
sighted the Islands in 1492 or at any other time In fact, suggestions 
as to who was the first explorer to discover the Islands have not been 
supported by any satisfactory factual basis. so little weight can be 
given to those suggestions. Some wnters claim that the Islands were 
discovered in 1592 by John Davis, an English navigator. when his 
vessel, the Desire, was forced near the Isiands.'l However, other 
authors set forth evidence showing that the Islands were discovered 
pnar to 1592 by others, especiaily Spanish e x p i o r e r ~ . ~ ~  These same 
authon question the grounds for concluding that Davis discovered 
the l s land~. '~  

The available evidence concerning discovery cannot be used to 
canclusively determine who discovered the Islands. The evidence 
does appear to lead to the conclusion that either the Spanish or the 
English discovered the Islands in the 16th Century. Any other claims 
to first discovery would automatically come into question. However, 
Dutch sailors recorded their "discovery" in 1600 with such accuracy 
that there is little doubt that they actually visited the I~ iands . '~  

During this same period of history, Papal declarations were Issued. 
For example, the Papal bull Dudurn Sequidon of 1493 was issued to 
divide jurisdiction over newly discovered territory between Spain 
and Portugal." Additionally, treaties between Great Bntain and 
Spain were concluded concerning the sovereignty over territory pos- 
sessed by each party in Amenca." However, these legal expressions 
are not given much weight. The Papal declarations are not can- 
sidered a basis for obtaining sovereignty. As to the treaties, none of 
them specifically mentioned the Islands and, at  the time the treaties 

T h e r e  are theones concerning possible earllei dlacoierles, such as thole by irking 

"Strange, '%pro note 7 .  2s 4 7  
" J  Goebel. The Srruggle for the Falkland Islands A Study 10 Legal and Diplomatic 

'#Id at 54 44 
-,ii 0 ,  an 

4 L V l  

History 1-34 (19271 [hereinafter cited a8 Goebell 

.. .. .. 
W3~hs document ix discussed ~n ad 81 53 68 
"See e 0 ,  The Treaty of Madrid of 1670 II hleh uss srmed by Snam and Great Brit 

11 
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were entered into, it can hardly be said that either nation possessed 
the Islands. 

3. Settlement, Possession and Assertions qiSouweignty ( I  764-1833) 

Although there i s  disagreement on the issue of who discovered the 
Islands, there appears to be no question as to  which country first set- 
tled them. The first settlement was not established by either the 
Spanish or the English, but by the French in 1764 <' Even earlier, 
French saiiors and merchantmen had become familiar with the 
lslands and had named them "Les Maiouines" after a French town; 
hence the origin of the Argentinian name for the Islands, the Mal- 
 ina as.^^ In 1764, Louis-Antome De Bourgainvilie established a settle- 
ment an East Faikland and, in the same year, formally took posses- 
sion of the Islands in the name of Louis XV.4B 

The French settlement was, however, of relatively short duration. 
The Spanish protested almost immediately to France concerning the 
settlement The protests were based on such grounds as proximity to 
other ~ e t t i e m e n t s . ~ ~  In addition to protesting. the Spanish offered to 
purchase the setrlement.61 Arrangements were made, the acceptable 
sum of money was paid, and, on April 1, 1767, the Spanish took 
possession of the settlement.6xThus, the French settlement had end- 
ed and the first Spanish settlement, as a n e n  colony, was established 
mmediateiy.63 

While the Spanish and the French were sorting out their problems 
pertaining to the settlement of East Falkland, the British were es- 
tablishing a settlement on West Faikiand. In 1765, the Islands were 
claimed for England by Commodore John but a settlement 
was not established until January 8 .  1766 jb Chronologicaiiy. the  set^ 
tlement an West Falkiand occurred after the French settlement on 
East Faikiand, but before the French settlement was ceded to the 
Spanish. The Bntish settlement, like the French settiement, was 
short-lived In 1770, the Spanish, by force, ousted the British.j6 

* T o e b e 1  supra note 42 at 22t 
-#Id 
"Id sf 226 
'Old at 228 
I l l d  

l"1d 8t 229-30 
"Id at 230 
"Id ai 232 
#lid at  238 
<*Id at  277 

12 
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After much negotiation and almost the advent of war, Spain and 
England agreed to the restitution of the farmer British settlement to 
England, which event took place on September 16, 1771.s7 In 1774, 
the British took formal leave of the 

After the Bntish had departed. the Spanish Settlement continued 
to exist and, from 1776 until 1811, it was governed as part of the 
viceroyalty of Buenos Aires The settlement was never a success 
and suggestions were made to abandon it.'o During this time period, 
as during the discovery period, treaties affecting the holdings in 
America of Spain and Great Britain were concluded. The effect of 
these treaties on the Islands 1s questionable. For example, in 1790, 
Spain and Great Britain entered into the Nootka Sound 
Convention.B1 By the terms of this convention, intw alia, it WBS 

agreed that Great Britain would respect the terri tov occupied by 
Span  in South Amenca, including the coastal However, as 
with the earlier treaties, the Islands were not specifically mentioned 
and the question of who was occupying the Islands at that time is 
disputed. Thus, the convention, just as the earlier treaties, is not 
considered determinative of legal issues concerning the Islands. 

The Spanish settlement was discontinued in 1811.6a In 1816, the 
viceroyalty declared its independence from Spain BE the Unlted R o -  

"Id at407 Ii~ranisrueahetherornor~heinteniionofthepartieswaitorelvrn~o 
the ds)ureitalu, quo that exlsfedprmrfolhe ouarlngofGreatBnfaln. ~ r f h a f l l w a ~ a  
recognition of Great Bnfmn'r right LO pmieasmn. or that it vas an agreement for 
temporary posiesrron by Great Biitain This L I I U ~ ,  m With man) others bared on 
cloudy and anelenL facts, mag never be sarrrfaetarily answered See Id at c b .  VI-VI1 
for a discuraion of this i b m e  

jeId Bf 410 Whether or not the BritLih intended to abandon their nghts" Lo the 
Islands IS subject t o  different inrerprefationr If 1s a fact that the commander of the 
settlement left a metal plaque at rhe site which wm engraved as follows 

. .  
left fblnK ab a mark dr po~rerslon 

BY, S W Cla)<on, 
Commanding Officer at  Fallland Islands 

h D. 1774 
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vinces of the Rlo de la Plata.64 In 1820, the Islands, which had not 
been subsequently settled by any other country, were formally oc- 
cupied by Colonel Daniel Jewitt of the vlceroyalty.66 In 1823, a 
governor WBS appointed over the Islands and a colony was estab- 
lished in 1826.66 In 1827, the government of Buenos Aires issued a 
proclamation claiming it had succeeded to all the rights of Spain over 
the Islands." This proclamation was protested by the British.0' 

During this period of time, seals were being taken from the Islands 
by foreign ships.es After bemg warned by the governor that their ac- 
tivities were illegal, two sealing ships from the United States were 

As a consequence of this seizure, in 1831, the L3.S.  Lex- 
ington devastated the settlement, proclaimed the Islands free from 
government, and departed.') Later, in 1886, President Cleveland, in 
his first annual message to Congress, rejected Argentina's claim for 
indemnity for the incident based upon the piratanical nature of the 
colony and the "derelict condition of the islands before and after 
their alleged occupation by Argentine calanists."r2 

In 1832, the Argentine government dispatched a fngate to protect 
the Islands.7a Later in that same year, the British returned to re- 
establish their former settlement in West Falkland and, in 1833, the 
Bntish, with force but no violence, took possession of the Spanish 
settlement on East Falkland.'4 Argentina immediately protested this 
action By the end of 1833, the Bntish, over the protests of Argen- 
tina, possessed the Islands. 

4 ,  Possession and Colonization by Oreat Britazn, and Protestation 
by Avgentina (1833-Aprl I ,  1982) 

The British have possessed and continuously occupied the Islands 
since 1833.76 I h e  Islands were managed by naval personnel from 

"Id 
"Id at 434 
"id at 434-36 
"Id at  437 
' # I d  a t 4 4 2  
'#Id at 438 
.aid 
-.id at 444 
'38 J Richardson, A Compilation of the Messages and Papers of Lhe Presidents 

-3Goebel supra note 42, st 454 
"id at 456-56 
-Eld at 466 
"Bntlih Forslyl and Commonwealth Office, The Falkland Islands The Facts 2 3 

liS8-IS8i at325 (18981 

11882) [herelnafrer clted as Brnnsh Forelgn Offlcel 
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1634 until 1842 and, in 1642, the Islands were officially colonized." 
They have continued to exist in colonial status since that time. 

Starting with its protest in 1833, Argentina has continued to raise 
the issue of sovereignty over the Islands in various arenas. Argentina 
has continuously proclauned its sovereignty during the United Na. 
tions' discussions dealing with decoloniaation of the Islands78 which 
began in the early 1960s. It is clear that Argentina has continuously 
notified Great Britain and other nations of its claim of sovereignty 
over the Islands from 1833 to April I,  1982. 

5. Invasion by Argentina and Subsequent M a t t m  lprm April 2, 
1982) 

On April 2, 1982, an Argentine force consisting of approximately 
2,000 mannes and a dozen ships took Port Stanley.'g The invasion 
came shonly after Britain demanded that Argentina remove its sal- 
vage workers from South Georgia Island, a dependency of the 

The Argentine reaction WBS to send ships to defend the 
workemnl This was not the first time in recent yean  that Argentina 
and Great Britain had had B serious confrontation concerning the 
disputed areas. For example, as recently as 1976, Argentina had 
fired a shot across the bow of a British ship sailing in disputed 

That the dispute npened into a full-scale conflict in 1962 
may not have been a matter of happenstance. Evidence indicates 
that it may have been a goal of the ArRentine government to take 

"Strange. ~upm note 7 .  at 60-61 
W e e  statement by the Representative of Argentma. Dr Jose Maria Ruda. before 

the Speelal Commrftee. npiznfed in 18 U K GAOR Annex 8 (Agenda Item 21. adden 
dum item part l),  at 440-42, U N Doe. Ai6800 Rev I(1864-66) [hereinafter referred 
to as Dr. Rudal Copies of this ~mportant ifafemenf are dlslribuled by the Argentine 
Embassy when uqulnel are made concerning Argentina's legal elaima pertaining to 
the lalandr. The statement a160 is referred to when dlscusaians ace held at the United 
Yatians Dr. Ruda ~ u r r e n f l ~  IS a mdse on the InfeinaI~onsl Court af Justice . .  

"Warhmgton Past, Apr 3,  1882, at  A I .  COI 3. 
'Old at A24, c d  1 
"Chnstlan Science Monitor. Apr 5 ,  1882, af3 ,  COI 1 The ChristianScienceloniror 

proposes that three factors may have pmmpfed the attack on the Islands at  this time: 
pohtlcs, 011, and opportunsy Regarding the pdillcsl factor, the m h t a r y  ~unfa  may 
have been trymg to draw attention away from the slow pdllleal reform and the 
ee~nomlc problems for which ~f IS blamed The emotlonaham of the retaking of ter- 
rltory allegedly taken illegally from Argennna fostered the cohesiveness of national- 
~ s m  Like othernarions, Argenflnaneedsoil Withthe possibdsyafrich depmlhofod 
around the Islands. p4aesslon of the Islands would be important The opporfvnily to 
retake the Islands amie wrfh an incident concerning salvage operation3 on South 
Georga Islands. Argentina could have seen this BQ an oppoRumty to turn the mcidenf 
into B reaolutlon of the iovereignfy blue 

('Id at 3,  co1 3 
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control of the Islands befare the end of 1982, the year which marked 
the sesquicentennial of the British ejection of the Spanish from the 

Advance intelligence immediately before the attack indi- 
cated that the mvasmn was not spontaneous; President Reagan held 
a 50-minute telephone conversation with Argentine President 
Leopoldo Galtiere, requesting him "not to go forward'' with the in- 
vasion' 84 

Immediately after the Argentine attack, Great Britain broke off 
diplomatic relations with Argentina and asked the United Nations 
Security Council to demand that Argentina immediately withdraw 
its In addition, Britain began gathering a large naval force.Be 
Bntish Prime Minister Thatcher labeled the invasion an act of ag- 
gression8' and Foreign Secreary Lord Carnngton stated that, 
although diplomatic measures would be attempted to obtain the 
withdrawal of Argentina, "the U.N. Charter gives the members 'the 
inherent nght to take action in self-defense. . to expel or repel [an 
invader] by force.'"8n President Galtieri, at that time facing 
domestic political unrest, stated that the Islands were part of Argen- 
tina and that force was necessary because Great Britan had 
"perpetrated Its rule over the lsiands 'through an interminable suc- 
cession of delays and evasions' during diplomatic negotiations Over 
the past 16 years."8s 

The day after the invasion, the United Nationd Security Council 
adopted Resolution 502, which stated: 

The Secunty Council, 

Recalling the statement made by the President of the 
Security Council at  the 2345th meeting of the Security 
Council on 1 April 1982 (6/14944) calling on the Govern. 
ments of Argentina and the United Kingdom of Great Bri. 
tain and Nolthem Ireland to refrain from the use or threat 
of force in the region of the Falkland Islands (Idas 
Malvinas), 

Deeply disturbed at  report8 of an invasion on 2 April 
1982 by armed forces of Argentina, 

'Sld at COI 1 
n*Weshmgton Post, Apr 3.  1982, at A l .  COI 4 
dmld at cab 2-3 
'dWashm@on Post, Api 4 ,  1982. at A l .  COI. 6 
"WuhmgLon Post Apr 3,  1882. at A24, COI 1 
" I d .  
sold 81 A I .  COI 4 
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Determining that there exists a breach of the peace in 

1. Demands an mmediate cessation of hostilities, 

2. Demon& an immediate withdrawal of ail Argentina 
forces from the Falkland Island (Islas Malvinas), 

3. Calls an the Governments of Argentina and the 
United Kingdom to seek a diplomatic solution to their dif- 
ferences and to respect fully the purposes and principles 
of the Charter of the United Nations. 

Argentine Foreign Minister Nicanar Costa.Mendez stated that the 
illegal action by Great Britain in 1833 could not give rise to a legality 
at this time.Q0 He also stated that the U.N. Charter provision bamng 
the use of force to settle disputes cannot apply to illegal actions that 
predate the signing of the Charter.*' Prime Minister Thatcher indi- 
cated that negotiations would be attempted, but that a British naval 
force of forty ships could be expected to reach the Islands in two 
weeks.02 On April 6, a naval force of thirtysix ships departed from 
Portsmouth, England.QS 

During the next three weeks, many significant events, mainly in 
the realm of negotiations, were to take place. On April 6, Foreign 
Minister Mendez, through the Organization of American States 
sought United States and Latin aid under the Rio  treat^.^' At the 
direction of President R e a m ,  Secretary of State Alexander Haig, on 
April 7 ,  began shuttling between Argentina and Great Britain as 
mediator.Q6 The following day, Great Britain announced that, under 
Article 61 of the United Nations Charter and effective after midnight 
on Easter Sunday, a 200-mile maritime exclusion zone would be 
established around the Islands,Qa applying to Argentine naval 

the region of the Falkiand Islands (Islas Maivinas), 

~ ..... ..~. ., ...~, .. ... . 
fd a t c d  1 There issome question, coneernlngtheappueabllllytofhe-edcan- 
, af the North Atlantic Treaty ( 6  S t a t ,  IIT 2, sf 2241 l19491), and the Inter- 

"Warhmgron Post. Apr. 4, 1982, at AI, CoI  8 
swfrrhinm"" Pnat An7 R 1 m 2  at p i ,  C", R 

met 
American Treaty of Reciprocal hsslstanee (Rlo Treaty), (General S e c r e m t ,  0 A S , 
Baric Instrument8 of the Organkation of Amerlean States 5 6 ,  Treaty S e n e  No. 61 
(OEAjSer. XI11 (EnglLlh) (19811). Although a thorough annlysm of the appUesblUty of 
these Lrentiesiibeyondthe scope o f t h h p a p r .  ~IuL~usaulhor'sap~uonfhaftheydo 
not ~ p p l y  Se North Aflanlic Treaty. art 6, whlch provldes that It applles only IO 
North A m e n c ~ .  the North Arlanln and Europe See Rlo Treaty, art 3,  whlch LMlB 
the PDnllCabillfv of the treaty to  aeU-defenw I ~ ~ U B ~ ~ O M .  As it I this author's COnCIY- 
310" %at Argentina wez Lhe-%wemuar, the treaty doe8 not apply 

saW&%?mgron Post. Apr 7, 1082. at A16. ea1 1 .  
"WarhhBtan Post, APT. 8, 1982, sf A l .  EO] 1 .  
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the British troops invaded the Islands on 20 May.L11 After 
armed conflict lasting ten weeks, the British took the Islands; the 
Argentine commander surrendered on June 14."1 

The casualties resulting from the war were numerous. Estimates of 
Argentina's casualties exceed 1,700, including 660 listed as dead or 
missing.l'a British casualties are estimated to exceed 676, with 243 
iisted as dead or m i ~ s i n g . " ~  The loss of military equipment, including 
naval vessels and aircraft, was enormous.'L6 The conflict resulted in 
political casualties as well; President Galtieri was forced to resign on 
June 17."8 

IV. THE OPPOSING ARGENTINIAN 
AND BRITISH CLAIMS- 

TO SOVEREIGNTY OVER THE ISLANDS 

A .  BASES IN INTERNATIONAL LAW FOR 
CLAIMS TO ESTABLISH EXCLUSIVE 
APPROPRIATION OVER TERRITORY 

Twelve modes of acquiring 01 losing territory have generally been 
recognized in international law: discovery, occupation, accretion, 
erasion, avulsion, cession, conquest, prescription, abandonment, 
revolution, succession, and annexation.x17 Additional modes es- 
poused by some publicists and claimants generally have not been 
recognized in international law. For example, in The Island of 
P a l m  Case,'LB contiguity was argued as a basis far a claim to te r -  
ritory.lls However, the arbitrator held that sovereignty based on 
contiguity is not recognized in international iaw.lzo Argentina and 
Great Entilin h a w  not argued all of the twelve recognized modes in 

"Vashmgton Post May 16, 1982, sf AI,  CDI 5 
"lWarhmgton Post, May 22, 1882, at AI,  e01 3 
"*Warhmgton Paif, dune 16, 1982, at A I ,  COI. 8 
"BWuhlngtonPoSL, JuI 3,  1082. at AI.  COI 2 
"'Waihmgton Post. dune 16, 1982. at A17, mI. 2 
"bWashmgton Post. Jul 3 ,  1882, at A l .  COI 2 
"*WWaihmgton Post, June 18, 1882, %f AI,  col 1 
"'These twelve modes of acquiring or loaing sovereignty aver feriimry are dls- 

cussed I" 1 G Hackworth, Digest of Infernsflonal Law $$ 58-66 (1040) [hereinnfter 
cited a i  1 Hackworth1 

" T h e  Island ofPalmuCase, [E S Y Neth 1, 2 U U Reportsoflnf'l ArbifralAwards 
829 118281 [heremafter cited ar Palmul 

"'Id B L  837. 
" o l d .  at 869 
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support of their claims On the other hand, contiguity, generally 
unrecognized in international law, has been argued by Argentina.121 
The modes of acquinng or losing territory that have been rased by 
Argentina and Great Britain as bases are discussed below. 

B.  EXAMINATION, ASSESSMENT, AND 
COMPARISON OF THE BASES FOR THE 
TERRITORIAL CLAIMS OF ARGENTINA 

AND GREAT BRITAIN 
I .  Methodologg 

A three-part process will be used to appraise the validity of the 
claims of Argentina and Great Britain. First, each basis af both 
claimants will be examined. The basis of the claim will be set farth as 
expressed by the claimant and then applied to the factual situation. 
The validity of using each basis to support a claim of saverewty  will 
be analyzed in light of established international law concerning thnt 
parricuiar basis. 

Second, the validity of Argentinian and British drums to sover- 
eignty will be assessed individually based on the awegate of ail 
modes raised by each claimant. 

Third, a comparative appraisal will be made of the competing 
claims of Argentina and Great Bntain. 

2. Emmination oJ the Indimdual Bases For the Territorial Claim 
ofArgentina 

(a) Discovery 

Argentina claims sovereignty over the lsiands as a result of the 
discovery of the Islands by Spain.lZz Argentina contends that Spain, 
through which Argentina maintains it has acquired its rights, dis- 
covered the isiands.l23 The general rules pertaining to discovery are 
set forth in TheIslands oJPalmos Case.lZ4 P a l m  involved a dispute 
between the Netherlands and the United States concerning an island 
located between the Philippines, at  that time a part of United States 
territory, and the Netherland Indies. me arbitrator heid that mere 

>S1Dr Ruda, mpm note 78, 81 442 
1TIr Ruda, supm note 78, at 4 4 1  
'"*Id 
'".Palmal, Supra note 118 
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discovery without further action on the part of a state vests no more 
than an "inchoate title," subject to becoming a "definitive title of 
sovereignty," by accomplishment of a further act within a 
reasonable time, indicating an intention to assume 
Such subsequent action would create this "definitive title" and bar 
an interloping state from obtaining such title first. The ClippertonLz0 
case modifies this general rule. The case involved a dispute between 
France and Mexico over certain uninhabited islands.l2' Cltpperton 
heid that little more than mere discovery would suffice to establish 
sovereignty when islands are indisputably at the absolute disposition 
of the discovering country.lZ8 

Based on the general rule as expressed m Palmas, the made of 
discovery would give Argentina no more than an inchoate title. Evi- 
dence of further acts indicating sovereignty would be necessary to 
create a definitive title. Under the rule BS modified by Clipperton, 
Argentina could claim a definitive title if she could show mdisput- 
able control over the Islands after discovery. 

Therefore, Argentina's claim to inchoate or definitive title to the 
lsiands is justifiably disputed by Great Britain. Historically, whether 
the English or the Spanish discovered the Islands has not been estab- 
lished concludvely and Argentina cannot show that the Islands have 
been indisputably at her absolute disposition or that of Spain. Dis- 
covery i s  not sufficient to support Argentina's claim to sovereignty 
over the Islands. 

0) Occupation 
Argentina claims sovereignty based on Spanish and Argentine oc- 

cupation of the Islands.izs Spain had settlements on the Islands dur- 
ing the period of 1767-1811.180Argentina had settlements during the 
periods of 1823-1824,18L 1826-1831,13a and 1832-1833.'as Argentina 
formally took possession of the Islands in 1820.L84 Argentina argues 
that these periods of occupation support her claim of sovereignty. 
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Two requirements must be met io, a country 10 acqulre so\ rrelgn- 
t) b: occupation The territory must he res ~ I I L I I L I I E .  thar is. it 
belongs to no one either because it onginall? was never taken or 
that It has hpen abandonrd.'3h The Palmns rase held thar. for o c c u ~  
pation to vest t i t le ,  it must be " e f f e c t ~ i e . " ~ ~ '  The arbitrator in- 
dicated that the country occup)~ng the tfriitory must he able to per- 
form the rights and duties that are required of a sovereign m relation 
to Its territory for rhe accupatmn to be "effectire." The Inter- 
national Court of Justice in the Enstmn Greenland case. 138 concern- 
ing claims of smereignty by 4orway and Denmark to parts of East- 
ern Gremland. set out required element3 for claims to sotereignt), 
based on modes showing a continuing display of authorit>. such as 
0ccupar10n.13@ rarher than modes such as treaties Claims based on 
such modes require "the intention and ail1 to act as sovereign and 
some actual exercise or displa) of authont)."140 Expressed in other 
terms. there must he a degree of administration and possession 

Additionally. the court in Eastern Greenland held that the extent 
of the claim of sovereignt) by another pouer must be considered m 
evaluating ciaims based on a continuing display of author 

depends on the facts of each case. For example. 1" a situation where 
a state has indisputed disposition over the territor), such as in the 
Clipperton case. minimal acts indicating occupation would he neces- 
sary Where competing clams are involved evidence showing more 
extenswe control or authority m e r  the territom would he required 
to acquire soiereignt) based on a mode such as occupmon. The 
amount of terntory over which a country can claim sovereignty 
based m a n  area of occupation depends on the nature of the occupa- 
tion in relationship to the territorg A settlement on B small island 
would he more like11 to suffice as e f f e c t r e  occupation of an island 
than would the same size settlement on the coast of a continent A 

extent of control necessary to Constitute effect,ve occupatio" 

"Old 81 46 
"1 H Lauferpact Oppenheim I lniernatimal La- 567 (8th ed 19651 IhereLnmfler 

Emtern Greenland. m p r o  note 128 at 46 
"'U Hall A Trearlie on lnrernarional Law 129 (A Higanr ed 6th ed 19211 

rired 89 I Lauf~rpa~t ]  

lheieinaffer cited as Haill 
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country can be considered to occupy the amount of terntory which 
logically 1s a part of its immediate territory and is necessary for its 
SeCUnty, 

Applying this logic to Argentina's claim to sovereignty based on oc- 
cupation, it is clear that Argentina had not "effectively" occupied 
the Islands. For example, it cannot be said that the Islands were res 
nulliw when the Spanish drove the French out of East Faikiand in 
1767. In 1767, the British had a settlement on West Faikiand. 
Neither Span  nor Britain has a sufficient factual basis to support a 
predominent claim of discovev. Therefore, at  that time, 1767, Great 
Britan had as much a claim to the Islands as Spain. Consequently, 
Argentina cannot show that the Islands were res nullius. 

Even conceding that the Islands were yes nullzw in 1767, "effec- 
tive'' occupation by Spain over the Islands would be questionable 
East Falkiand was possessed and admmistered, to a limited extent, 
by Spain and, subsequently, Argentina, dunng the period of 1767 to 
1833. However, It 1s questionable whether Argentina "effectively" 
occupied all of the Islands. In fact. the settlements on the Islands 
were generally ineffective and failures In addition, Great Britain 
had a Settlement on West Faikiand from 1768 until 1774. Through 
1774, Spain did not "effectively" occupy the Islands 

During the period of 1774 until 1833, the Spanish and, subse- 
quently, the Argentmmans, had a settlement on the Islands, even 
though it was limited to East Faikland and was generally unsuccess- 
ful. However, Argentina's taking of the American sailing ships in 
1831 does show an assertion of authority and attempt to control ail 
the Islands This display by Spain and Argentina of possession and 
administration is some support for the mode of occupation. How- 
ever, the "effectiveness'' of this occupation is still questionabie. 

Reasonable men may differ as to the validity of Argentina's use of 
the basis of occupation. In any case, It LS clear that, w e n  interpreting 
the evidence in a light most favorable to Argentina and by applying 
the rules pertaining to occupation in a manner also mast favorable to 
Argentina, it cannot be concluded that the occupation was such as to 
give Argentina definitive title. The evidence of Great Britain's 
sovereignty cannot be ignored Great Britain left the Islands In 1774 
for economic reasons. However, a plaque was left on West Faikiand 
indicating that only a temporary absence was intended. Other na- 
tions questioned Argentinian authority over the Islands. For exam- 
ple, Argentinian attempt to restrict the taking of seals from the 
Islands resulted in the incident with the United States. With an Im- 
partial analysis of the evidence, one must conclude that Argentina, 
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as a successor to Spain, did not obtain definitive title by occupation 
of the Islands pnor to 1833. 

(Ci Prescription 

The evidence on which Argentina reiiec ro show occupation could 
also be used to raise the mode of pre~criptmn as a bars  for itq claim 
to s o ~ e r e i g n t y . ~ ~ '  Prescriprian entails a posiess~on of territory of 
such length that I t  is conceded thar the passesror has title to the rer- 
ritory One publicist has stated that "prescription arises out of a 
long-continued possession. where no original source of proprietary 
right can be shown to exist, or where possession in thc first existence 
being wrongful, the legitimate proprietor has neglected to assert his 
right. or has been unable to  do so . ' Ia6 The mternatmnal law pnnci- 
pie of prescription is similar to the principle of prescription with 
which municipal law-yers are familiar. although the purpose of pre- 
scription m international law is to maintain minimum world order 
and inclusive values, rather than to protect the legal rights of a 
sovereign and exclusive vaIues.1'6 

Actually. there are two forms of prescription. These forms have 
been labeled as "acquisitive'' and "extinctive" presrription.l4' Ac- 
quisitlve prescription involves the long-term peaceful possession of 
territory wirh no other claimant protesting the possesmon. In the 
Palmas case. the arbitrator recognized acqusmve prescription and 
set forth guides concerning Its applicability, such as cases af open 
and notorious p o s ~ e s s m n . ' ~ ~  Acquisitive prescription gives any state 
possessing a claim the opportunity to  raise It Extinctive prescription 
involves the possession, although ongmaily wrongful, of such a long 
term that It ultimately Stops the deposed State from asserting Its 
claim 140 No exact rules exist regarding either type of prescriptmn. 
The period af time necessary to vest title in the possessor has not 
been estabished. Whether title has rested must be determined by an 
analysis of the facts in each case. 

"'Dr Ruda mpm note 78,  at 141 
"*Hall. supra note 143 at 143 
'"Id Whether z\alue 15 considered e x ~ l u ~ l \ e  orrnclusliedepesdion the extentto 

nhichthevalu~iiiharedwifhalloraponionofIheworldcammunirg Avaluerhat 15 
shared b) a large gormn of the aorld commumfy 18 mclurire o m  shared by B small 
portion of the world communir) or only one nation 1s considered to be ~ X C I Y S W ~  See 
\I \IcDougaI & F Feliciana. Laa and Minimum World Public Order 182 (1961) 
[hereinalter cited a3 YcDougal & Fellciano1 

"2 Ibhireman supra note 126, ai 1062 
* * ~ a i ~ a ~ ,  supin me ~ i i  BL 868 

"*J Brlerly The Law of Vations 169 IH Waldock ed 6th ed 1963) lhereinafrer 
cited as Brierlil 
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Diplomatic protests can be a sufficient means of impeding the ap- 
plication of the mode of prescnption.160 How long such protest will 
delay the application of this mode is not clear. However, if an es- 
tablished internatmnal body before which cases involving questions 
of sovereignty can be brought is available and only dlplomatic pro- 
tests are continually asserted with no attempt to bring the case 
before the body, such protests will not stop the State in possession 
from gaming title by application of the mode of prescnption.ls' For 
example, in 1955, Great Britain filed a unilateral application with 
the International Court of Justice to stop Argentina and Chile from 
obtaining any nghts by prescnption over the dependencies of the 
Islands.lE2 This  application was withdrawn after Argentina and Chile 
declined to respond.ls3 

When applying the rules of prescription, it is helpful to apply the 
rules of acquisitive and extinctive prescription separately. Looking 
first at  the rules of acquisitive prescription, the extent of possession 
by Spain and Argentina is the determinative issue. Although Spain 
and Argentina had consecutive settlements on the Islands from 1767 
until 1833, it is questionable if they actually had possession of the 
Islands dunng this period Great Britain had a settlement an West 
Falkland from 1767 until 1774. Additionally, when the British with- 
drew from West Falkland in 1774, a plaque was left announcing 
Great Britain's claim to the Islands. The Spanish settlement on East 
Falkland was not successful and generally ineffective. In fact, as 
evidenced by President Cleveland's statement, the settlements 
before and after Argentina succeeded to Spain's nghts to the Islands 
were generally piratanical and derelict. Although the state of the 
settlement would not necessarily detract from its official Ststus BS a 
government settlement, It does belie Argentina's claim of "open and 
notonous" possession. The settlements on East Falkland were so in- 
effective and unsuccessful that it was unnecessary for Great Britan 
to state i ts  claim. Argentina's claim, under the rules applicable to ac- 
quisitive prescription, is not supportable. 

The Same conclusion rewlts when the rules concerning extinctive 
prescription are applied. Even if the original possession by Argen. 
tina, as to Great Britain, was wrongful, extinctive prescription can 
be applied if the requirements for its application can be met. How- 
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ever, there I S  no evidence that Argentina's possession was wrongful 
The problem IS that the possession by Spain and Argentina was such 
that It was ineffectual to extinguish Great Britain's claim t o  SOY- 

ereignty. The possession by Argentina was not sufficient to bar 
Great Britain's subsequent claim to possession. There m a s  no need 
for Great Britain to protest the settlement. Neither acquisitive nor 
extinctive prescription give Argentina a basis for Its claim to sover- 
eignty 

id) Abandonmant 

Argentina claims that Great Britain abandoned her rights to the 
Islands when she removed the settlement on Vest Falkland in 
1774.'j3 Abandonment requires that the country intend to relinquish 
sovereignty and actually abandon the When the British 
left West Falkiand in 1774, a plaque was left patently stating the in- 
tention not to abandon the Islands Although Great Britain removed 
the settlement in 1774, It cannot be established that she abandoned 
the Islands The mode of abandonment does not support Argentina's 
claim to sovereignty over the Islands. 

le) Successzon and Revolufzon 

Argentina relies heavily upon the mode of SUCCeSSion156 as a basis 
to suppolz Lts claim to sovereignty over the I~lands. '~~Argent ina coil- 
tends that It inherited whatever rights Spain had to the Islands when 
Argentina received 1ts independence from Spain, as the Islands were 
part of the \iceroyalty of Argentina. However. although succession 
and revolut~on are valid means of gaining title to sovereignty 
Argentina's title could be no greater than the title Spain held Slnce 
Spain. at the time of Argentina's independence. had questionable ti- 

tle, Argentina's use of the modes of succession and revolution are ~ n -  
effective, excepc for the purpose of showing the derivation of Its 
claims to title. 

10 conques1 

The mode of conquest is discussed only to show Its inapplicability. 
Argentina does not clam that title to the Islands was obtained by the 
Spanish conquest over the British in 1770. Nor does she claim that 
her invasion on April 2 ,  1882 resuits in title by conquest. Great 
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Britain does not claim title b) conquest as a result of her reoccupa- 
tmn of the Islands in 1833. though Argentina has felt obligated to de- 
nounce the use of force m 1833 as an act designed to obtain tnle.lia 

In 1770. when Spain drove England from West Falkland, and. in 
1833, when England drove the Argentman settlement out of East 
Falkland, acquisition of territory by conquest waz recognized by 
states and by the preponderance of international legal writers L 5 n  

Therefore. some argument could be, but has not been, made by the 
evicting party that, in 1770 or in 1833, a conquest took place. In 
1982. however, after the denunciation of the use of war as a means 
of effecting rights in the Covenant of the League of and 
the Charter of the United Nztmns.161 the use of conquest to change 
established rights would be considered iliegal. This may be a factor 
in the failure of Argentina and Great Britain to raise the mode of 
conquest as a basis for their claims to sovereignty over the Islands In 
any event. claiming title by conquest would admit that another scate 
held title to the territory. a point which neither state wishes to con- 
cede 

ig) Contiguity 

Argentina has impliedly raised contiguity1nz as a basis for its c lam 
to sovereignty over the Islands when stressing the physical prox- 
imity of the Islands to  Argentma.LBa Not raising contiguity directly 
may be because it is the most controversd basis for Argentina's 
claim. In fact, contiguity has generally not been recognized ~n inter- 
national law as a mode of acquiring territory le4 Assummg arguendo 
that contiguity i s  a proper mode of obtaining sovereignty, it does not 
support Argentina's claim. The Islands are an identifiable indepen- 
dent unit lying 600 miles from Argentina. Even considering that 
there is some value to the Islands in maintuning certain ties to 
Argentina, such as an economic relationshlp, the Islands are too 
remotely located to support a claim of sovereiglity by contlgurty. 

l"'Ruda. mpro note 78, sf 441 
'$'I Lauterpaet. mpm note 131. at 570 
"ohague of Naf ion~  Covenant. arts I1 12. 15 
"lU.Y. Charter. art  2 ,  paras 3. 4 
"'Contiguity applies t o  alands. while continuity IS applied to  

"Wuda. m p ~ o  note 78. at 442 
"'Palmas, mpra note 118, BL 860 

Separated by water I Haekwonh mnro note 117, at 407 
1s not 
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3. Assessment si the Totality of Argentma's Claim to Sooereignty 

Argentina does have %me grounds upon which to present a claim 
of sovereignty over the Islands. Far example, Spanish explorers mag 
hare discovered the Islands. Spain and, subsequently, Argentina did 
have settlements on the Islands for a significant number of years. 
Argentina is entitled to claim w-haterer rights in the Islands that 
Spain held immediately pnor to Argentina's independence. But, 
after critically reviewing the bases far Argentina's c lam to sover- 
eignty, one must conclude that Argentina never developed definite 
title to the Isiands. Kone of the bases argued by Argentina are  con^ 

clus~ve in establishing sovereignty. However, Argentma's claim can- 
not he considered in a vacuum, but must be compared with Great 
Britain's c l am before a correct conclusion can be made regarding 
what country has the predominant claim over the Islands. Before 
these competing clams can be compared, the bases of Great Britain's 
claim to sovereignty must be evaluated indimduaily 

4 Ezamination ojthelndit'idual Bases for  the Territorial C l a m  of 
Great BPitain 

fa) Dzscorery 

Great Britain, as Argentina. argues that the mode of discover). sup- 
ports its claim of sovereignty over the Islands.1b5 The pnmar). basis 
for this argument IS that the Englishman, Captain Davis. probably 
was the first to sight the Islands in 16Q2.16e Huuever, as seen in 
analyzing Argentina's claim of discmen,  whether the English. 
Spanish, or a third nation discovered the Islands cannot be es tah~ 
iished conclusively. Even assuming that Great Britain did discover 
the Islands. under the Palmas case, this >%-auld at best establish only 
an inchoate title Definitive titie would have to be established using 
other modes Great Britain's c l am of sovereignty based on discovery 
is no stronger than Argentina's claim based on this Same mode 

(a) occupation 

Great Britain has relied upon the mode of occupanon to bolster Its 
claim to  sovereignty.18' Since first settling the Islands in 1766, Great 
Bntam has occupied the Falklands for approximately 157 of the last 
216 years. However, for occupation to establish sovereignty, Great 
Britain must show that the Islands were res nullius a t  the time of oc- 
cupation and that occupation was effective. However, the Islands 
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were not res nullivs in 1766. The French had a settlement on East 
Falkland and, at the same time, the Spanish were asserting their 
ciaim. The Islands did not attain ves nullius status in 1833, when the 
British evicted the Argentine settlement. Any claim by Great Britain 
based on the mode of occupation is defective far failure to meet this 
first element. Great Britan's Occupation of the Islands from 1766 to 
1774 was not effective because the French and, subsequently, the 
Spanish, were also exercising control over the Islands during this 
period. From 1774 until 1833, the penod of Bntish absence from the 
Isiands, the effectiveness of occupation by them over the Islands IS 
questionable. Britain showed the intent and will to act as a sovereign 
over the Islands by leaving a plaque asserting her sovereignty, but 
there 1s no evidence of actual exercise or display of that authority. 
Assuming that Great Bntain's occupation since 1833 has been effec- 
tive, Great Britain's argument is still defective for failure to meet the 
first requirement, that the territory be res nullius at the time of 
discovely 

(C) Prescription. 

Great Britain depends heavily on the mode of prescnption to sup- 
port her claim to sovereignty over the Islands.'" The British argue 
that they have been in peaceful and continuous possemion of the 
Islands since 1833, a period af 149 years. They contend that con- 
tinuous possession far such a long penod conclusively proves their 
right of sovereignty over the Islands. 

In analyzing Great Britain's ciaim of sovereignty by prescription, 
the rules pertaining to acquisitive and extinctive prescription wiil be 
applied separately. Acquisitive prescription, the long-term peaceful 
possession of terntory with no other claimant protesting the pos- 
session, does not support Great Britain's claim. Great Britain has 
been in continuous possession of the Islands since 1833. This posses- 
sion has been open and notorious. Argentina at  the same time has 
continuously protested Great BLitain's possesaon.'ea Since Ar- 
gentina has continued to protest, Great Britain's possession has not 
been peaceful as is required for obtaining sovereignty by acquisitive 
prescnption. Even through Great Britain has possessed the Islands 
for 149 continuous years, her ciaim is not supported by acquisitive 
prescription. 

>*'Id. at 4 
" T h e  fact  of prafestmg. nofthe possible claim to title that Argentina had m 1833 IS 

the key factor m keepmg slwe the clalma of Argenfms under the mode of prescnp- 
tho" 
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Applying the rules concerning the mode of extinctive prescription 
to Great Britain's claim  result^ in a different ~ o n r l ~ ~ i ~ i i  Extinctive 
prescription involves possession, although originallg wrongful. of 
such a long term that it precludes the deposed state from asserting Its 
claim. As the rules pertaining to extinctive prescription allow for the 
original possession of the terntorg under consideration to be wrong 
fui. it w i i  be assumed for purposes of this analysis, that Great B n ~  
tain's taking of the Islands in 1833 was the  original posseis~on and 
that such possessmn was wrongful Further. It 1s assumed that Ar- 
gentina was wrongfull? evicted from the Islands m 1833. 

Though Great Britain has been in open and notorious possession af 
the Islands since 1933, it has been conceded that Argentina has can- 
tinuausly protested Great Britain's presence. Acquisition of s o v e r ~  
eignty b y  extinctive prescription can be stopped for a period of time 
by diplomatic protests from the deposed country Howeuer. there is 
a time limit as to how long such protests w l i  delaj the extinction of 
the clam of the deposed country. From 1833 until the inception of 
the League of Nations, the only method of peaceful protest generally 
a\ailabie to Argentina was through diplomatic channels. Argentina 
could not have been expected to do more than protest Neither could 
she have been required to do more from a military standpoint. as a 
nation is not required to resort to aggression and disrupt world order 
t o  keep a clam alive Arguably, between 1833 and the establishment 
of the League of Nations, Great Britain could not cause the extinc- 
tion of Argentina's c l am and did not acquire sovereignty through 
prescription. However. since this was such a long penod of time, ex- 
ceeding eighty years,170 one could conclude under general pnnciples 
of international that this was a sufficient period t o  extinguish 
Argentina's claim in spite of her diplomatic protests 

Regardless of the conclusion reached aboie, however, the es- 
tablishment of the world courts changed the mtuatmn LO that dipla- 
matic protests were no longer sufficient to keep Argentina's claim to 
sovereignty alibe."2 The League of Nations and, later, the  United 
Nations provided bodies capable of adjudicating the competing 

'.OArgentmaandGreat Brrrainaere both admitted aimembersofthe League o r l a -  
tinns on Jan 10 1020 SPC Information iecr ion of the League of l iar inns Secretariat 
Esrentral Facti About the League of Satlanr 38 (Sd ed rev 18301 The Permanent 
Court of lnlernarional Justice x u  open to all members without condition I d  at 110 
Argentina and Great Britain became members of the United Nations m L04,5 See 1 A 
Comprehensire Handbook of the Lnited \auans 467-60 IK hlln-Cham ed 10781 

..I  B r a ~ n l , e .  Principlrr of Public lnteinaflonal Lax 148 118661 

.aid 
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claims between Argentina and Great Britain. To avoid losing her 
claim by extinctiw prescription. Argentina should have submitted 
her claim t o  the League of Nations, the Permanent Court of Interna- 
tional Justice or the International Court of Justice. Argentina did 
not 

Argentina did make sratements concerning its claims of sover- 
agnty as early as 1964, during the discussion of decoianmtmn of the 
Faikland Iiiands before the Special Committee a t  the United Ka- 
1i0ns.l'~ Of course, the Special Committee 1s not an adjudicating 
organ of the United Nations Such statements would not keep the 
clam from being extmguished. In addamn, Argentina entered into 
bilateral negotiations with Great Britain concerning the question of 
sovereignty over the Islands. This is a means of settling disputes 
specified in Article 33 of the United Uations Charter As such, 
bilateral negotiations mag, depending upon the facts. be enough to 
stop extinguishment, or a t  least delay It. In this case, however, 
Argentina made It clear that "the dispute with the United Kingdom 
can be settled only by the restoration of the Islands to the narional 
heritage of the Argentina Republic ' ' l w  On the other hand, Great 
Britain has stated that it "cannot agree to  any settlement of those 
differences which is not in accordance with the wish of the 
Islanders. . . . [and it]. . . . is not questioned that it is the firm wish 
of the Islanders to remain British."1r5 The ponnons are irrecon- 
cllable. The issue had not been settled in 149 years, and the recent 
armed conflict has shown that, in this case, bilateral negotiations 
were futile The two nations have taken positions that realmtically 
cannot be settled. unless they are brought before an adjudicating 
body Bilateral negotiations at least under the circumstances existing 
In this dispute are not sufficient to stop the extinguishment of Ar- 
gentma's cialrns of sovereignty. 

In 1855, Great Britain umlateraily filed an application with the In- 
ternational Court of Justice to Stop the encroachments on the 
Islands' Dependencies by Argentina and Chile. Argentina did not ap- 
ply to the Permanent Court of International Justice or International 
Court of Justice even a t  this time. For over 50 years pnor to the 

"Wuda. supra note i s .  at 412 
L"Lettei dated Mar 26 19i3. from the Permanent Repreienfaiive of Argenrina to 

the United Nations Addresned Io the Secretar?-Gen~ral reonnied t n  31 GAOR 
(1063th and 1056th r n f s  1 Supp (Yo 231 at 103'L N Doc A j l , 2 3  Rev l(19761 

Kmadorn of Great Britain and Northern Ireland to the Charrrnan of the Soeeral Corn 
"lLerter dated Mar 3 ,  LBi6 from the Permanent Repreienlative of the Knifed 

msiee, reprinted m 31  GAOR (1053th and 1066th rnfgs I SUPP 6 0  2 3 j  at 193-06, 
C I Doc Ar31'23 Rev I(lB761 
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armed conflict of April 2 ,  1982. Argentina failed to submit the 
dispute to a body capable of adjudicating the competing claims 
There is no evidence that Argentina was in any way impeded from 
taking the ISSUB of sovereignty over the Islands before these courts. 
One must conclude that Argentina faiied to do so through neglect 
Argentina's failure to use available world courts greatly enhances 
Great Britain's claim to sovereignty through extinctive prescription. 
It is reasonable to assume that Great Britain acquired definitire tnie 
to the Islands at this time.lr6 However. in znv case. there IS little 
reasonable doubt that Great Britarn acquired definitive title to the 
Islands by prescription before 1982. 

The purpose af the mode of prescription supports this conclusion 
Prescription asmts in maintaining minimum world order and pro- 
tecting inclusive vaiues.17' The intent is to preserve world order 
even if a nation fulfills some exclusive values by committing wrong- 
ful act$ To foster the minimum world order system, the claims of a 
deposed country are assumed to be extinguished after a period of 
time. Appiying the purpose of prescnptmn to this c u e  compels the 
conclusion that Argentma's claim was extinguished long before 
1882 World order was disrupted by Argentina's invasion of the 
Islands The disruption potentially could have been much greater If 
other nations had become intolred 

5 Assessment ojthe Totalitu oJCreat Britain's Claim to Sovereign- 
tu 

Upon reexamination, none of the recognized legal modes, except 
prescription. gives Great Britain a conclusive claim to  sovereignty 
Discovery, which would have given Great Britain inchoate titie at 
most, LS easily attacked since discovery of the Islands is factually m 
dispute The mode of occupation does not give Great Britain 
definitive title as the Islands were not res ~ u l l h  when occupied by 
Great Britain m 1833 and Great Britain's occupation prior to 1833 
was not effective. 

Only by extinctive prescription can Great Britam claim defmmtive 
title to the Islands Even though Greac Britain may have iilegsllg oc- 
cupied che Islands in 1833 and Argentina has continuously protested 

"'As Great Britain rightly could conmder that I I  had acquired title to the Islands b) 
the mode of exfin~five preicripfion II had no need to frle a brief concerning the 
Islands It zi concerned abaur hrgenfina and Chile ~equ l r ing  title by preicriprion t o  
the lilands Dependencies. therefore Great Britarn took the necessag action Io stop 
the maturlnq of lzfle bv flllne the Bmhest l~n  RLth the Inlernatlonal COYR of Justlee 

"'Hall, m > ~ a  nore 143 aC143 
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Great Britain's possession diplamatsally, Great Britain has acquired 
titie to the Islands by extinctive prescription Argentina did not take 
advantage af the available international bodies far peaceful adjudi- 
cation of the disputed title. 

6. Comparison sf the Competing Claims of Argentina and Great 
Br i ta in  

In comparing the competing claims of Argentina and Great Britain, 
it must be conceded that both countries have a basis for them claims 
to sovereignty over the Islands. Both nations can offer factual sup- 
port for more than one legally recognized mode. Each can show some 
factual support for the modes of discovery, occupation, and pre- 
scription. However, except for Great Britain's basis of extinctive 
prescription, neither country's evidence supporting those legal 
modes is stronger than the other's. Assuming that Argentina ac- 
quired definitive titie to the Islands by occupation or prescription 
before 1833, Great Bntain's claim to sovereignty by extinctive pre- 
scription since 1833 1s stranger. 

When a comparison of the competing claims of Argentina and 
Great Britain is made, it IS conclusive that Great Britilln had, under 
the doctrine of extinctive prescription, conclusively acquired 
definite title to the Islands before 1982. 

V. APPLICABILITY OF THE PRINCIPLE 
OF SELF-DETERMINATION 

Because self-determination is a relatively recent principle of inter- 
national law and is still in an evolutionary stage and subject to 
conflicting opinions, it is necessary to review its development and 
understand its current meaning prior to attempting to apply the prin- 
ciple to the dispute over the Islands The review will consist of an ex- 
amination of the principle before the establishment of the United 
Nations, application of the principle by the United Nations gener- 
ally, and specific expressions by the United Nations concerning ap- 
plicability of the principle to the Islands. After this review, the com- 
peting claims of Argentina and Great Britain concerning the appli- 
cation of the principle of self-detennation will be analyzed. 

A .  SELF-DETERMINATION PRIOR TO THE 
ESTABLISHMENT OF THE UNITED NATIONS 
1. me Origin and Early Deuelopment qfSelf-Determnnation 

The concept of self-determination had its origin in the French and 
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American re\oiutmns.17i At that time. the concept was a "simple 
corollary for democracy " L 7 B  This developed as the Dwme Right of 
Kings was transformed into the Divine Right of People The peo 
ple who before were considered individual members. were now 
considered a distinct group, clothed with sovereignty. labeled a na- 
tion. and linked to a state The right of this group to chose its own 
governing process extended to the right to determine whether to be 
a pan of a state, or an independent state.1a2 This transformatmn has 
been stated as folloms 

The effect of Revolutionary idealog?. was to transfer the 
initiative in state-making from the government to the pea- 
pie. Nation states had formerly been built up in the 
course of centuries, from above, by the influence of go\- 
ernment: henceforth they were to  be made much more 
rapidiy from below by the will of the people The logical 
consequence of the democratisation of the idea of the 
state by the revolutionaries was that nationfhsm took the 
form of the theory of national self-determination 

The nineteenth century, with its struggles against autocratic 
states, saw the marriage of the nationalistic and democratic move- 
ments within the concept af self-determination 'I4 In this regard. the 
''natmn state was recognized as the political expression of the 
democratic will of the peaple."lBS 

2. Self-Detennination us (1 Concept in International La% 

Pnor to  the twentieth century, the pnncipie of self-determination 
was generaliy limited to the concern of individual nations In the 
early years of the twentieth century, Its entry into the international 
sphere was initiated by the vicious clashes in Europe between na- 
tionalistic groups attempting to gain the power to chase their own 
governing process and the effects of World War I World War I ,  "a 
particularly CataStrophic ~ a r  which shook the peace and security of 
the e n t m  world, was the result of the consequences of self-determi- 
nation on an international l e ~ e l . " ' ~ '  

b J  Sarena. Self-Delerrnmallon From Biafra to Bangladesh 2 I10781 
bban. The Nation State and National Self-Determination 114 ( I Y W  

40 4 1  
4 1  

13 

uafe) Kodpe The Principle of Self-Delermmarmn 10 lnternarmnal Law 183 

4 0  

(1. 
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In 1918, President Woodrow Wilson, a leading proponent of the 
concept of self-determination, in a presentation to Congress, set 
forth the principle giving a relatively clear statement of the concept: 
"National aspiration must be respected, peoples may now be domi- 
nated and governed only by their consent. 'Self-determination' IS 
not a mere phrase. It is an imperative principle of action, which 
statesmen will henceforth ignore at  their It LS interesting to 
note that the concept did not attain such an explicit expression in 
the Covenant of the League of Nations. It was, however, widely ac- 
cepted after World War 1. 

Although the principle of self-determination became a recognized 
concept in the international sphere and a relatively clear expression 
of it was available, its applicability was not evident. It was accepted 
that the principle was to apply to "natural.' political units.18g Haw- 
ever, the composition of these "naturai" polltical units were not 
specifically defined. It was generally accepted that the units would 
be "self-evident entities," or "nations, as history had delimited 
them."lBoApplication of this principle t o  certain units, such as those 
of an ethnic nature,1n1 created a problem which was not resolved 
before World War 11. Abuse of the principle added to the difficulty of 
determining its applicability. For example, Adolf Hitler espoused the 
principle of self-determination and then used it as a basis far his ter- 
ritonal expansion immediately prior to World War II.xo2 

During World War 11, as in World War I, one of the purposes for 
which the Allies fought was to further the principle of seif-deter- 
mination.18a The focus of the principle at  that time was still on the 
national unit This emphasis was to see a change with the estab- 
lishment of the United Nations. 

'#*Address by Prestdenf Wilson toConyes i .Feb  11, 1018, ronnledinH Johnson. 

lSsL Buchhelf. Succession The LeLfimacy of Self-Delermmatmn 8 (1978) 
'#Old 
>"'Id 
1B*Schoenberg Lzmm m Sslf-Dermninatton, 6 Israel Y B On Human Rights Y L .  08 

(19761 jeSH Johnmn. Self-Detemmatmn within the Community of Uarionr 34 (1867) 
'#<Id  at 35 

Self Defermmatlon wnhm the Communrfy of  nation^ 33 (1867) 
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B. SELF-DETERMINATION UNDER 
THE UNITED NATIONS 

1. Generally. 

It was at the San Francisco Conference in 1945 that there appeared 
to be a change in the focus of the principle of self-determination 
from the emphasis on national self-determination to that of self- 
determination of peoples Among the goals of the United Nations 
was to provide for the respect of the "self-determination of 
peopies."L8s The official interpretation of the Coordination Com- 
mittee concerning the insertion of the phrase, although actually of 
limited aid in interpreting its insertion, was: 

The Committee understands that the pnnciple of equal 
rights and that of self-determination are two camplernen- 
tary parts of one standard of conduct, 

that the respect of that principle is a basis for the 
development of friendly relations and is one of the mea- 
sures to strengthen universal peace, 

that an essential element of the principle in question is a 
free and genuine expression of the will of the people, 
which avoids cases of the alleged expression of the 
popular wiii, such as those used for their awn ends by Ger- 
many and ltaiy in later years.lgs 

The official interpretation does make It clear that the pnnciple of 
self-determination was deemed crucial to friendly relations and 
world peace. The phrase was adopted as part of Article l(2) of the 
United Nations Charter, with no clear understanding "of the dif- 
ference, if any, among 'nations,' 'peoples,' and 'states'. . . This 
phrase remaned to be clarified by subsequent actions and interpre- 
tations of the United Nations. 

Article 56 of the Charter also specifically deciares the principle of 
self-determination of the peoples Article 65 states in part: "With a 
view to the creation of conditions of stability and well-being which 
are necessary for peaceful and friendly relations among nations 
based on respect far the principle of equal rights and self-detenna- 
tion of peoples, the United Nesions shall . . ." 

LsaU.S. Charter art 1, para 2 
"'0 Document4 of the United Nations Conference on lniernatlonal Orgsnllatlon 

San Ranclsco, 184L. 455 (1845) 
"'R RuaseU. A History of the CnLled N ~ l b n s  Charter 813 (1868) 
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The principle of self-determination of peoples is noted in Article 
73, concerning the administration of non-seif.governing territories, 
and in Article 76, concerning tmst territories. Article 73b provides 
that one of the ends of the administration system for non-self- 
governing territories is "to develop self-government. , . b y  taking 
into account]. , , the political aspirations of the peoples. , , ." Art,- 
cie 76b states that one of the basic objectives of the trusteeship 
system 1s to pro5ess "towards seif-government or indepen- 
dence. . . [takingmta consideration]. . . the freelyexpressedwishes 
of the peoples concerned. . . ." 

In addition to the United Nations Charter, other expressions of the 
United Nations contain statements of the principle of self-determi- 
nation of peoples. For exampie, Article 21 of the Universal Decia- 
ration of Human Rightslss reads in part: "The will of the people shall 
be the basis of the authority of government." In addition, the con. 
cept of self-determination was specifically made a fundamental 
human nght in 1961 in General Assembly Resolution 1614(XV), en- 
titled "Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial 
Countries and 

1. The subjection of peoples to alien subjugation, domina- 
tion and exploitation constitutes a denial of fundamental 
human rights, is contrary to the Charter of the United Na- 
tions and IS an impediment to the promotion of world 
peace and cooperation. 

2.  All peoples have the right to self-determination, by vir- 
tue of that right they freely determine their pditicai 
status and freely punue their economic, social and 
cultural development. 

That self-determination was a right of peoples was reinforced in 
1866, when the General Assembly adopted Resolution 2200(XX1)~00 
which contslned the International Covenant on Economic, Social 
and Cultural Rights and the International Convenant on Civil and 
Political Rights. The identical Article 1 of each covenant reads in 
part: 

The resolution states in part: 

1. Ail peoples have the right of self-determination By 
virtue of that right they freely determine them political 
status and freely pursue their economic, social and 
cultural development. 

1080 A .  Res. 217A, C S Me A810 ,  at 71-77 (1848) 
Il*G.A Res 1614. 16 C N GAOR Svpp (bo 161. at 66, U N  Doc A 4683 (1061) 
%O0G A R e i  220 21  U N GAOR Supp (No 16). at 40. C N Doc A16316 I18671 
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. . .  
3 The States Parties to the present Covenant including 
those having responsibility far the administration of Nan- 
Self-Governing and Trust Termones, shall promote the 
realization of the nght of self-determination. and shall 
respect that nght, in conformity with the provisions of the 
United Nations Charter 

Failowing the adoption of this and previous resolutions, there was 
left no doubt that self-determmatmn is a right af the peoples. 

The next major step WBS taken by the General Assembly by con 
sensus in 1970 with thc adoption of Resolution 2626(XXV), entitled 
'Declaration on Pnnc~ples of International Law Concerning Friend- 

ly Relations and Co-Operation Among States in Accordance with the 
Charter of the United Nations."zo' This resolution recognized the 
concept of self-determination as a principle of international law, and 
in pertinent part states. 

The General Assembly, 

Convinced that the subjection of people to  alien sub- 
jugation, domination and exploitation constitutes a major 
obstacle to the promotion of international peace and 
security, 

Convinced that the pnnciple of equal rights and self- 
determination of peoples constitute a significant contn- 
bution to contemporary international law, and that its ef- 
fective application is of paramount importance for the 
promotion of friendly relations among states, based on 
respect for the pnnciple of sovereign equality, 

Convinced in consequence that any attempt aimed at 
the partial or total disruption of the national unity and ter- 
ritorial integrity of a state or country or a t  its political in- 
dependence 1s incompatible with the pulpases and prin- 
ciples of the Charter, 

Considering that the progressive development and codi 
fication of the following principles 

'O'G A Res 2626, 25 I! h' GAOR Supp (No 281, &f 121. L N Doe X 6026 (1971) 
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(a) The principle that states shall refrain in their inter 
national relations from the threat or use of force against 
the territorial integlity or political independence of any 
state, or in any other manner inconsistent with the pur 
poses of the United Nations. 

(b) The principie of equal rights and self-determination 

so as to secure their more effective application within the 
international community, would promote the realization 
of the purposes of the United Kations, 

of peoples. . , 

Having considered the principles of international law 
relating to friendly relations and co-operation among 
states, 

1 So lmn ly  proclaims the foilawing principles. The 
principle that states shall refram i n  their use of force 
against the territorial integrity orpolitical independence 
of any state, or  in any other man- inconsistent wtth the 
purposes of t k  United Nations 

. . . .  
The principle fl epual rights and self-defermination n j  
peoples 

By virtue of the principle of equal rights and seif- 
determination of peoples enshrined in the Charter of the 
United Nations, ail peoples have the right freely to deter- 
mine without external interference, their political status 
and to pursue their economic, social and cultural develop- 
ment, and every state has the duty to respect this right in 
accordance with the provisions of the Charter. 

Every state has the duty to promote, through joint and 
separate action, realization of the principle nf equal rights 
and self-determination of peoples, in accordance with the 
provisions of the Charter, and to render assistance to the 
United Nations in carrying out the responsibilities en- 
trusted to it by the Charter regarding the implementation 
of the pnnciple, in order: 

(a) To promote friendly relations and co-operation 
among states; and 
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(b) To bring a speedy end to colomahsm, having due 
regard to the freely expressed wiii of the peoples con- 
cerned; 

and bearing in mind that subjection of peoples to aiien 
subjugation. domination and exploitation constitutes a 
violation of the principle, as well as a demai of funda 
mental human rights, and 1s contrary to the Charter. 

Every state has the duty to promote through joint and 
separate action universal respect for and observance of 
human rights and fundamental freedoms in accordance 
mith the Charter. 

The establishment of a sovereign and independent state. 
the free association or integration with an independent 
State or the emergence into any other political status free- 
ly determined by a people constitute modes of imple- 
menting the right of self-determination bg that people. 

Every state has the duty to refrain from any forcible ac- 
tion which deprives peoples referred to above ~n the elab- 
oration of the present pnncipie of their right to self- 
determination and freedom and independence. In their 
actions against, and resistance to, such forcible action in 
pursuit of the exercise of their right to self-determination, 
such peoples are entitled to seek and to receive support in 
accordance with the purposes and principles of the 
Charter. 

The tenitory of a colony orathernon-self-governingter- 
ritory has, under the Charter, a s t a t u  separate and dis- 
tinct from the tenitory of the state administenng it; and 
such separate and distinct stntus under the Charter shall 
exist until the people of the colony or non-self-governing 
territory have exercised their right of se l f -de tennanan  
~n accordance with the Charter and particularly its pur- 
poses and pnnciples. 

Nothing in the foregoing paragraphs shall be construed 
as authorizing or encouraging any action which would dis- 
member 01 impair, totally or in part, the territonai in- 
tegrity or political unity of sovereign and independent 
states conducting themselves in compliance with the prin- 
ciple of equal rights and self-determination of peoples BS 

descnbed above and thus possessed of a government 
representing the whole peapie belonging to the territory 
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without distinction as to race, creed or coiour, 

Every State shall refrain from any action aimed a t  the 
partial or total disruption of the national unity and ter- 
ritonai integrity of any other state or country 

GeneralPart 

2. Declarw. that: 

In their interpretation and application the above prin- 
ciples are interrelated and each principle should be con- 
strued in the context of the other principles, 

Nothing in this Declaration shall be Construed as prejp 
dicing in any manner the provisions of the Charter or the 
rights and duties of Member States under the Charter, tak- 
ing into account the elaboration of these rights m this 
Declaration, 

3. Declaresprther that. 

The principles of the Charter which are embodied in this 
Declaration constitute basic principles of international 
law, and consequently appeals to ail states to  be guided by 
these principles in their international conduct and to 
develop their mutual relations on the basis of the strict 
observance of these principles. 

One aspect of the applicability of the principle of self-determina- 
tion that was not made clear in the Declaration is that of determining 
what entity composes a "people." In fact, there exists no clear 
definition of what entity comprises a "people." Elements have, 
however, been compiled from discussions of the United Nations on 
the subject of the definition of "people" that are helpful for deter- 
mining the eligibility of an entity far the application of the principle 
of self-determmation: 

These elements can be taken into consideration in specific 
situations in which it IS necessary to  decide whether or not 
an entity constitutes a people fit to enjoy and exercme the 
right of self-determination: 

(a) The term "people" denotes a social entity possessing a 
clear identity and its own characteristics; 

(b) It implies a relationship with a terntory, even if the 
people in question have been wrongfully expelled from it 
and artificially replaced by another population; 
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(c) A people should not be confused with ethnic, reiigi- 
ous, or linguistic minorities, whose existence and rights 
are recognized in article 27 of the International Covenant 
on Civil and Political Rights 

With regard to minorities, there is one principle of special 
importance. This is the principle developed in the Deciara- 
tion on Principles of International Law concerning Friend- 
iy Relations and Co-operation among States in accordance 
with the Charter of the United Nations (General Assembly 
resolution 2625(XXV), first proclaimed in the Declaration 
on the granting of independence to colonial countries and 
peoples; it was subsequently echoed in many other reso- 
lutions of the United Nations General Assembly. This prin. 
ciple reads as follows: 

Nothing in the foregoing paragraphs [formulating the 
principle of equal rights and self-determination of 
peoples] shall be construed as authorizing or encourag- 
ing any action which would dismember or impair, to td-  
ly or in part, the territorial integrity or political unity af 
sovereign and independent States conducting 
themselves in compliance with the principle of equal 
rights and self-determination of peapies as described 
above and thus possessed of a government representing 
the whale people belonging to the territory without 
distinction BS to race, creed or caiour. 

Evely State shall refrain from any action aimed at the 
partial or total disruption of the national unity and ter- 
ritorial integrity of any other State or country 

Thus, according to this text, the principle of self-deterrni- 
nation cannot be regarded as authorizing dismemberment 
or amputation of sovereign States exercising their saver- 
eignty by virtue of the principle of self-determination of 
peopies.2oa 

In addition to the restrictions an the definition of the word 
"peoples," there is a restriction on the general applicabihty of the 
principle of self.determinatmn; self-determination generally is not 
applicable when it involves the territorial integrity of a nation. In ad- 
dition to i ts  expression in other documents, such as the Declaration 
on Principles of International Law Concerning Friendly Relations 

'OSA Crlstercu, The Right of Self-Derermmafian 41 11981) 
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and Co-Operation Among States in Accordance with the Charter of 
the United Nations and the Declaration an the Granting of In- 
dependence to Colonial Countries and Temtories, Article 2(4) of the 
United Nations Charter provides "All Members shall refram in their 
international relations from the threat or use of force against the ter 
ritorial integnty. . . of any state. . , ." 

That the principle of territonal integnty could take precedence 
over self-determination was clearly stated in an advisory opinion of 
the International Court of J u ~ t i c e . ~ ~ ~  The Court had been asked to 
opine whether neighboring Morocco and Mauritania had any claim, 
based an territorial integrity, that would bar the application of the 
principle of self-determination under General Assembly Resolution 
1514(XV) to the Western Sahara. Although the court held in that par- 
ticular case that self-determination would take precedence over the 
claims of territorial integrity, it is significant that the court stated: 

The materials and information presented to it do not es- 
tablish any tie of territorial sovereignty between the ter. 
ritoly of Western Sahara and the Kingdom of Morocco or 
the Mauritanian entity. Thus the court has not found legal 
ties of such a nature as might affect the application of 
resolution 1514(XV) in the decolonizatmn of Western 
Sahara, and, in particular, of the principle of self-determi. 
nation through the free and genuine expression of the will 
of the peoples of the t e r r i t o ~ . ~ ~ ~  

Therefore, it appears that territorial integrity can render the pnnci- 
ple of self-determination inapplicable in a situation where the facts 
call for such an outcome. 

A gauge to determine whether or not a peoples have attained 
political self-determination have been set forth in General Assembly 
Remlution 2625(XXV). Resolution 2625(XXV) in pertinent part 
states: "The establishment of a sovereign and independent State, 
the free association or inteaation with an independent State or the 
emergence into any other political status freely determined by a peo- 
ple constitute modes of implementing the right of self-determination 
by that people." It immediately becomes apparent that the type of 
government attained must be based on the free will of the people. 
Second, self-determination does not necessarily require the estab- 
lishment of a separate state; the type of political entity 1s to be the 
choice of the people. 

"OdAdvaory Opinion on Western Sahara (Spam Y Morocco Y Maunrania). 1975 

'O*ld at 68 
I C J  
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Before examining the actions of the United Nations that are par- 
ticular to the Islands, it 1s helpful to further analyze the application 
of the principle of self-determination to determine its general pur- 
pose. The principle of self-determination has many facets. The 
general purpose behind the concept of self-determination 1s the de- 
velopment of friendly relations between nations and universal 
peace. This was the purpose that was expressed in its early devel- 
opment and IS stili the prime consideration as expressed in the recent 
resolutions Therefore, any analysis of the application of the prin- 
cipie of self-determination must take this primary purpose into can- 
sideration 

This completes the analysis of the development of the principle of 
self-determination in the United Nations. Before applying the resuits 
of this analysis to the Islands, Lt is important to see what action has 
already been taken by the United Nations concerning the Islands. 
This will facilitate an evaluation of the action that already has been 
taken, and a determination of what further actions should be under- 
taken. 

2. As applsed to the isla& 
In addition to the general resoiutmns discussed above. the United 

Nations has adopted specific remlutions pertaining to the Islands. 
Almost five years after Resolution 1614(XV) was adopted, the most 
sigxificant resolution specifically concerning the Islands was 
adopted. Resolution Z065(XX), entitled "Question of the Faikiand 
Islands (Malvinas)" was sdopted an December 16, 1866,z06and states 
in pertinent par t  

Noting the existence of a dispute between the Govern- 
ments of Argentina and the United Kingdom of Great Brit- 
ain and Northern Ireland concerning savereigmty over the 
said Islands, 

1, Invites the Governments of Argentina and the United 
Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland to proceed 
without delay with the negotiations recommended by the 
Special Committee on the Situation with regard to the Im- 
plementation of the Declaration an the Granting of In. 
dependence to Colonial Countries and Peoples with a view 
to finding a peaceful solution to the problem, beanng in 
mind the provisions and objectives of the Charter of the 
United Nations and of General Assembly resolution 

" O S 0  A Res 2066. 20 U N GAOR Supp (ha 141 at I? ,  L N h c  A14354 118651 
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1514(XV) and the interests of the population of the Falk- 
land Islands (Malvinas); , . . . 

The Conclusions and Recommendations of the Special Committee 
noted In the Resolution read: 

(a) The Special Committee examined the situation m 
the Non-Self-Governing Territory of the Falkland Islands 
(Malvinas) and heard the statements of the representative 
of the Administering Power and the representative of Ar- 
gent1na; 

(b) The Special Committee confirms that the provisions 
of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to 
Colonial Countries and Peoples apply to the Territory of 
the Falkland Islands (Malvinas); 

(c) The Special Committee notes the existence of a 
dispute between the Government of the United Kingdom 
of Great Britun and Northern Ireiand and that of Argen- 
tina concerning sovereignty over the Falkiand Islands 
(Malvinas); 

(d) ?e Special Committee invites the Governments of 
the United Kingdom and Argentina to enter into negotia- 
tions with a view to finding a peaceful solution to this 
problem, bearing in mind the provisions and objectives of 
the United Nations Charter and resolution 1514(XV) (of 14 
December 19601, the interests of the population of the 
Islanda and the opinions expressed during the course of 
the general debate; , . . 

Reading the resolution and the recommendations and conclusions of 
the Committee together, several matters become apparent. One is 
that Resolution 1514(XV) applies to the Islands. Another is that the 
issue of sovereignty is considered the most significant mue regard- 
ing the settlement of the dispute and that the method selected to 
resolve the dispute is bilateral negotiations between the two coun- 
tries. Furthermore, the wording of the documents and the emphasis 
placed on the sovereignty h u e  appear to deemphasize the principle 
of self-determmatian In this regard, the warding emphasized that 
the "interests" of the Islanders and not their "wishes" are to be 
considered. Therefore, even though Resolution Ibl4(XV), presum- 

'o'lS C U GAOR Annex 8 (Agenda Item 21. addendum item p a  11, at 439, C U 
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ably including the princ~ple of self-determination, is to be applied 
the ernphaw IS not in that direction 

In 1073, almost eight years after Resolution 1065(XX) \+ab 

adopted, the General Assembly adopted Resolution 316O(XXVIII). 
entitled "Question of the Falkland Islands (Malwnas) ' In this 
resoIution. the General Assembly, after recalling Resnlutioni 
1514(XV) and 2065(XX) and expressing concern that eight 1 ears had 
passed since 2066iXX) had been adapted. stated in pertinent part 

.Mind& that resolution 2066(XX) indicates that the rra) 
to put an end to this colonial situation 1s the peaceful s o h  
tion of the conflict of sovereigntS between the Gavern- 
ments of Argentina and the United Kingdom with regard 
to the aforementioned islands; 

2 .  Declares the  need to accelerate the negotiations  be^ 
tween the Governments of Argentina and the United 
Kingdom of Great Britain called f a r m  General Assembly 
resolution 2065(XX) in order to arrire a t  a peaceful s a l u ~  
tmn of the conflict of sovereignty between thrm con- 
cerning the Falkland Islands (DIalvinas);Zo~ 

The resolution, as well as the  resdutmn of the Special Committee 
upon which Lt WBS based. also made reference to the "mterests" and 
"well-being" of the Islanders. However. as with Resolution 
2066(XX) and the companion Conclusions and Recommendations af 
the Special Committee. the emphasis is on sohing the sovereignty 
issue. The application a i  the pnncple of self-determination E raised 
by reference to Resolution 1514(XV) and the Charter of the United 
rations Bilateral negotiations were still being encouraged as the  
method to solve the sovereignty mue. although it had been admitted 
that not much progress has been made. 

The situation had not improved before the armed conflict began on 
April 2. 1082. The bilateral negotiations had not proved to be helpful 
to any significant extent. The last General Assembly Resolution on 
this matter stated. 

The General .4ssernbly decided to defer until its thirty- 
seienth ses~ion consideration of the question of the Falk 
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land Islands (Mlalvmas) and requested the Special C o m ~  
mittee an the Situation with Regard to the Implemen- 
tation of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence 
to Colonial Countries and Peoples to  continue to keep the 
situation in the territory under review and to report 
thereon to the 

The muation was no closer to being solved in 1982 than it had been 
Seventeen years earlier when Resolution 2065(XXj had been adapted 
and bilateral negotiations undertaken Further, there did not appear 
to be a solution m sight. 

Both the general and specific r?solutions of the General Aswmhly 
concerning the Islands emphasized the mue of sovereignr) over the 
isiue of the applicabilny of the pnnc~ple of self-determination 
However, because the resolutions refer to Resolution 1514(XY), it 
cannot be said that the principle of self-determination was whollq 
inapplirable 

C. EVALUATION OF THE COMPETING 
CLAIMS OF ARGENTINA AND 

GREAT BRITAIN 
1. The clatm of Argentina. 

Argentina claims that the princ~ple of self-determlnatm does not 
apply to the Islands Its claim IS generally based upon the following 

First, because Argentina lost the Islands in 1833, allegedly due to 
an illegal act, the principle of territorial integrity 1s asserted to  take 
precedence over the pnnciple of self-determination, as required by 
paragraph 6 of Resolution 1514(XVj.20g Second, If the illegal expul- 
sion is accepted by the world community, the unacceptable con- 
clusion would follow that i t  is proper to replace the indigenous 
population with the colonial populace Third. the population is of 
such a composition so 8 s  to make the principle of self~determination 
inapplicable. For example, forty percent of the population consists 

reasons 
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of British civil servants and employees of a private company which 
own8 nearly 60 percent of all property m the Islands.2" In addition, 
unlike anywhere else m the Americas, the papulation i s  declining.s1z 
Fourth, Resolutions 2065(XX) and 316O(XXVIII) "clearly refer to the 
'interests' of the population of the islands and not to its 'wishes."'ala 
Finally, the location and economic aSpects of the Islands are such as 
to make them logically part of Argentma 

Generally, the Argentme position concerning the applicability of 
the principle of self-determination can be summed up as follows' 

this principle of self-determmatmn of peoples. recog- 
nized in Article 10, paragraph 2 of the Charter. should in 
such exceptional cases be viewed m the light of CP 
cumstances. Indiscriminate application of the principle of 
self-determination to Territories so thinly inhabited bg n a ~  
tionals of the colonial Power would place the destmy of 
such a Territory in the hands of the Power which had in- 
stalled itself there by force, in violation of the most eie- 
mentary rules of international law. The fundamental pnn- 
ciple of self-determination must nac be utilized in order t o  
convert illegal possession into full sovereignty under a 
mantle of protection to be provided by the United N a ~  
tians.21e 

An analysis of Argentina's c lam shows that it recognizes the prin- 
ciple of self-determination. The issue IS the application of the pnn- 
ciple to the Islands. The clam of Argentina can be summarily dis- 
missed if the conclusions concerning the competing claims to sover- 
eignty are accepted. If Great Britain has attained sovereignty over 
the Islands, the Argentine claim to sovereignty is not a bar to the ap- 
plication of the principle of self-determination. On the other hand. 
Argentina argues that. if it is entitled to sovereignty over the 
Islands, the principle of territorial integrity would take precedence 
over the principle of self-determination. This conclusion i s  based on 
the Western Sahara opinion and the applicable resolutions, includ- 
ing Resolution 1514(XV) and Z625(XXV). 

it is understandable why the United Nations placed so much em- 
phasis on the settlement of the sovereignty issue. With this issue set- 
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tled, determmng the appiicability of the principle of self-determi- 
nation would be significantly easier The most difficult problem is 
determining the applicability of the pnneiple prior to settling the 
sovere,gllty Issue. 

In determining the applicability of any plinciple, it is generally 
advisable to Start with the general pulpme of the principle. The 
general purpose of self-determination is to develop friendly relations 
and universal peace. If Argentina and Great Bntain cannot settle the 
issue of sovereignty, it would seem that the application of the princi- 
ple of self-determination wouid be beneficial far world order. 

The reasons Argentina uses t o  support its claim, relating to the 
Islanders themselves, are related to the issue of determining 
whether or not they are a "peoples." Although the term "peoples" 
has not been well.defined, it 1s clear, by using the available criteria, 
that the Islanden are an entity, although not a completely stable 
one. On the other hand, most of the Islanders trace their roots to the 
Islands; the Islands are their home and source of livelihood. Even 
conceding that their ancestors may have wrongfully replaced other 
Settlers 149 years ago, the principle should appiy. in this regard, if 
every nation were to try to reorder the current political divisions 
based upon a determination of the "peoples" a century and a half 
ago by using current criteria, it is obvious that a turbulent situation 
would result. 

Furthermore, if the Islanders are not to be considered the 
"peoples" for the purpose of self-determination, there IS currently 
no other entity available that would qualify. .\la portion of the popu- 
lation of Argentina, apart from the sovereignty claim, has such ties 
t o  the Islands as to give it a status BS B "peoples" The Islanden, 
therefore, are the entity to be considered as a peoples for the pur- 
pose of self-determination. 

That Resolutions 2066(XX) and 316O(XXViII) refer to the interests, 
rather than the wishes, of the "peoples" daesnot bar the application 
of the pnnciple of self-determination. Article 73 of the Charter also 
addresses the "interests of the inhabitants," although Resolution 
l614(XV) States that self-determination IS the method of assuring 
those interests. In addition, Resolutions 2065(XX) and 3160 (XXViII) 
make reference to Resolution 1514(XV). Other resolutions, such as 
Resolution 2625(XXV), consider the principle of self-determination 
as It exists under the Charter to be applicable to the decolonization 
process, To allow a nation rather than the people to determine its 
own interests would be a change from the past procedures of the de- 
colonization process and, in essence, would allow for a new form af 
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colomzatlon by the dererrnmng nation. Therefore. th? ~ T I C I I L ' C  of 
derermining the interestb of a "peoples" must be conslstmt w r h  
ascerralnlng their wishes under the principle of self-determination 

The Islands' economic ties and location adjacent to Argentina are 
not Sufficient factors to bar the application of the principle of  self^ 
determination There factors would be present in most decoloniza- 
tmn situations In fact, the relationship with Argentina, with the 
acknowledged resulting benefits, would be an advantage to the 
Islanders regardless of the type of state s t a t u  they chose, whether 
independent or dependent Whatever the outcome. it 1s hoped for 
the benefit of the Islanders, such relationship can continue. 

Argentina's claim, therefore, can only be sustained If It were to  
prevail upon the issue of sovereignty. In all other cases. however, 
the principle of self-determination should be applicable When ap- 
plicable, it should he applied to  the Islanders as the appropriate 
"peoples". In that way, the general purposes of the principle of seif- 
determination, friendly relations and peace, could be achieved 

2. Tke claim of Oreat Bntazn 
Great Britain aserts several reasons to support Its contention that 

the principle of self-determination applies to the Islands. First, the 
evidence does not show that there was an illegal eviction of the Ar- 
gentine Settiers in 1833.2LB In support a i  this assmiion, the Perma- 
nent Representative from Great Britain has stated. 

It may also be helpful If I comment on the incident in 
1833, . . when British sovereignty was confrmed. In 
January 1833, a British naval vessel peaceably reasserted 
British sovereignty, which was first established in l i66 .  
There is no substance in the suggestion that a British cor- 
vette ousted by violence the Argentine authonties es- 
tablished in the Islands. The only persons sent back to 
Argentina under duress were the nngleaders of a mutiny 
that had occurred at the smaii Buenos Ayrean settlement. 
The mutineers had killed their commander. The com- 
mander of a Buenos Ayrean schooner, which was there a t  
the time, had placed these mutineers in irons aboard a 
British schooner, and they were, at his request, taken to  

"#Letter dared Mar 3,  1876, from the Permanent Represenfallve of the Lnrted 
Kingdom of Oreat Britain and Narthern Ireland to the Chairman of the Specral Com 
mittee repnnbd  In 31 GAOR (1055th and 1066th mlgr 1 Supp (No 231 at 186, U 6 
Doc A 31 2 3  Rev L(18761 
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Buenos Aires. Some of the civilian inhabitants elected to 
be repatnated and some chose to stay behind. Kiot a shot 
was fired an either side 

Second, the principle of self-determination has previously taken 
precedence as the procedure favored in decoionization ZIBThird, the 
use by the United Nations of the term ''interests" rather than 
"wishes" does not mean that the principle of self-determmation 
does not Fourth, the application of the principle of self- 
determination IS not barred despite the Islands' small population, 
economic and geographic relationship to Argentina,zzo and the Is- 
landers wish to retain their ties with Great Britan and not become 

Finally, the "essential point" in the view of Great 
Bntam, is that the Islanders and their ancestors have been in pos- 
session of the Islands for 149 years.2z1 

An anaiys!s of Great Britain's claim shows that the sovereignty 
claim should not prevail over the principle of self-determination 
Great Britain took LSBUB with the Argentman claim that there was 
an illegal eviction in 1833 and emphasized that the Islanders have 
been in continuous possession of the Islands for 149 years. In ad- 
dition, Great Britain's claim reflects the principle of self-deterrnina- 
tian, that the wishes of the people should prevail. Furthermore, the 
claim recognizes that the ' 'peoples,' '  whose "wishes" should be re- 
spected, are the Islandem. Although the argument can be made that 
this conclusion is self-serving, Great Britain's claim in this regard is 
correct. The Islanders are the proper entity to be classified as the 
"peoples" for the purpose of applying the principle of self-determi- 
nation; there is no other loacal entity. Great Bntain is also correct in 
Its assessment of the economic and geographical factors. While these 
factors are to be considered, they are not determinative when con- 
sidenng the applicability of the pnnciple. Great Britain recognizes 
that the principle of self-determination requires that the people, and 
not another nation, must determine its wishes 

Great Britain's claim, therefore, is supported by factors that are in 
accordance with the general purpose af the principle of self-determi- 
nation and is in conformance with the p u t  practice of the United 

#"Id 
"'Bnfish Foreign Offrce, sup?" note 75. at 6 
*x*ld 

' l ' l d  
'""Letter dated Mar 3,  1876. from the Permanent Representative of the Lnifed 

Kmgdom of Great Bnram and Northern Ireland t o  the Chalrman of the Speelal Com 
mltfee, reprinted tn 31 GAOR 11056th and 1056th m t e  I 5upp (No 23) at 186 U N 
Doc A'31,23 Rev 111976) 
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Niations' decolonization process. In addition, the claim recognizes 
that the wishes of the "peoples" LS the key consideration and that 
the interests are not determinative. Generally. Great Britain's claim 
reflects the principle of self-determination. 

D.  COMPARISON OF THE COMPETING 
CLAIMS OF ARGENTINA 

AND GREAT BRITAIN 
Sovereignty 1s the key consideration in comparing the competing 

claims of Argentina and Great Britain If i t  IS determined that the 
lslands comprise a part of the territorial integrity of Argentina, then 
Argentina's claim that the principle of self~determination does not 
appl) should prevail. This would be consistent with the opinion of 
Western Sahara and Resolutions 1614(XV) and 2625(XXV) How- 
ever, if it is determined that the issue of sovereignty should be dpter- 
mined in favor of Great Britain or that the issue cannot be deter 
mined then the claim af Great Britain should be persuasive. In either 
of these latter two cases. the principle of self-determination should 
be applied to the Islands. However. If it can be show-n that the 
Islands are part of the territory of Argentina, the pnnaple of self- 
determination should not a p p l ~ .  Since this fact cannot be estab- 
lished. the principle should be applied with the Islanders  deter^ 
mmng the outcome 

VI. ASSESSMENT OF THE COMPETING 
CLAIMS OF ARGENTINA AND GREAT 

BRITAIN CONCERNING THE USE 
OF ARMED FORCE 

A .  METHODOLOGY 
The competing claims of Argentina and Great Britain concerning 

the use of armed force beginning on April 2 ,  1982 and continumg 
thereafter will be discussed in this section. Each state claims that the 
other state was the aggressor and that Its own m i h t q  action was 
taken in self defense. The task in this section will be to analyze the 
claims of both states and determine whether or not either claim can 
be justified based upon the international law pertaining to  self^ 
defense 

The methadologi that w ~ l l  be used to analyze the claims w ~ l l  he a 
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fallows First, the claims of each of the participants will be set forth. 
Second, the applicable international law pertaining to self-defense 
will be determined and examined. Third, the international law per- 
taining to self-defense will be used to critically analyze the claims. 
The multifactor analysis of Professor Myres McDougal and Mr. 
Florentina Fellciano will be employed to accomplish this analy~is.~zS 
Using the specific criteria of the multifactor analysis, a de te rmm- 
tion of the validity of the respective claims will be made. Fourth, a 
critical comparison of the clams of Argentina and Great Britain will 
be performed. By using this methodology, B well-grounded conciu- 
sion should be attained regarding each party's justification for Its 
resort to armed force on the basis of self-defense. 

B. STATEMENT OF THE CLAIMS 
1 .  The claim sfArgenlina. 

The claim of Argentina was stated by Dr. Nicanor Costa-Mendez, 
the Argentine Minister of Foreign Affairs, at the United Nations 
Security Council. MI. Mendez stated that the use of armed force by 
Argentina on April 2, 1982 wasjustified on the basis of self-defense 
of Its tenitorial nqhts, as the Islands are part of the territory of 
Argentina.az4 According to Mr. Mendez, the necessity for the use of 
farce was Supported by many factors, including the illegal use of 
force by Great Bntain 149 years ago to usurp the Islands and Lts 
subsequent use of force, under the g u m  of colonialism, to 
perpetuate the illegal occupation of the In addition, 
significance was attached to the recent incidents between Argentina 
and Great Britain concerning the Islands.22' Further, Mr. Mendez has 
stated that there can be no statute of limitations on Great Britain's 
illegal act in 183312' and that the United Nations Charter cannot be 
used to legalize an illegal act that took place before its adoption.~~a In 
regard to this latter paint, Mr. Mendez stated: 

Furthermore, we have been accused in this chamber of 
violating Article 2(3) and (4) of the United Nations 
Charter. No provision of the Charter can be taken to mean 
the legitimization of situations which have their origin in 
wrongful acts, in act8 carried out before the Charter was 

"'M MeDougsl & F Fellciano, svpro noLe 116. at chn 2 3 
s*WO.V. 2360 81 11 (Apr 3,  1982) 
'*SP V. 2366 81 66 (Yay 23, 1882) 
""'S,P V 2350 at  11 (Apr 3, 1982) 
ll'S'P Y 2366 at 56 (May 23, 1982) 
'WP V 2350 at 11 (AUT 3 19821 
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adopted and which subsisted during Its prevailing force. 
Today, in 1982, the purposes of the Organization cannot 
be invoked tojustify acts carried out in the last century in 
flagrant violation of principles that are today embodied in 
international law 22* 

Mr. Mendez also asserted that Argentina had not been hasty in 
resorting to self-defense He stated that Argentina has attempted to 
solve the situation by the use of peaceful procedures since the 
Islands were first usurped by Great Bntain in 1633 Because of the 
unyielding attitude of Great Britain, however. the negotiations have 
not resulted in any significant progress 230 Argentina s claim for its 
use of armed force in self-defense 1s based upon the mmtml and con- 
tinuous use of aggression by Great Britain and the lack of effective 
peaceful means of settling disputes to resolve the situation 

P The claim Of meat Britain. 
Great Britain's claim for use of armed force IS also based upon the 

right of self-defense. Great Britain issued a statement in May 1962 
which set forth Its justification. 

Argentina IS in flagrant and open violation of the funda- 
mental principles of the L 3  Charter by its unprovoked at- 
tack and subsequent military occupation of the Islands. 
Article 2 of the Definition of Aggression states that 'the 
first use of armed force by a State ~n contravention of the 
Charter shall constitute prima facie evidence of an act of 
aggression. . ' (UN General Assembly Resolution 3314) 
These unlawful Argentine acts give Britain the nght to use 
force in self-defence. This right, first exercised at the time 
of the invasion by the small detachment of Royal Marines 
on the Islands, extends t o  terminating the illegal occupa- 
tion. i t  1s expressly recognized by Article 51 of the LX 
Charter, which maker it clear that the nght of self- 
defence 1s 'Inherent' and that nothing in the Charter IS in- 
tended to impair it. In compliance with its obligations 
under Article 61, the British Government has reported all 
meawes  of self-defence to the Security Council. 

Security Council Resolution 502 recognizes that Argen- 
tina was responsible for the breach of the peace; it does 
not seek to inhibit Bntam from exercising her inherent 
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right of seif-defence. Article 61 preserves the nght 'until 
the Security Council has taken measures to maintain inter- 
national peace and security'. The Secunty Council deci- 
S L O ~  has clearly so far not proved effective to achieve its 
stated objective, since Argentina during April, far from 
withdrawing her forces in accordance with the Resoiu- 
tion, sent reinforcements to the Islands Agreement by 
Argentina to withdraw her forces, and to negotiate with- 
out preconditions for a diplomatic solution to the under- 
lying dispute, BS required by the Resolution, would 
remove the major obstacle to its complete impiementa- 
tl0". 

Britain remains fully committed to the search for a 
diplomatic solution to the crisis, which IS obviously pref- 
erable to military confrontation. Xevertheiess, failing 
such B solution, Britam is fuiiy justified in exercising her 
inherent right. Her use of military force IS governed by the 
principles of necessity and the use of farce proportionate 
to the threat, as required by international law. British 
forces have been deployed with the sole limited objective 
of securing, with minimum casualties on bath sides, the 
withdrawal of Argentine forces from the Islands, as called 
for by SCR 502. They farm part of the graduated pres- 
sure-diplomatic, economic and military-to induce 
Argentina to return to the negotiating table.281 

Great Britain has based its justification for use of armed force on 
the necessity to react to the use of armed force by Argentina 
Therefore, like Argentina's claim, the validity of Great Britain's 
claim must be examined in the context of the applicable inter- 
national law of self-defense. The task now is to determine and ex- 
amine that law. 

C. THE RIGHT OF NATIONAL 
SELF-DEFENSE 

1 Under C u s t m q ,  internattonal law 

In order to maintain a minimum world order system, illegal coer- 
cion must be prohibited. At the same time, however, this prohibition 
must be balanced with the right to self-defense. The purpose of such 
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a system IS t o  deter aggression and to protect the inclusive interests 
of states. Such a system was developed by the nation states as a part 
of customary international law. 

Under customary international law there existed four recognized 
methods of self-help retorsion, repnsali, intervention, and self- 
defense Prior to  a state resorting to the contemplated measures of 
self-defense, the situation must be examined to see if two principal 
requirements are met. These requirements are necessity and pro- 
portionality. A third requirement, that actually is a corollary to 
necessity, is the requirement to initially make use of any available 
peaceful procedures. 

The requirements of self-defense under customary were demon- 
strated in the much-cited Caroline case.2a4 In that case, insurgents in 
Canada in 1837 had been receiving men and equipment from the 
American side of the Niagara River The Caroline wm a steamer that 
was being used to transport the men and equipment. The United 
States government did not, because of inability or iack af desire, 
take action to stop the trips of the Caroline On December PQ, 1837, 
Canadian soldiers crossed the river to the American side, attacked 
the Caroline, and set her adrift This action resulted in casualties 
among the United States citizens defending the vessel. In addition, 
the Caroline was destroyed an the Nagara Falls. 

Some Canadians had been captured in the assault. In its request for 
their release, Canada claimed that it had been justified in having 
taken armed action based upon the right of self-defense. in the ensu- 
ing negotiations, both governments had agreed upon the existence 
of a principle of seif.defense, but the United States denied its ap- 
plicability in this Instance. The case  as finally settled by an apology 
from the British Minister, but with no acts by Britain or the United 
States that would indicate that the armed action taken in self- 
defense had not been 

Explicit statements concerning the requirements of self-defense 
may be found in communications from Secretary of State Daniel 
Webster to the British Minister. Concerning the requrement of 
necessity and peaceful means, Secretary Webster stated: 

34b (1862) [hereinafter cited BQ Mlallaon]. wherein the same C D ~ C ~ U I ~ O O  1s draan 
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Undoubtedly, it is just, that, while it is admitted that ex- 
ceptions growing out of the great law of seif-defence do 
exist, those exceptions should be confined to cases in 
which the necessity of that self-defense is instant, over. 
whelming, and leaving no choice of means, and no mo- 
ment for 

This definition, especially the phrase "no moment for deliberation," 
has been criticized as being too r e s t r i c t i~e .~~ '  The criticism is par- 
ticularly telling today. The present era of potential warfare with 
limited warning time and extreme destruction makes state6 an  op- 
posite sides of the world closer than neighbonng states would have 
been in Secretary Webster's time. Other portions of the definition re- 
main valid. The corollary requirement of seeking to take advantage 
of the available peaceful means of settling disputes can be seen in 
the words "ieaving no choice of means.'' Secretary Webster has also 
set forth the requirement of proportionality; he stated that the 
method employed for self-defense must entail "nothing 
unreasonable or excessive, since the act justified by the necessity of 
self-defense must be limited by that necessity and kept clearly 
within 

In sum, the requirements of self-defense are necessity, including 
the corollary requirement of the need to take advantage of the avail- 
able peaceful means of settling disputes, and proportionality. 
Aithough it may be questionable whether or not the facts of the 
Camline case could actually meet the strict legal requirements of 
the necessity standard, the proportionality requirement was clearly 
fallowed The response of taking the measures necessary to destroy 
the vessel was proportionate to the military objective that had 
sought t o  had been accomplished. The Caroline case provides an ex- 
plicit expression of the legal requirements of the custommy inter- 
national law concerning self-defense. 

2. Under the United Nations Charter. 

The United Nations Charter contains a codification of the cus- 
tomary international law of self-defense. The Charter establishes a 
minimum world order system by requiring the use of peaceful means 
in settling disputes, condemning aggression, and authorizing the 
right to resort to the use of the inherent right of self-defense. Article 

"W?mbd m 1 Hyde, mpm note 220.  a i  238 
1s'S8#, 

ss'Qu7rrd %n Bnedv. sypm note 138 at 408 

9 ,  L Oppenhelm, The Collected Papers of John Weatlake on lnrernau~nal 
Law 117-18 (18141: MaUl~on. mpro n o ~ e  236, SI 348 
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2(3j of the Charter requires the resolution of disputes by peaceful 
means: "Ail members shall settie them international disputes by 
peaceful means in such a manner that international peace and 
secunty, andjustice, are not endangered." Article 2(4j condemns ag- 
gression by stating: "All members shaii refrain Ln their mternationai 
relations from the threat 01 use of force against the territorial in- 
tegrity or political independence of any state, or in any manner in- 
consistent with the Purposes of the United Nations.'' That the in- 
herent right of self-defense continues to exist is made clear by Art,- 
d e  51, which states: 

Nothing the present Chaner shall impax the inherent 
right of Individual or collective self-defense if an armed 
attack occurs against a Member of the United Nations, un- 
cii the Security Council has taken the meawres necessary 
to maintain international peace and secunty Measures 
taken by Members in the exercise of chis right of seif- 
defense shaii be immediately reported to the Security 
Council and shaii not in any way affect the authority and 
responsibility of the Security Council under the present 
Charter to take at any time such action as it deems neces- 
sary m order to maintain or restore international peace 
and secunty 

These three Articles must be read together to ascertain the proper 
balance of this world order system. The Articles reveal that force is 
only to be employed under the inherent right of seif.defense The 
use of force, b u e d  upon the customary law of self-defense, is not af- 
fected; this is an "inherent right I '  The condemnation of force under 
Article 2(4) does not apply to force actually being used in self- 
defense, thereby meeting the requirements of necessity and propor- 
tionality. The correctness of this conclusion is shown by the Travaux 
Preparatories of Committee I at  San Francisco, which state, con- 
cerning Article 2(4), that "the use of arms in legitimate self-defense 
remains admitted and unimpaired. . . .''23Q The key factor that must 
be undentoad is that the iaw of self-defense that existed under cus- 
tomary international law Survives intact under the United Nations 
Charter. 

It is helpful to briefly examine the antithem of self-defense, 
which is aggression. Although Article 2(4) condemns aggression, ag- 
gression is not defined anywhere in the Charter. Resolution 
2625(XXVl, as i t  relates to the principle of self-determination, sets 
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forth Some guidance concerning aggression In pertinent pan ,  the 
Resolution, in addition to proclaiming that aggression is a violation 
of International law, States: 

Every state has the duty to refrain from the threat or 
use of force to violate the existing international bounda- 
ries of another state or as a means of solving international 
disputes, including territorial disputes and problems con- 
cerning frontiers of states 

. . . .  
Every state has the duty to refrain from any forcible ac- 

tion which depnves peoples referred to in the elaboration 
of the principle of equal rights and self .detennation of 
their right to self-determination and freedom and inde- 
pendence. 

Under Resolution 2625(XXV), force should not be used to settle 
disputes over territory or to impede the application of the principle 
of self.determination to deserving peoples. 

It is interesting to review the guidance set forth in Resolution 
2625(XXV) concerning the settlement of international disputes by 
peaceful means. In this regard, the Resolution states: 

The parties to a dispute have the duty, in the event of 
failure to reach a solution by any one of the above peace- 
ful means, to continue to seek a settlement of the dispute 
by other peaceful means agreed upon by them. 

States parties to an international dispute, as well as 
other states, shall refrain from any action which may ag- 
gravate the situation so as to endanger the maintenance of 
international peace and security, and shall act in accor- 
dance with the purposes and principles of the United Na- 
tions. 

Besides condemning the use of force in international disputes, the 
Resolution requires the states to take advantage of more than one 
peaceful means of settling disputes and to refrain from aggravating 
the situation. 

5 9  
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A definition of aggression is found in Resolution 3314(XXIX).z40 
The Resolution also sets forth additional guidance concerning ag- 
gression. The Resolution contains eight articles. Article i defines ag- 
gression as "the use of armed force by a State against the sovereign- 
ty, territorial integrity or political independence of another State, or 
in any manner inconsistent with the Charter of the United 
Nations.. . ." Articie 2 establishes a presumption concerning the 
first use of armed force by stating that "[tlhe first use of armed force 
by a State in contravention of the Charter shaii constitute prima 
facie evidence of an act of aggression . . ." Article 3 sets forth 
typical acts of aggression, including invasion of the terntory of 
another state and blockade. Article 4 provides that the Secunty 
Council may determine acts to be aggressive even though they are 
not listed in Article 3. Three extremely significant provisions are 
contained in Article 6. The first provision disallows any justification 
far aggression. The second makes dear that wars of aggression are 
international crimes. The third provision provides that na advan- 
tages gained by aggression will be recognized. Article 6 reaffirms the 
use of iawfui farce or self-defense. Article 7 provides that nothing in 
the definition could be used to the prejudice of the right of seif- 
determination, especially as it concerns peoples under colonial 
domination. The last articie provides that the first seven articles are 
interrelated and should be read as a unit. 

The next logical inquiry is to determine who is to decide whether 
or not an act is aggression or self-defense. This IS a critical inquiry 
because "aggressive war has been designated an international crime 
and nearly every aggressive act is sought to be portrayed as an act of 

The answer to this inquiry lies in Article 61 of the 

60 
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United Nations Charter. Under that Article, the State must report 
whatever action it has taken to the Security Council, which then has 
the authority to determine the character of the initial action. There- 
fore, although the state makrng the initial decision must be thejudge 
as to whether or not the aggressive act it encounters 16 such to justify 
its use of self.defense measures, it is the community of nations that 
must ultimately determine if the use was justified under all the cir- 
c u m s t a n c e ~ . ~ ~ ~  If this were not so, acts of awessmn could be justi- 
fied on any grounds and the legal rules of self-defense and the 
minimum world order system would become meaningless. 

In summary, the right of self-defense under the Charter is the same 
as it was under customary international law. The use of force in seli- 
defense must meet the requirements of necessity, including taking 
advantage of available peaceful means of settling disputes, and pro- 
portionality. Use of force in m y  other manner would be charac- 
terized m aggression. Although the State acting in self-defense must 
be the initial judge of the justificaton of using force, it is the corn. 
munity of nations that ultimately must be the final determining 
authority. 

D. ANALYSIS OF THE CLAIMS OF 
ARGENTINA AND GREAT BRITAIN 

1.  Use qf the multifactor analysis. 
The claims of Argentina and Great Britain concerning their use of 

armed force will be analyzed using the multifactor analysis of Pro- 
fessor McDougal and Mr. Feliciano. The specific criteria that wiii be 
used in the analysis are participants, objectives, methods, condi- 
tions, acceptance or rejection of community procedures, and effects 
secured. It 1s important to understand that these are ‘‘contextual 
factors” and that each one must be evaluated with all circumstances 
being regarded as relevant.24s The goal of this analysis is to evaluate 
the claims to determine if they meet the requirements necessary for 
the use of farce in self-defense. 

2. Analysis of the claim of Argentina and meat Britain using 
speeqic criteria. 

(a). Characteristics of participants. 

The purpose of this factor is to determine haw the nature of the 

“‘Id at 406-07 
s4~YcDou@ & Fehclano, mpro note 146, at 167 
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statebeari~tsclaimofjuit if icationoftheuseafforce Z4iInthiscase, 
Argentina ii a iignificant state in the southern hemisphere while 
Great Britain IS a significant state in the northern hemisphere. On 
the other hand, Great Britain is classified with the world leaders, 
while Argentina IS not Although both have srgnificant military 
forces. only Great Britain has nuclear capabilities. Generally, the 
presumption as to which state IS the aggressor would he agamit 
Great Britain. However. the characteristics of the partmpants 1s a 
contextual factor requiring the examintion of all the circumstances. 
Does the situation concerning the lslands contain circumstances that 
could overcome this presumptionQ The answer IS yes. For Argentina 
to overcome Its military disadvantages, It would have to carefully 
plan a strategy giving it a definite initiai tactical advantage, the 
lslands mtolred such a situation Argentina could entrench itself an 
the Islands so that only a significantly superior force could evict it 
An alternative to this use of force. an Argentine naval blockage. 
would have been fooihardy In addition to these mihtan- conader- 
ations. there were other considerations that overcome this presump~ 
tmn The political unrest in Argentina lent itself to adventurism, the 
political leaders may have felt that such an operation would unifs 
the country. Moreover. there existed a pomhilit) of mi deposits 
around the Islands. Finalls, the upcoming one hundred-and-fiftieth 
anniversary of the occupation of the Islands by Great Bntam proved 
an auspicious occasion for the reas~ertion of Argentine sovereignty. 
Therefore. the factual analysis indicates that Argentina, in light of 
all circumstances, would he considered the aggressor. 

Conversely, the facti would indicate that Great Bntam acted ~n 
self-defense. Britain reacted to an attack upon an Island that it had 
held for 150 years: it did not use first force. Although Great Britain 
had the capability of using greater force than required, Its use af 
force m a s  limited to that actually necessary to retake the Islands. 
Applying these circumstances to Great Britain, Its use of force nould 
appear to have been as a measure of self-defense 

0) 7% obiectwes of the participants 

The objectives of the participants will be analyzed in terms of ex- 
tension or consewation of values, consequences of the values can- 
served, and the extent of the inclusiveness and exclusiveness of the 
values conserved. 
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(1) Conserr,ation 01 estension ofmlues.  
The object of uang this cntenon IS to determine whether or not 

the claimant 1s interested in extending or conserving values The 
protection of territorial sovereignty from unlawful aggression 1s a 
significant aspect of the conservation of values. The use of armed 
force by Argentina and Great Bntam was based upon the protection 
of territorial sovere~gnty. By undertaking the invasion of the 
Islands. however, Argentina used armed force to resolve a dispute 
that was based upon a questionable claim. The use of armed force to 
attain such a goal amounts to an extension of values, rather than 
conservation of values. The use of armed force cannot be based upon 
such nebulous claims. On the other hand, Great Britain had reacted 
with armed force to an attack upon territory that it had heid under a 
claim of sovereignty for 150 years. While it may be argued that it has 
no greater claim to sovereignty mer the Islands, its use of force was 

reaction to an attack on its forces and evidenced a desire to return 
to the Status quo pending peaceful resolution of the dispute. Such is 
the nature of the right of self-defense. 

(2) Consequences of the values comewed. 

Whether the objective of the participant is conservation or ex- 
tension of values 1s not in itself decisive as the lawfulness of the 
COB~CLOLI;  other considerations must be analyzed, such as the con- 
sequences of the values desired to be conserved Argentina claims 
that it resorted to armed farce to protect a fundamental value, Its 
territorial integrity. Great Britain also claims that it was protecting 
its territorial Integrity. Territorial integrity is so fundamental to the 
survival of a state that the imperative of conserving it has generally 
justified the use of self-defense by the state under attack. Although 
the terntonal integrity of a state is fundamental, however, the c ~ r -  
cumstances invoiving the Islands caused the consequentiality of this 
value to be such as to not justify the use of armed force by Argen- 
tina These circumstances are that the Islands have been B subject of 
dispute for over a century, that they had been possessed by Great 
Britain for 149 years, and that they were the subject of an attempted 
peaceful sdutmn under the procedures of the United Nations. Under 
these CLrcumstances, the nebulous claim of Argentina reduces sig- 
nificantly the need to resort to armed force. The consequences to 
Great Britain, because of the immediacy of the situation and its 160 
years of eossessmn. are sufficient to  justify the use of seif-defense 

z‘ i ld.  at 181-82 
“‘Id sf 224 25 
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is) IncluslLeness 01 ezclusIv~ness 

The inc lu~l renes~  or e x c l ~ ~ i v e n e ~ s  of the valuer conserved. that IS .  

the extent they are shared by the world community, IS also a 
f a c t ~ r . ~ ' ~ T h e  protection of territory from an aggressor i s  a concern 
of the world community; even though only one country's territory 1s 

being protected. the value is shared by the nations of the warid 
However. Argentina created a situation that endangered the main- 
tenance of international peace and security in furtherance of a goal 
that was based upon a questionable claim. Rather than the value be- 
ing inclusive to the world community. it is exclusive to Argentina 
Yo necessity existed justifying Argentina's disruption of world peace 
and security. Great Bntam's use of force to W ~ C T  a recent foreign oc- 
cupier complied with the requirements of the necessity of self- 
defense. an inclusive value. 

ic). Methods ojresponse. 

The methods used to respond to coercion can be useful when 
determining the validity of the use of self-defense.2*8 Argentina's 
response was not indicative of self-defense, as I t  acted on its own in- 
itiative and merely entrenched itself an the Islands. The reaction by 
Great Britain was limited soleiy to the retaking of the Islands: this is 
indicative of self-defense Although Great Britain had the capabilits 
to increase the level of mtennty, and thereby vioiate the require- 
ment of proportionality, it did not do so. The use of economic coer- 
cion, which involved the aid of the European Community. and the 
establishment of a maritime exclusionary zone reduced the intensity 
of the conflict. The response by Great Bntam met the requirement of 
proportionality 

(d). Condit ions 

The conditions under which the nght of self-defense 1s exercised 
are also relevant.z4e In the case of self-defense, I t  1s especially ~mpor -  
tam to examine the conditions of necessity. Although Argentina ex- 
pressed frustration with the delay in resolving the Islands' 
sovereignty dispute, there was no expectation of an attack or other 
armed coercion that would have caused I t  to be fearful The dispute 
was before the United Nations and peaceful means were being at- 
tempted to resolve it More progress had been made in the last twen- 
ty years than had been made in previous years. Thus, not ail the 
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available means of peacefully settling disputes had been exhausted 
and the conditions of necessity were not met. The use of force by 
Great Britain, on the other hand, was in reaction to a current attack 
an  territory; since no other state had a greater claim, the necessity 
test was satisfied. 

(e). Acceptance OT rejection of community ualues 

The use of available peaceful procedures to settle disputes can be 
indicative of the purpose behind the use of coerc~on by a 
participant.Z50 Far example. where peaceful procedures are in- 
itiated, but later rejected without adequate reason by a contending 
party, it 1s evidence that coerc~on was not used in self-defense. In 
this case, the United Nations was attempting to resolve the dispute 
through the peaceful means of bilateral negotiations Kegonation 1s 
a commonly accepted method of settling disputes. The frustration of 
Argentina did not justify its actions. The relatively short period of 
time during which the negotiatmns were undertaken i s  not long com- 
pared to the length of time Great Britain has held the territory. In ad- 
dition, other peaceful methods could have been attempted. For ex- 
ample, the issue could have been submitted to the international 
Court of Justice, as Great Britain attempted to do in 1965 regarding 
the Dependencies. Further, Argentina could have proposed that the 
General Assembly request that the International Court of Justice 
render an advisory opinion concerning the issues liX The problem 
with the use of these peaceful measures IS that Argentina stated that 
It would not accept any solution that would not give it sovereignty 
over the Islands. Argentina's Permanent Representative, Mr. Eduar- 
do Roca, stated at the United Nations Security Council, "Everything 
is negotiable-except sovereignty "262 The fact that Argentina re- 
sorted to armed force rather than make use of the available peaceful 
means, even if those means would have caused an adverse decision 
to Argentina on the sovereignty issues, i s  indicative of aggression. If 
states only resorted to peaceful means when it was certain that the 
result would be favorable to them, peaceful means would be used 1"- 

frequently By ueng armed force, Argentina aggravated the s m a -  
tion; this LS prohibited under Resolution 2625. 

Great Britain had accepted the peaceful measure of negotiations 
It did emphasize that the principle of self-deteminatmn must be ap- 
plied to the islanden, as I t  had been in previous cases of decoloni- 

' " I d  at 203 
""See U h Charter art 86. para I 
'"ZSP Y 2346 at 7 (Apr. 2 ,  10821 
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zatmn After Argentina's ~nvasion an April 2, 1982. Great Britain's 
initial use of force was acceptable i t  had the right to  defend ter- 
ritor) to which It had an equal or  greater right than any other state. 

(f). ELr'ecu wcvred 

The effects that are actually or are to be foreseeabiy achieved are 
extremely important indicators s5s The actual effect of Argentina's 
actions resulted in a disruption of the world order system, including 
the lass of many lives and an enormous destruction af property. Its 
claim has not been advanced and, Indeed, may have suffered a 
reversal. Any leverage that Argentina previously had has dissipated 
in 11s defeat Even if Argentina had managed to defend the Islands. it 
1s forseeabie that the conflict would have continued for a long period 
of time. The Islanders loss of economic benefits recentiy recaved 
from Argentina is aim significant After considering ail these facts, it 
can be concluded that Argentina's action was impermissible 

The effect of Great Britain's action was quite different, it was 
merely to return the situation to  the status quo that existed before 
the invasion took place on Apnl2,  1982 The response by Great Bn- 
tam did not deprive Argentina of anything that it had possessed 
before the armed conflict, except those things lost as a result of the 
means used in self-defense. The intensity of the response was main- 
tained at a ievei so that only the objective of self-defense was at- 
tained 

E.  COMMENT ON THE COMPETING CLAIMS 
OF ARGENTINA AND GREATBRITAIN 

The competing ciaims of Argentina and Great Britain are based 
upon the right of self-defense This inherent right is pan of the cur- 
rent minimum world order system and is contained in Article 51 of 
the United Nations Charter. However, because this right allows a 
state to initiate coercion, it is, and must be, limited Argentina has 
exceeded the parameters of the right of seif-defense. When the 
world community provides peaceful means by which to resoive dis- 
putes and especially when the dispute inLolves such a questionable 
claim a does Argentina's claim to sovereignty, the use of coercion in 
the name of self-defense is not acceptable. There w m  no showlng of 
the necessity of resort to force. The dispute had existed for a long 
penad of time and ail progress was recent. There was no imminent 
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danger to Argentina. The status qua was secure and time was not of 
the essence. Other methods of peacefully resolving disputes could 
have been attempted. The current prohibition against aggression 
does not, as Argentina claims, render the acts that Great Bntam 
committed in 1833 legal. Only aggression is outlawed. while peaceful 
means of resolving disputes are encouraged. If Great Bntam's action 
in 1833 was illegal, the International Court of Justice could have so 
decided. The resort to illegal coercion by Argentina would not, had It 
prevailed, resolved the issue; it would only have changed the Status 
quo The claim of Argentina that It acted in self-defense i s  not valid 
This fact was recognized by Resaiution 602, wherein the Security 
Council demanded an immediate withdrawal of the Argentine forces 
from the Islands. 

Great Britain's claim, also based an self-defense, i s  supportable. 
The action of Argentina wouid appear to Great Britain to constitute 
aggression. It was the first use of force. The invas~on was into ter- 
ritory Great Britain had held for 149 years. Argentina had no 
stranger clam to the territory than Great Britain. Peaceful methods 
of settling the dispute were being attempted. The invasion by Argen- 
tina constituted a rejection of these means. Under such conditions, 
Great Britain could vahdly justify its use of armed force in self- 
defense. The subsequent action it took was proportionate to the ac- 
tion of Argentina. The action of Great Britain met the requirements 
of self-defense. 

VII. THE LEGAL IMPLICATIONS DERIVED 
FROM THE ANALYSIS OF THE DISPUTE 

BETWEEN ARGENTINA AND GREAT 
BRITAIN: CONCLUSIONS AND 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
The legal implications derived from this analysis are extremely sig- 

nifm.nt.254 Most important is the need to understand and apply the 
correct legal principles to disputes. This will facilitate the ascertain- 
ment of correct legal conclusions Legal principles have been vir- 
tually ignored in all aspects of the dispute between Argentina and 
Great Britain. Although, when the contending parties needed a basis 
upon which to support their claims, some legal principles have been 
referred to by name or description, an in-depth analysis of the prin- 

*,*In addifron to the ' legal ' implications this analysis ha? shown the n e c e r ~ i f y  af 
having the significant facts pertaining to any i i tu~fmn that  1) under bLudi 
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cipies and their applicability was not made. For example, in the c a ~ e  
of the dispute concerning sovereignty, the legal principle of pre- 
scription was described vaguely and not named, yet it is of the ut- 
most Importance. The same deficiency appean in the context of the 
dispute concerning the applicability of the principle of self-determi- 
nation. When stating whether or not self-determination appiies to 
the Islands, each ciaimant based their conclusion an a description of 
the Islanders. Neither claimant first determined the legal criteria to 
be applied, nor applied then. The same holds true for the use of 
armed force by the participants. The right to  self-defense under Arti- 
cle 51 of the United Nations Charter does not of itseif justify resort 
to the use of armed force. The right of self-defense is a limited one 
Its parameters must be defined so that it can be determined by the 
participant if the proposed action will meet the requirements of 
necessity and proportionality. Learning the need to understand and 
apply legal pnnciples to disputes will be beneficial to  participants in 
planning their actions and to the world community, which must be 
the ultimate judge of those actions. 

Another legal implication 1s the need for participant8 to fully 
utilize the available peaceful means of settling disputes and to care- 
fully choose the means that will be effective in a particular situation. 
In this case, the contending parties. prior to using armed force. did 
make use of one peaceful means of settling disputes, bilateral nego- 
tiations. However, the unyielding position of each State guaranteed 
that such means would be ineffective. Yeither State WBS willing to 
compromise; therefore, the negotiations were relatively fruitless. 
The solution would have been to choose a more effective means of 
peacefully settling disputes. For example, the voluntary submission 
of the issues concerning sovereignty and self-defense to the Inter- 
national Court of Justice would have been a more likely means of 
resolving the dispute. If this could not have been accomplished, the 
requesting of an advisory opinion by the General Assembly from the 
International Court of Justice should have been undertaken. A weii- 
reasoned iegai opinion from such a respected and impartial orgamza- 
tion would have done much to avert the disaster of an armed con- 
flict. In the future, not only must the participants be wiiling to 
senously attempt the resolution of disputes by peaceful means, but 
the means to be chosen must be evaluated so that the ineffective 
ones can be avoided. 

The implications beanng on the minimum world order system may 
have been more significant If Argentina had been successful There 
is truth to the maxim that success is the best teacher. Regardless, the 
causes of failure of the peaceful means of settling disputes must be 
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taken into consideration when undertaking the settlement of 
disputes. That Argentina used armed farce to pursue a questionable 
claim stands BS a warning to the world community that it must re- 
main vigilant for disputes that could lead to a m e d  conflicts. There 
are other states with claims that may resort to armed farce, es- 
pecially if they felt they could prevail or if they became frustrated 
with the failure of peaceful means of settling disputes. The world 
community must continue to strive for an effective world order 
system to avert these potentials for disaster. 

The major conclusions drawn from these implications are that the 
principles of law pertaining to a particular situation must be under- 
stood and correctly applied. The secondary conclusion, but perhaps 
BS important, is the need to choose a peaceful means of resalving 
disputes that will prove effective in resolving the particular dispute. 
Because these factors were generally neglected in the dispute over 
the Falklands between Argentina and Great Britain, the interna- 
tional armed conflict that may have been averted was not 
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COMMAND RESPONSIBILITY AND A 
CASE STUDY OF THE CRIMINAL 

RESPONSIBILITY OF ISRAELI 
MILITARY COMMANDERS FOR THE 
POGROM AT SHATILA AND SABRA 

by Lieutenant Commander Weston D. Burnett. 

The soldier, be he friend or foe, is charged with the pro- 
tection of the weak and unarmed. It IS the very essence 
and reason for his being. When he violates this sacred 
trust, he not only profanes his entire cult but threatens 
the very fabric of international society The traditions of 
fighting men are long and honorable. They are based upon 
the noblest of human traits-sacrifice. 

-From she order of General of the Army 
Douglas MacArthur, Jr .  confirming the death 

sentence of General Yamashita' 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In Dubno in the Ukraine on Ocsober 5 ,  1942: 

Without screaming 01 weeping these people undressed, 
stood around in family groups, kissed each other, said 
farewells and waited for a sign from another SS man, who 
stood near the pit, also with a whip in his hand. During the 
fifteen minutes that I stood near I heard no complaint or 
plea for mercy. I watched a family of about eight persons, 
a man and a woman both about fifty with their children of 

'Judge Advocate General's Corps, United States Navy. Currently assigned rn 8" In 
strucfor. C I V ~  Law Dlvulon, Naval Jusrlce School Newpon, Rhode Island, 1883 to 
present Formerly a s w e d  to the Adminirfiatire Law Dlvlaon. Office of The Judge 
Adrocare General, U.S. Navy 1878.82, Na\al Ahr Station. Cuhi Point, Philippine 
Islands, 1877-78. Naval Legal S e n s e  Offlce. Subic Bay, Phhppne  Islands, 1878.77. 
LL M , George Wsshvlgfon Unwerslf), 1883, J D , George Washington L'mremty 
1975. B A , Vanderbllf Unlverslty. 1872 Member of the bar of the Commanwealrh of 
Vlranla Theoplnionsandconcluiionrex~ressed mth l san le l eare fho~e  of thenufhor 
and do not neeesJanly renect the llews of the haval Jurtlce School, the Depnnmenf 
af the Uavy, or my other riovernmenial agency 

IOrder of General Douglh. MacAnhur confirming death sentence of General 
TamayukIYnmarhlfa, February6, 1846, reprintedtr2L Frledman(ed 1,TheLawof 
War A Dacumentarv Sfudv 1608.48 110771 
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about one eight and ten, and two grown-up daughters of 
about twenty to twenty-four. An old woman with snow- 
white hair was holding the one-year-old child ~n her arms 
and singing to it and tickling it. The child was cooing with 
delight. The couple were looking on with tears in their 
eyes. The father was holding the hand of a boy about ten 
years old and speaking to him softly. the boy "as fighting 
his tears Th? father pointed to the sky, rtroked his head. 
and seemed to euplam something to him At that moment. 
the SS man at the pit shouted something to his comrade. 
The latter counted off about twenty persons and in- 
structed them to go behind the earth mound. I %ell 
remember a girl, slim and with black hair. who as she 
passed close to me, pointed [to] herself, and said, 
"Twenty-three" I walked around the mound and found 
myself confronted by a tremendous grave. People iwie 
closely wedged together and lying on top of each ocher EO 

that only their heads were visible. Kearly all had blood 
running over their shoulders from their heads. Some of 
the people shot were still limbering and moving. Same 
were lifting their arms and turning their heads to show 
that they were still alive. The pit was dreads two-thirds 
full. I estimated that It already contained about 1.000 peo- 
ple. I looked for the man who did the shooting. He was an 
SS man. who sat at the edge of the narrow end of the pit, 
his feet dangling into the pit He had a tummy gun at his 
knee and was smakmg a cigarette. The people, completely 
naked, went down some steps which were cut in the clay 
wall of the pit and clambered over the heads of the people 
lying there, to the place to which the SS man directed 
them They laid down in front of the dead or injured pen- 
pie; some caressed those who were still alive and spoke to  
them in low voice. Then I heard a senes of shots. I looked 
into the pit and saw that the bodies were twitching or the 
heads lying motionless on top of the bodies which lay 
before them. Blood WBS running away from their necks.? 

The disturbing and evocative image depicted here brings home only 
too vividly the horror of the holocaust. In the years immediately 
followmg World War 11, the Allied Powers in the war cnmes trials at 
Nuremberg, Tokyo, and elsewhere assessed criminal responsibility 
for the war crimes committed against noncombatants. Particular at- 

' P  Cahocarerai. Nurembzrg-The Facts, The Law and The Conaequences 81-87 
(18481 
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tention was devoted in those trials to the responsibility of German 
and Japanese military commanders for crimes committed by troops 
under their control. 

The Germans and the Japanese, though, have not been the only 
ones capable of slaughtering innocent noncombatants. In Vietnam in 
1969, the story leaked that American military personnel in the 
village of Son My on March 16, 1868 had engaged in wholesale 
slaughter of "on-combatants, as illustrated by the following passage 

Then Meadla and several other soldiers took a group of 
civilians-almost exclusively women and children, some 
of the children still too young to walk-toward one of the 
two canals on the outskirts of Xam Lang. "They had about 
seventy, seventy-five people all gathered up. So we threw 
oum in with them and Lieutenant Calley told me, he said, 
'Meadlo, we got another job to do.' And so he walked over 
to the people and started pushing them off and started 
shooting." 

Taking his cue from Galley, Meadlo and then the other 
members of this squad "started pushing them off and we 
started shooting them. Sa altogether we just pushed them 
all off and just started using automatics on them. And 
somebody toid us to wi tch  off to m g l e  shot so that we 
could save ammo. So we switched off the nngie shot and 
shot a few more rounds." 

And all the time the Vietnamese at the canal were 
screaming and Dleading with the Americans for mercy.8 

The atrocities at  Son My led to a v a t  outpaunng af legal writings 
in the United States concerning the responsibility of senior Amencan 
commanders in Vietnam for war cnmes committed by American 
troops.' A popularly held perception at that time was that a military 
commander under international law was absolutely liable for the 
war crimes of his subordmates.6 

aR Hammer. One Mornmg m the War The Tragedy at Son My 134-31 (1870) 
<See e . # ,  R. Fa&, G Kolko, B R Lrfton (eds I, Crimes af War (18711, T Taylor, 

Uurernkrg and Vietnam An American Tragedy 11870) [heremafter cited &I T 
Taylor] See oiso PBYL. Mu La& and Vcetnom .%'om, Mvths ond LeoderResponsibiJ 
iB, 57 MU L Rev 99 (1972) [heremafter cited as P~ust l :  SOU.  A R#wonse rn Tdfmd 
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With the end of the Vietnam War, the issue of command respansi- 
bility quietly dipped from public gaze only to resurface once again in 
IQSZ. On 18 September 1982, reports began to filter out of Beirut 
that a Christian militia force had been introduced by the Israeli 
Defense Forces (IDF) inlo the Palestinian refugee camps of Shatila 
and Sabra in West Beirut and that a massacre of 800 Palestinians had 
ensued. Fmm within the refugee camps: 

There were only the sounds of mourning and the bodies, 
sprawling heaps of corpses: men, women and children. 
Some had been shot in the head at pointblank range. 
Others had had their throats cut. Some had their hands 
tied behind their backs; one young man had been 
castrated. Middle-aged women and girls as young as three, 
their arms and legs grotesquely splayed, were draped 
across piles of rubble. Portions of their heads were blown 
away One woman was found clutching an infant to her 
body; the Same bullet that tore through her chest had also 
killed the baby. Said a Lebanese Army officer. "There is 
so much butchem the mind cannot comprehend it ' l e  

Nor can the mind readily forget it. The Specter of a mini-holocaust 
was to prove particularly troublesome to the State of Israel, the self- 
proclaimed home for the Jewish wctims of the holocaust 

As news of the massacre spread, the Israeli government tried i m  
tially to deny responsibility for the deaths. The Israeli Cabinet issued 
a statement branding the suggestion that the Israeli Army had done 
anything, but intervene to halt the massacre, a blood libel.' The 
government took out a full page advertisement in the .Vew York 
Times and Washington Post stressing Israel's ~nnocence .~  A military 
spokesman claimed that Phaiangist Christian militia forces had 
broken into the Shatila camp and started the killings, at which time 
Israeli troops intervened and stopped the massacre 

Later, when news reports of the Israeli role in the Phalangist entry 
into the refugee camp surfaced, the Israeli Chief of Staff stated. 
"The IDF had no knowledge until Saturday morning of what was go- 

b' Dod-Oh, Mu Oad'"nme. Ocf. 4 ,  1882. at 20, cot 2 [hereinafter elfed as God- 

Vmhmgton Past, Sepf. 30, 1882. at A I ,  COI 4 
'Crisu 41 ConscirncS, Time, Oct 4 ,  1882. at  16, COI. 3 [heremafter clred %! Crrslr of 

~ % N e w L a b a m C ~ ~ , n r n e  Sep 27,  1982 at20 ,co l  I lherelnafterclredaJme 

Oh, My Cod'] 

Conseieneel 

New Lebanon Cmal 
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ing on. We don't p v e  the Phaiangists orders and we're not re- 
sponsible for them. The Phaiangists are Lebanese and Lebanon is 
theirs and they act as they see fit."1° The Defense Minister later 
stated. "[lln my name and an behaif of the entire defense establish- 
ment. . . no one foresaw-nor could have foreseen-the atrocities 
committed in the neighborhood of Sabra and Shatila."" 

Both the claim of lack of control over the Phalang5'sts and the claim 
of lack of knowledge as to the killings and their foreseeability met 
with some skepticism. lsraeii opposition Labor Party leader Shimon 
Peres declared: "You don't have to be a political genius or a famed 
commander. It is enough to be a country cop in order to understand 
from the outset that those militia which were emotional more than 
ever fallowing the murder of their ieader [Bashir Gemayel], were 
likely t o  commit atrocities against innocent The Arab 
press carried suggestions that Israel had ordered, or at least know. 
ingly participated in, the actual slaughter.13 

The Soviet Union issued a statement which compared the carnage 
in Beirut with the mmsacre at Babi Yar  in 1941 of about 200,000 per- 
sans, mostly Ukranian Jews, by Nazi troops and concluded that 
"what Israel is doing on Lebanese soil is genocide. Its aim is to 
destroy the Palestinians as a nation."" 

The leader of the Palestinian Libetation Organization, Yassar 
Arafat, subsequently spoke on British television: "l'm asking the 
whole international public opinion to take it into consideration and 
to have an international court, like the Nuremberg court, . . , far 
the Israelis. , . ."16 The General Assembly has passed a resolution 
calling unanimously for an international inquiry into the massacre, 
but the Security Council has been unable to pass a resolution for the 
launching of such an mvestigation.l' The only investigations can- 
ducted, to date, have been the Israeli Commission af Inquiry into the 

inafter M~ssion Impossible] 
"Janren. ReKahanRepmt CmtraryEmdance, MiddleEbiflnCl, Feb IS. 1983, at 

"Washmgton Post. Sept. 20, 1982, at A19, e d  1 
"Washington Post, Feb 8. 1983. at A24, coI 6 
"Washington Post, Ocl. 1 ,  IWZ, at AZO. e01 3: W-aohmgton P m f .  Sepf 20, 1982, at 
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Events at the Refugee Camps in Beirut" and the International Com- 
mission to enquire into reported violations of Private International 
Law by Israel dunng its i nva~ ion  of Lebanon.18 

11. SCOPE AND METHODOLOGY 
This alticle consists of a contemporary international law analysis 

of the criminal responsibility of Israeli military commanders for the 
massacre at Shatila and Sabra The article is divided into the foliow- 
ing sect~ons: first. a comprehensive analysis of the relebant cus 
tomaw and conventional International-legal norms pertaining to 
command responsibility, second, a case Study of the pogrom at 
Shatila and Sabra which includes. a description of the events leading 
up to and inclusive of the massacre with particular attention to the 
role af Lieutenant General Rafael Eltan, IDF Chief of Staff, Major 
General Amir Drori General Officer Commanding Korthern Com- 
mand, and Brigadier General Amos Taron, IDF Divaion Commander 
in West B e m t ,  and an evaluation af the extent and nature of the 
criminal responsibility of each of those general officers under inter- 
nationai law for the massacre. and, third, conclusions and recom- 
mendations concerning the role of command responsibility as an ~ n -  
ternational criminal sanction for the enforcement of the Interna- 
tional law of armed conflict. 

Command responsibility, by way of mtroductmn. may be defined 
as the responsibility of military commanders for war crimes com- 
mitred by subordinate members of thew armed forces or other per- 
sons subject to their control. I S  In assessing the crimlnal responsibiiity 
of a military commander for the actions of subordinates. It should be 
recognized that the requirements of a modern military organization 
call for a large degree of decentralization and delegation of authority 
and coniral and. as a consequence, the military commander's re 
iponsibility under International law hinges, to a great extent. on the 
degree of effective control actually wielded by the commander over 
the detailed activities of his subordmates.2DThe principle of military 
necessity then, frequently described as one of the two basic pnn 

"Y Kahan A Barak & Y Efrat. Final Repon of the Comrnisiion of Inqolrk h t o  rhe 
Events at  the Refugee Camw ~n Belruf (1883) (aufhonzed franslatlonl [herelnaftei 
cited as hnal  Report1 

(1956) [hereinafter cited a Field Manuall 

Regularion of lnrernaflanal Coercion 698-99 (1861) 
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cipies of the law of war, figures very prominently in the legal frame- 
work of command responsibility 

The second principle of the law of war, humanit), serves as a 
counterweight to the requirements of military necessity. Spe- 
cifically, the promotion of effective enforcement of the law of war 
demands that military commanders, Rho are realisticaliy in a posi- 
tion to exact compliance with the rules of warfare, be required to 
take reasonable measures to control and discipline their soldierso1 
and that a military commander's failure to do should be punishable 
as a war crime. 

These principles of miiitary necessity and humanity reflect the 
basic value interests at stake ~n armed conflicts. On the one hand, 
there is the nation-state's interest in protecting the integrity of its 
fundamental bases of power through the maintenance of an effec- 
tively organized armed force. At the same time, the natiotmtate's in- 
terests and indiridual's interests also call for minimizing the possible 
destruction of human beings and material as a consequence of armed 
COIlfllCt. 

This article, in essence, examines the balance that has been struck 
between the value-laden principles of military necessity and 
humanity in defining the juridical concept of command responsi- 
bility. To analyze adequately that balance, therefore, requires an ex- 
amination not only of "black letter" law, but also of the underlying 
values at issue. 

111. DOCTRINAL DEVELOPMENT OF 
COMMAND RESPONSIBILITY 

FOR WAR CRIMES 

A .  CUSTOMARY INTERNATZONAL LAW 
1. Early Practices and Concepts 

In 1474, the Archduke of Austria ordered the trial of Peter von 
Hagenbach, who had presided over a reign of terror on behalf of 
Charles of Burgundy m newlyacquired territory on the Upper 
Rhine. Von Hagenbach's trial, although not a "war crimes" trial, 
since the Swiss-Burgundim War did not break out until two yean 
later, was before a tribunal of twenty-eight Swiss, Alsatian. and Ger- 

V d .  81 Sgg 
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man judges of the Holy Roman Empire for the crimes of rape, 
murder. perjury, and other crimes agamst "the law of God and 
man.'' The defense of Superior orders was raised by ron Hagenbach, 
but rejected by the tribunal, which proceeded to conwct von Hagen- 
bach for committing crimes which he had a duty to prevent 2 2  \'on 
Hagenbach was then executed. 

A century and a half later, Gronus declared that "a community, or 
11s rulers may be held responsible for the crime of a subject If they 
knew it and do not prevent it when they could and should prevent 
11 "23 Roughly contemporaneously, the Articles of War  promulgated 
by King Adalphus of Sweden in 1621 directed in article 46 that "[nlo 
Colonel or Captalne [sic] shall command his souldiers [sic] to  do any 
unlawful thing; which who so does, shall be punished according to 
the discretion of the Judges. . . . "s4  Almost seventy y e m  later, in 
1689, the seige commander of Calvinist Londondew. Colonel 
Rosen, was reprobated and relieved by the exlled James I1 of his 
military duties for his outrageous seige methods including the killing 
of noncombatants.z5 

In 1779, during the Amencan Revolution. a British Lieutenant 
Governor in Detroit, Henry Hamilton, fell into American hands and 
was indicted for crimes against noncombatants by Indians under his 
control.2B Even though the Bntish military opinion of the Indians 
was not high, Hamilton had employed the Indians along the frontiers 
af Virgmia and Pennsylvania to weaken the main American army by 
compelling it to deploy forces to meet the Indian threat. In fact, one 
senior officer, General Carletan, reportedly recognized that the In- 
dians could not be controlled and insisted that they be used only for 
"defenave purposes. lest the innocent suffer with the guilty.'' 

Although the Indian parties sent by Hamilton were instructed to 
act humanely, they preferred to attack Isolated. inoffensive famliies 
rather than people in arms. Unlike other British commanders, 
Hamilton had failed to provide positive Incentives to encourage the 
Indians to avoid atrocities. Significantly, the language of the indict- 
ment of Hamilton held that the acts of the Indians were the acts of 

'"Campbell, m p o  note E,  at 106-06, Parks. Command Remonstbilzli/or War 
&mar 62 Mi1 L Rev 1 4-5 (18631 [hereinafter cited as Parka]. Pauit ,  mpm note 4 ,  
at  112 
*32 Groflur, De Jure Belli Au Pads Trer 523 (L I E.P ed Ke l~ey  trans 1025) 
#'Parks mpm nuke 22, at 5 
"~Hargrea\ei ,  7'hneRuie Book sf WorJen. Marine Corps Gazette, Aug 1870. sf 44 

"lCod. Wor Cnmrsq/lheAmrr,can~olut~on, B2Mil  L Rei 171, 183-87 11878) 
47 
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Hamilton and that he was considered personally liable for the acts of 
the Indians. Hamilton, however, was never tried on the charges. In- 
stead, he was exchanged as a prisoner of war in 1761 

Thirty years later, dunng the War of 1612, several American sal- 
diers were found responsible far needlessly buming spme buildings 
in Upper Canada at St. David's.l' As a consequence, the Amencan 
commander was summarily dismissed from the service. For a similar 
occurrence at  Long Paint, in the same district, another commander 
was brought before a United State8 military tnbunal.28 

In 1846, the Keamy campaign into Mexico resulted in a civil trial 
and judgment against one officer in the campaign, Colonel D 
Mitchell, where the officer was held responsible for certain illegal 
acts.*8 Those acts included the passing on to subordinates of iliegai 
orders from his immediate superior and, in some cases, personally 
executing the superior's illegal orders. 

The American Civil War saw the adoption by the United States of 
General Order No. 100, the Leiber Code, which provided in anicle 71 
for punishment of any commander ordering or encouraging the 
intentional wounding or killing of an already wholly disabled enemy. 
At the conclusion of the war, the Commandant of the Confederate 
prisoner-of-war camp in Andersonvilie, Georg~a, Captain Henry 
Wirz, was charged and convicted under the Lieber Code of having 
ordered and committed the torture, maltreatment, and death of 
pnmners of war in his charge.30 

The duties owed by a military commander occupying enemy ter- 
ritory to the occupants of towns and villages were defined in 1886 by 
Winthrop BS follows: "It is indeed a chief duty of the commander of 
the army of occupation to maintain order and the public safety as far 
as practicable without oppression of the population, and as if the 
distnct were a part of the domain of his own n a t i ~ n . " ~ '  

Winthrop's definition of the duty of a commander was tested in 
the early lSOOs when the United States became embroiled in 
counterinsurgency operations in the Philippines. In 1901, ~nsuirec- 
tionist h rs t  Lieutenant N. Vaiencia was convicted and sentenced to 

"Colby, Wo? CWmes. 23 Mich. L Rev 482. 501 11924-251 
SA,d n, L",."? 
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death for iilegally ordering the murder of a noncombatant 3? The 
following year, American Brigadier General J H. Smlth. L1.S. Army. 
was convicted of inciting. ordering. and permitting subordinates to 
commit war ciimeb. Subsequently, President Theodore Rooseielt in 
approving General Smith's conviction and dismissal from the service 
cautioned against the excesses of war: 

[TJhe v e ~  fact that warfare IS of such character as to af- 
ford infinite provocation for the commission of acts of 
cruelty byjunior officers and the enlisted men, must make 
the officers in high and responsible positmn peculiarly 
careful in their hearing and conduct so as to keep a moral 
check m e r  any acts of an improper character by their 
subordinates 

In the ensuing years, the militaly commander's raie m combat 
situations was incorporated into severai international conventions. 
Hague Convention No. IV of 1907,34 respecting the laws and customs 
of war on land, required in article i of the Annex thereto, as a pre- 
condition for a militia or volunteer corps to be accorded the rights of 
a lawful belligerent that it must be "commanded by a person re- 
sponsible for his subordinates.'' Article 43 of the Annex added that 
the commander of an occupying force in enemy territory "shall take 
ail measures in his power to restore and ensure, as far as possible, 
public order and safety. while respecting, unless absolutely pre- 
vented. the I s m s  in fnwe in the countri." 

Similarly, article 19 of Hague Convention No X of 1907,35 relating 
to the adaptation to maritime warfare of the Geneva Convention. 
provided that commanders m chief of the belligerent vessels "must 
see that the above Articles are properly carried out." Although the 
use of the concept "command responsibility" in these contexts was 
descriptive mare of authority than of personal liability, the Conven- 
tions, which are recognized as part of customary internatianal law. 
created obligations for military commanders which had to be en- 
forced in Some fashion, otherwise the words ceased to have any sub- 
stantive application 

'?+arks. supra note 22. at 8 
"Court-Martial of General Jacob H Smith, reprinted in I L Friedman (ed.). The 

V 6  Stat 2277, T S No 138 1 Bevans 631 
4136 Scat 2371. 2388 
W S Dep'f of State, Treaties 10 Force A Lief of Treaties and Other InTemPtIonal 

Agreements of the United States v1 Force on January 1, 1882, at 280, eD1. 2 (1882) 
[hereinafter nea l le r  m Force], C'S. Ikp'f of Air Force, Pamphlet No 110-20, 
Selecred lntemafional Agreements, at 3-1 (1881). meld Manual. ruva note 19, para 
6 ,  L S Dep'r of Army. Pamphlet 27-1,  Treaties Governing Land WPIIare, at l(18661 

Law of War A DoeumentPry History 788-813 (1872) 
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2. Tk6 Versailles Treaty and the Interwar Period 

At the conclusion of World War I, an International Cornmission an 
the Responsibility of the Authors of the War and on Enforcement of 
Penalties met in Ver~ai l les .~~  The Report of the Commission pre- 
sented to the Preliminary Peace Conference in March 1919 listed in 
Part I1 thirty-two types of violations of the laws and customs of war 
by Germany and her Part 111 stated: "All persons belonging 
to enemy countnes, however high their positions may have been, 
without distinction of rank, including Chiefs of Staff, who have been 
guilty of offenses against the laws and customs of war or the laws of 
humanity, are liable to cnminai prosecution."8Q 

To implement this finding, the Commission recommended that a 
tribunal composed of members of Allied national courts be estab- 
lished to entertain charges znter alia: 

Against all authorities, civil or military, belonging to 
enemy countries, however high their position may have 
been, without distinction of rank, including the heads of 
states, who ordered, or with knowledge thereof and with 
power to intmene, abs ta inedfrm preventmg or taking 
measures to prevent, putting an end to or repressing, 
violatiom of the laws or m t o m  of war (it being under- 
stood that no such abstention should constitute a defense 
for the actual perpetrators) . . . 

Discounting the questionable "internationaiity" of the YO" Hagen- 
bach trial by the Holy Roman Empire, this recommendation far an 
international war crimes tnbunal, together with the abstention 
theory of responsibility, represented a revolutionary advance in in- 
ternational jurisprudence designed to promote enforcement of the 
iaws of war and protect the humanitarian values at stake No longer 
were war crimes considered offenses solely against national laws 
triable only in nationsl courts; nor was a military commander's 
criminal iiability for the acts of his subordinates limited exclusively 
to crimes he ordered committed. 

The Japanese and Americana filed dissenting opinions to the Com- 
mission's Report. For the Japanese, the doctrine of abstention was 
unacceptable as they opposed prosecuting 

"'Cammslee onrhe Renponsibllllyof the Authorsofthe WarandonEnforcemenrof 
Penalties-Report Presented to the Prehmlnary Peace Conference, Vemalller. March 
28, 1819, T-ntad %n 14 Am. J. Inf'l L. 85 (18201 

.Vd. at 114-15. 
"'Id. at 117. 
.Old. a1 121 (ernphesh added). 
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highly placed enemies on the sole ground that the?  ab^ 
stained from preventing, putting an end to. or repreismg 
acts in violation of the iaas and customs of mar. 

. . .  
. . . [They felt] some hesitation. . in admitting crim 

lnai liability where the accused, with knowledge and with 
power to intervene, abstained from preventing or taking 
measures to prevent, putting an end to,  or repressing. acts 
in violation of the laws and cutoms of war d l  

In a strongly worded reservation. the Amencan representatives 
commented an the same ISSUB: 

It is one thing to punish a person who commnred, or. 
passesnng the authority. ordered others to  commit an act 
constituting a cnme. It IS quite another thing to punish d 
person who fa ied  to prevent, to put an end to. or to 
repress violations of the iaws or customs of war. In one 
case the individuai acts or orders others to act and in 50 
doing commits a positive offence [sic]. In the other he is to 
be punished for the acts of others without proof being 
given that he knew of the commission of the acts in ques~ 
tion or that, knowing them. he could have pretented them 
commission To establish responsibility in such cases It IS 
eiementary that the individual sought to be punished 
should have knowledge of the commission of the acts of a 
criminal nature and that he should have possessed the 
power 85 well as the authonty to prevent, to put an end 
to, or repress them. Yenher knowledge of commission nor 
ability to prevent is alone sufficient Tne duty or obhga- 
tion to  act is essential. They must exist in coqunctmn. and 
a standard of habiii[y which does not include rhem ail E to 
be r e j e c t d q 2  

In addition to opposing the extent of habibty expounded in the 
Report, the Americans also dissented from the proposed procedure 
for trial by international tribunal, under the laws of humanity. for 
which a precedent was deemed lacking. The Americans were only 
wiihng to agree to the formation of international commissions with 
the stipulation that they apply the laws of one specific natmn.a8 

“Id at 152 
‘lld 81 143 
‘PM sf 145-47 
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Notwithstanding these dissents, the Treaty of Versailles contained 
an article providing for the trial by international tnbunal of Kaiser 
William I1 of Hohenzollern and far the trial by international military 
tribunal of those persons accused of violating the law of war." After 
Germany signed the Versailles Treaty, the Allies presented the Ger. 
man government with a list of 896 alleged war criminals, including 
X m h a l s  von Hindenburg and Ludendorff, for tnal in accordance 
with the Peace Treaty.45 

When the time came to hand over the alleged war cnminais for 
trial, the German Cabinet demurred, noting that any effort to hold 
the agreed-upon trials would be met by i n s u r r e c t i ~ n . ~ ~  Further, the 
Allies were advised that the German Army would resume the war if 
the Allied demand were pressed. The Cabinet suggested as an alter- 
native that the Supreme Court of the Reich at Leipzig could conduct 
the trials and apply International, rather than national law, in h e w  
ing the cases. The Allies assented and submitted forty-five of the 
original 896 names far trial before the Leipzig Court. The Germans 
eventually agreed to try twelve persons, six of whom were ac- 
quitted. "Of those convicted only one was convicted on the basis of 
command responsibility. Major Benno Crusius waii found guilty of 
ordering the execution of wounded French prisonen of war and 
sentenced to two wars confinement."47 

Certain aspects of one other case, the Llandorery Castle case, war- 
rant exammation. Briefly, the Llandovenj Castle was a properly 
marked hospital ship which was sunk at night by a German U-boat 
while transporting wounded and sick Canadians to  their h ~ m e i a n d . ' ~  
The U-boat commander, to cover up his crime, attempted to sink the 
lifeboats and, in fact, two were destroyed. 

After the war, the U-boat commander could not be located. Two of 
his subordinates, however, were tried by the Le~pzig Court for their 
assistance to the commanding officer in fixing the positions of the 
lifeboats and maneuvenng the submarine. The court in convicting 
both officen rejected the defense of supenor orders advanced by the 
officers and cited in support of its decision article 47 of the German 
Military Penal Code which provided: 

*41eaty of Yersailler. utflcles CCXXVII. CCMVIII. ?-nu %?2 1 L. Friedman 

*'Parks, mpmnoIe 22, at 12-13 
'dCampbeU. m p a  note 5 ,  sf 112-13. 
"Parks supm n n l ~  22 at 1' 
"Judmneot af the German Supreme Coun In the Case of Lieutenants Dithmar and 

Boidl. wrintad m 1 L. Friedman led I ,  The Law of War A Daeumenmry Hhfory 
868-82 lLW2). 

(ed I, The Law of War A Documentary Hiefory 417, 431-32 (10721 
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[I]f the execution of an order in the ordinary c o m e  of du- 
ty involves such a violation of the law BS is punishable, the 
superior officer issuing the order is alone responsible. . . 
However, the subordinate obeying an order is liable to 
punishment, if it was known to him that the order of the 
superior involved the infringement of civil or military 
law. . . .?e  

This case was to play a prominent role, after World War 11, in the 
trials at  Nuremberg. 

The aborted attempt at  an international war crimes tnbunai during 
the interwar period had been frustrated by the German state's in- 
terest in prese-ng its bases of power. The exclusive interests of the 
nation-state had managed to prevail aver the inclusive interests of 
the Allies. 

Dunng the interwar period, one other treaty was concluded that 
addressed the subject of command responsibility. The Geneva Red 
Cross Convention of 1929 for the Amelioration of the Condition of 
the Wounded and Sick in Armies in the Field made it the "duty of 
the commander-m-chief of the belligerent armies to provide for the 
details of execution of the foregoing articles [of the Convention], as 
well as for unforseen cases . . These wards were subseqentiy 
tested by "frre" an the battiefieids of World War 11. 

3. World War11 

(a) St. J a m s  Declaration and the Unnited Nations War Crimes 
Commission. 

With the onset of the Second World War, reports of atrocities com- 
mitted by the Japanese and the Germans prompted the revival of the 
"spirit" of the Commission on Responsibility. Only this time, the 
Allies would not be denied '>ustlce." The first formal step in this 
direction was initiated when representatives of the exiled govern- 
ments of nine German occupied states issued the St. James Declara- 
tion on January 13,1942, which promised "the punishment, through 
the channel of organized justice, of those guilty of or responsible for 
[war crimes], whether they have ordered them or participated in 

'-Id at 881 
Wencva  Red Croap Convention for the Ameboralion of the Condltlon of the 

Wounded and Sick of Armies m the he ld  of 1828, art 26.47 Scat 2074,2082. T S No 
817. 
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them. . . . ‘ ‘b l  With Versailks thus resurrected, the nine exiled 
governments were joined in July 1043 by Australia, Canada. China, 
India, New Zeaiand, South Africa, the United Kingdom, and the 
United States in forming the United Nations War Crimes Commission 
which was responsible for compiling and collating war crimes infor- 
mat imS2 The inclusive interests of the world community and the 
principle of humanity were once again a n  the ascendancy. 

0) Moscozv Declaration and Lon& Agreement. 

As a prelude to setting up the judicial machinery to come, the 
Soviet Union, the United States, and the United Kingdom jomtly 
issued the Declaration of German Atrocities in Occupied Europe, an 
November 1, 1043, which declared, interalia, that those German of- 
ficers responsible for war crimes would either be “sent back to the 
countries m which their abominable deeds were done. . . . ”  or, 
when offenses had “no partciular geographic location. . ., be pun- 
ished by ajoint decision of the Governments of the Allied’53 In the 
summer of 1046, the four major powers met and m August conclud. 
ed the London Agreement containing the Charter of the Intema- 
tianal Military Tribunal.64 

The Charter borrowed from the concepts of the Committee on 
Responsibility following World War I and provided for an interna- 
tional military tribunal to try the major war criminals of the Euro- 
pean Axis countries whose offenses had no particular geographic 
location. The war crimes for which they were triable were 

violations of the laws or customs of war. Such violations 
shall include, but not be limited to, murder, ill-treatment 
or deportation to slave labour or for any other purpose of 
civilian population of or in occupied territory, murder or 
ill-treatment of prisoners of war or persons on the seas, 
killing of hostages, plunder of public or private property, 
wanton destruction of cities, towns or villages, or devasta. 
tion not justified by military necessity. . . .I6 

lllnfer Ahed Informatian Committee. Purishmenl for War Crmes-me mer- 
Allled Declaration s w e d  at Sf Jame’s Palace, London. Jan 13. 1042, rsprtnfed m 
Camobell. _ma n ~ L e  6. at 117 . .  

“CmpbeU. mp70 note 1, at 117-18, Parks, mpra note 22, at 16 
“Campbell, svgro note E ,  at 118. 
*‘Aareement between the United Stater of America and the French Reovblle the 

U n i t 2  Kingdom of Great Brlfiun and Xorthern Ireland, and the Um& of Sawet 
Soeralvr Republrci rerpeefrng the pro~ecuilm and punishment of mqor war criminal8 
of the Eurooenn Axk Eg Stst 1644. 1548 E A.S. No. 472. 82 U N T.S 280. 282.  

at 59St.r. 1647, 82 U.N T 8. 283. 
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Responsibihty extended to "leaden. organizers, instigators, and ac- 
complices participating in the formulation or execution of a common 
plan or conspinng to commit any of the foregoing crimes [who] are 
responsible for all acts performed by any persons in execution of 
such ~ l a n . ' ' ~ ~  

Lesser officials, as envisioned in the Moscow Declaratmn, were to 
be tried by military tribunals of individual states under comparable 
rules and procedures to those found in the Charter. The rules pro- 
mulgated by the Allied nations demonstrated a belief that a com- 
mander must be held responsible for the unlawful actions of his sub- 
ordinates if he personally ordered the iiiegai acts charged or, with 
knowledge that such actions were taking piace, failed in his duty as a 
commander to prevent such offenses, either intentionally (hether- 
lands, France. and Luxembourg) 01 through neglect (United States, 
China, Great Bntain, and Canada).17 The intent and neglect tests 
reflected a divergence of views as to whether the military com- 
mander should be held criminally iiabie only for the acts of his sub- 
ordinates which he intended or whether he should also be held liable 
for those crimes which he negligently permitted to occur. The negli- 
gence test served the value interest of enhanced enforcement of the 
laws of war, while the intent test protected the value interests of the 
individual military commander by not imposing penal sanctions for 
crimes which he neither committed nor intended. 

The trials of lesser officials in Germany were subject to Allied Con- 
trol Council Law No. 10, entitled "Punishment af Persons Guilt>- of 
War Crimes, Crimes Against Peace and Against Humanity,"is which 
was modeled after the Charter and consented to by the four Allied 
Zone Commanders. Article II(2) therein stated. 

Any person without regard to nationality or the capacity 
in which he acted, is deemed to have committed a [war] 
crime. . ., if  he was (a) a principal or (b) was an accessory 
to the commission of any such crime or ordered or abetted 
the same 01 (c) took a consenting part therein. . . .js 

The Council Law further provided, in terms reminiscent of the Llan- 
dowry Castle case, that "[tlhe fact that any person acted pursuant 

E61d. 
"'Pnrks, mpra nore 22,  ai 20 Far a detailed discussion of the individual state's 
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to the order of his Government 01 of a superior does not free him 
from responsibility for a cnme, but may be considered in miti- 
gation."80 The stage was Bet far the postwar trials. 

4. Post-World war II M a l %  

(a) Yamashita. 

Although the legal framework for the European war crimes trials 
was set before the conclusion of the war, the first trial after the end 
of hostilities which involved the issue of command responsibility did 
not arise in Europe. Instead it occurred in the Far East in the trial of 
General Tomoyuki Yamashita by an Amencan military tribunal sit- 
ting in Manda. The tnal and subsequent legal reviews spawned a 
plethora of legal writings over a wide variety of issues including the 
fairness of the proceedings. This inquiry, however, must necess&ly 
be limited to two "command-responsibility" issues which the case 
addressed: first, whether military exigencies precluded Yamashita 
from exercising the requisite degree of command and control over 
his subordinates necessary to prevent the commission of war cnmes 
and, second, whether Yamashita should be held personally liable for 
the crimes of subordinates found subject to his control, based on a 
theory of absolute liability without regard to any lack of knowledge 
of the crimes an his part, or some lesser standard, such as howledge 
of the crimes plus intentional failure to intervene. 

( I )  The Facts and the Trial. 

General Yamashita had assumed supreme command of the 
Japanese Army Group and the military police in the Philippines an 
October Q, 1944." Other a m y  forces on the islands at that time were 
under the control of Count Terauchi.02 Naval forces operating in the 
Phihppines, meanwhile, fell under a completely separate command 
requiring any joint ArmyNavy operation to have Count Terauchi's 
supervision.Os Ten days after General Yamashita assumed command 
in Manila, the Americans invaded Leyte in the Central Philippines. 
The following month, Count Terauchi transferred his headquarters 
to Saigon, further complicating Army-Navy operations for General 
Yamashila since those operations stili had to be channeled through 
the 

sold 
"P PiccigaUa. The Japanese on Trial-AlUed War C i n e s  Operauons m the Esst,  

194s-61. at 49 (I97B) [hereinafter cited BQ Plcclgallo]. 
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111 the face of the advancing Amencan farces, rhe Japaneve t r o o p  
embarked a n  a cystematic campaign of brutality t e rmrum.  and 
murder against the Filipino popularion In hlanila aione. dunng the 
period of 6 to 20 Februar) 1945 over 8,000 unarmed civham non- 
combatants were killed and a i e l  7,000 were mistreated. maimed. ,>I’ 
wounded 

Th? Americans continued t o  advance and, on September 3 1946 
General Yamashita surrendered One month later he has handed 
the indictment which charged that he 

between 9 October 1944 and 2 September 1945, at hfanila 
and at other places in the Philippine Islands. while com- 
mander of armed forces of Japan at war with the United 
States of America and Its allies. unlawfulis disregarded 
and failed to discharge his duty as commander to control 
the operations of the members of his command, permit- 
ting them to commit brutal atrocities and ather high 
crimes against people of the United States and of its allies 
and dependencies. particularly the Phihppines. and he 
General Tomayuki Yamashita. thereby violated the laws 
of war.6’ 

The prosecution later submitted 123 specifications aliegmg the par- 
ticulars of specific atrocities committed by members o l  the armed 
forces of Japan under General Yamashita’s command. The trial cam- 
menced on October 29, 1946 and, after 4055 pages of testimony by 
286 witnesses and 423 exhibits, concluded on December 7. 1946.ss 

The evidence heard at tlial revealed a striking pattern to the ex- 
ecutions Shortly before the arrival of American forces in each area, 

.I. 

**PmrkS, mpm note 22, ai 25 n i 8  
#W F War Crimes Commaaon, 4 Law Repom of n lah of War Cnmmak 3-4 (1848) 

[hereinafter cited a/l 4 Law Reports1 
T h e  Yamashits Case 1845-46. Decision of the United States Military Commlirion sf 

\Ianila reprinted m 2 L Fnedman (ed I, The Law of War A Documentary Hlsfory 
,586 118721 [hereinafter eifpd BJ Military Commlssionl 
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civilians were rounded up in a central place w-here they were 
bayoneted, beheaded, or otherwise kiiied with minimum expendi- 
ture of ammunition and the bodies disposed of by throwing them in 
the rivers, burning them in houses, or burying them in mass graves.8e 
In many instances, there was evidence of prearranged planning of 
the sites of the executions Almost uniformly, the atrocities were 
committed under the s u p e r ~ i ~ i o n  of officers or noncommissioned of- 
ficers and, in several instances, there was direct praaf of statements 
by Japanese participants that they were acting punuant to orders of 
higher authorities, in a few cases, Yamashita himself was mentioned 
as the source of the order.70 There was also extensive evidence can- 
cerning the torture, starvation, and murder of prisoners of war and 
civilian internees. In fact, the mistreatment of prisoners of wax at  
Fort McKinley in Manila in late 1944 occurred while Yamashita was 
present at  his own headquarten a few hundred yards distant." 
Significantly, General Yamashita admitted never having visited any 
of the prisoner-of-war camps.'* 

Aside from the general pian for execution of Filipinos, evidence of 
General Yamashita's personal involvement surfaced in three 
separate mcidents. In one instance, General Yamashita's own judge 
advocate testified that he requested permission from the General for 
the military police to punish Filipino guenilas without trial.73 To this 
request, Yamashita reportedly nodded his assent. The punishment 
imposed for many was beheading. 

The other two instances involved reported attempts by General 
Ricarte, a member of the Japanese puppet repime in the Philippines, 
to convince General Yamashita to rescind his supposed order that 
Japanese farces wipe out pro-American General Ricarte, 
though, did not testify. In one case, his personal secretary testified 
based upon a conversation with General Ricarte in which the latter 
recounted an unsuccessful conversation with Yamashita in Novem- 
ber 1944 concerning rescinding the order." In the second case, an- 

8%. Whlfney, The Caae al General Yarnashlta A Memorandum SO (1918) [herein- 
after cited as Whnmeyi. 

'T'parks, NW note 22, sf 26-27. 
"Cnred States of Amenca V. Tomowlti Yamarhita, a wlitan Commissian ap- 

pointed by paramph 29, specialorder 120. Ha, US. A r m y  Forces, Western Pacific, 
dated Oel. 1, 1845, sf 3537, 3573 [hereinafter ufed as Record of Tnsl] .See also 
whitmy, SlLprO note 89, at 91 
"4 Law RewM. wpro note 87, at 27. 
'Bid. sf 19-20. 
"Id. sf IS 
Y d .  
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other witness testified that he oterheard a conversation. nhich hli  
twelve-year-old grandson translated. between Ricarte and 
Yamashita in December 1944. where the farmer again attempted 10 
obtain a resc~ssion of the order to kill Filipinos ih The twelve year- 
old grandson, however. when called to testify. disclamed ever hav- 
ing interpreted the conversation Giren the hearsay nature of this 
testimony concerning personal knowledge by Yamashita of the 
atrocities, 11s \ eracity and reliability has been considered suspect by 
many iegai commentators 

With respect to the command-and-controi issue. the evidence in 
dicated that Yamashita never came into physical contact with many 
of his units They merely passed under his tactical command as the 
battle proceeded.7i Former aides and subordinate3 of Yamashita 
testified that he was too busy with the details of combat. supply, and 
reorganization of Japanese forces to know what was going on out- 
side his own headquaners is 

The bulk of the atrocities in Manila occurred a t  the hands of naval 
land troops stationed there Yamashm claimed that he had only 
tactical, not disciplinary command over thow troops He further 
contended that his communications had been disrupted by the 
Amencan forces and that the nasi troops in Manila had cornplereiy 
ignored his order to withdraw from the city General l l u t o ,  the 
chief of staff to General Yamashita, testified that any officer having 
command of troops of another branch under him did have the 
authority and duty to restrain rhose men from committing arongfui 
acts.a1 There was also evidence to the effect that Yamaihita had 
been able to communicate with Japanese forces m Manila through 
June 1945, long after the surge of atrocities in February 

General Ymashita's final words to the court  after describing his 
manifold command-and-control problems, were. 

I believe that under the foregoing conditions I did the best 
possiblejob I could have done. However, due to the above 
circumstances, my plans and my strength were not suf- 
ficient to  the s&=tion and if these things happened, they 

"Record ol Trial, mpro nore 7 1 ,  sf 2014 2021 
"4 Law Reports, = p r o  note 67. at 21 27 
,mid. sf 23-20 
sold sf  2 1  24 Seer also P~eclgallo. supra note 61. at 63. 
*lPiceigallo. SUP'" nute 61. at 53 
"4 Law Reports ~ u p m  note 67. at 32 

B n e y   SUP^ note 69 at  81 
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were absolutely unavoidable . I absolutely did not 
order atrocities nor did I receive orders to do this from 
superior authonty, nor did I permit such a thing . . 

In short, the defense contended that the effectiveness of the Amer- 
ican military operation precluded Yamashita from effectively con- 
trolling his troopsg5 and. further. that none of the evidence proved 
that Yamashita had ordered. condoned, sanctioned, or even knew of 
the atrocities 86 The prosecution countered with the assertion that 
Yamashita possessed the requisite authority and ~ o n t r o i ~ ~  and, in 
fact, ordered or permitted the atrocmes to occur m spite of his duty 
to intervene and prevent such cnmes.8B 

(2) The Judgment sf the Comrnzssion and the Ensuing Legal 

On December 7,  1945, the American military commission com- 
posed of five general officers, each of whom, although not a lawyer, 
had broad experience m military justice matters, delivered a decision 
convicting Yamashita and sentencing him to  death by hanang. In a 
remarkable turn of events far a military tribunal, though, the com- 
mission issued a written opinion which, although explicit in its find- 
ings on the command-and-control issue, failed to articulate clearly 
whether Yamashita's convietian was based an an absolute- or 
limited-liability theory of command responsibility and, if limited, 
whether knowledge of the cnmes by Yamashita figured as an es- 
sential element in the Commission's findings.n8 

With respect to  the issue of command and control, the Commission 
recognized "the difficulties faced by the accused with respect not 
only to  the swift and overpowering advance of Amencan forces, but 
also to the errors of his predecessors, weaknesses in organisation 
[sic], equipment, supply with special reference to  food and gasalene 
[sic], train cammumcatmn, discipline and morale of his troops."so 
The Commission found, though, that those difficulties were not suf- 
ficient to alter the fact that the Japanese forces committing the 

ReUieW. 

cnmes were under Yarnashita's command and effective cont rdg1  
~~ ~~ - 
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With reference to the iegai standard against which Yamashita's ac- 
tion or inaction was measured by the Commission, portions of the 
decision suggested a broad theory of liability: 

Clearly, assignment to command military troops is accom- 
panied by broad authority and heavy responsibility. This 
has been true in all armies throughout recorded history. It 
is absurd, however, to consider a commander a murderer 
or rapist because one of h e  soldiers commits a murder or a 
rape. Nevertheless, where murder and rape and vicious, 
revengeful actions are widespread offences, [SIC] and 
there IS no effective attempt by a commander to discover 
and control the cnminal acts, such a commander may be 
held responsible, even criminally liable, for the lawless 
acts of his troops, depending upon their nature and the 
circumstances surrounding them 

The Commission further stated: "[Dlunng the period in question you 
[Yamashita] faded to provide effective control of your troops as was 
required by the ~ ircumstances ."~~  These quoted passages were 
seized upon by A .  Frank Reel, one of Yamashita's counsel, who 
wrote a widely publicized book on the Yamashita trial, and Teiford 
Taylor, who 1s best remembered as Justice Robert H. Jackson's suc- 
cessor as Chief of Counsel at Nuremberg, as a demonstration of the 
Yamashita case's espousal of an absolute-liability theory of com- 

"'Id at 1587 
")Id n, ,598 
"A Reel The C u e  of General Yamarhm 11848). T Taylor w p r o  note I 
" ' U l l i l a ~  Ciimrnirrinn m p a  note 68. at  1686 (ernphailr added) 
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In another portion of the decision, the Commission appeared to have 
regarded defendant's professed lack of knowledge as simply in- 
credulous: 

As to the crimes themselves, complete ignorance that they 
had occurred was stoutly marntained by the accused. his 
principal staff officers and subordinate commanders, fur- 
ther, that ail such acts, If committed, were directly can- 
trary to the announced policies, wishes and orders of the 
accused. The Japanese Commanders testified that they 
did not make personal inspections or independent checks 
during the Philippine campaign to determine for them- 
selves the established procedures by which their subordi- 
nates accomplish their missions. Taken at fullface value, 
the testimony indicates that Japanese senior commanders 
operate in a vacuum, almost in another world with respect 
to their troops, compared with standards American Gen- 
erals take for g r a n t d e n  

These remarks were not necessary to convict Yarnashita under the 
absolute-liability theory. Rather, the Commission was endeavoring 
to factor into its deliberations the element of knowledge or a duty to 
know combined with a failure to inquire as a component of 
Yamashita's criminal liability. 

Following the Commission's decision, Yamashita's case was 
reviewed twice by military judge advocates and in each case they 
found ample support for rejecting Yamashita's plea of ignorance. 
First, the staff judge advocate for the Commission's convening 
authority concluded that Yamashita had. 

issued a general order to wipe out the Philippines if possi- 
ble and to destroy Manila; that subsequently he said he 
would not revoke the order. 

. . . .  
. . From all the facts and circumstances of record, it is 

impossible to escape the conclusion that accused knew o r  
had the w a r n  to know of the widespread cmmission of 
atrocities by members and u7iiIs of his command; his 
failure to iwom himself throvgh official m a n s  avail- 
able to him of what was common. knowledge throughout 

nald at 1587 (emphwx added) 
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his command and throughout the civilian population can 
only be considered us u criminal dewlzction of duty on 
his pait.g' 

The next review was conducted by the theatre staff judge advo- 
cates pnor to the submission of Yamashita 5 case to MacArthur for 
his approval or disapproval of the findings and sentence of the Com- 
mission. That remew restated the evidence tending to  show a geno- 
cidal pian and actual knowledge by General Yamashita It was the 
judge advocates' canciusion that 

[tjhe only r e d  question in the case concerns accused's 
responsibility for the atrocities shown to have been com- 
mitted by members of his command Upon this issue a 
careful reading of ail the evidence impels the conclusion 
that 11 demantrates this responsibility. In the first place 
the atrocities were so numerous, inwired so many pea- 
ple, and were so widespread that accused's professed ig- 
norance IS Incredible. Then, too their manner of commis- 
sion reteais a striking similarity of pattern throughout. . . 
in several instances there was direct proof of statements 
bg the Japanese participants that they xere acting pur- 
suant to orders of higher authorities. in a f e n  cases Yama- 
shim himself being mentioned as the source of the 
order . . All this leads to the inevitable conclusion that 
the atrocities were not the sporadic acts of soldiers out of 
control but were carried out pursuant to a deliberate pian 
of mass extermination which must have emanated from 
higher authority or ai least had Its approval . From the 
widespread character of the atrocities . the orderliness 
of their execution and the proof that the) were done pur- 
suant to  orders, the conclusion zs irrecitable that the ac- 
cused kneu about them and ezther g a ~  h i s  tacif appraual 
to them 01 at least failed to do anything either to prevezt 
them 07 to pvnzsh their perpetrators 

Yamashita's professed ignorance, then, was unconvincing to the 
reviewing authories. 

"Revleu of the Staff Judge Advocate afthe Record afTria1 by Milifari Cornmirrion 
of Tomoguki Yarnaahifa. U S Armed Forces Western Paelflc 0 Dec 1046 rmrznlrd 
%n Parks, mpm note 22, at 32 (emphasis addedl 

B'Review of the Theater Smff Judae Advocate of the Record of Trlal b) llllltari 
Commoiion of TomoyukIYarnashlfa. General. HQ U.S Armed Force3 Paclfic 26 Dee 
lB46, repnnld tn Whitney mgro note 69, at 80 (ernphuls addedl 
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Significantly, that same plea of lack of knowledge was raised by 
General A. Muto, Yamashita's chief of staff, in his war crimes tnal 
on the same charges and substantially the same evidence as in Yama 
shita's case The trial, though, was conducted before the Interna- 
tional Tribunal for the Far East sitting in Tokyo which was con- 
stituted with lawyer-judges from eleven nations. In addressing the 
knowledge issue, the Tribunal stated: "We reject his defense that he 
knew nothing of these [atroc~ties]. It is wholly incredible.''gs 

The completion of the military legal review process in Yamashita's 
case did not end the matter, far Yamashita's counsel had petitioned 
the Supreme Court of the United States for review of the case. The 
Supreme Court heard arguments an January 7,1946, and rendered a 
6-to-2 decision on February 4, 1946.'00 The Court's opinion stated: 
"[Wle are not concerned with the guilt or innocence of the pe. 
titioner. We consider here only the lawful power of the commission 
to try the petitioner for the offense charged."lO' 

In assessing the legal sufficiency of the charges as a violation of the 
law of war, the majority felt compelled to address the issue of com- 
mand responsibility: 

[I]t IS urged that the charge does not allege that petitioner 
has either committed 01 directed the commission of such 
acts, and consequently that no violation is charged as 
against him. But this overlooks the fact that the gist of the 
charge is an unlawful breach of duty by petitioner as an 
army commander to control the operations of the 
members of his command by " p e n t t m g  them to 
commit" the extensive and widespread atrocities 
specified The question then 1s whether the law of war im- 
poses on an army commander a duty to take such appra- 
priate measures as are within his power to control the 
troops under his command for the prevention of the speci- 
fied acts which are violations of the law af war and which 
are likely to attend the occupation of hostile territory by 
an uncontrolled soldiery, and whether he may be charged 
with personal responsibility for his faiure to take such 
measures when vioiatmns remit That this was the precise 
issue to be tned was made clear by the statement of the 
prosecution at  the opening of the trial. 

'Tokyo War Crmes Tnai, mpr<ntd in 2 L Friedman led.), me Law af War A 
Documentary H l m r y  1020. 1144 i10721. 
JooIn w Ymashita, 327 U S  l(18461 
x''ld at 0 
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prosecution at the opening of the trail 
It is emdent that the conduct of military operations by 

troops whose excesses are unrestrained by the orders or 
efforts of their commander would almost certainly result 
in violations which it IS the purpose of the law of war IO 
prevent Its purpose to protect civilian populations and 
prisoners af war from brutality would largely be defeated 
if the commander of an invading army could wilh impuni- 
ty neglect to take reasonable measures for their protec- 
tion. Hence the law of war presupposes that its violation IS 
to  be avoided through the control of the operations of war 
by cmmondns who are to some extent responsible for 
them subordinates.loP 

The majority of the Court, then, found that a military commander 
had "an affirmative duty to  cake such measures as were within h a  
power and appropriate in the circumstances to protect prisoners of 
war and the civilian population. . , ' ' l oa  Cited in support of this 
Statement by the majority were the command-responsibility provi- 
sions of the Hague Conventions and Geneva Red Cross Convention of 
1929 

The majority, while refusing co weigh the evidence on which pe- 
titioner was convicted, concluded that the charge adequately aikg- 
ed a violation of the law of war: 

There 1s no contention that the present charge thus read, 
is without the support of evidence, or that the Commis- 
sion held petitioner responsible for failing to take 
measures which were beyond his control or inappropriate 
for a commanding officer to take in the Circumstances 
I t  IS plain that the charge on which petitioner was tried 
charged him with a breach of his duty to control the o p e r ~  
ations of the members of his command, by permitting 
them to commit the specified atrocities. This was enough 
to require the Commisnon to hear evidence tending Io es- 
tablish the culpable failure of petitioner to perform the 
duty imposed on him by the law of war and to pass upon 
Its sufficiency to establish 8 ~ i i t . l ~ '  

The mqonty had managed to affirm the conviction of Yarnashita 1" 

an elliptical fashion that had both relied on an abstention-t)pe 

,"Id at 14 15 (emphazs added) 
ly'ld at 16 
10'ld at 17. 18 
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theory of command responsibility and avoided the element of 
knowledge, while, at the same time, leaving knowledge as a variable 
for consideration by the Commission 

The dissenting opinions of Justices Rutledge and Murphy bitterly 
challenged the fairness of the trial as well as the judicial principles 
asserted. Justice Murphy took the maioritv minion to task for failinn 
to address the knowledge ISSUB: 

[Yamashita] was not charged with personally participating 
in the acts of atrocity or with ordering or condoning their 
commission. Not even knowledge of these crimes w a  at- 
tnbuted to him. It was simply alleged that he unlawfully 
disregarded and failed to discharge his duty as commander 
to control the operations of the members of his command, 
permitting them to commit the acts of atrocity. The re- 
corded annals of warfare and the established principles of 
international law afford not the slightest precedent for 
such a charge.'O' 

Justice Rutledge added; "[Tlhe Court's opinion nowhere expressly 
declares that knowledge was essential to guilt or necessary to be set 
forth in the charge."'oe Justices Murphy and Rutledge shared the 
view that knowledge was an essential element to Yamashita's con- 
viction under the law of war for the atrocities of his troops and 
found the evidence of such knowledge Justice Murphy 
warned that the maority's open-ended theory of liability meant that 
''Inlo one in a position of command in an army, from sergeant to 
general, can escape those Imphcatians. Indeed, the fate of some 
future President of the United States and his chiefs of Staff and 
military advisers may well have been sealed by this decision ''loa 

The mqority of the Court, though, found the arguments of 
Justices Murphy and Rutledge unconvincing and, after the Supreme 
Court's decision, General MacArthur was left free to confirm the 
Military Commission's findings and sentence.'os On 23 February 
1946, General Yamashita was hanged.110 
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(3) Value Analysis. 

The Yamashita case is muddled, to a degree, by a confusing aggre- 
gation of facts and legal pronouncements which have prompted 
claims by some jurists that Yamashita was held responsible. not 
because he ordered, or knoamglg permitted, the war crimes to  be 
committed, but rather berause he was in a position of command and 
was per se liable for his troop's atrocities Such a liability standard 
would presumably have the effect of maximizing enforcement of the 
law of war, thereby promoting the principle of humanity At the 
same time, however. the standard aould sacrifice the value mtere,ti 
of mankind, in general, and the individual military commander, in 
particular, m the basic tenet of not punishing an individual cnm- 
inally absent proof of personal wrongdomg or dereliction It would 
also hare the untoward effect of forcing the commander. in order to 
safeguard his own well-being, to retain. rather than delegate. poaer  
at the expense of military- preparedness and the princ~ple of military 
necessity 

The liability standard adopted m the Yamashita case does not 
reflect such a disproportionate priority far humanitarian values over 
military needs. Instead, a careful reading of the Commission's de- 
cision and the ensuing military-legal remews indicates that Yama- 
shita's claim of lack of knowledge proved unconvincing. The fact 
finders concluded that Yamashita either knowingly ordered the war 
cnmes committed or knowingly permitted them to occur while fail- 
ing to  exercise his duty to intervene The Supreme Court essentially 
left the factual disputes concermng knowledge in the case to the 
factfinders and held that, as a minimum, a military commander has a 
duty to take such measures as are within his power and appropriate 
in the circumstances to protect prisoners of war and the civilian 
population and that a military commander who fails to take such 
measures is criminally liable for the war crimes committed by his 
troops. 

The t r ia l  of Yamashita represented a significant step forward in 
promoting the inclusive interests of states in ensunng the en- 
forcement of the laws of war. Yet, a t  the same time, the principle of 
military necessity was not ignored in articulating a hmited-liability 
theory of command responsibhty. 

@) Surmberg. 

Durmg 1946-1946 the International Military Tribunal, a panel of 
Judges from France, the United Kingdom. the Soviet Union. and the 
United States. tried twenty-four maim war criminals including Goer~ 
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ing, Hess, Keitei, and Peer.'" The remainder of the war crimes tnais 
in Germany were subsequently conducted before national tribunals 
under Allied Control Council Order No. 10. In the Amencan zone, 
under what was termed the Nuremberg Subsequent Proceedings, 
there were twelve mqor trials involving one hundred and eighty- 
four The cases were tried in groups depending upon 
the nature of She crimes and the classification of defendants, z.e., 
Gestapo, judges, or High Command. Two cases against military 
leaders are relevant to the study of command responsibility and are 
analyzed In the discussion that follows: Case No. 7. United States li. 
WilhelmList, et a1 (the "Hostage Case")L13 and Case 60. 12, United 
States u. Wilhelm Von Led, et el. (the "High Command Case") 

(1) High Command Case. 

(A) Ovemiew 

The German High Command Trial commenced on 30 December 
1947 and ended on 28 October 1948."' The fourteen defendants 
before the Tribunal were among the highest ranking German officers 
brought to the bar foilawing World War 11; the principal defendant, 
Field Marshal Wiihelm von Leeb, was junior only to YO" Rundstedt, 
the most senior of ail the German Field The remaining 
thirteen defendants were likewise general officen All of the 
general officers were indicted together on four counts, of which 
counts two and three involved war crimes and crimes against 
humanity and raised the issue of the responsibility of these officers 
for illegal orden and subordinates' crimes. 

The illegal orders referred to  include the Commissar Order and the 
Barbarossa Junsdictmn Order. The Commissar Order w m  a directive 
of imited distribution issued by Hitier's headquarters ordering the 
summary execution of captured political commissars attached to the 
Soviet Army.L17 The Barbarossa Jurisdiction Order, meanwhile, was 
direcred at cwiiians.'18 It ordered collective measures, removed legal 
safeguards granted by the Hague Conventions, directed the sum- 
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m a y  execution of inhabitants suspected of activities against the 
German armed forces and ordered that no punishment be meted out 
to soldiers who committed offenses against civilians.11g 

The prosecution under the direction and supervision of Telford 
Taylor urged that under international law, including the Yarnashita 
case. a military commander 1s per se responsible far crimes com- 
mitted wnhm the area of his command, "regardless of superior 
orders. regulations or law hmmng his authority and regardless of the 
fact that the crimes cammisted. . . [were] due to the action of the 
State or superior military authorities which he did not initiate or in 
which he did not participate. . "120 The Tribunal rejected this 
strict theory of liability along with the notion that Yamaihita sup- 
ported such a theory and then proceeded to  distinguish the facts in 
the Yamaihita case as inapplicable 

to the facts in this case for the reason that the authority of 
Yamashita in the field of his operations did not appear to 
have been restricted by either his military superiors 01 the 
State, and the crimes committed were by troops under his 
command, whereas in the c u e  of the occupational cam- 
manders in these proceedings, the crimes charges were 
mainly committed a t  the Instance of higher military and 
Reich authorities 

The Tribunal recognized that an occupationai military 
commander's control in his assigned area was not absolute, yet. at 
the same time, the Tribunal expressed the view that the military 
commander of the occupied territory had certam responsibilities 
whxh could not he set aside by reason of activities of his own state 
wnhm his area. 

He is the instrument by which the occupancy exists. It IS 
his army which holds the area in subjection It is hls might 
which keeps an occupied territory from re-occupancy bg 
the armies of the nation to which it inherently belongs. It 
cannot be said that he exercises the power by whlch a 
cnihan population IS subject to his invading army while at 
the same time the State which he represents may come In- 
to the area which he holds and subject the population to  
murder of its citizens and to other inhuman treatment.lZ2 
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Military necessity played a prominent role in the Tribunal's ar- 
ticulation of the standard af command responsibility: 

The authority, both administrative and military, of a com- 
mander and his cnminal responsibility are related but by 
no means ca-extensive. Modem war such as the last war, 
entails a large measure of de-centrahatmn. A high com- 
mander cannot keep completely informed of the details of 
military operations of subordinates and most assuredly 
not of every administrative measure. He has the right to 
assume that details entrusted to responsible subordinates 
will be legaiiy executed. The President of the United 
States is Commander-in-Chief of its military forces. 
Criminal acts committed by those forces cannot in them- 
selves be charged to him on the theory of subordination. 
The m e  is true of other high commanders m the chain of 
command. Criminality does not attach to every individual 
in this chain of command from that fact alone. There must 
be a personal dereliction. That can occur only where the 
act is directly traceable to him or where his failure to 
properly supervise his sllbordinates constitutes cnminal 
negligence on his part. In the latter case it must be a per- 
sonal negiect amounting to a wanton, immoral diregard of 
the action of his subordinates amounting to acquies- 
~ e n c e . ' ~ ~  

Later, the Tribunal stated explicitly that, absent direct responsibility 
as in the case of the commander issuing illegal orders, a commander 
to be criminally liable "must have knowledge of these offenses and 
acquiesce or participate or criminally neglect to interfere in their 
commission and. . , the offences [siel committed must be patently il- 
l egd" '~4  

In addition to articulating a standard concerning the criminal 
responsibility of a military commander, the Tribunal also addressed 
the issue of the cnminal responsibility of a staff officer, since four of 
the officers in the High Command mal had served as staff officers in 
the German High Command or as chief of staff at  the corps or higher 
headquarters lwei on the Russian Front. The Tribunal opined: 

In the absence of participation in criminal orders or their 
execution within a command, a chief of staff does not 
became criminally responsible for criminal acts occurring 

"Bid PL 76. 
"'Id at 77. 
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therein. He has no command authority over subordinate 
units. Ail he can do in such cases is call these matters to 
the attention of his commanding general. Command 
authority and responsibility for 11s exercise rest defmteiy 
upon his commander L M  

This standard of liability afforded the staff officer greater protectmn 
than his military commander in recognition of the staff officer's "on- 
existent command authority over subordinate units, a reflectmn of 
military organizational needs. In the discussion that follows, the 
cases of six individuals in the High Command Case have been singled 
out for review and analysis to ascertain the effects of the Tnbunai's 
theory of command responsibiilty on specific factual scenanos 

(E) Von Leeb 

The Tribunal, in assessing the charges a g a m t  Wiihelm "on Leeb 
during the period when he was Commander-,"-Chief Army Group 
Korth, addressed the command structure' 

Executive power a t  the beginning of the Russian cam- 
paign was conferred directly upon the army commanders 
and the commanders of the army group rear areas. It was 
provided, however, that the commander m chief of an 
army group might issue orders to  his subordinates in the 
field of executive power. In other words, his authority in 
this fieid was more in the nature of a right to intervene 
than a direct responsibility 

. . . As stated, his function was operational. Many ad- 
ministrative duties had been left to his subordinate armies 
and his army group rear area. He and his staff alike would 
have the nght to assume that the commanders entrusted 
with such administrative functions would see to their 
proper execution. Under such conditions it must be ac- 
cepted that certain details of activities within the sphere 
of his subordinates would not be brought to his 
attention.12e 

The Tnbunal was, in essence, differentiating between the command 
responsibility af a tactical or aperananal commander and an occupa- 

l * ' ld  at 81 
ha'll Trials ot War Criminaln Before the Nuremberg Tribunsl Knder Control Council 

Law Po LO. huremberg, Orl LO46 So% 1049. at 654-55 (18511 [hereinafter cited PJ 
Nuremberg Tnah] 
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tional or area commander, a recognition of the differing functions of 
rnihtary commanders dictated by military necessity. 

Although the Tnbunai proceeded to find that criminal orders were 
executed by units subordinate to the defendant and criminal acts 
were carned out by agencies of his command, criminal responsibility 
did not ipso facto attach. Rather, the Tribunal found that yon Leeb 
“must be shown both to have had knowledge and to have been con- 
nected with such criminal acts, either by way af participation or 
criminal acquiescence ‘ ‘ 1 2 7  The Tribunal then broke the charges 
down into the following general headings for discussion seriatim: (1) 
the Commissar Order; (2) cnmes against prisoners of war; (3) the Bar- 
barossa Jurisdiction Order; (4) cnmes agamst civilians; (6) pillage of 
public and private property; and (6) cnminai conduct pertaining to 
the seige of Leningrad. 

With respect to the Commissar Order, the evidence disclosed that 
YO” Leeb was present at a meeting conducted by Hitler when the 
proposed extermination of commissars was put forward as a policy 
matter.lZs Von Leeb received the announcement with a good deal of 
consternation, later protesting to Field Marshall von Brauchitsch 
that it was a violation of the rules of war I z Q  The latter gave von Leeb 
assurances that he would attempt to prevent its asuance; neverthe- 
less, the order was issued, in this cme from Berlin to von Leeb’s Ar- 
my commanders with von Leeb’s headquarters limited to performing 
the administrative function of forwarding the order to the Army 
cammanden.laO In addition to his protests to his superiors, yon Leeb 
personally communicated his opposition to the order directly to his 
subordinate commanders, admonishing them to adhere to von 
Brauchitsch’s Maintenance-of-Discipline Order which required strict 
sanctions for soldiers committing war crimes.‘31 The Tribunal con- 
cluded: 

[W]e cannot find yon Leeb guilty in this particular. He did 
not disseminate the [Commissar] order. He protested 
against it and opposed it in every way short of open and 
defiant refusal to obey it. If his subordinate commanders 
dissermnated It and permitted its enforcement, that 1s 

their responsibility and not his.L31 
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Van Leeb was similarly acquitted on the charge of crimes against 
prisoners of war (POWs) The evidence demonstrated that the 
responsibility for P O I s  rested not with van Leeh, but rather with 
the quartermaster general and his Rear Area Army commanders who 
reported directly to the German High Command. At the same time, 
the record failed to show that von Leeb was criminally connected 
with, knew of ,  or participated in the illegal execution af Red Army 
soldiers in his area.133 

The Barbarassa Jurisdiction Order was an entirely different mat- 
ter. It was a criminal order, In part because it included ambiguous 
guidance with respect to the authority conferred upon junior of- 
ficers to shoot cLwiI.ms who were merely suspected of certain 
acts.1s4This order came directly t o  von Leeb's headquarters through 
the normal chain of command where it was readdressed and for- 
warded to subordinate units without the benefit of clarification or 
qualification to prevent or hinder its illegal application Von Le& 
having set this mtrument  m motion, was found by the Tribunal to 
have assumed "a measure of responsibility for its illegal 
application. "135 

As regards the charge of crimes against civilians, the Kazi Security 
Police operated within the area of yon Leeb's Army Group North. 
carrying out a program of mass murder and recruitment of s1al.e 
iahor There was, however, no evidence that yon Leeh knew of the 
liquidation or recruitment activities within his area or acquiesced in 
such activities, with one e x ~ e p t i a n . l ~ ~  In that cme, von Leeb 
learned of a pogrom at Kovno, ostensibly the work of a local self- 
defense organization, but apparently inspired by the Kazi Security 
Police, and took immediate action to  prevent any recurrence.1g7 

The Tribunal, in reviewing the final two charges of pillage of 
public and priwte property and criminal conduct pertaining to the 
seige of Leningrad, found no criminality because the action taken 
was justified by existing iegai norms and the iegitunate military 
necessities of the ~ 1 t u a t i o n . ~ ~ ~  In sum, von Leeh was found guiity on- 
ly for his roie in connection with the transmittal and application of 
the Barharossa Jurisdiction Order. The acquittal of yon Leeb on the 
other charges wm due, in large  art, to von Leeb's lack of knowledge 
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iir duty to prrtent the war crimes as a result of his tactical-oper- 
arionai reqmnsibhties. a5 compared KO the OccUpational-eXecUti~ e 
responsibilities of his Rear Area Army commanders 

(C) Vo,, K u ~ r k l e r ,  

Field Marshal Georg Karl Friednch-Rilheim von Kuechler took 
part in the Russian Campaign 1" 1941 as an Army commander until 
he succeeded to command of Army Group North after yon Leeb's re- 
tirement He was convicted on five counts: the Commissar Order: 
neglect of prisoners of war and their use in prohibited labor, illegal 
execution of Red Army soldiers and murder and Ill-treatment of 
prisonera of war:  deportation and enslavement of the civilian pop- 
ulation, and murder, ill-treatment. and persecution of the civilian 
population and enforcement of the Barbarassa Jurisdiction Order.L38 
The evidence indicated his knowledge of and acquiescence in, or, in 
some cases. direct order of the offenses of which he was convicted. 

One count, the illegal execution of POWs, is particularly note- 
worthy far the role of criminal negligence in yon Kuechler's convic- 
tion Those POW executions were carried out pursuant to  the orden 
of the German High Command. The prosecution falied to deman- 
strate that YO" Kuechler transmitted the order."O The Tribunal 
discovered, however, that van Kuechler was aware that the illegal 
executions were taking place because his headquarters received 
regular reports on the executions. The Tribunal concluded that de- 
fendant not only tolerated, but approved of, the execution of the 
orders."' The Tnbunal further concluded that the accused was 
aware of the extensive neglect and ill-treatment of POWs in his area 
and found him "guilty of criminal neglect of prisoners of war in his 

In effect, the Tribunal found that von Kuechler had 
a duty to intervene and that he had failed to do so a t  the expense of 
human lives while lacking the requisite military-needs justification. 

iD/ Von Selmuth. 

General Hans von Salmuth held command on the Eastern Front at 
bath the a m y  and corps level and was found guilty on several 
counts, one of which is noteworthy for the facts and legal analysis. 
Yon Salmuth was charged with murder and ill-treatment of prisoners 
of war: 
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Concerning the treatment of pmoners of war in the 
areas under the defendant niimerous reports from these 
areas show what must be comidered a b  an excessire 
number of deaths by shoaring and otherwise among the 
prisoners of war They imply a degree of negligence on the 
p a n  of the defendant . . These reports shoa that pris 
o n u s  of war were handed over to the SD. a police or@ 
nization. and that thereafter the army exercised no super- 
r m o n  over them and apparentl? had no control or record 
as to what became of them 

Whether or not the? were liquidated, ai many of them 
undoubtedly were, E not the question. The illegality con- 
sists m handing them over to an organization which cer- 
tainly by this time the defendant knew was criminal in 
nature. 

The defendant undertakes to state that he had no iuper~ 
vision over these prisoner of war camps. From the 
evidence we are of the opinion that the defendant was 
responsible for prisoners of war within his area and also 
had control over them and that he must accept criminal 
responsibihty for the illegal transfer of these pr~soners to 
the sn 143 

The woient purposes of the Nazi police organization obLmusly 
figured very prominently in the Tribunal‘s guilty finding for ron 
Salmuth. 

(EJ Von ROOU~S.  

The crimes for which Lieutenant General Karl v m  Roques was 
charged and convicted were committed while the defendant was 
Commander of the Rear Area of Army Group South and of the Rear 
Area of Army Group A. Yon Roques’ testimony demonstrated that. 
in the area of his command. he exercised executive power as the 
respresentative of the occupging forces The Tribunal ~n analyzing 
the duties of a military occupational commander expressed 

the opinion that command authority and executive power 
obligate the one who wields them to exercise them for the 
protection of prisoners of war and the civilians in his area, 
and that orders issues which indicate a repudiation of 

“slid at 617 
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such duty and inaction with knowledge that others within 
his area are violating this duty which he owes, constitute 
criminality 144 

Based on this theory of habihty, the Tribunal found van Roques guii- 
ty of implementing the Commissar Order in his rear area, even 
though he denied issuing the order, because he knew commissars 
were being shot by units subordinate to his command and by agen- 
cies in his area and did nothing about it. The decision demonstrated 
the impact of an occupational commander's broad area respon- 
sibilities on his liability far war atrocities in the area. In essence, the 
area commander, as opposed to a tactical commander, had "geo- 
graphic" responsiblities and a broader duty to intervene to prevent 
war crimes because of those geographic responsibilities. 

(F) Reinecke. 

Lieutenant General Herrnann Reinecke was indicted and charged 
largely as a result of his activities as the Chief of the General Armed 
Forces office from 1939 until the end of the war with oversight 
responsibility for the Office of Chief of Prisoner of War Affairs.L45 
During that period, Reinecke issued numerous directives concerning 
prisoners of war ''by order'' of his superior, Field Marshall Keitei, 
the Commander-in-Chief of the German High Command.14e The fact 
that the defendant as a staff officer possessed only denvatwe ad- 
ministrative authority, as opposed to direct command authority, 
over the personnel of POW camps proved nondispositive as the Tn. 
bunai found: 

The evidence establishes overwhelmingly the over-all 
control and supervision of the defendant Reinecke as to 
p ~ s o n e r s  of war under the supreme authanty of the [Ger- 
man High Command] and his power over prisoner of war 
camps and prisoner of war affairs. The evidence shows 
that he exercised that authority by issuing orders; that he 
had the right of inspection both in himself and his subordi. 
nate; that such inspection was a duty entrusted to him and 
carried out by him; that he had the sources of knowledge 
and the duty was placed upon him to know and supervise 
what took place in there camps, and that he did h o w  and 
supervise what took place therein and directed certain 
operations in such camps.147 

"'Id at 632 
'dsld at 649-11 
"'Id at 661 
"'Id. at 653-54 
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Having established Reinecke 5 role m superrihing the POW campi. 
the Tribunal went on TO find that "the defendant was an active par- 
tlcipant in the program of segregation and illegal lquldatinn of 
 prisoner^ of war under his jurisdiction 'Iin and was therefore c r i m ~  
inaliy liable 

(G) Wwkler.  

General Otto Woehler %as charged with offenses committed both 
as a commander and a staff officer.14g One of the charges pertained 
to the defendant while serving as Chief of Staff of the Eleventh 
Army where he knew the  Commissar Order was being enforced li" 
The evidence failed to show that the defendant participated in the 
transmittal of the Commissar Order to subordinate units. Absent 
such participation. the Tribunal concluded that criminal responsi- 
bility far the Commissar Order at the command level lay euclusnel) 
with the Eleventh Army Commander and not his Chief of Staff on 
the theory that 

[clriminal acts or neglect of a commander in chief are not 
in themselves to be $0 charged against a chief of staff. He 
has no command authority aver subordinate units nor IS 
he a bearer of executive power. The chief of staff must be 
personally connected by evidence with such cnrnmal of- 
fenses of his commander m chief before he can be held 
criminally 

Implicit in this liability standard was the recognition that military 
necessity dictates that the military commander. not the staff officer. 
must wield the ultimate decisionmaking power with the resultant 
criminal accountability. This relieves the staff officer of liability for 
his commander's decisions, unless the staff officer actively partici- 
pates in the formulation or implementation of criminal acts A strict- 
er standard of criminal liability for staff officers would probabl? 
have the effect of compelling some staff officers in future conflicts 
to contravene the perceived illegal orders of their commanders in 
order to save themselves from possible prosecution, thereby sacri- 
ficing the value interest of effective command and Control for the 
military commander. 
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(2) Hostage Case. 

The second of the Nuremberg Subsequent Proceedings which in- 
volved issues of command responsibility was the Hostage Case. ~n 
which the principal defendant, Field Marshal Wilhelm List, and 
eleven other general officers were brought to trial on charges that 
they were responsible for offenses committed by troops under their 
command during the German occupation of Albania, Greece, Nor- 
way. and YugoslavmLS2 All but two of the defendants, who were 
tried, were found guilty of war crimes on a theory of command 
responsibility lea 

In addressing the command responsibility issue, the Tribunai 
found itself confronted repeatedly with contentions that illegal 
orders and follow-up reports directed to  the defendants never came 
to their a t t e n t m ~ ~ ~ ~  In this connection, the Tribunal observed that 
the German Army was well-equipped, well-Grained, and well-disci- 
plined.lse Further, It possessed an extenmv-e communication net- 
work and systems for  transmitting reports to  military 

under those CmumstanceS, the Tribunal stated: 

An army commander will not ordinarily be permitted to 
deny knowledge of reports received at his headquarters, 
they being sent there far his special benefit. Neither will 
he ordinanly be permitted to deny knowledge of happen- 
ings within the area of his command while he LS present 
therein. It would strain the credulity of the Tnbunal to 
believe Ghat a high ranking military commander would 
permit himself to get out of touch with current happen- 
ings in the area of his command during wartime. KO doubt 
such occurrences result occasionally because of unex- 
pected contingencies, but they are the unusual. With ref- 
erence to statements that responsibility is lacking where 
temporary absence from headquarters for any cause i s  
shown, the general rule to be applied in his absence re- 
sulting from orders, directions, or a general prescribed 
policy formulated by him, a military commander will be 
held responsible ~n the absence of special circumstances 
As to events, emergent in nature and presenting matters 

"'S Law Repom. supra note 67 a t  34 36 
'*"id at 34 
"'Nuremkrg Tnah. supra note 126. PI 1259 
"$Id 
fib'ld 
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for original deciaon, such commander will not ordinanlg 
be held responsible unless he approved of the action taken 
when it came to his knowledge 

Haling resolved generally the extent to which information RCCIY-  
ed a t  a military commander's headquarters IS imputed to the com- 
mander, the Tribunai addressed a second defenie contention, that a 
military commander cannot be held cnmmally liable for the acts of 
nonsubardinate units: 

The matter of subordination of units as a b m s  for fixing 
criminal responsibility becomes important in the case of a 
military commander having solely a tactical command 
But as to the commanding general of occupied territory 
who E charged with maintaining peace and order, pun- 
ishing crime, and protecnng lives and property. subordi- 
nation are [SIC] relatively unimportant. HE responsibility 
is general and not limited to a control of units directly 
under his command. Subordinate commanders m occupied 
territory are similarly responsible to  the extent that ex- 
ecutive authority has been delegated to them I s d  

The Tribunal's resolution of this issue was Identical, in wbitance.  
to that found in the High Command Case. A tactical commander i i  
criminally liable, under the theory af command repsonsibility for 
subordinated units. while an occupational commander is criminally 
liable for units in his area even though they are not aperat~anally 
subordinate to him 

For the Tribunal, the guilt or innocence of milltap commander5 
required "proof of a causative, overt act or  omission from which a 
gulty intent can be inferred before a verdict of guilty would be pro- 
nounced ' ' 1 5 *  The Tribunal followed these remarks with an analysis 
of the charges and evidence against List 

Field Marshal Wilhelm List, the fifth ranking field marshal in the 
German Army, was the Commander-in-Chief of the Twelfth Army at 
the time of the invasion of Yugoslavia and Greece and later assumed 
repsonsibility as the chief executive authority for the whole of the 
Balkans.100 As commander of the occupying forces, he was charged 
with the maintenance of internal order and the security of his area 

"'Id at 1260 
"'Id 
"'Id at 1261 
"old at  1262-63 
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against attack. His duties in this respect were made increasingly dif- 
ficult as time went on due to a particularly active resistance move- 
ment 

During the summer of 1941, attacks against German troops singly 
and as units, as weii as the disruption of communication and trans- 
portation systems, by partisan guerillas increased dramatically.'e1 In 
response to a deteriorating situation, List, on 5 September 1941, 
issued a generally worded order to his subordinates directing 
"[rluthless and immediate measures against the insurgents, against 
their accomplices and their families I '  As examples, he cited the 
destruction of villages Involved, the deportation and incarceration 
of relatives of partisans and guenllas, and the seizure of hastages.le2 
The insurgent problem soon drew the attention of Berlm. 

On 16 September 1941. Hitler personally ordered List to Suppress 
the insurgent movement. This resulted in the commissioning of 
General Franz Boehme with the handling of military affairs in Serbia 
and in the transfer of the entire executive power in Serbia to him. 
This delegation was, in fact, effected on the recommendation and at 
the request of List to whom Boehme remained s u b ~ r d i n a t e . ' ~ ~  

In late September 1941, List readdressed and forwarded without 
amplification or clarification to his subordinates, a directive from 
the German High Command which called for the reprisal killing of 60 
to 100 communists for the life of each German soldier lost in partisan 
guerilla attacks.L64 In the performance of his tasks, Boehme trans- 
mitted "routine" progress reports to his supenar, List, concerning 
these reprisal killings. 

List contended that he was unaware of Boehme's reports as he was 
absent from headquarters at the time of their receipt. In addition, he 
attnbuted the killings to units which were not tactically subordinate 
to him The Tribunal was not persuaded: 

A commanding general of occupied territory is charged 
with the duty of maintaining peace and order, punishing 
crime, and protecting lives and property within the area m 
his command. His responsibility is coextensive with his 
area of command. He is charged with notice of occur- 
rences taklnp. place within the territory He may require 

"lld at  1263 
""Id 81 1263-64 
jd'ld. at 1264 
,&*Id sf 1264-65 
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adequate reports of ail occurrences that come wlthm the 
scope of his power and. If  such reports are incomplete or 
otherwise inadequate, he 1s obliged to require supplemen- 
tary reports to apprise him of all the pertment facts. If he 
falls t o  require and obtain complete Information, the dere- 
liction of duty rests upon him and he is in no position to 
plead his own dereliction as a defense Absence from 
headquarters cannot and does not relieve one from 
responsibility for acts committed in accordance with a 
policy he instituted or in which he acquiesced. He may 
not. of course, be charged with acts committed on the 
order of Someone else which is outside the basic orders 
which he has issued. If time permits he is required to res- 
cind such illegal orders, otherwise he IS required to  take 
steps to prevent a recurrence of their ISSUB. 

Want of knowledge of the contents of reports made to 
him is nor a defense. Reports to commanding generals are 
made to their special benefit. Any failure to acquaint 
themselves with the contents of such reports, or a failure 
to require additional reports where inadequacy appears 
on their face. constitutes a dereliction of duty which he 
cannot use in his own behalf. 

The reports made t o .  . Lis t .  .charge him with 
notice of the unlawful killing of thousands of innocent 
people . . Not once did he condemn such acts as uniaw- 
fui. Not once did he call to account chose responsible for 
these inhumane and barbarous acts. His failure to termi- 
nate these unlawful Mllings and to take adequate steps to 
prevent their recurrence constitutes a serious breach of 
duty and imposes criminal 

List's conviction rested on the broad executive authority and co- 
extenswe legal responbility of an OCCUpatiOnai commander for his 
area of responsibility where that commander had failed to keep in- 
formed of events in his area by reading reports forwarded to him 
which set forth the nature and extent of war mmes  occurring I" his 
area of responsibility. 

The convictions of List's codefendants reflected the same basic 
legal rationale Two of List's codefendants, however, were ac- 
quitted Both of those officers were charged with war crimes com- 

'*bid at 1271 72 
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nutted whiie they were serving as chiefs af staff to a military com- 
rnander.16a An examination of one of those cases is instructive. 

Lieutenant General Herman" Foertsch served as Chief of Staff to 
Fieid Manhai List and other commanding generals in the Balkans.'B7 
The evidence demonstrated that Foertsch had distributed his supe- 
rior's orden, which he knew to be iiiegai, and further that Foertsch 
had read the reports of Boehme concerning the reprisal 
No overt act by Foertsch, though, from which a criminal intent could 
be inferred was ever shawn.leg 

The Tribunal concluded that Foertsch had "knowledge of the do- 
ing of acts which we have . held to be unlawful under interna- 
tianai iaw," but found in terms reminiscent of the Woehler case in 
the High Command Trial that it 

is not enough to say that he must have been a guilty par- 
ticipant. it must be shown by some responsible act that he 
was. Many of these acts were committed by organizations 
over which the armed forces, with the exception of the 
commanding general, had no control at ail. Many others 
were carried out through regular channels over his voiced 
abjection or passive resistance. The evidence fails to show 
the commission of an unlawful act which was the result of 
any action, affirmative or passwe, on the part of this de- 
fendant. His mere knowledge af the happening of unlaw- 
ful  acts does not meet the requirements of criminal law. 
He must be one who orden, abets, or takes a consenting 
part in the crime. We cannot say that the defendant met 
the foregoing requirements as to participation."0 

In sum, the limited nature of FoeTtsch's authority and duties re- 
quired that his criminal liability be restricted to  crimes of commis- 
sion, rather than omission. 

(3) Value Analysis. 

The tnals of Fieid Marshals List and yon Leeb and their twenty- 
four codefendants dealt with a variety of factual scenarios and es- 
tablished specific and detailed standards concerning the issue of 
command respansibility Among the military factors which figured 
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I>mmmenti) in tile Tribunals' limited-liabht: theory of command 
re.ponsihiliry were the differences between t ac tml  and arcupa- 
tional commanders and betwepn commanders and staff officers in 
their pouers and duties, the necessit) for a commander to delegate 
funitlona and rely on his subordinate, to perform those functions. 
and the Critical role of reports in keeping the commander apprised of 
events within his command or area of responsibility In essence. the 
principle of milltar5 necessity plaved a prominent role. The prin- 
ciple of humanity %as also evident in the Tribunal's decismnmakmg 
as the Tribunal articulated legal standards designed to enforce the 
laws of war through command accountability. uhi le  at the same 
time protecting the commander from punishment in the  absence of 
any personal dereliction 

Tire final balance struck by the Tribunals between the funda- 
mental value interests of humanity and necessit?. for commanders 
was to include "knowledge" or its equivalent, such ai 'acqoies~ 
rente" or "criminal negligence," as an element of the crime and 
then restrict the criminal liabilit? of each defendant to  war  crime? 
far which he had the authority and duty. but failed. to prevent. For 
staff officers, the balance shifted more heavily toward a require- 
ment far active participation by the officer in a criminal order or ) t i  
execution, thereby recognizing the staff officer's limited authorit? 
in modern military organizations 

One final comment 1s warranted Although the prosecutm at the 
Kuremberg Subsequent Proceedings advocated the concept of ab- 
solute liability as an international standard of military command 
responsibility purporting to rely on the  Yamashita case, the K u r e m ~  
berg Tribunals categorically rejected this argummr.  The Tribunals 
did not, however. reject the precedential value of the Yammhifi i  
case Rather, they adopted an interpretation of that case which 
called for only limited liability for milltar> commanders. The greatei 
clarity of the Nuemberg decisions. when juxtapored with the 
Yamashila case, IS considered noteworthy and 1s due in large part to 
the fact that the Uurernberg Subsequent Proceedings were con- 
ducted under international ausp~ces by learned clvlhan Judges ~n a 
more judicial atmosphere than that which prevailed in the 
Yamashila trial, immediately at the close of hostilities in the Phihp- 
pines, before an American Military Commission of lay jurors 

(c) Tokyo Trials 

On 19 January 1846, General hlacArthur. the Supreme Com- 
mander for the Allied Powers, by Special Proclamation established 
the International Military Tribunal for the Far East for  "the trial of 
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those persons charged individually or as members of organizations or 
in bath capacities with offences [sic] which include crimes against 
peace ‘1171 The constitution, jurisdiction, and functions of the 
Tribunal were by the Proclamation declared to be those set forth in 
the Charter of the Tribunal approved by the Supreme Commander 
on the same day. 

Subsequently, the International Military Tribunal for the Far East 
with judges from eleven Allied countries tried twentg~eight former 
leaders of Japan in the International Japanese War Crimes Tnais. 
commonly known as the Tokyo Trials.172 The indictment entered 
against the defendants, ten of whom were military leaders, included 
fifty-five counts, the last trio of which accused certain of the defen- 
dants with having ordered. authorized, and permitted conduct in 
violation of the laws and customs of war and having recklessly dls- 
rgarded their iegai duty by virtue of their offices to take adequate 
steps to secure the observance and prevent breaches of the laws and 
customs of war.173 Trial commenced on 3 June 1946, and ended in 
the decision of the Tribunal an 12 Kovember 1848, after 48,412 
pages of transcript and 4,336 e x h i b ~ t s . ” ~  Of the twenty-eight defen- 
dants, two had died. one was declared unfit to stand trial. and the re- 
maining twenty-five were convicted 

In the first portion of the Tribunal’s judgment, the general stan- 
dard of respansibility under international law far the care of pris- 
o n e n  of war and civilian internees was discussed. The Tribunal 
declared that, under customary law formally embodied in Hague 
Convention No. IV of 1807 and the Geneva Red Cross Convention of 
1929, a government in possession of POW8 and civilian internees was 
responsible for their maintenance and prevention of their mistreat- 
ment.L“ This responsibility, in turn, devolved upon persons in the 
government including military commanders with civilian or military 
prisoners under their control. The Tribunal continued: 

It is the duty of all those on whom responsibility rests to 
secure proper treatment of prisoners and to prevent their 
ill-treatment by establishing and securing the continuous 
and efficient working of a system appropriate for these 
purposes. Such persons fail in this duty and become re- 
sponsible for ill-treatment of p n m n e r ~  if: 

“lTheTokyoWarCrimeaTnal, repr tnbdin2L Fnedmanled 1 ,meLawoiWar  A 
Documentary Study 1029, 1031 (1972). 

‘Id. sf 1029 
‘Id at 1031-33 
‘ I d .  ai 1033-34 
,Id &t 1037-38. 
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(1) They fail to establish such a system 

(2)  If having established such a syitem. they fail to 
secure its continued and efficient working. 

Each of such persons has a duty to ascertain that the 
system is working and if he neglects to do so he IS IBSPOIISL- 
ble He does not discharge his duty by merely instituting 
an appropriate system and thereafter neglecting to learn 
of its application. Any Army Commander or a Minister of 
War. far  example, must be at the same pains to ensure 
obedience to his orders In this respect as he would in 
respect of other orders he has issued on matters of the 
first mportance.'7s 

Thus, for defendant General H. Kirnura, Commander-,"-Chief of the 
Burma Area Army, the fact that he had issued orders to soldiers to 
conduct themselves properly and refrain from ill-treatment of pris- 
oners was held legally insufficient by the Tribunal since the defen- 
dant's duty extended to satisfying himself that his order was being 
carried out ;  this he had failed to do "' 

For those commanders who provided a proper system for treat- 
ment of prisoners and saw to its C O ~ C ~ ~ U O U S  efficient functionlng. 
responsibility for war crimes commnted against those prisoners was 
limited to instances where: 

(1) They had knowledge that such crimes were being 
committed, and having such knowledge they failed to  take 
such steps as were within their power to prevent the com- 
mission of such crimes in the future. or 

(2) They are at  fault in having failed to acquire such 
knowiedge 

If, such a person had, or should, but for negligence or 
supineness. have had such knowledge he IS not excused 
for inaction If his Office required or permitted him to take 
any action to prevent such crimes. On the other hand it IS 
not enough far  the exciupation of a person, otherwise 
responsible, for him to show that he accepted assurances 
from others more directly assocmed wlth the control of 
the prisoners if having regard to the pmltion of those 
others, to  the frequency of reports of such cnmes, or to 

'-&Id at 1038-38 
,*.Id at  1030 40 
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any other circumstances he should ha\e  been put upon 
funher enquiry as to li hether those assurances were true 
or untrue That crimes are notorious. numerous and w d e ~  
spread as to time and place are matters to be considered in 
imputing knowledge."a 

In fact, the notoriety and wdespread nature of the "Rape of Nank- 
ing, ' '  in which upwards of 100,000 people were killed, was relied 
upon by the Tribunal to impute knowledge of those war crimes to 
che Japanese general commanding at Banking, General 1. Macsui. 
and to find him responsible for the atrocLties.LiO 

The Tribunal's final normative standard concerning the military 
commander's responsibility for acts of subordinates read 

If crimes are committed against prisoners under rheir can- 
trol. of the likels occurrence of which they had, orshould 
have had knowledge in advance. they are responsible for 
those crimes If. for example, Lt be shown that within the 
units under his command conventional m-ar crimes hale  
been committed of which he knmc orshould hnie kizoiui, 
B commander who rake? no adequate steps to prevent the 
occurrence of such crimes in the future will be responsible 
for such future crimes.1po 

After aniculatmg the "kneu,-or-shouid~haie-known" standard. 
the Tribunal turned its attention to the chief contention of the de- 
fendants. that m ~ l i t a v  exigencies precluded The defendants. just as 
Yamashita had argued. from maintaming the command and control 
necessary to safeguard against murder and Ill-treatment of 
prisoners The Tribunal considered this contention separateiy as to 
each defendant and found that the systematic nature of the acts of 
murder. rape, ill-treatment, and other atrocities throughout the war 
in occupied territories falling under each of the defendants' com- 
mands tended to militate against this argument.la' 

In sum. the Tribunals m the Tokyo Trials reasoned that (1) the 
government's responsibility under international law to prevent war 
crimes against prisoners derolres upon its human instruments. (2) 
those persons in position to pro\ ide a system for The care of prisoners 
have a duty to establish such a system and see to its Implementation: 
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and (3) fulfillment of those duties does not excuse the military com- 
mander who knows or should knolr of the commissmn of war crimes 
and fails to intervene This standard, although somewhat different 
in phraseology from the decisions of the Nuremberg Subsequent Pro 
ceedings, share the same normative value-laden concepts ipecifi- 
caily, command and control. war  cnmes and the risk of future war 
crimes, the duty to intervene, and knowledge or its equivalent, such 
as acquiescence or criminal neglect. 

id/ Toyoda Trial. 
Admiral S. Toyoda, former Commander-in-Chief of the Japanese 

Combined Fleet, the Combined Kiavai Forces, and the Naval Escort 
Command from May 1944 to May 1945 and Chief of the Uaval 
General Staff from 30 May 1948 to 2 September 1945, was tried by a 
seven-member Allied Military Tribunal, which included as President 
an Australian bngadier and as members six American officers.182 
Triai commenced on 29 October 1948 on charges, many of which 
were the Same or similar to those for which Yamashita was tned ,  and 
concluded on 6 September 1949 with Admiral Toyada's a c q ~ i t t a i . ' ~ ~  

The Military Tnbunal's decision reaffirmed the findings in the 
YamaShita trial that Yamashita had actual command and controi of 
the Japanese naval troops that committed the "Rape of Manila" and 
further that Yamashita must have known of the war crimes.Ld4 In 
Admiral Toyoda's case, the essential elements of command respon- 
sibility were outlined as the commission by subordinates of war 
crimes which the commander ordered 01 

In the absence of proof beyond a reasonable doubt of the 
issuance of orden then the essential elements of com- 
mand responsibility are: 

(I) As before, that atrocities were actually committed; 

(2) Notice of the Commission thereof. This notice may 
be either: 

a. Actual, as in the cme of an accused who Sees their 
commission or who is informed thereof shortly thereafter; 

b. Constructive. That is, the commission of such a 

or 

'#- Id a1 69-70 
"8Jd 
' * Id 81 71-72 
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great number of offenses within his command that a 
reasonable man could come to no other conclusion than 
that the accused must have known of the offenses or of 
the existence of an understood and acknowledged routine 
for their commission. 

3 Power of command. That is, the accused must be 
proved to have had actual authonty over the offenders to 
issue orders to them not to commit illegal acts, and to 
punish offenders 

4 Failure to take such appropriate measures as are 
within his power to control the troops under his command 
and to prevent acts which are violations of the laws of 
war. 

i Failure to punish offenders. 

In the Simplest language it may be said that this Tnbunal 
believes the principle of command responsibility to be 
that, ~f this accused knew, or should by the exercise of or- 
dinary diligence have learned, of the commission by his 
subordinates, immediate or otherwise, of the atrocities 
proved beyond a shadow of a doubt before this Tribunal or 
of the existence of a routine which would countenance 
such, and, by his failure to take any action to punish the 
perpetrators, permitted the mocities to continue, he has 
faled in his performance of his duty as a commander and 
must be punished.'B1 

The Military Tribunal's standard of command responsibility matched 
fairly closely the test applied at the Tokyo Trials with one notable 
exception. A "reasonable man" standard had been introduced as a 
purportedly objective test with respect to a military commander's 
constructive notice, and therefore knowledge, of war atrocities. 

(e) Other Trials 

The general principles that emerged from the major war crimes 
trials with respect to  the command responsibility issue were also eui- 
dent in the trials of other lesser military commanden following 
World War II.'88 Two of those lesser war crimes trials warrant special 
mention 

'6119 Cnited Stater" SoemuToyoda500666(OffeialTranicri~Lof Reeordof Tnal) 
"'For B more detailed dmcumon of the tnsls of the lebeer war cnmmah, sac Parks, 

mpro noLe 22, at 73-76 and sources cited Lherem. 
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In theEssen Lynching case, Captain E.  Hejer gave instructions to 
a prisoner escort that a party of three Allied POWs was to be taken to 
a Luftwaffe unit far  lnterrogatlan Heyer admmed that he 
ordered the escort not to interfere in any n a y  lf  a c1whan crond 
should molest the ~ n s o n e r s . ' ~ ~  It was aim confirmed that Heyer 
made remarks to the effect that "the airmen would or ihould be 
shot "'sB When the POWs were subsequently marched through 
Essen, the escort stood by ahile the mob murdered the prisoners l g o  

Heyer was found guilt? of incitement, even though the actual killera 
were civilians, and sentenced to be hanged."l Thx represented one 
more legal ar inkle  in the basic theme of a military commander 5 

duty to intervene and the resulting legal liability when he fails to do 

The second case warranting special mention IS the trial by a British 
military tribunal sitting in Germany of Major K .  Rauer, the German 
commander of an aerodrome The charges against Xajor Rauer were 
predicated on three separate instances in which his subordinates 
killed captured Allied airmen. After each killing, Rauer's subordi 
nates reponed that the prisoners had been shot while trying to 
escape Although Rauer had expressed hostile opinions toaards  
captured enemy airmen, there was never any suggestion in the 
ebldence that Rauer ordered the killings 

The military tribunal proceeded to acquit Rauer of the first charge 
but convicted him of the two charges stemming from the later kill- 
ings, apparently based on the consideration that, "it aas less reason 
able for these officers to believe after the second incident that the 
pnsoners involved were shot while Wring to escape than it was after 
the first, and that measures should have been taken after the first 
shootings to prevent a repetition Under this 'reasonable~man" 
standard, then. a commander's knowledge of a single POW'S death LS 
sufficient to establish COIILrUCtIVB notice of the risk of cOmmiSSiOn 
of future war crimes by subordinates, thereby Invoking the duty 10 
mtenene .  

For many. the "case'' law that emerged from Buremberg. Toklo. 
and elsewhere represented the high water mark of the international 
cnminal standard of command resonsibility. The customary interna- 

so 

, - ' Id  at 55-81 
IS"4  Law Repam, mnra note 6 7 .  113-14 
'"aid at 111, 117(ernoharsadded) 
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clonal law pertaining to armed conflicts, however, does not stand 
stili. Instead, it tends to ebb and flow with the shiftmg currents of 
state practice and the relative weight accorded the principles of 
militaly necessity and humanity 

5. Viotnam-Mg Lai. 

The next time the cammand-responsibility issue was raised occur- 
red in the Vietnam conflict. Dunng that conflagration, in the sub- 
hamlet of My La1 (4) in Son My Village, Quang Nai Province, Republic 
of South Vietnam, on 16 March 1968, American troops, acting as a 
unit and under orders, engaged in widespread and indiscliminate 
killing of unarmed, unresisting Vietnamese civilians consisting 
almost exclusively old men, women, and children.'g* 

First Lieutenant William Calley, a platoon leader a t  .My La, was 
subsequently charged and convicted by an American military court- 
martial of participating in the actual murders.1gh Because of Calley's 
direct mvolvement in the killings, the concept of command responsi- 
bility never played a pivotal role in his case.'ea Allegations surfaced, 
however, that Caliey's superior, Captain kledina, the American com- 
pany commander at My Lai, might be cnminaily liable under the con- 
cept of command Later, the general commanding 
the division respanslble for the area of My Lai, Major General Samuel 
Kaster, became the subject of charges, not for the kiiiings them- 
selves, but for his failure to call for a full investigation when he 
received allegations relating to My Lai Subsequently, one of the 
soldiers present a t  My Lai filed charges against General William 
Westmoreland, the commanding general of the army forces in Viet- 
nam, for his alleged culpability in the war cnmes.'gs Although many 
officers were made the subject of charges arming out of the incident 

"'For a detailed exposition of the facts, s ~ e ,  eo . .  S. Hersch A Report on the 
Maaacre and its Aftermath lI97Z!. W Peers, The My La1 Inquiry (1878) [heremafter 
cited a Peen bok1  1 Re~ori  of  the Delranmenr af the Arm" Re-w of the 
Preliminary lnvertlritlona mi0 the My La, lncident (19701 [hermzfrer cited as Peers 
Repon] 

"BLhrfed States Y Calley, 46 C M R. 1131 (A C M R 18731 See also Calley Y 

Callaway, 519 F.Zd 184 (5th Cu 1875). cer i  denied, 425 D S 911 (1976) 
"'Howard, CmmondRasponstb~ittgyfor W m  Cnmes, 21 J Pub L 7 (1972) [here- 

lnaffer cited BS Howard] 
"'See Howard. sup70 nore 186 See also Clark, Medzno An Essay rn the Rinczplea 

oJCnmzno1 Liobtltty/or Homlnde. 5 Rut -Cam L J 68 (1977) [hereinafter cited a8 
Clark] 
"'For a recent dueussion of  Kasfer's case, see Kanfer Y United Stales, 685 F.2d 407 

(Cf CI 19821 
"#N Y Timer, Jan. 8. 1971, 81 3, colr. 1-5. 
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at hly Lai. an examination of the cases of Captain hkdina, Major 
General Koster, and General Resrmoreland. in {hat order, IS  con^ 

sidered sufficient to an a n a l ? s ~  of the Juridical value under cus- 
tomary international law of the criminal responsibility. if any. 
aqsessed on military commanders in the wake of \I) Lai 

(C) .Wedino 

Captain Ernest Yedina was charged originally in Februau and 
March 1970 with five criminal offenses including four arising out of 
his own a~tivities and one ansmg out af the activities of his com- 
pany.20DIn the latter instance, Medlna was charged as a common law 
principal with the crime of premeditated murder of Vietnamese na- 
tionals.zol The charge was one of violation of municipal law. He was 
not charged under article 18 of the Uniform Code of \Mitaw Justice 
(UCR.IJ). which empowers an appropriate military authority to con- 
\ m e  military cornmissions to adjudicate ~ a r  crimes which are not 
violations of municipal law 

Captain Yedina was brought to trial in June 1 9 i l  The prosecution 
presented evidence which established the illegality of the deaths but 
failed to link Mledina to the issuance of illegal orders prior i o  or dur 
m g  the assault on My Lai Accordingly. the judge found lacking the 
requisite intent ~n cor(lunctmn with the premeditated murder charge 
and reduced the charge to involunrary manslaughter 

On the manslaughter charge. Medina was able to demonstrate that 
he ordered a cease-fire. proof positive under the circumstances that 
he was aware that his troops had gotten out of control and that he 
did not intend for It to continue They key issue became one of 
whether hledina had knowledge of the killings well in adrance of his 
cease-fire order and failed to act promptly to stop the 
The exidence on that issue was conflicting. 

In addressing the issue of command respansibiiny, the tnal judge 

In reiation to the question pertaining to the S U P ~ I Y ~ S O ~ '  
responsibility of a Company Commander, I ad\ ise you that 
as a general principle of military law and custom a military 
superior in command is responsible for and required. in 

instructed The jury. 
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the performance of his command duties, to make certain 
the proper performance by his subordinates of their duties 
as assigned by him In other words, after taking action or 
issuing an order, a commander must remain alert and 
make timely adjustments as required by a changing sit- 
uation Furthermore, a commander is also respansible if 
he has actual knowledge that troops or other persons sub- 
ject to his control are in the process of committing or are 
about to commit a war crime and he wrongfully fails to 
take the necessaly and reasonable steps to insure com- 
pliance with the law of war. You will observe that these 
legal requirements placed upon a commander require ae- 
tual knolcledge plus a wrongful failure to act. Thus mere 
presence at the scene without knowledge will not suffice. 
That is, the cammander-subordinate relationship alone 
will not allow an inference of knowledge. M i l e  it is not 
necessary that a commander actually see an atrocity being 
committed, it IS essential that he know that his subordi- 
nates are in the process of committing atrocities or are 
about to commit a t r ~ ~ i t i e ~ . ~ ~ ~  

Concerning the elements of the offense, which the prosecution must 
prove beyond a reasonable doubt before the members could find 
Medina guilty of involuntary manslaughter, the court was in- 
structed: 

(1) That an unknown number of unidentified Vietnam- 
ese persons, not less than 100, are dead; 

(2) That their deaths resuited from the omission of the 
accused in faiing to exercise control over subordinates 
subject to his command qfter kamng gained knolcledge 
that his subordinates were killing noncombatants, in or at 
the village of My Lai (4), Quang Ngai Province, Republic of 
Vietnam, on or about 16 March 1968; 

(3) That this omission constituted culpable negligence: 
and 

(4) That the killing of the unknown number of unidenti- 
fied Vietnamese persons, not less than 100, by subor- 
dinates of the accused and under his command, was un-  
iawfui 

*O'Howard mpra note 106, BI 8 10 (empharii added) 
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f not guilt? on all charge5 for \ledma 

fended his j u r y  Instructions zll' The article clearly recogniz~d the 
" ~ h o u l d ~ h a i e ~ k n o h n "  test as a part of CUstomar> international k w  
bur narrowly lm i ted  its application to Wuations where the coni- 
rnander. "qhould ha\e  known of the a t m ~ ~ i e s  had he exercised tlur 
care and diligence ac a commander. i F , had he establibhed normal 
operaring procedures usualig utilized b? such commanders This 
test is clearly mapplicahie to  hledma's case since there waq neier 
any question raised as to the adequacy of hledina b reporting p r o t e ~  
dures hlore mportantl?.  Sledina proved that he had actual knoni-  
edge of the killings ah?" he ordered the cease-fire. 

The rrialjudge. therefore. outlined a verb broad definition of the 
term "actual knowledge i i i c l ~ s i ~ e  both of 'direcr eLrdenie" ,itiia- 
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t i m i  whim, the ,immandrr \ t a b  prewnt at the WPIIP and ohwr\ed 
th? a lmc i t i e~  an< niiai r \ idenre"  ritiiations w h e w  a 
report of thc dtr 

knowledge. The judge reenforced hii expansive definition of actual 
knowledge when he included the High Command case rritrria on 
criminal negligence in his jury m t r w t i m s  211  Thp t r ia l  of 3Irdina. 
then, is nut at iariance with its hiiroricai antecedents as auggritrd 
hy Telfard Tqlor .  although the use of thp term "actual knanledge ' 

in thelury instructmni without thr  henefir of the iudgr c elucidating 
remarks can be misleading 

e) Kostrr 

ter, the commanding general of 
I t o n  hich Captain bledina's c o m ~  

pany WBE attached. there was never any indication that Koster 
ordered or  permitted the killings to occui After the crimes had 0'- 

curred, hohe \e i .  Koiter came to learn of at least four irregularities 
that should have spurred him to call for a full investigatlon. Three of 
thm? megularitie5 came t o  hib attention on the dab of the killings or 
5hortly thereafter Firit, there were UIIUSUBI cawait? flgures for the 
day in that 128 of the enemy xeie reported killed ~n action, yet 
there were only t 5 o  Ll S d d i e r s  killed and eleven wounded, and 
three xeapnnr raptured Second, there war a report of 20 civilian 
deaths from I S. artillery fire. an ~ n u ~ u a l l y  large number Third. 
Kirater recelied d report that a hekop te r  pilot had o b w r e d  what he 
considered 10 h P  mdircriminate firing b) troops from Captain 
Medina'> company.':'The fourth matter came t c  Korrer bat~ei i t iona 
month later when he learned that there wa i  a Viet Cong propaganda 
leaflet being circulated n hich charged American troops with mab- 

m e  500 ririliani in and around Son \I> Village in  mid^ 

After receiving the report of the helicopter pilot's allegations. 
Koster directed the initiation of an mvesngatian by Captain 
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later reduced t o  writing. that the allegationc of untoward conduct by 
Amencan troops was unfounded When the Yiet Cong leaflet later 
surfaced. Kostw directed the reopening of the investigation b) the 
brigade commander In response, a brief. undocumented report was 
submitted which concluded that the allegations in the leaflet were 
without substance. Kmter rejected this repon as inadequate because 
it lacked substantiation ~ u c h  a b  iutnesh btdtemenri. The next version 
of the report 9 8 s  "lore detailed and included \\itnebs bratemems 
although there \ \ a b  no itatenlent or  tebtirnoni from the helicopter 
pilot. Koster accepted this \emion of the report iiithaut subjectingit 
to  an effective rexiew b) his staff.21s 

Koster was subsequently charged under the UCSlJ as a conse~ 
quence of a M h ~ q  Board of Inquir?, commonly referred to  as the 
Peers Inquiry. with failure to report known civilian casualtm to 
higher headquarters as required by regulation and faiiure to insure 
that a proper and thorough initial Investigation was conducted into 
the events at SI) La1 > I s  Those charges were referred to an Article 32 
Investigation. The military's equivalent of a grand j 
but were never recommended for or  referred to. 
trial Instead. Koster was issued a punitive letter of censure for his 
failure to iniestigate adequately the allegations.z20 

Kaster's case was later reviewed b) the Secreran of the Arm) 
who found that Koster. "although free of personal culpability with 
respect to the murders themselves [was] personall? responsible for 
the inadequacy of subsequent inrestigarions despite \\'hate! er 
other failurei may hare  been ascribed to his subordinates ' The 
Secretai) continued 

A commander is not. of course, personally rebponsible far 
all criminal acts of his subordinates In reviewing General 
Koster's case, I have a150 excluded as a basis far admms- 
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trative action the isolated acts or  omissmns of subordi~ 
nates. But a com,nr~nilrr c lror ly  mubt be heid 7?~pomibie  
fo? those m m w s  i L h d i  he h i o u r  to  tic of w n o u  impvt, 
a n d  uith mspect lo iwkirh he ~ ~ S U ~ E S  ~ ~ r s o i i a l  c b a r y ~  
Any other ~ o n c l u ~ m n  nould render essentially meamng- 
less and unenforceable the concepts of great command 
responsibility accompanying senior positions of authority 

There 1s no single area of administration of the Army in 
which strict concepts of command liability need more to 
be enforced than with respect to Xigorous mvestigatmns 
of alleged misconduct General Koster may not ha t e  
deliberately allawed an inadequate investigation to occur, 
but he let it happen, and he had ample resources to pre- 
vent I t  from happening 

The Secretav'a comments, although cast principally in the adminis- 
trative language of command authority rather thanjudicial terminoi 
ogy, clearly espoused a duty on the part of a military commander to  
investigate adequately reports of possible war crimes. a necessary 
component far the effective enforcement of the law af war. 

Having found General Koster culpable, the Secretary proceeded to 
impose the foliowing administratire sanctions on Koster the latter's 
appointment as a temporar) major general uas vacated, reierting 
him Lo his permanent grade of brigadier general, a letter of censure 
was illaced in Koster'S militaT personnel Ble. and the Distinguished 
Service Medal awarded to Kascer for his Vietnam service covering 
the hly Lai period was withdrawn 223 The Secretary's action war sub- 
sequentl) sustained in a decision by the United States Court of 
Clams. which cited the Secretaq of the Arm)'s comments on 
Kosrer s command responsibility and concluded. "[Wle cannot say 
differently ' ' Z Z 4  

The decision in Kmter s case E considered significant in t u "  
respects. First it amply demonstrates that a military commander 
cannot be punished for the isolated war crimes of his subordinates 
which he did not order or permit and could not forsee. Second, it 
reaffirms the principle that the milltar) commander w-ho learns of 
the possible commission of war crimes by his subordinates and fails 
to make adequate inquiry with a view towards penal or discipiinary 

"'Id at 414 1ernph.x added] 
"'Id at 408 10 
*>*Id at 414 
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e vm1atorC where appropriate WLII  he held liahle 
dutiei Recause these rwo standards are mhatan- 

titely rhe same a i  thoie articulared ~n the post-U'orld War 11 trial\. 
the Kostpr cabe ma? be ranridered a reaffirmation of c u b t o m a w  
internaIiiina1 legal norm5 concerning command responsibility 

(Cl w~?lntord"nd. 

General William C U-estmoreland, the Commander. !vIilitar> AI 

The berretari 5 action in N'psrmoreland's case and more g e n ~  
elall? th r  i i iuc of U'estmoreland i 
tomao mt?marional lax I k a m r  th?  
mentary For ?xample. A Frank R e d  
rejected the ' reainnahle prriautmni' 

drnt u' Telford Tablor echord 
Heel', argi immti  lii claiming that "[l jf  ? O L L  mer? to applb to [ G m  
era1 Ue~tmoreldnd and other Arnmcan general3l. th? iame itan- 
dardi that i i e r e  applied I O  General Yarnashita rhere ivouI11 be a 

ng that knoan or ruipected war ir imri w e w  
properl) reponed m\?itigat?d. and proce5ied ttr d c n m  were I ir 
tually impeccahlr second that the mai5acre was nut a i r h e  ordinan 
and there wa5 nil evidence of arher incidents of comparahle magni- 
tude third that no PI idence had iurfaced to  implicate \C~estmarelanrl 
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in the atrocities or ensuing coverup. and fourth, that man> 
American servicemen were tried, convicted. and punished for 
crimes in Vietnam which constituted violations of the law of ~ a r . ~ ~ ' '  

Taylor and Reel supported their "guilt)' findmg for Westmore- 
land by interpreting the Ynmn.shitn case. including Supreme Court 
Justice Murphy's dissent, as pronouncing an absolute liability theory 
of command responsibility. As demonstrated in an earlier Section of 
this anicle, however the Reel-Taylor position is not supported bg a 
careful reading of the American Jlilitary Commission's decision and 
the ensuing legal and factual reviews nhich recognized a limited 
theory of command responsibility with actual or constructive knowl- 
edge of the crimes, whether proven bg direrr or circurn~tantial evi- 
dence. as a critical element Since Weitmoreland lacked that ele- 
ment of knowledge. h? could not be held criminally liable for the 
massacre 

Taylor and others. however. looked beyond the events a t  My La 
convicting Westmoreland far his approval of ''criminal" poll 
such as the excessive use of Amencan aerial and artillery firepo 
resulting in unnecessary deaths of civilians, unlawful relocations of 
South Vietnamese civilians by their government, wanton de i t ruc~ 
tion of property. and torture and murder of POU's in the custody of 
the South Vietnamese governmemzal The opposingviea adopted by 
advocates for the U.S. goiernment's position was that the United 
States mas not responsible for the actions of the South Vietnamese 
government and the military tactics at issue were propomonal and 
la.Wf"l. 

Resolution of these claims required resolution of a number of 
related issues, such as the international legality of the American 
presence in Vietnam and the independence of the Saigon regme. 
both of which are difficult political-legal questmns. For example, in 
assessing Taylor's charge of unlawful relocations of civilians by 
South Vietnam. which he attributes to the United States as an o c ~  
cupying power, the reasonableness of the L.S claims concerning the 
legality of their presence in South Vietnam and the independence of 
the Sagon regime strengthens the L1 S government's argument that 
the civilian relocations in South Vietnam were lawful. In suppolt of 
his contention. it should be noted that. under the law of war, the 
citizens of a cobeiligerent do not enjoy the same protections from 
their allies that the citizens of an occupied nation can exmct from 

Tailor. mpro note 4. at 55. 138 168 See also M A W  Dir 27 5 ,  2 Now 1967, 
reprinUd m 62 Am J Inf I L 765 (1868) 

PBIN Y Times Book Rer Mar 28,  1971. 81 1-3. 30-34 
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the oc rup~er . "~  h cauntrg's poxer to relocate its own inhabitanrs in 
order to prosecute a war II virtually unlimited under the Geneva 
Conrention Relative t o  the Proleition of Cnilian Persons m Time of 
\var of 1919 

4 s  the foregoing demonstrates, a determination of the validity af 
Taylor's charges concerning illegal mar policies adopted in Vietnam 
turns on the critical issue of whether those policies were unlawful. 
no1 \I hether Westmoreland W E  reiponsible Accardingli, a detailed 
examination of Taylor s charges is not considered iiutructne to an 
analysis of the juridical concept of command responaibilir? 
Rather, the precedential talue of the Westmoreland "case'' lies in 
the Secretar)'s decision IO dismiss the charges. a recognition thai a 
military commander's liability far his subordinates' crimes, where 
reasonable precautions have been taken, IS limited. not absolute, 
and knowledge or it5 equivalent p h i  per~onal  dereliction are 
critical components to  that commander's criminal liabiliti 

(d) V a l w  A I L ~ ~ U S I S .  

The decisions that followed m the wake of My Lai for Captain 
lledma hlqor  General Koster. and General Westmareland basically 
affirmed the existing balance in customary international law be- 
ween the principles of military necessity and humanity For  exam^ 
ple, the militarg commander 1s still allowed, as Restmoreland did. to 
prescribe legitimate pohcy, delegate functions. and rely on his sub- 
ordinates t o  implement them without criminal liability attaching 
sol el^ from the acts of his subordinates. provided that the com- 
mander has seen to his duty to insure that the system 1s functioning 
properly. \\'here the military commander breaches a duty. as Koster 
did by failing to make adequate inquiries into reports of possible war 
crimes, the humanitanan~ralue interest in effective enforcement of 
the iau of war and the military necess~ty for Strict adherence by 
mhtary commanders ID their duties combine to render the com- 
mander legallg accountable for breach of his duty. Finally, the 
military commander who acts to prevent future war crimes, as 
lledina did with his cease-fire order, IS criminally liable only if he did 
not act promptly enough when he learned of subordinates' crimes. 

'"Hart Yammhblo. ,Vurrmbprg and V d m m  Command Rmpor~ibrlitv Reap 
pmsoi. 62 L S Naial War C int'l L Stud 397 (1980) [heremafter clred as Hart] 

"Whnvenflon Relative t o  the Pmrectmn of Cwilian Persons ~n T m e  of il ar dated 
at  Geneva Aug 12, 1848. 6 0 S T 3616 TI A S  Yo 3365 76 I h T S 287 [here 
malfer cited as Civilians Con\enfmn/, Hart, supra note 232. at 109 

'"for a detailed diicuison a1 the nar-crimes-policy ~ssue see Hart, swra note 232 

Paulf .  mp70 "0% 4, BL 176.85 

~ ~ ~ ~ t .  Npra 
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6.  Summary-Customary International Law 

The early development of command responsibility began in 
munic~pal tnbunals under domestic laws. Only with the twentieth 
century has there been a real effort to develop international legal 
norms pelfaining to  a military commander's criminal liability for the 
war atrocities of his subordinates or other persms subject to his con. 
trol. 

A general descnptmn of the military commander's role in hostill- 
ties first surfaced ~n the Fourth and Tenth Hague Conventions af 
1907. By the end of World War I, however, the concept was becom- 
ing mcreasmgly criminal m its normative content in the interna- 
tional community, as the International Commission on the Responsi- 
bility of the Authors of the War  and on Enforcement of Penalties 
recommended an international war crimes tnbunal to the Paris 
Peace Conference. Although the Committee's recommendations 
were ultimately frustrated by German nationalism, the Allied 
Powers learned from the experience and took great care during the 
Second World War to avoid repetition of their mistakes after the 
previous war. The result wm thousands of war crimes trials at 
Nuremberg, Tokyo, and elsewhere with the issue of command re- 
sponsibility frequently in evidence. Those cases with specific legal 
standards and a multiplicity of factual scenarios still stand as the 
most detaded articulation of the juridical concept of command re- 
sponsibility under customary international law. Subsequent 
developments arising out of rhe evenrs at My Lai in Vietnam only 
served to  reaffirm the basic tenets developed following World War 
11. 

The cusromary international legal noms that have evolved reflect 
a balance of the principles of military necessity and humanity. With 
respect to the first principle, a modern army requires delegation of 
authority and control and a large degree of decentralization to func- 
tion effectively. Under those conditions, a military commander can- 
not keep completely informed of the details of military operations of 
subordinates. Rather, he has a right to assume that details entrusted 
to responsible subordinates will be iegaily executed. Customary ~n~ 
ternstional law recognizes this by not imposing absolute liability an 
the military commander for subordinates' war crimes. 

At the same time, the military commander is not permitted. solely 
through his delegation of authority and control, to escape criminal 
liability for war crimes committed by subordinates Instead, cus- 
tomary international law, with a view towards insuring effective en- 
forcement of the law of war. imposes cnrnmal Ilablllty on the 
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military commander for ~ a r  crimes which he ordered and. more sig- 
nlflrantly. for war crimes nhich occurred because of his crimes of 
omission such as 

failure to control troops, disregard of troop conduct, ac- 
q u ~ s c e n c e  in troop activity, dereliction of duty, general 
complicny (incitement, approval, aiding and abetting, ac- 
cessor] responsibiiity. conspiracy), failure to educate 
troops or suppress crime, failure to prosecute troops who 
violate the law. failure to enforce the law generally, 
failure to maintain troop discipline, failure to investigate 
incidents. failure to report incidents to higher authori~ 
ties. . . 235  

Although the list of crimes of commission or omission that have 
developed under the doctrine of command responsibility 1s lengthy, 
four basic elements TO that dacrnne have emerged that warrant 
mention: status (command and control). mental standard (knowl- 
edge), mental object (war crimes). and a duty to The 
first element, status, refers to the military commander's hierarchical 
relationship to his subordinates. in effect, his command and control 
Thus, the criminal liability of a tactical military-commander, such as 
Field Marshal von Le& with effective authority only over oper- 
ational units subordinate to him, is drawn t o  correspond with his 
unit command and control. Staff officen, meanwhile, with no oper- 
ational authority over criminal subordinates have even narrower 
limits to their criminal liability for crimes of their military com- 
mander's subordinates On the other hand. the criminal liability of a 
military occupational commander, such as Field Marshal List, with 
broad executive authority far his area of accupatmn IS no longer 
limited to units subordinate to him, but extends to other persons sub- 
ject to his area-wide authority. 

The second element to the command-responsibilit~ doctrine is the 
mental standard. The military commander must actually know of the 
subordinates' crime or POSEBSS the means to  obtam such knowledge 
and fail to utilize such means. Actual knodedge may be shown by 
direct evidence or presumed through circumstantiai evidence such 
as that the commander has executive authority over a territory and 
war crimes which are frequent and widespread occur within the ter- 
ntorg. where reports of crimes are made to the military 

*""Pausf. mpro note 4. st 176 
'8a\-ote, Command Respwtbiltfyfor War Cnmes. 82 Yale L J  1274 1276-77 

(1973) [hereinafter cited m Command Responsibillfy Sotel 
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commander's headquarters, the presumption LS that such reports are 
for the benefit of the commander. These presumptions may be 
rebutted, for example, by a showing that the commander was abaent 
from his command a t  the time of the offense or Its reports, or by 111- 
ness; but this rebuttal 1s temporary in nature, extending only to  the 
period of the absence or Illness. Any inaction upon resumption of 
command raises a presumption of acquiescence; knowledge will 
again be presumed 

Absent actual knowledge, there must be conduct to support a find- 
mg that the commander encouraged the criminal misconduct of his 
subordinates through his failure to  discover and intervene, where he 
had a duty to  prevent such action. For this to occur, there must be 
either such serious penonal dereliction on the part of the com- 
mander as to  constitute willful and wanton disregard of the possible 
consequences or an imputation of constructive knowledge, that IS, 
despite pleas to the contrary, the commander under the facts and 
circumstances of the particular case must have known of the af- 
femes charged and acquiesced therein.2na 

Closely intertwined with the mental standard to the juridical con- 
cept of command responsibility is the third element, the sub- 
ordinate's mental object. This component may take one of three 
forms. First, the commander discovers that a specijiic crime, par- 
ticularized by place, time, perpetrator, and type, is happening or is 
planned by subordinates. Second, the commander learns that a 
subordinate group or unit 1s engaged ~n a erirntnal policy or orga- 
nized routine, e .$ ,  killing captured political commissars. Finally. the 
commander, as in the case of Major Rauer, the aerodrome com- 
mander, becomes aware that subordinates' crimes are likely to occur 
in the future. Here the mental object IS the risk o j  future wa? 
crimes.238 

Assuming the requisite elements of status, mental standard, and 
mental object have been satisfied, the final component to  the juri- 
dical concept of command responsibility is the military commander's 
duty to intervene for the purpose of repressing or eliminating the 
wer atrocities. Although there have been suggestions in the Toyoda 
Trial and the Koster case that the duty to intervene should be drawn 
according to a "reasonable man' '  standard, the predominate position 
in customary international law, as evident in the Yamoshita case 
and the Nuremberg Subsequent Proceedings, has been to impose a 

"'Parks, svpm note 22, at 103 
'BnIdId. BL 103.04. 
*d'Cornmand Responslbllir) Note, mpm note 236, 81 1280 
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duty on the commander iimpl) to take such m ~ a s u i e i  as arr ai thin 
his power and appropriate to the circumstances \\ithout expreia 
referenre to the ' reamnahle man" test. Haring established both the 
conceptual framework and the substantiie contenr to the juridwd 
concept of command revonsibility in cuitomary international lax 
thi3 article turns next to an examination of conventionai interna- 
tional legal norm4 articulated since the Second iVorld War which  ad^ 
dreis the issue directl? or ~mplicitly of a milltar). commander's 
responsibility for subordinatei' crimes. 

B. CONVENTIONAL INTERNATIONAL LAW 
1 Genocrde C<>n?entmn of l M 8 .  

The Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Cnme of 
Genocide of 1948 was drafted as a consequence of the atrocities of 
the Second iVorld N-ar and entered into farce an 12 January 19il.z'o 
Four months later, the International Court of Juitice. noting the 
uni\ersal condemnation of genocide declared that the basic prin- 
ciples of the Genocide ConLentian aere obligatory an all nations.'+l 

According to that Convention. the crime of genocide means the 
commission. in peace or in  war, of certain acts with intent t c i  
destroy, in whole or in part. a national. ethnical. racial, or religious 
group 212 The acts Include. m t e i  alia killing members of the grouli 
or  causing serious bodily or mental harm to members of the group 213 
Additional acts which are punishable include a direct and public in 
citement to Commit genocide. attempts to commit genocide. con- 
spiracy to commit genocide, and complicity in genocide.i44 Persons 
committing any of the prohibited acts, according to the Convention. 
"shall be punished, whether they are constitutionally responsible 
rulem, public officials or private individuals ' Public official3 
clearly include military commanders 

"Won\ ention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide o p m d  
l o r  szgnniure Dec 9 1948, 78 U N T S 277 (entered inlo farce on Jan 12. 1951) 
[heremafter chted a8 Genoclde Conrenrmj  

"*-Reseruallans to Genocide Canrenoan, 1961 I C  J 23 (Advaori  Opmlonl 
*"Genocide Convention. supra note 240 ZRS 1. I1 
""id art I1 
%"id art 111 
"11,d ".. 11 

I" _.I 1. 

"'h Robinson, The Genocide Conuenrlon. A Cammentan 7 2  73 (1960). 2 P Droit. 
I l l h e  Crime of State-Penal Proreetians for Fundamental Freedom of Personr and Pea- 
ple Genoade-Lnifed Katmnr Learlarron on International Criminal Lair 26 94. 96 
(1959) lheremaffer cited as Drasll 
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Although the Genocide Convention contains no express reference 
to command responsibiiity, the concept of individual responsibility 
incorporated therein for complicity in, conspiracy to commit, or in. 
citement of the war crime of genocide affords considerable overlap 
between the Genocide Convention and the concept of command 
responsibility. Thus, far example, a military commander with intent 
to destroy a religious a o u p  who directly and openly incites his 
troops to kill the group members IS guilty, bath of genocide under the 
Genocide Convention and the "offense" af command responsibility 
under customary international law. 

Given the Convention's reliance an a concept of indzvidual re- 
sponsibility with a specific m- rea far the narrowly defined cnme 
of genocide, it does not contribute significantly to the concept of 
command responsibility. Rather, it codifies the international crimin- 
ality of the most heinous crimes committed in World War 11. It is 
significant to note, however, for p u r p m e ~  of this article, that the 
three state parties to the Lebanese armed conflict, Lebanon, Syria, 
and Israel, are all parties to the Genocide Convention. 

2. G m a  Conventions of 1 M S .  

The end of World War I1 saw the International Committee af the 
Red Cross (ICRC) turn to the task of revising and extending the law 
of Geneva in light of the erpenence gained during that conflict.z47 
With the war crimes trials in progress at Nuremberg and elsewhere, 
one of the more burning issues considered by the ICRC was fixing 
penal responsibility and establishing penal sanctions for war 
criminals, including military commanders. 

Despite public acceptance of the inclusive interest in punishment 
of war criminals, the ad hoc nature of the Charter of the interna- 
tional Military Tnbunal at  Nuremberg and its counterparts in the Far 
East left Some with lingering doubts concerning the propriety of 
such act10n.148 To eliminate such objections in future conflicts, the 
Geneva Conventions of 1949, to which Lebanon, Syria, and Israel 
are state parties, incorporated provisions regarding penal sanctions 
far war criminals in international armed conflicts. Prior to examin- 
ing those sanctions, it is necessary to delineate the duties and 
responsibilities contained in the 1949 Canventions which are direct- 
ly or indirectly applicable to military commanders. 

"'1 ICRC, Commentary on the Geneva Convenfralu of 1849. 81 15 (J. PlcLef cd. 

"'Id sf 353 
1952) iheremdicr cited m Piclefl 
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Under Article 1 common to the four Geneva Conventions of 1949, 
the nation-state signatories to the Convention "undertake to respect 
and to e m u r e  respect for the preient Convention[sl tn all cirmrn 
stances ' 2 4 *  The obligation to ensure respect for the Conventions en- 
compasses the state's issuing orders necessary for Its representa- 
tives. including military commanders, to fulfill Its obligations.z5o 

In an article common to the first two Geneva Conventions of 1949, 
military commanders are also assigned specific responsibilities con- 
cerning the amelioration of the condition of the wounded and sick 
on the battlefield and wounded. sick, and shipwrecked at sea The 
common article provides for the execution of the two Conventions 
with the statement "Each Pans to the conflict. acttng through zts 
commanders-tn chref, shaii ensure the detailed execution ai the pre- 
ceding Articles and pro, ide for unforeseen cases, in conformity with 
the general principles of the present Convention.''sil 

Similar language was contained m the Tenth Hague Coniention of 
1907. as discussed earlier except that the 1907 Convention placed 
sale responsibility on the commanders-in-ch,ef.212 Under the terms 
of the Genera Conventions. while the commanders-In-chief are the 
intermediaries, I t  is the parties to the conflict that have the pnmary 

Notwnhstanding this fact. it is clear that some of 
the responsibility continues to rest with the commanders-in-chief. 

The use of the term "commander-in~chief" today denotes a very 
high-le, el commander who 1s iikels to  be far from the scene of actual 
hostilities and unable to control fast breaking events in the battle- 

.Ij ." ." 
intion an 45, Wounded. Lck and Stmareeked Con- 

vention an. 46 (emphasis added1 
* w e t  sunm text accornpan)mg note 35 See also 2 Picler, m p ~ a  note 247, st  261. 
"Ern2 PlCtef Supra note 247. at 251 
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fr0nt.l" The commanders-in-chief contemplated by the GenevaCon- 
ventions, however, are those who are responsible for taking "action 
on thespot  during the fighting, to ensure respect and protection for 
the wounded, sick, and shipwrecked. . .," including seeing to it that 
the enemy's sick bays are protected during the fighting m Clearly, 
the military commander contemplated is the senior officer com- 
manding at or near the battlefront, not a military commander far 
removed from the scene of the actual fighting. 

The commanders-in-chief article is not found in the Third and 
Fourth Geneva Conventions of 1949 concerning, respectively, treat- 
ment of prisoners of war, hereinafter the POW Convention, and pro- 
tection of civilians in time of war, hereinafter the Ciwhans Can- 
ventian. Those Conventions Contain dissemination articles, how- 
ever, which Cali for "military authorities," who, in time of war, 
m u m e  responsibilities in respect of prisoners of war or protected 
civilians, to possess a text of the appropriate Convention and be 
specifically instructed as to its provisions 258 The reference to 
military authorities necessarily includes military commanders. It is 
interesting to note that Article 4 of the POW Conventioncarries for- 
ward the requirement of the Fourth Hague Convention of 1907 that 
POW entitlement far militia forces be reserved to those who are, 
"commanded by a person responsible for his subordinates.'' 

Turning next to the penal sanctions provided in the Geneva Con- 
ventions, which were drafted in reaction to the atrocities of World 
War 11, several articles common to the four Conventions require the 
passage of national penal legislation necessary to provide effective 
sanctions for "persons committing, or ordering to  be committed, any 
of the grave breaches . . " p b 7  n o s e  breaches are defined, by way 
of example ~n the Civilians Convention, as the following acts, if com- 
mitted against persons or property protected by that Convention 

wilful killing, torture or inhuman treatment, including 
biological experiments, wilfully causing great suffering or 

2UFar example. In the U S Nary "The Commander af B principal organmairon of 
the Operating Forces of the Navy. rn defermvled by the Chief of Saval 
Operaflonr. . . shall have the title 'Commander In Chief "' Nary R e i ,  art OM11 
(18731 There are currently only three Navy Commanden m Chief Commander VI 
Chief, U.S.Paciiieneef,CommandermChief,U S ArlanlIcReel,andComm~derin 
Chief. U S  Naval Forces, Europe 

"'2 Plelef, gum note 247. at 211-62 (emphrnla added1 
D1'POW Convention, an. 12Ti21; Clvlllnna Convention, art 144(21 
L1lVounded and Slek Convention, art 18(1)1 Wounded Slek and Shipwrwked Con- 

vention. a n  ~ 1 1 ,  POW convention. an 1zg(i1: c i h m  convennon, art 146(11 
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serious lquury to body or  healrh. uniawfui deportation or 
transfer or unlawful confinement uf a protected person 
compelling a protected person to serve in the forces of a 
hostiie Power, or wilfully depriving a protecred person of 
the rights of fair and regular trial prescribed in the present 
Convention. taking of hostage5 and extensive destruction 
and appropriation of property, not justified by milltar) 
necessitr and carried out uniaxfuliy and uantunl? 

Xillful killing. according GO Pictet 5 cornmentaw. 'cmers fault, of 
omission provided the omission was intended to c a u ~ e  death ' m  

In addition to a state's duties with respect to grave breaches. the 
slates are also obligated to take measures necessary for the suppres- 
sion of acts contrary to the Conventions that do not constitute grave 

Clearly, under these common "penal" articles, the 
military commander IS to be held accountable for grave breaches 
which he ordered committed. There IS no mention, however. of the 
responsibility of those mditav commanders who fail simply to pre- 
vent, or put an end to, a breach of the due in part to 
the iingeling doubts in 1949 as to the precedentid value of the 
Yamsshita and other "command responsibility" trials. 

The duty to intervene or the crime of omission is only indirectly 
recognized in the Geneva Conventions through provisions, such as 
Article 13 of the POW Convention, which states: "Any unlawful act 
or omission by the Detaining Power causing death or seriously en- 
dangenng the health of a prisoner of war in its custody is prohibited, 
and wiii be regarded BS a serious breach of the present 

The Geneva Conventions do, however, recognize 
the existence of normative principles not BS readily identifiable as 
those set forth in the Convention, but of binding validity, in the 
famous "de Martens ciause" common IO the four Conventions and 
borrowed from the law of the Hague. That clause deciares that state 
parties to an armed conflict remain bound to fulfill the obligations 
created, "by virtue of the principles of the law of nations, as they 
result from the usages estabiished among civilized people, from the 

*"Wounded and Slek Canvention 811. 50. Wounded, Slek and Shipwrecked Con 
vention. art 51, POWConuentlon. art 130 Civiilans Conventlon. art 147 

"'POW Convention, m 13 
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laws of humanity and the dictates of the public conscience.''z83 The 
de Martens ciause represents an explicit recognition of customary in- 
ternational law and the basic principle of humanity and an implicit 
recognition of the principle of military necessity, as dictated by the 
public conscience of nation-states. 

To summarize. the Geneva Conventions, with respect to the 
juridical concept of command responsibility, add little of substance 
to the international legal norms which developed in the war crimes 
trials following the Second World War. Instead, they restate pro- 
vinons concerning a military commander's responsibilities found in 
the earlier Hague Conventions and identify the most abominable war 
crimes committed in Warid War I1 as grave breaches for which a 
military commander can be heid criminally liable if he ordered the 
cnme to be committed. Beyond these rather narrow stnctures, the 
further codification in conventmnal international law of the concept 
of command responsibility had to await the negotiation of Protocol I 
Additional to the Geneva Conventions and Relating to the Protection 
of Victims of International Armed C a n f l i ~ t s . ~ e ~  

3. Protocol I O f l Q ? ? .  

In 1974, a Diplomatic Conference on the Reaffirmation and 
Development of International Humanitarian Law Applicable in 
Armed Conflicts was convened by the Swiss government a5 
depositary of the 1949 GenevaConventmns. Tnis Conference, which 
completed its work on 10 June 1977, produced two Protocols to the 
Four Geneva The First Protocol entered into force 
on 7 December 197826e and is applicable to international armed con- 
flicts, including "armed conflicts in which peoples are fighting 
against colonial domination and alien occupation and against racist 
regimes in the exercise of their right of ~e i f -de te~minat ion ,"~~ '  
where state parties or national liberation movements, which 

"'BWounded and Slck Convention, art 63(4), Wounded, Sick and Shlpwreeked Con- 
vemmn, ut 62(41. POW Convention. ** 142(4), Civilrana Conwntmn, an 158(4) 

"'ProLocal I Additional to the Geneva Conventlans of August 12, 1848 and Relallng 
to the Piofe~rlon of Victims of lnlernallonal Armed Conflicts. m d f w  slmrotuve 
Dec 12. 1877. 16 ht'l Legal M~ferhls 1381 (1877) (entered mfo force Dec. 7 ,  1978) 
merplnafter elfed a3 Plotoc"l11 

'Trotocol i: Protaeol 11 Adduunal to the Geneva Conventions of Augvst 12, 1948 
and Relatmg to the Protection of Vlclims of Nan lnternafianal Armed Confiets. 
d f m s l g n a N r e  Dec 12. 1877. 16 lnf ' l  LegalMarenalr 1442 (1877) [hereinafter 
cited &! Protocol Ill. 
'*'M. &the, K Panaeh, & W. SOU, Xew Ruier for Vleflms of Armed C o f l c b -  

Commentary on the Two 1877 Protocols Additional to the Geneva Convenfianr of 
1848, at 725 (18821 [heremafter cited &! Borhe. Pameh, &Sol? 
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recognize the Geneva Conventions and Protocol I, are participants 
Part V of Protocol I pertains to execution of the Geneva Conventions 
of 1848 and the Protocol and contains numerous provisions relating 
to the duties and responsibiimes of the military commander. 

fa) Dirsainat ion  R e q u i i m t S .  

Article 83, paragraph 2 ,  in tern8 reminiscent of the article com- 
man to the Civilians and POW Conventions an instruction of cogni- 
zant military commanders on the text of those Conventions, pro- 
vides "Any military. . . authorities who, in time of armed conflict, 
assume responsibilities in respect of the appixatmn of the Canven- 
tions and this Protocol shail be fully acquarnted with the text 
thereof. "26i The military commander LS clearly a miiitaly authority 
who "assumes responsibihties" in respect to application of the Con- 
ventions and Protocol I. Consequently, he has a duty to be fully ac- 
quainted with their provisions. Being "acquainted," though, con- 
notes famihanty, whereas the commander's burden of responw 
biiity, under the provisions of Protocol I discussed hereinafter. is so 
extensiie and detailed that more than familiarity 1s required. 

Once the commander has attamed the requisite knouiedge af the 
conventional legal norms, he IS under an obhgaaon to impart a 
measure of such knowledge to his subordinates. Article 87 para- 
graph 2 ,  mandates: ''In order to prevent and suppress breaches High 
Contracting Parties and Parties to the conflict shall require that, 
commensurate with their level of responsibilits , commanders ensure 
that members of the armed forces under their command are aware of 
their obligations under the Conventions and this Protocol " 2 e s  

Placing this repsonsibihty an the military commander insures that 
the officer who may ultimately be called to account for the actions 
of his subordinates plays an active role m their trammg in the law of 
armed conflict Given rhis active role for the commander m dissemi- 
nation of knowledge of the iau of Geneva and rhe complexit) of the 
Conventions and Protocol I, it is essential that the military com- 
mander should have recourse to rramed experts in the law of war 

0) Law-of-War Adviser. 

Article 82 of Protocol I recognizes the need far trained law-of-war 
advisers by providing. 

The High Contracting Parties at all times. and the Parties 

#"Id an S3(21 
#*Bid art 87(21 
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to the conflict in time of armed conflict, shall ensure that 
legal advisers are available, when necessary, to advise 
military commanders at the appropriate level an the appli- 
cation of the Conventions and this Protocol and on the ap- 
propriate instruction to be given to the armed forces on 
this subject.270 

Although the institution of legal advisers in the military sewices has 
enjoyed widespread usage of the municipal law of the United States 
and other countries, the establishment of such an institution as an 
instrument of the law of war represents a new development. There 
is no obligation in Article 82, however, as evident in the phrases 
"when necessary" and "at appropriate levels,'' that these legal ad- 
visers be employed at all times or on all levels where military com- 
manders exmt 211 Further, the article does not expressly assigm or 
delegate personal responsibility to the legal adviser.272 

The military commander, consistent with the practice evident in 
the High Command and Hostage Cases, is not relieved of h a  duties 
and responsibilitiea by the detail of a stafflegal officer to advise him. 
At the same time, the military commander benefits from the man- 
date of Article 82 that legal advisers be furnished to him, when 
necessary, Although not expreesly stated in the terms of this Article, 
the military commander clearly incurs an implied obligation thereby 
to utilize those resources, when necessary. 

(c) Duties of Cmmanders With Respect to Breaches 

Article 87, paragraphs 1 and 3, imposes affirmative duties on the 
military commander with respect to breaches of the law of Geneva: 

The High Contracting Parties and the Parties to the can- 
flict shall require military commanders, with respect to 
members of the armed farces under their command and 
other persons under their control, to prevent and, where 
necessary, to suppress and report to competent 
authorities breaches of the Conventions and of this Pro- 
tocol. 

3. The High Contracting Parties and Parties to the con 

"OId an 82. For a detailed dncussian of this pmvlslan, S I C  Park, TheLau of War 

"%the. Parts& 8 Salf, %pro note 268, at 498-601 
*"Id. at 501 

Adulsm, 3 1  JAG J l(1980) 
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flict shall require any commander who is aware that sub- 
ordinates or other persons under his control are going to 
commit 01 have committed a breach of the Conventions or 
of this Protocol, to initiate such steps as are necessary to 
prevent such violatmns of the Conventions or this Pro- 
tocol, and, where appropriate, to initiate disciplinary or 
penal action against violators thereof.273 

The original draft of this Article, as introduced by the United 
States, was addressed directly to commanders, but WBS later revised 
consistent with other provisions on execution of the Conventions 
and Protocols so that the addresses of the Article were the High Con- 
tracting Parties and the Parties to the conflict.z74 Thus, while these 
provisions are intended to operate on the military commander, they 
do not do so directly. Rather, the obligation is placed upon the Par- 
ties to the conflict to "require" the commander to take certain ac- 
tions. If a High Contracting Party fails to make appropnate modifi- 
cations to its municipal law to  impose liability on a commander for 
his failure to observe the requirements of Article 87, the commander 
may stili he criminally liable under customary international law. 

A fundamental question concermng Article 87 involves the defini- 
tion of the term "commander." The United States, In submitting the 
draft article to the Diplomatic Conference, expressed the view that 
the term "commander" refers "to aii persons who had command 
responsibility, from commanders a t  the highest level to leaden with 
only a few men under their command."271 

Other delegates suggested that the functions attributed to the cam- 
mander under Article 87 indicated that only commanders of a cer- 
tain level, a t  least company commanders, were c o ~ e r e d . ~ ' ~ T h i s  sug- 
gestion is only accurate, though, with regard to the commander's 
responsibility under paragraph 2 of that article for setting up pro- 
grams of military instruction in order to mure that subordinates are 
aware of their obligations under the law of Geneva. Paragraph 2 
recognizes that this function need not be attnbuted to military com- 
manders with only a few men under their command by assigning the 
task to commanders "commen~urate with their level of I~SPOLISP 
hility . . " 
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In the case of paragraphs 1 and 3 of Article 87, however, the term 
"commander" isnot so restricted Rather, the commander is defined 
in terms of his hierarchical relationship to members of the armed 
farces under his command or other persons under his control. Even a 
squad leader commands troops, albeit few in number, and can and 
should be obliged under paragraphs 1 and 3 of Article 87 to prevent 
and, where necessary, to suppress violations of the law of Geneva.17' 
Moreover, if the squad leader does not possess the formal authority 
to initiate disciplinary action against a violator, he must report it to 
competent From an analysis, then, of the functions 
assigned to the commander in paragraphs 1 and 3 of Article 87,  it 
does not emerge that only commanders of a certain level are covered 
by those provisions. 

The employment of the command-and-control terminology in A r t -  
cie 87 in effect codifies existing customaly mternatmnal law can- 
ceming the status element of command responsibility. Thus, a 
military occupational commander asumes responsibility under Ani- 
cle 87,  much like the defendants in the High Command and Hostage 
Cases, not aniy for his subordinates' cnmes, but also for the crimes 
of other persons subject to his control within his assigned area of 
responsibility. 

The other elements to the "command responsibility'' concept in 
customary international law, specifically, mental object, duty to in- 
tervene, and mental standard are aisa evident, either explicitly or 
implicitly, in paragraphs 1 and 3 of Article 87, although paragraph 3 
LS more detailed in its articulation of those elements. With respect to 
the mental-object element, it is defined in Article 87(1) and (3) in 
terms of embting breaches or the risk of breaches of the Conven- 
tions or Protocai 1, by subordinates or other persons subject to the 
commander's control. Thus, in paragraph 3, there is reference to 
breaches which have been committed or are going to be committed, 
Paragraph 1, meanwhile, refers to the suppression and preuation 
of breaches, a circuitous reference to subordinates' war crimes past 
and prospectwe in nature. 

As regards the duty-to-intervene element, paragraph 3 prescribes 
a broad duty for the military commander "to initiate such steps as 
are necessary to prevent such violations of the Conventions or this 
Protocol and, where appropnate, to initiate disciplinary or penal ac- 
tion against violaton thereof." Paragraph 1. meanwhile, prescribes 

"'hlhe, Pansch, & Solf. svpro note 266, at 528. 
",'Id 
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a commander's duty, "to prevent and, where necessary, to suppress 
and report to competent authorities breaches," of the law of 
Geneva. 

The real difficulty in Article 87(1) and (3) of the absence of a cam- 
prehensive mental standard pertaining to the commander's knowl- 
edge of subordinates' war crimes. Paragraph 1 assumes, without so 
stating, that the commander knows of the subordinates' war crimes 
or the likelihood of their occurrence in the future. Paragraph 3, 
meanwhile, refers simply to the commander who is aware of subar- 
dinates' climes. The use of the term "aware" in this context is defin- 
ed nowhere in the Protocol or its t raua~pr~( lra to ires ;2 'g  nor for 
that matter 1s the term lifted directly from the decisions of any of the 
post-World War II cases on command responsibility, although it 
reflects the general tenor of their "mental-standards" tests. In waii- 
ty, a specific and detailed mental standard for the "crime" of com- 
mand responsibility under Protocol 11s addressed elsewhere in that 
Protocol, specifically, in Article 86, the subject of discussion in the 
next section of this article 

(d) Failure to Act. 

Article 86, entitled "Failure to Act," emphasizes in paragraph 1 
that there is B duty on the part of High Contracting Parties and Par- 
ties to the conflict to repress grave breaches and to suppress other 
breaches which result from a failure to act when under a duty to do 
so. Paragraph 2,  meanwhile, states: 

The fact that a breach of the Conventions or of this Proto 
col was submitted by a subordinate does not absolve his 
superiors from penal or disciplinary responsibility, as the 
case may be, if they knew, or had infomation which 
should have enabled them to conclude in the circum- 
stances at the time, that he was committing or was going 
to commit such a breach and if they did not take all feas- 
ible measures within their power to prevent or repress the 
breach.28o 

This language was included in the aliginal draft Protocol proposed 
by the ICRC because of an awareness that the legislation of several 
states did not address a commander's failure to act when there may 
have been an implied duty to do so under the Geneva Conventions of 
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1Q49.28L Several delegates were of the view, citing the case of Cap. 
tam Heyer in the Essm Lynching case, that a commander's failure to 
act constituted a criminal omission which could not go 
unpunished.z82 During the pienaly debates, it was pointed out that 
the pnnciples upon which Article 86(2) wa4 based were not new and 
that they had played an important role in the war crimes trials foi. 
lowing World War II.*83 

Although the language of paragraph 2 does not establish a new 
proposition of law, it signifies an enormous expansion of conven- 
tional n o m s  on command responsibility over the existing provisions 
of the Geneva Conventions of 1949, which recognize the com- 
mander's responsibility only for committing grave breaches or order- 
ing grave breaches to be committed. This expansion occurs in part 
because paragraph 2 IS addressed directly to the commander, not to 
the High Contracting Parties or Parties to the conflict, and because it 
extends to all breaches, not just grave breaches. More importantly, 
the paragraph provides a conventional law basis far finding the 
military commander liable for his crimes of omission, which should 
thwart criticism of the sort levied against the Yamashita trial and 
Yuremberg proceedings as "victor's justice," for these new written 
rules will be in existence before the beaming of the conflict to 
which Protocol I applies. 

The four component elements to the concept of command 
responsibility are incorporated in Article 86(2) Three of those 
elements: status, mental object, and the duty to intervene require 
only brief comment and are therefore discussed first, prior to turn- 
ing to a substantive analysis of the mental standard stated in para- 
graph 2 of Article 86. 

Concerning status, Article 86(2) provides that the commission of 
breaches of the law of Geneva by a subordinate does not absolve his 
superior of criminal liability and that the superior must take 
meamres within hispower to prevent or repress breaches. Although 
this paragraph contains no express reference to the cammand-and- 
control phraseology found in Article 87, the concepts of superior- 
subordinate relationships and the exercise of power expressly set 
forth in Article 86(2) are necessarily predicated upon the existence 
of command or control by the supenor over the subordinate, a de 
facto recognition of t h e  Article 87 standards. 

zs%lf & Cummmgs. mpm note 274, 81 242-43 
*'*Id. at 243 
s"1d 
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The mental-object element incorporated in Article 86(2), is iden- 
tical to that found in Article 87(3). Specifically, the commander must 
discover that the subordinate "was committing or was going to com- 
mit" a breach, 5 a v e  or otherwise, of the Conventions or Protocol I. 

In the same fashion, the duty-to-intervene element prescribed by 
paraaaph 2 of Article 86 provides a standard closely analogous to 
Article 87 by stating that the commander must, "take all feasible 
measures within [his] power to prevent or repress the breach." This 
phraseology 1s also strikingly similar to that found in the Supreme 
Court's stated conclusion in In ve Yamashito that a commander, 
"has an affirmative duty to take such measures as are within Ius 
power and appropriate in the circumstances" to protect POWs and 
civilians. 1114 

The key component of Article 8G(2), though, is the mental ele- 
ment. The test in paragraph 2 is that the commander, "knew, or had 
information which should have enabled [him] to conclude in the cir- 
cumstances at the time" that the subordinate was committing or was 
going to commit breaches of the law of Geneva.z86 Knowledge here 
may be actual as shown through direct 01 circumstantial evidence in 
the post.World War I1 war crimes trials, or constructive based on the 
"had information" requirement.2BeThe more difficult component to 
decipher is the latter requirement 

In analyzing substantively the "had information test," legal com- 
mentatom have expressed differing views as to its meaning. 
although %peeing generally on one point, that the test is similar to 
that found in the Yamashito case.281 Several textwriters have 
stated: 

first it i s  required that the superior had certain informa- 
tion. This is an objective requirement. But who will be 
able to prove it in a controversial case? The second re- 
quirement is of a subjective character. From this informa- 
tion available to the superior he should have drawn the 
conclusion that his subordinate was committing or even 
was going to commit a breach. Here there is also a strange 
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divergence between the English and the French text. The 
English text embraces the objective and the subjective 
elements. The French text, on the contrary, contains only 
the objective elements by saying "des informations ieur 
pennettant de conciure" instead of trandating verbally 
"qui auraient du jeur permettre". The representative of 
France insisted on this version and it is strange that the at- 
tempt to introduce such a divergence into the texts in the 
two languages was not opposed, though the problem was 
seen. According to the rule that in the case of a divergence 
between two official texts one should apply the text 
which coven both, the French text should prevail.288 

The "had-information-which-should-have-enabl~d~h~m-t~-c~~~ 
dude" test, then, is objective in Its normative content, not unlike 
the criminal negligence test implicit in the Yamashita case and ex- 
plicit in the High Command case.zBa Thus, the military commander 
cannot successfully plead ignorance under Article 86(2) where, far 
example, he received reliable reports of suspected war crimes but 
chose to belittle their importance. 

4. Summary. 

When the world community turned to the task following World 
War I1 of negotiating conventional international norms to preclude 
the recurrence of the atrocities of that War, the Genocide Con- 
vention and the four Geneva Conventions that emerged, given the 
need for consensus among nation-states and the lingering doubts 
concerning "victor's justice" in the war crimes trials, focused upon 
only the most heinous of war atrocities, genocide and grave 
breaches, and upon ody the mast obvious grounds for command 
responsibility, the commander's cupiability where he orders the 
commission of grave breaches or directly and publicly incites the 
commission of genocide. The Conventions were notably silent con- 
cerning the military commander's responsibility for the crime of 
"omission" where, for example, the commander fails to control his 
troops gone beserk in occupied territory. 

The Genocide Convention and the four Geneva Conventions, in 
omitting express provision for international criminal sanctions to be 
imposed on military commanders for their crimes of "omission", had 
failed to utilize to the fullest extent possible the "office" of military 

IWorhe, Parmch. & S O W ,  mpro note 266, at 521 
2d'See sunn text accompnnyhg nates 87. 102, 104, 123, 140-42 
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commander as an effective tool far enforcement of the law of war 
and protection of the underlying humanitarian value interests. 
Although customary international law has filled this gap to a large 
degree, the subsequent negotiation of Protocol I afforded an ex- 
cellent opportunity to establish comprehensive conventional norms 
on command responsibility 

The result was the development of fairly extensive provisions in 
Protocol I, many of which codified existing customary international 
legal norms. Those command responsibility articles in Protocol I pre- 
scribe the military commander's duty to disseminate knowledge of 
the law of war, to seek the advice of law-&war legal specialists, and 
to prevent or repress subordinates' cnmes, including initiating in. 
Yestigations and taking appropriate disciplinary measures Those ar- 
ticles also establish the military commander's personal criminal lia- 
bility for the crime of "omisaon." As a consequence of these provi- 
sions, the law of Geneva can no longer be faulted for its failure to 
utilize fully the concept of command responsibility to promote the 
inclusive community interest in effective enforcement of the law of 
war. At the same time, Protocol I,  as evidenced by the "knew-or- 
had-information" standard in Article 86(2), does not incorporate an 
absolute liability theory of command responsibility in recognition of 
the commander's legitimate requirement to delegate functions in a 
modern military organization. 

IV. A CASE STUDY OF THE MILITARY 
COMMAND RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE 

POGROM AT SABRA AND SHATILA 
Having estabiished the general nature and substantive content of 

the concept of command responsibility, the remainder of this article 
is devoted to a case study of the criminal responsibility, If any, under 
international law of three Israeli Defense Force (IDF) commanders 
for the massacre in the Palestinian refugee camps in West Beirut 
Those officers, as previously mentioned, are Lieutenant General 
Eitan, IDF Chief of Staff, Major General Drori, General Officer Com- 
manding Northern Command, and Brigadier General Yaron, IDF 
Division Commander in West Beimt. While this study 15 limited in its 
scope to an examination of the cases of those three officen, it does 
not follow that criminal liability may not also lie with other IDF of- 
k e n ,  but rather that time and  pace preclude further examination 

Before turning to a recitation of the events leading up to and in- 
clusive of the Dogram at Shatila and Sabra, with particular attention 
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to the roles of the three IDF general officers, it is important to iden- 
tify certain issues which are not the object af study here. First, the 
article makes no attempt to assess the criminal or other responsi- 
bilities of the United States for the atrocities in the Palestinian 
refugee camps m West Beirut. Second, there is no attempt to ex- 
amine the criminal responsibility, if any, of the civiiian leadership of 
the State of Israel. Third, the culpability of the leadership of 
Lebanon is not under review. Finally, the study is not designed to 
amem the criminal liability of the IDf general nfficen under Israeli 
municipal law. 

A .  FACT SITUATION 
I .  L e b a m  Mor to the Civil War. 

Lebanon has for many centuries been occupied by both Muslims 
and Christian Maronites, the latter being one of the Eastern rites of 
the Roman Catholic Church.zDo In 1943, when Lebanon became in- 
dependent, political power was divided among the various relidnus 
groups according to a 6-to-5 ration of Chnstiam to Muslims m the 

Under the National Covenant, an unwritten agree- 
ment reached at that time, the country's President is always a 
Maronite, the Prime Minister Sunni Muslim, and the Speaker of 
Parliament a Shi'ite Under the Covenant, the country wm 
able to function in relative quietude for over thirty yean a8 the 
Maronites overwhelmingly dominated the palitical system through 
their power in the military and their economic i f l u e n ~ e . ~ ~ ~  

The birth of the State of Israel in 1948 and subsequent devel- 
opments in the Middle East, however, led to Successive waves af 
Palestinian refugees entering Lebanon. By 1982, the United Nations 
Relief and Works Agency estimated a refugee populatian af 
270,000,~Q~ The Christian Maronites put the figure at 600,000.2p5 
Since the Lebanese Mamnites themselves only numbered 600,000,a" 
the M u a  of Muslims was perceived by the Maronites as tilting the 
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delicate demographic balance heavily in favor of the Mlushms and 
thereby threatening the stability of the country and Its Chnstian 
population 207 

Equally significant were the aspirations of ceRain indinduais In 
leadership positions in Israel concerning annexation of southern 
Lebanon Moshe Sharratt, a Prime Minister of Israel during the 
mid-l950s, reported that then-Army Chief of Staff Ifloshe Dayan in 
May 1954, ~n a mettlng of senior officials of the Defense and Foreign 
Affairs Yimstries, expressed the View that 

the only thing that 's necessary 1s to find an officer, even 
just a Maor. We should either win his hean or buy him 
with money, to make him agree to declare himself the 
sawor of the Maronite population. Then the Israeli army 
will enter Lebanon, will occupy the necessarg- territory, 
and will create a Christian regme which wiii ally itself 
with Israel. The territory from the Litani southward will 
be totally annexed to Israel and everything will be all 
rightze8 

2. Lebanon's Ciuil War. 

In 1976, civil war broke out in Lebanon between the Christian 
organizations on the one hand and the Palestinian Liberation Orga- 
nization (PLO), Lebanese leftist organizations, and Muslim and Druze 
organizations on the The Maronites insisted that the pres- 
ence of the Palestimans provoked the incident that sparked the civil 
war, an attack on Pierre Gemayei, the leader of the Marmite's 
Phalange Party, by Muslim gunmen that left one a1 the Phaiangist 
leader's bodyguards dead.a00 In the course of the civil war, Syrian 
armed farces entered Lebanon and took part in the war for a period 
of time an the side of the Chnstian forces and thereafter on the side 
of the PLO and Lebanese leftist o r g a n i z a t i ~ n s . ~ ~ ~  

In 1975, several large massacres involving the civilian population 
occurred. In January, the Christian city of Damur wm captured and 
many of the Chnstian residents who had not fled were slaughtered 
by the conquering Muslim forces.302 That massacre resuited in the 

's*Fmal Report SUPTO note 17, at 8 
"nlL Rokach, 1srael.s Sacred Terrorism 28 (1980) 
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creation of a fanatm.1 Christian militia group, the Damur batalimn, 
from the city's survivors, and a retaliatory r a d  by Christian militia 
farces against the Tei Zaatar Palestman refugee camp in West Beirut 
where thousands af refugees were 51an.303 

As the war progressed, Pierre Gemayei's son, Bashir Gemayel, who 
had became the Phalangist military commander in 1976, eventually 
usurped the leadership of the Phalange Party founded by his 
father.304 The Phalange Party also emerged as the strangest political 
and military entity in the Christian armed forces. Part of their 
strength derived from their close ties to the State of Israel that had 
formed as Israel furnished arms, training and instruction to the 
Chnstian forces of Gemayel.ao6 The Israelis even provided the Phai- 
angist uniforms, complete with an emblem embroidered over the 
shirt pocket bearing an inscription and a drawing of a cedar tree.3or 
The Moslems, meanwhile, feared Bashir Gemayei for the savageness 
w t h  which he had directed the Christian militias against them dur- 
ing the civil 

As the ties binding Israel to the Christian Phalangist forces grew, 
the Israeli Institute for Intelligence and Special Awignments 
(MOSSAD) maintained close contacts with the Phalangist 
leadership.808 Although MOSSAD was assigned pnmary respansi- 
biiity for such contacts, both it and the IDF Inteihgence Branch 
shared responsibility for developing evaluations on the Phaiangists 
and bnnging, "these evaluations to the attention of all interested 

Those evaluations diverged markedly as MOSSAD ar- 
gued for strengthening relations with the Phalanssts while Military 
Intelligence emphasized the dangers in the links to  the Phalangists, 
primarily because of the organization's lack of reliability and its 
military weakness 

In southern Lebanon, meanwhile. Moshe Dayan's dream bore fruit 
as Lebanese Majar Haddad, with support from the Israelis, founded 
the Army of Free Lebanon. Major Haddad's farces wore a distinctive 
emblem on the epaulet with the words "Army of Free Lebanon'' in 
Arabic and the drawing of a cedar.311 
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3. Israel Interuenes. 

On 6 June 1982, Israel invaded Lebanon and advanced northward, 
until, on 14 June, It had gained control of the Beirut suburbs and 
linked up with Chnstian forces who controlled East B e ~ r u t . ~ ' ~  By 25 
June, Beirut was completely and the IDF had com- 
menced contingency planning aimed at the employment of Phaian- 
gist troops to capture PLO-controlled West Beirut.sL4 The effort 
failed, however, because the Phaianssts were not equal to the 
task 

The ensuing eight weeks witnessed the slow and painful negotia- 
tion of an agreement, reached on 19 August 1982, for the evacuation 
of PLO and Syrian forces from West B e i r ~ t . ~ ~ e  Four days later, Bashir 
Gemayel was elected President of Lebanon with his term of office to 
bean  on 23 September 1982.3L' 

On 21 through 26 August, a multinational force of American, Ital- 
ian, and French troops arrived in Beirut to serve as a buffer during 
the departure of the PLO.slB The exodus of the PLO and the Synan 
Armed Forces then ensued and was completed by 1 September.SLg 
The Israelis, however, claimed that the PLO had violated the evacu- 
ation agreement, which called for the removal of all PLO forces and 
the surrender of PLO arms to the Lebanese Army, by leaving 2,000 
PLO fighters behind and turmng PLO arms caches over to the 
Lebanese leftist militia, the M a u r a b i t ~ u m . ~ ~ ~  Meanwhile, with the 
evacuation of the PLO complete, the United States, along with the 
French and Italians, withdrew their forces by 12 September 1882.9p1 

Dunng the period of the Israeli invasion of Lebanon and the subse- 
quent departure of the PLO, the role of the Christian militia forces 
WBS extremely limited. Major Haddad's forces had advanced north- 
ward until they reched the Awali River where they stopped pur- 
suant to IDF orders The Phalangists, meanwhile, were told by the 
Israeli Chief of Staff Rafael Eitan to refrain from ail fighting. The 
IDF was concerned that the Phaianasts would disrupt the Israeli 
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pian of action.ga3 The Phalangists did, however, when directed by 
the IDF, participate successfully in the capture of a technical college 
in Beirut.314 

The August election of Gemayei to the Presidency was interpreted 
by the MOSSAD as demonstrating the Phaiangists' ascendancy to a 
stage of political and organizational maturity that obviated the need 
far the repetition of past incidents of indiscriminate slaughter. This 
opinion was 

based both on personal impressions of the character of the 
Phalangist leadership, as well as on the recognition that 
the interest of the Phaiangist elite to eventually rule an in- 
dependent Lebanese nation, half or more of whose 
population is Muslim and would be interested in main- 
taining relations with the Arab world, requires mader- 
ation of actions against Palestinians and restraint as to 
modes of operation. At the same time, there were various 
facts that were not compatible with this 

First, Bashir Gemayel was on record as calling far the razing of the 
refugee camps in West Beirut and flattening them into tennis 
courts.82e Second, there were extensive reports of Phalangist iiqui- 
dations of Palestinians and Druze women and children.3z' 

Nevertheless, political premure had begun to build for the increu- 
ed use of the Phalange militia, as Israeli domestic public opinion 
questioned the efficacy of Israelis' fighting and dying an behalf of 
the Christian militia while the latter stood aside.a18 In addition, the 
IDF found that the Phalangists were experienced at identifying so- 
d i e d  terrorist8 in urban areas. 

The Lebanese A m y ,  meanwhie, figured only insisificantly in the 
unfolding events in Beirut. Under the evacuation agreement, they 
were charged with protecting West Beirutaae but the leftist militias 
distrusted the Army, considering it B tool of the P h a l a n g i s t ~ . ~ ~ ~  
Moreover, the Army was armed with obsolete American and French 
equipment and had compiled "a dismal battle record and a reputa- 
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lion of being kicked around by every other military group in the 
In fact, when the Lebanese Army attempted to move 

into the refugee camps in West Beirut in early September to seize 
weapons, it quickly withdrew in the face of small arms fire.331 

4 h e  Death of Bashzr Gemayel and the IDF's Entry cnto West 
Beirut. 

On the afternoon of 14 September 1982. a bomb blew up an office 
of the Phaiangist Party in East Beirut, killing Bashir Gemayei who 
was attending a meeting there.3s3 No one claimed responsibility, but 
Gemayel's followers blamed the Moslems.334 One Moslem academic 
summed up the tense atmosphere in Beirut at that time with the 
glum words. "This plunges one half of the country into sheer despair 
and the other half into pure terror."335 

Dunng the night following Gemayel's assassination, the decision 
was made in conversations between the Israeli Pnme Minister, his 
Minister of Defense, and the Israeli Chief of Staff that the IDF would 
enter West Beirut.as6 In one of the consultations between the 
Defense Minister and the Chief of Staff, there was mention of 
including the Phaiangists in the entry of West Beirut.33' In the early 
morning hours of 16 September, the IDFs entry into West Beirut 
began The IDF's objective, according to a statement later issued by 
the Israeli Cabinet, was to take positions m West Beirut, "to forestaii 
the danger of violence, bloodshed and chaos, as some 2,000 terror- 
ists, equipped with modern and heavy weapons, have remained in 
Beirut in flagrant violation of the evacuatmn agreement."3s8 The 
Defense Minister IS reported t o  have admitted subsequently that the 
occupation was merely a smoke screen to  hide the real purpose 
which was rooting-out the 

On the night between 14 and 15 September, the Israeli Chief of 
Staff flew to Beirut and met with Major General Amir Drori and 
Brigadier General Amos Y a r ~ n . ~ ' ~  The Chief of Staff subsequently 
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met with the Phaianast commanders and ordered them 

to effect a general mobilization of ail their forces, impose 
a general curfew on ail the areas under their control, and 
be ready to take part in the fighting. The response of the 
Phaiangist commanden who took part m that meeting was 
that they needed 24 haun  to organize. . . . At that meet- 
ing, the Phaiangist commanders were told by the Chief of 
Staff that the1.D.F. wouidnot enter therefugeecamps [of 
Shatiia and Sabra] in West Beirut but that the fighting this 
entails would be undertaken by the P h a i a n g i s t ~ . ~ ~ ~  

Later, on the morning of the 16th, the Israeli Defense Minister met 
with Lieutenant General Eitan, M a p  General Drori, Brigadier 
General Yaran, and othen at the IDF forward command post, a five- 
story building located 200 miles southwest of the Shatila camp, to 
discuss the entry of the Phaiangists into the refugee camps.a41 There 
then enused a meeting of the Defense Minister with the Phaiangists 
where it was established that the Phaiangsts would enter West 
Beirut after the IDF and maintain contact with Major General 
Drari.a‘3 

Major General Drari, however, was not at ease with the plan to 
send the Phalangists into the camps and made an effort before 
meeting with the Phalangists to persuade the commander of the 
Lebanese Army that his forces should enter the camps.sb4 This re- 
quest met with a negative reply by the Lebanese Army.346 Major 
General Drori then met an the evening of the 16th with the Phalar- 
gists and told them that their entry into the camps would be from the 
direction of Shatihs40 The end of the day SBW the IDF, at a cast of 
three Israeli dead and over 100 Israeli wounded, In general control of 
West Beirut.347 

The next morning, Thursday, 16 September, the IDF issued arden  
that “[tjhe refugee camps are not to be entered. Searching and mop- 
ping up the camps will be done by the PhalangistsiLebanese 
Army. , . ,“348 That same day, a document issued by the personal 
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aide to the Israeli Defense Minister announced the foiiowmg in- 
structions concerning the entrr into West Beirut "[Olniy one ele- 
ment, and that is the I.D.F., shaii command the forces in the area. 
For the operation in the camps the Phalangists should be sent it.'1348 
A t  1000 hours in Tel Aviv, Lieutenant General Eitan met with the 
Defense Minister to discuss the refugee camps.3s0 An hour later in 
Beirut, the Phaiangist Chief of Staff, Fady Frem. and Intelligence 
Chief Eiias Hobeika arrived at Y a m ' s  division headquarters for a 
coordinating s e m m  with Major General Drori and Brigadier General 
Y a r ~ n . ~ ~ ~  It was agreed a t  that time that the Phalangists would co- 
ordinate their entry into the camps with Brigadier General Yaron ai 
the forward command post that 

The Phalangists commanders are reported to have stated at that 
time, in Arabic, that they intended to carry out a cutting or chopping 
action inside the camps.3ss The Phaiangist unit scheduled to enter 
the camps was the intelligence unit headed by Hobeika who, having 
taken part in the Tel Zaatar massacre and in attacks on the rivals of 
Barhir Gemayei, had a reputation for r u t h l e ~ ~ n e s ~ . ~ ~ ~  Brigadier 
General Yaron cautioned the Phalangists during the meeting not to  
harm the civilian population of the camps.s56 Later that day, the 
Phaianast forces assembled a t  the Beirut International Airport 

5. The Phalangisfs zn Sabra and Shatila. 

At approximately 1800 on 16 September, the Phaiangist forces 
entered the Shatiia camp from the west and the The force 
numbered approximately 500 and consisted of members of the 
militia's special commando unit and intelligence security units and 
contingent from the Damur battaiion.a6B There were numerous 
reports that day of sighting8 a t  the airport and in the refugee camps 
of military personnel speaking in southern accents and wearing the 
distinctive uniforms of Major Haddad's Army of Free Lebanon, 
which was Supposed to be South of the Awali R i ~ e r . ~ ' Q  Significantly, 
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Major Haddad arnved at Beirut Airport on the morning of 17 Sep. 
tember to pay a condolence cali on the Gemayel family. 

The Private International Commission concluded from the 
numerous and independent reports of personnel thought to  be Had- 
dad's men in the camps that "Haddad's militiamen did play a agnifi. 
cant part in the massacres."38o On the other hand, the subsequently 
published report of the Israeli Board of Inquiry found, based upon a 
more detailed exposition of the facts and the history of friction be- 
tween the Phalangists and Haddad's forces, that "no force under the 
command of Major Haddad took part in the Phalangists operation in 
the camp or took part in the massacre."361 The Israeli Board ac- 
knowledged the pmslbiiity that one or more of Haddad's pemnnel 
might have infiltrated the camps and committed illegal acts. How- 
ever, since the Israelis controlled access to the camps, intended to 
use the Phalangists for the mopping-up exercise, and exercised ex- 
tensive controls over the operations of the Phalangist militia and Ma- 
jor Haddad's forces, the only plausible conclusion is that the militia 
farces that entered the refugee camps were exclusively, or almost 
exclusively, Phalangst and that no organized unit of the Army of 
Free Lebanon could have participated in the massacre. 

When the militia entered the camps an Thursday, 16 September, 
they met light resistance resulting in two dead and some wounded 
personnei.~e2 The IDF, meanwhile, provided illumination throughout 
the night to m i s t  the Phalangist 0peration.8~~ The anticipated 2,000 
PLO fighters failed to materialize. Several weeks later, though, the 
Lebanese A m y ,  in combining the then-deserted camps, discovered 
an elaborate network of tunnels used to shelter Palestinian guerillas 
and store huge quantities of military 

Within the camps, the Phalangists quickly rounded up large 
numbers of unarmed men, women and children whom they pro- 
ceeded to s la~ghter ,~(6  Reports began to trickle out of up to 300 
civilians and temonm ldlled.388 These reports were brought to the 
attention of Bngadier General Yaron but were greeted with some 
skepticism as to their rellability.as7 As a consequence. Brigadier 

3"lnlernatmnd Commission Report. mpro note 10, at 177 
B"Fmal Repon, supra note 17, sf 49-10 (ernphaele added1 
88Vd at  21, 23. Crisis of Consaence. mpm note S, at 18, COI I 
"Wakmg of a Massacre, mnm note 369, at 26. EOI 1 
*"Washington Post. Oet 7, 1952,  at A38, COI 1. 
d"Rnal Repon, supra note 17.  st 21 23 

""Rnal Report -ma note 17.  at 22-24 
%"Crrsis of Conscience. supra "Ore 8 .  at IS. COI 1 
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General Yaron did not convey the substance of these reports to Ma- 
jor General Drori that night.aas A report was forwarded. however, by 
intelligence officers to the office of the Director of Militaly Intel- 
ligence officers to the office of the Director of Military Intelligence 
later that evening which stated: "Prehmm.ly information conveyed 
by the commander of the local Phalangist force m the Shatiia 
refugee camps States that so far his men have liquidated about 300 
people This number includes terrorists and c i ~ i i i a n s . " ~ ~ ~  The cable 
did not reach the Director of Military Intelligence until early the 
next morning. Though the Director requested clarification, he took 
no further action,a7o such as informing his superior. the Chief of 
Staff.371 

On Fnday morning, 17 September, additional reports reached 
Yaron af unnecessary Phalangist violence against civilians in the 
refugee camps 3 7 1  When this information was shared with Drori later 
that the latter ordered the halt of Phalangist operations, 
"meaning that the Phaiangists should stop where they were m the 
camps and advance no further."374 That something was amiss in the 
refugee camps was communicated by Drori to the Chief of Staff that 
mormng.375 

At the same time, Major General Dron, "heid a meeting with the 
commander of the Lebanese Army in which he again tried to  per- 
suade the commander, and through him the Pnme Minister of 
Lebanon. . ., that the Lebanese Army enter the camp. , . ."378 

Throughout the morning, IDF members observed acts of killing and 
violence against people from the refugee camps, but this information 
did not reach Brigadier General Yaron or Major General D r ~ r i , ~ "  

At 1630 that afternoon, the Chief of Staff anived in Beirut to meet 
with the Phalangists; beforehand, he was briefed by Major General 
Dran about the reasons for halting the Phalangists acc i~ns .~ '~Dur ing  
the meeting with the Phalangists, the Chief of Staff received a 

'"Id at 267 
"pld %I 25 
d''ld at 30. 31 
">E Lutfaak & D Horowitz, The lsraelr Army 86-88 (1875) [hereinafter cited a3 D 
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report concerning their operation, including an assertion that there 
had been almost no civilian The Chief of Staff accepted 
the report with expressions of appreciation for a jab well done and 
made no attempt to question the Phaiangists about civilian casuai- 
ties.3’0 The Chief of Staff concluded by stating that the Phaiangists 
could continue mopping up action in the camps until Saturday morn- 
ing at 0500, “at which time they must stop their action due to Amer- 
ican pressure.”881 

The Phalangists were permitted to remain in the camps and even 
brought In fresh troops and bulldozers on Friday evening to assist in 
the ongoing masm.cre.s8z The following morning, the Phalangists did 
not leave at 0600 and Bngadier General Yaron, upon learning this at 
0630, gave an order to the Phalangist commander an the scene that 
they must vacate the camps without delay.383 That order was event- 
ually obeyed, and the last of the Phalangist militia force had 
departed the camps by approximately 0800.884 

After the Phalangists left, Red Cross personnel, journalists, and 
other observers entered the camps only to find the bloody remains of 
B pogrom.as6 The picture that emerged from the camps was one of 
extensive Phaiangist rapes, kidnappings, and murders of civilians, 
including Palestinian doctors and nurses at the Gaza Hospital located 
inside the camp and at Akka Hospital located immediately adjacent 
to Shatila.886 Many of the dead had been burled in a mass g a v e  dug 
by the Phaiangists using b u i i d o ~ e r s . ~ ~ ‘  The final death toll ranged 
from estimates of 800, according to the Israeli Board of Inquiry, to 
2,400, according to the International Committee of the Red Crass.88’ 

dWVashm5on Post No? 8, 1882 at A17.  colr 4-6 Making of a Masssere. 6WIa 
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B.  JURIDICAL ANALYSIS OF THE MILITARY 
COMMAND RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE 
MASSACRE AT SHATILA AND SABRA 

1. War Crimes. 

Before assessing the cnminal responsibility of individual IDF 
military commanders for the killings in the refugee camps, it is 
necessary to ascertain whether the deaths of the Palestinian 
refugees constituted crimes under the law of armed conflict To BC- 
complish that task requires a determination as to whether the law of 
war was applicable to the events that transpired in the refugee 
camps and, in the event the law of war was apphcable, a d e t e n -  
nation a4 to whether the killings were unlawful. 

At the outset, in 1976, the conflict in Lebanon constituted a cwil 
war to which the law af armed conflict has only limited applicability, 
principally that found in Article 3 common to the four Geneva Con- 
ventions of 1949,saQ Under Article 3 ,  each party to a non-interna- 
tional armed conflict, even though not a state party, 1s bound to ~ n -  
sure that persans taking no active part in the hostilities, such as the 
unarmed women, children, and men in the Palestinian refugee 
camps, are treated humanely. TO this end, Article 3 prohibits, "at 
any time and in any place whatsoever with respect to the above 
mentioned persons: vmlence to life and person, in particular murder 
of all kinds, mutilation, cruel treatment and torture , , , ' ' a g o  In a 
"on-international context, the killings in the refugee camps consti- 
tuted breaches of Article 3 common to the four Geneva Conventions. 

The presence of Syrian troops in Lebanon, however, and, more 
significantly, the invasion of Lebanon by Israel in the summer of 
1982 raises the question as to whether the conflict was thereby es- 
calated to the S ta tu  of an international armed conflict for Israel, ob- 
viating the applicability of Article 3.  The conditions far applicability 
of the four Geneva Conventions to international armed conflicts are 
contained In Article 2 common to those Conventions, which reads, in 
pertinent par t  
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In addition to the prowions which shall be imple- 
mented in peacetime, the present Convention shall apply 
to ail cases of declared war or of any other armed conflict 
which may arise between two or more of the High Con- 
tracting Parties, even if the State of war is not recognized 
by one of them 

The Convention shaii also apply to all cases of partial or 
total Occupation of the territory of a High Contracting Par- 
ty, even if the said occupation meets with no armed resis- 
tance. . . .? 

Concerning the applicability of this article to the Israeli invasion of 
Lebanon in 1982, Israel has denied the existence of a state of war or 
armed conflict between itself and Lebanon, contending that it was 
not making war but merely engaging in a police action directed at 
the PLO and designed to save the Lebanese people and their gavern- 
ment from the usurpation of power by the PL0.3e1 This argument 
blends claims of the right of self-defense and humanitarian inter- 
v e n t i ~ n . ~ ~ ~  Israel has also contended that its presence in Lebanon did 
not constitute an occupation of Lebanon within the meaning of Arti- 
cle 2 because it had no intention of setting up an administration in 
the zones where it was temporarily present. Instead, it restricted 
itself to the setting up of "special units for civilian assistance," 
which would intervene only where local government authority waa 
la~king .~"  

The lsraell claims are not dispositive of the issue of Article 2's ap- 
plicability Article Z(1) WBS specifically designed to apply, even if 
one party denies the existence of a State of war, whenever any dif- 
ferences arise between two states leading to the intervention of 
members of the armed forces.3Qs Clearly, the properly constituted 
government of Lebanon was on record as opposing the Israeli inva- 
sion of Lebanon. This was evident in the remonstrations of the Pres- 
ident of Lebanon on the official government radio the of- 
ficial protests of the Lebanese Permanent Repmentative to the 
Security Council of the United Nations, and Lebanon's votes in the 

d"Wounded and Sick Convention, a c t  2; Wounded, Sick and Shipwrecked Conven- 
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General Assembly.as7 That the Lebanese armed forces were not 
strong enough to repulse the Israeli attack or that Major Haddad and 
the Phalangists may have welcomed the Israeli incursion does not 
alter the fact that the properly constituted government of Lebanon 
opposed the Israeli invasion, and the ensuing armed hostilities ciear- 
ly fell within the intended application of Article 2(1) common to the 
Geneva Conventions 

Setting aside any discussion of Article 2(1), Israel's continued 
military presence in Lebanon in September 1982 also satisfied the 
applicability pmvisians of Article 2(2), as It constituted a partial oc- 
cupation of the territory of Lebanon Occupation in this case was 
evident in the security measures imposed by the Israeli forces such 
BS roadblocks, searches, curfews, mass arrests of civilians, and IS- 
suance of identity passes far the Lebanese 38B The IDF had also 
undertaken numerous governmental functions such as removing and 
burying bodies, clearing debris and mines, widening roads, and 
requisitioning civihans to perform same of these tasks.3Be 

The IDF, then, by virtue of its strength and organization, was exer- 
cising, in September 1882, ultimate executive authonty in the ter- 
ritones of which it had gained control as demonstrated, m the cases 
of the Palestinian refugee camps, by the IDF's ability to control the 
Christian mihtia force's entry into and exit from the camps. Under 
the circumstances, Israel could not exercise some of the powers of an 
occupying farce and disregard the concomitant iegai responsibilities: 
nor could Israel discharge its responsibilities under the Civilians Con- 
vention when it occupied West Beirut by entrusting the Palestinian 
refugees to the forces of a central government incapable of intewen- 
tion and quite possibly disinclined to pmtect the refugees from 
violence. 

In sum, the facts point toward the applicability of Article 2 to the 
hostilities in Lebanon and Beurit because of the IDF's invasion of 
and initiation of hostilities on Lebanese soil and Its functioning role 
as an occupying power. This conclusion IS reenforced by the intent 
underlying Article 6 of the Civilians Convention which pertains to 
the beginning and end of application af that Convention. That Arti- 
d e  states that the Civilians Convention applies "from the outset of 
any conflict or occupation," and ceases to apply "an the general 
close of military operations," or, in the case of occupation, "one 

"'lnternstmnal Commission Report. s u p m  note IO at 115 
' V d  at 115-16 
"-Id at 116 
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year after the general close of military operations. . . . ' '400  Pictet's 
Commentary states that, "the Convention should be applied as soon 
as troops are in forelm territory and in contact with the civilian 
population there. . . . Even a patrol which penetrates into enemy 
territory without any intention of staying there must respect the 
Conventions in its dealings with the civilians it meetd'4Ol 

The Civilian Convention, then, is clearly intended to apply to the 
1DF presence in Lebanon, but that Convention i s  not unlimzted in 
the class of persons It protects. Paragraph 1 of Article 4 provides: 
"Persons protected by the Convention are those who, at a given mo- 
ment and in any manner whatsoever, find themselves, m case of a 
conflict or occupation, in the hands of a Party to the conflict or Oc- 
cupying Power of which they are not nationals."4oa 

The negative farm of this "protected penon" definition has been 
carefully crafted so that the coverage of the Article extends to per- 
sons without nationality.4Ds The intent here is to protect anyone who 
is, "not a national of a Party to the conflict or Occupying Power in 
whose hands he is."404 Significantly, were the Palestinian refugees 
to be treated as nationals of Israel based upon their emigration from 
that area, they would be excluded from the scope of the Civilians 
Convention while "in the hands of" Israel. Neither the State of 
Israel, however, nor the Palestinians have claimed that the refugees 
in the camps were Israeli nationals. 

The expression "in the hands of ' '  in Article 4(1) is used in an ex- 
tremely general sense: 

It LS not merely a question of being in enemy hands direct- 
ly, as a prisoner is. The mere fact of being in the territory 
of a Party to the conflict 01 in occupied territory implies 
that one is in the power or "hands" of the Occupying 
Power. It is possible that this power will never actually be 
exercised over the protected person; very likely nn inhabi- 
tant of an occupied temtory will never have anything to 
do with the Occupying Power or Its organizations. In other 
words, the expression "in the hands of" need not neces- 
sarily be understood in the physical sense; it simply means 
that the person i sm territory which IS under the control of 
the Power in a u e ~ t i o n . ' ~ ~  

'"C~vlllans Convention, art 6 
'014 Pieter, sypm note 247. at  68 SO 
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Given the broad scope of coverage of the phrme "in the hands of," 
the Palestinian refugees may be said to have fallen into the hands of 
Israel when the IDF occupied West Beirut. That the IDF sent the 
Phalangists into the camps, rather than Israeli forces, does not .%iter 
that conclusion, m Article 29 of the Civilians Convention provides: 
"The Pany to the conflict in whose hands protected persons may be, 
is responsible for the treatment accorded to them by Its agents, ir- 
respective of any individual responsibility which may be 
incurred. ' ''Oa 

The term "agent" in Article 29 LS intended to embrace "any person 
who is in the service of a Contracting Party, no matter, in what way 
or in what capacity," Including, in&- alia, members of armed forces 
and paramilitary police  organization^.^^' The nationality of the 
agents does not affect the issue. 

[Occupying authorities] are responsible for acts committed 
by their locally recruited agents of the nationality of the 
occupied country. The position is just the same whether 
the agent has disregarded the Convention's provisions an 
the order, or with the approval, of his supenors or has, on 
the contrary, exceeded his powers but made use of his of- 
ficial standing to cany out the unlawful act.40s 

In light of the extensive operational controls exercised by the IDF 
over the Phalangist militia and the use by the Phaiangists in the 
camps of their standing as a militia force outfitted by and allied with 
the State af Israel, an agency relationship can be said to have existed 
for purposes af Article 29 between the Phalangists and the IDF dur- 
ing the former's nuthodzed Stay in the camps. 

That statement aside, the occupying power is also responsible for 
the unlawful acts of local authorities if the unlawful acts were com- 
mitted at  the instigation of the occupying In light of the 
history of bad blood between the Palestinians and the Chdstian 
militia, Israel's invitation to the militia to enter the camps arguably 
constituted such instigation. The extant agency relationship be- 
tween the Phaiangists and the IDF confirms that the refugees in 
Shatiia and Sabra were "in the hands" of Israel within the meaning 
of Article 4(1) of the Civilians Convention following the IDF occupa- 
tion of West Beirut. 

'O'ChUanS conventian. *rt 29 
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Paragraph 2 of Article 4, however, excludes certain additional 
classes of nationals, otherwise within the ambit of Article 4(1), from 
protected persons Status under the Civilians Convention' 

Kationals of a State which 1s not bound by the Conven- 
tion are not protected by it. Nationals of a neutral State 
who find themselves in the territory of a belligerent State, 
and nationals of a co-belligerent State, shaii not be re- 
garded as protected penons while the State of which they 
are nationals has normal diplomatic representation in the 
State in whose hands they are 410 

Under this provision, whether one classified the Palestinians in- 
habiting the refugee camps as stateless persons or nationals of and 
emigres from one of the Arab states in the l idd ie  East, they did not 
fall within the scape of this exclusion since all of the Arab states in 
the Middle East were state parties to the Civilians Convention4'I and 
the Palestinian refugees in Lebanon were not nationals of Egypt, the 
only Arab state with diplomatic relations with Israel.412 

Although the refugees in the Palestinian refugee camps were pro- 
tected persons for pulposes of the Civilians Convention, those 
individuals in the camps definitely suspected of or engaged in ac- 
tivities hostile to the security of the State of Israel were not entitled 
under Article 5 of the Civilians Convention to claim such nghts and 
privileges as would be prejudicial to the security of such State.413 In 
fact, the Israelis contended at  the time of them invasion of West 
Beirut that the refugee camps were cencers of military resistance for 
2,000 PLO fightem.'l4 This was simply not borne out by the facts, 
however, as the Christian militiamen met no significant resistance 
and suffered virtually no casualties in their sweeps through the 
camps. Even if Article 5 were applicable to the Palestinian refugees 
because they were suspected of engaging m hostile activities, dera- 
gations are only p e n s a b l e  under that Article on a case-by-case 
basis. Moreover, in each case, the person must be "treated with 
humanity," a condition totally lacking in the pogrom at Shatiia and 
Sabra. 

"°Cwdian~ Convenrmn, art 4(2) 
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The protected person status for the Palestinian refugees in Shatlia 
and Sabra, according to Articles 146 and 147 of the Civilians Con- 
vention, required that Israel provide effective sanctions for persons 
committing or ordering to be committed416 "wilful killing, torture or 
inhumane treatment. . [and] wilfully causing great suifenng or 
serious injury to body or health. . . . ' ' 4 1 6  The killings in the refugee 
camps constituted grave breaches a i  the Civilians Convention if they 
were In defense of those persons who committed or 
ordered the commission of killm@, it could be argued that the kill- 
ings were not willful, but rather incidental to an attack on a legiti- 
mate military objective by a belligerent armed force. This argument 
is predicated on the assertions that the Lebanese armed forces did 
encounter smaii arms fire in early September when it tried to comb 
the refugee camps for weapons, that the IDF also encountered fire 
from the camps upon their entry into West Beirut, that an elaborate 
network of tunnels in the camps for hiding guenllas and stonng sup- 
p!ies confirms the camps' military utility to the PLO, and that the 
Israelis contended that 2,000 PLO fighters were still hiding in the 
camps. 

The entire camp, though, was not considered a military objective 
nor was the papulation constituted primarily of combatants. This 
was evident when the Israelr Chief of Staff, in order to prevent in- 
juries to civilians, declined requests by the Phalanglsts, both before 
and after their entry into camps, for support in the form of artillew 
fire and 

The real proof, however, that the killings were not incidental to 
legitimate military operations lies in the total absence of any real 
resistance to the Phalangist sweep of the camps as demonstrated by 
their extremely light casualties. There i s  only one conclusion poss1- 
ble; that the slaughter of the Palestinian refugees was without legal 
justification, a willful killing in grave breach of the Civilians Conven- 
tion. Al thuua  Protocol I has not been ratified or acceded to by 
ISraei,*'8it is interesting to note that the PiOtoCOi, arguably the har- 
binger of emergent Customary international legal norms on the pro- 
tection of civilian populations in combat areas, is more explicit than 
the Civilians Convention in its prohibitions against attacks on 
civilian populations, such as the refugees in Shatila and Sabra.42o 

*"Clnllans Convention. an 146. 
"*Id art 147 
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Aside from the specific guarantees of Articles 146 and 147 of the 
Civilians Convention, the famous de Martens clause also binds Israel 
to follow the laws of humanity and the dictates of the public con- 
science as they resuit from the usages established among civilized 
peopie These binding rules of civilized people, otherwise known 
as customary international law, prohibit, as evident m the Charter of 
the International Military Tribunal at  Nuremberg, the intentional, 
wholesale slaughter of captured noncombatants such as the Pales- 
tinian refugees in Sabra and Shatila on 16 through 18 September 
1982, by belligerent combatants, in this case the Chnstian militia 
forces, without the requisite justification of military necessity.4zn 

Apart from the Civilians Convention, the killmg, in the camps may 
also fall within the ambit of the Genocide Convention. The evidence 
discloses that all of the Palestinians m the camps, including small 
children and Palestinian doctors and numes treating the wounded 
and sick, were singled our by the Christian militiamen for execution. 
The wholesale slaughter evinces an intent to destroy the Palestinians 
as a ooup .  The first critical issue is whether the Palestinians repre- 
sent a distinct national, ethnical, or religious group within the mean- 
ing of the Genocide Certainly, the Palestimans would 
aSsert such a status based on their historical claim to Palestine, now 
Israel.424 The opposing argument would assert that the Palestinians 
are only a political group, a category expressly omitted from the 
coverage of the Genocide Convention.'z5 

Since the killings in the camps clearly constituted war crimes 
under the Civilians Convention and customary international law, It 
is unnecessary at  this juncture to resolve the contentious genocidal 
war crimes question in this study. Suffice it to say that, if the Pales- 
tinians are a protected group, the Genocide Convention is applicable 
to the pogrom at Sabra and Shatila far any individual who possessed 
the requisite intent to destroy the Palestinians and committed pro- 
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hibited acts including, inter alia. murder of the Paleitman refu- 
gees, conspiracy to commit the murders. or complicity in the 
murders.4z8 

In conclusion, the international law of armed conflict was clearly 
applicable to the hostilities in Lebanon following the Israeli Inter- 
vention in June 1982 and inclusive of the ensuing liraeli occupation 
of West Beirut in September 1982. Given the absence of rhe requisite 
element of military necessity to justify the killing of noncombatants 
in Shatiia and Sabra, the wholesale slaughter of the refugees. 
whether classified as grave breaches, crimes against humanity under 
customary international law, or a combination of the foregoing, cun~ 
stituted war crimes under the law of armed conflict 

P. IDF Military Commanders. 

Having established, under international law. the crimmal nature 
of the killings in Shatila and Sabra, this next section analyzes the ex- 
tent and nature of the command responsibility of Lieutenant 
General Eitan, Major General Drori and Brigadier General Yaron far 
those crimes, according to the four components of command respon- 
sibility: status, mental element. mental object, and duty to in- 
tervene 

(a) Eitan. 
(1) Status. 

Lieutenant General Eitan has served as Chief of Staff for the multi- 
service Israeli Armed Forces since Aprii 1978.427 By law. "the high- 
est level of command in the armed forces is the Chief of Staff,''42n 
although the Chief of Staff remains "subject to the Cabinet and sub- 
ordinate to the Minister of Defense 

The Israeli Area commanders, including the General Officer Com- 
manding Northern Command, Maor  General Dran, and his subordi- 
nates come under the Chief of Stafrs command and control The 
Chief of Staff's far-reaching powers and responsibilities even ex- 
tended to the area of mihtaw justice as evident in three highly pub- 

"'Genocrde Cornenlion. arts I-IY 
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licized cases where Eitan commuted the courts-martial sentences of 
three service members, including two officers, convicted of killing 
four Arabs during a military operation 

The killings in the refugee camps, though, were not committed by 
the IDF but rather by Christian militia forces. Nwerrheless, both the 
Phaianast militia and Major Haddad's Army of Free Lebanon re- 
ceived their weapons, training, instruction and uniforms from the 
Israehs.482 Moreover, during the Israeli advance north into Lebanon, 
both groups obeyed operational orders from E ~ t a n . ' ~ ~  

As regards Sabra and Shatiia, the evidence shows that the initial 
decision to use the Phalangists in the refugee camps was made joint- 
ly by the Defense Minister and the Chief of Staff. Following that 
decision, orders were iisued that the IDF aiane should command the 
forces in West Beirut and that the Phaianasts wauid handle the 
"mopping-up" operation in the refugee camps. Concurrently, Eitan 
met with the Phaiangist milita2y commanders and ordered them to 
effect a general mobilization and prepare to take part in the 
fighting.4aa' 

Subsequent events demonstrated that the Phalangists both 
entered and exited the refugee camps pursuant to orders approved 
by Eitan. After the event, Eitan met with the Phalangist military 
commanders and toid them that they must admit to having perpe- 
trated the acts and explain the matter. "Their reaction was that If 
the Chief of Staff says they must do so, they would ''436 The Chief of 
Staff declined, however, to press the issue when the meeting dis- 
closed the possibility that the Phaiangist military commanders may 
not have known of, or ordered, the killings in the camp.4g6 

From the facts, it i s  clear that Eitan, in deploying IDF forces to 
West Beirut ostensibly for the purpose of avoiding the outbreak of 
violence there, assumed physical and legal control of the  rea. Had 
Eitan ordered the Phalangists not to enter the camps or to leave 
earlier, such order would no doubt have been obeyed by the Phal- 
angists.43' Moreover, judging from the willingness of the Phalangist 
military commanders to do whatever Eitan told them to do after the 
killings, Eitan probably possessed the power necessary to insure the 
punishment of the pelparators. 

'"Frankel, s w m  note 427. at  274 
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In sum, as a consequence of his frequent meetings with the 
Phalange commanders and his ability to  conduct onsite inspections, 
Eitan exercised more control over the Phalanpst militia than 
Yamashita did over the naval forces that were principally re- 
sponsible for the "Rape of M a n ~ i a . ' ' ~ ~ ~  Eitan's operational control 
over the Phaiangist forces and his occupational control over West 
Beirut, exercisable through his area commander, vested him with a 
s t a t u  equivalent to that possessed by the military occupational com- 
manders who were convicted a t  the Nuremberg Subsequent Pro- 
ceedings for subordinates' crimes.438 The subsequent reaffirmation 
of those command-and-control principles in the codification of corn- 
mand responsibility in Protocol I only serves to confirm that Eltan, 
as Chief of Staff of the IDF, possessed the requmte control mer the 
Phalangists, both before and during the camp operation, to iatisfy 
the status element of command responsibility. 

(2) Menial Element and Mental Object. 

As regards Eitan's state of mind, he has stated: "The IDF had no 
knowledge until Saturday morning of what was going on " "The 
Phalangists were fighting within Shatila. . . . We didn't really know 
\n,hat was going an. It was at night. It was assumed it was ordinary 
fighting. . ' ' 440  There is no evidence to suggest that Eitan expressly 
ordered the murder of the noncombatants in the refugee camps, an 
order which would have constituted a grave breach under the 
Civilians Convention Eitan did, however, participate in the decision 
to order the Phalangist militia into the camps. 

At a Cabinet meeting on the evening of 16 September, the Chief of 
Staff said that the consequence of Bashir Gemayel's assassination 
would be either a collapse of the Phalangists or an emption of 
revenge: 

[I]t will be an emption the likes of which has never been 
seen; I can already see in their eyes what they are waiting 
for. 

Yesterday afternoon a s o u p  of Phalangist officers 
came, they were stunned, stdl stunned, and they still can- 
not conceive to  themselves how their hope was destroyed 
in one blow. a hope for which they built and sacrificed so 
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much; and now they have just one thing left to do, and 
that is revenge; and it will be terrible. 

. . . .  
There is no such thing there. Among the Arabs revenge 

means that if Smeone kills someone from the tribe, then 
the whole tribe is guilty. A hundred years will go by, and 
there Hili Still be someong killing someone else from the 
tribe from which someone had killed a hundred years 
earlier. , , . 

1 told Draper this today, and he said there 1s a Lebanese 
army, and so on. I told him that it was enough that during 
Bashir's funeral, Amin Jemayel, the brother, said 
"revenge;" that is already enough This IS a war that no 
one will be able to stop. It might not happen tomorrow, 
but it will happen. 

It is enough that he uttered the ward "revenge" and the 
whole establishment is already sharpening knives. , , ,441 

When queried by the Israeli Board of Inquiry concerning these 
remarks and the risk of Phalange-committed war crimes in the 
camps, Eitan responded: 

[Ilt had never occurred to him that the Phalangists would 
perpetrate acts of revenge and bloodshed in the camps. He 
justified this lack of foresight by citing the experience of 
the past, whereby massacres were perpetrated by the 
Christians only before the "Peace for Galilee" War  and 
only in response to the perpetration of a massacre by the 
Muslims against the Christian population, and by citing 
the disciplined conduct of the Phalangists while carrying 
out certain operations after the I.D.F.'s entry into Leb- 
anon. The Chief of Staff also noted the development of 
the Phalangists from a militia into an organized and order- 
ly military force, as well as the interest of the Phalansist 
leadership, and first and foremost of Bashir Jemayel, in 
behaving moderately toward the Muslim population so 
that the presidentdect could be accepted by all the com- 
munities in Lebanon. Finally, the Chief of Staff also 
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noted, in justifying his pmtmn.  that none of the experts 
in the I.D.F. or in the Mossad had expressed any reser- 
vations about the planned operations in the camps.4zz 

The Chief of Staffs exculpatory statement IS flawed. Past ex- 
penence in no way justified a conclusion by him that no danger was 
posed by the entry of the Phalangists into the camps The Chief of 
Staff was fully cognizant, as demonstrated in his remarks to  the 
Cabinet, of the longstanding blood feud between the Phaiangst and 
the Palestinians and the "Peace for Galilee" War had not altered 
that fact. Moreover, the operations, in which the Phalange militia 
had participated during the war, took place under conditions that 
were radically different from those which arose after the murder of 
Gemayel.443 Significantiy, in none of those operations mas an area 
populated exclusively by Palestinian refugees turned over to a 
Phalange As regards the battle ethics of the Phalange, 
they did not improve during the war, as is evident in the repons of 
Phalangist massacres of women carried out by the intelligence unit 
of Ellas Hobeika, the Phalange commander in the refugee camp 
~ p e r a t i a n . ~ ~ ' T h e  traumatic death of Gemayei only served to inflame 
the Phalanasts. Eitan apparently chose to ignore the effect of this 
event in arousing a feeling of hatred and vengeance among the Phal- 
angsts against the Palestinians. 

The absence of a warning from Eltan's staff officers, such as the 
IDF Director of Military Intelligence, cannot serve as an explanation 
for his Ignoring the danger of a massacre The Chief of Staff had 
already forseen, in his Cabinet speech, the real danger in the near 
future of Phalange atrocities. Moreover, under international law-, 
Eitan cannot absalve himself of his responsibility simply because his 
staff officers are remiss, m c e  ultimate power and accountability 
rests with the commander, not his staff officers. 

Eitan, then, was fully aware at the time of the Phalangist entry in- 
to the camps of the general risk of Phalange atrocities. Under CUI- 
tomary international iam, there LS ample precedent for the PTOPOSI- 
tion that Eltan's state of howledge of Phalange climinal prodimties 
was sufficient to satisfy the mental element and mental object cam- 
ponents of the command responsibility concept 

""Id sf 74 
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For example, General van Saimuth, one of the defendants m the 
High Command case, was found guilty because, in turning POWs 
over to the SD, he knew of the criminal nature of the arganizatmn 
and, therefore, the likelihood of future war cnmes.446 Similarly, in 
the Tokyo tnals, the Tribunal stated that a military commander who 
knew or should have known in aduance of the likelihood of war 
crimes bemg committed by persons subject to his control but failed 
to take adequate step8 to prevent the occurrence of such crimes 
nwuld be criminaliy liable for such Knowledge of the risk 
of future war crimes also figured prominently in Article 86(2) of Pro- 
tocol I which LS derived from the Yamashzta and High Command 
cases and imposes criminal liability on the commander if he knew or 
had information which should have enabled him to conclude, in the 
circumstances at the time, that the subordinate was going to commit 
breaches of the law of Geneva.44B The conclusion reached, then, is 
that Eitan possessed the requisite knowledge of future Phalange war 
crimes to be held criminally liable for introducing the Phalange into 
the ~ a m p s . ~ ~ O  

Not only was Eitan aware of the nsk of future Phalange war 
crimes, but he also received reports after the Christian militia 
entered the camps of Phalange abuses that deviated from usual com- 
bat operations. The initial report was received on Friday morning, 17 
September, when Major General Dron telephoned Eitan, stating 
briefly that the Phalangists had gone too far and he had therefore 
ordered a halt to the operations of the Phalangists. The Chief of Staff 
asked no questions at that time but was later informed by Drori in 
greater detail of three specific incidents, two involving Phalangist 
beatings of residents of the camps and one concerning the Phalan- 
gists’ opening fire on houses without first calling on the residents to 
exit peacefully.*6o The beatings constituted wolations of the duty to 
treat noncombatants humanely, while the Phalanasts firing ap- 
peared to be indlscriminate.451 

Later, when Eitan subsequently met with the Phalange, he chose 
not to ralse any questions about the aberrant operations for fear of 
offending their honor. Instead, he readily accepted the Phalangist 
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report of no civilian casualties and agreed to their request to stay in 
the camps until Saturday morning. Fallowing the meeting, in a  con^ 

versation with the Israeli Defense Minister, Eitan acknowledged 
that the Phaianasts had “overdone it” in the camps. an implicit ad- 
mission of his knowledge of Phalange-committed breaches of the law 
of war. Even absent such admission, Enan’s actions. in ignoring 
Drari’s reports constituted personal neglect amounting to a wanton. 
immoral disregard of the actions of persans under his control, as 
defined in the High Command case462 and reaffirmed in the Host- 

Within twenty-four hours of 
the Phaiangist entry into the camps, Eitan knew or had information 
which should have enabled him to conclude, like Major Rauer forty 
years earlier, that the Phalange were committing breaches of the law 
of war, thereby satisfying the mental element and mental object 
components required under the doctrine of command responsibil- 

case and in the Medina 

(31 D u t y  to In leruw.  

Eitan’s duty to intervene first arose when he participaced in the in- 
itial decision to send the Phaiangists into the camps. Had the Chief of 
Staff expressed opposition or reservations at that time based an the 
Phalangists’ lack of battle ethics, that fact would have borne serious 
weight in the consideration of the decision,45e Moreover, had there 
been a difference of opinion between Eitan and the Minister of 
Defense, he could readily have brought the matter before the Prime 
Minister for his The Israeli Board of Inquiry concluded 
from the Chief of Staff’s testimony that “ha  opposition to sending 
the Phalangists into the camps would have meant that they would 
not have been sent in, and other means. .would have been 
adopted for taking control of the camps.”46s 

The Chief of Staff, however, chose to support the Phalange entry 
into the camps in order to avoid Israeli casualties, while lgmanng the 
risk of Phalange war crimes, hopeful no doubt that Phalange ex- 
cesses would not be on a large scale.468 In so doing, the Chief of Staff 
allowed perceived military requirements to predominate over his 
duty to prevent the commission of future war cnmes 
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The Chief of Staff, however, argued that appropriate safeguards 
were established to prevent the commission of war cnmes by the 
Phalangists Those safeguards included the posting of IDF lookouts 
near the refugee camps on the roof of the IDF forward command 
post and on another roof nearby, IDF monitoring of radio commu- 
nications between the Phalangist forces in the camps and their com- 
mander, and the stationing of a Phalanast haisan officer on the roof 
of the forward command post and a MOSSAD hmsan officer in the 
Phalanast headquarters.460 

The lookout positions, though, proved worthless in terms of ob- 
taining information on the Phalangist operations in the camps 
because it was impossible to see what was happening in the camp 
alleyways from the roof of the command post.4e1 The radio monitor- 
ing and the liaison officers proved almost as useless, yielding, at  
best, only ambiguous information on two fortuitous occasions, as the 
Phalanasts avoided broadcasting news of their ongoing massacre. 

Those two fortuitous occasions involved, first, a monitored radio 
communication in which Hobeika directed a Phalange commander in 
the camps to "Do the Will of God" with fifty Palestinian captives, a 
conversation which was interpreted, on the one hand, by an Israeli 
lieutenant as ordering the murder of women and children and, on 
the other, by Brigadier General Yaron as only killing terrorists, and, 
second, the report by a Phalangist liaison officer of 300, later re- 
duced to 120, dead terrorists and civilians in the camps without 
specifying how many of the casualties were civilians or the circum. 
stances surrounding their deaths.462 Eitan's safeguards proved large. 
ly ineffective, a foreseeable consequence since the Phalangists were 
not likely to proclaim openly their plans far revenge. 

Significantly, Eitan did not attach an IDF liaison officer to the 
Phalangist forces that enetered the camps because of fear for the life 
of any such liaison officer, although that safeguard constituted the 
only secure means of monitoring the Phalangist operation in the 
camps. Eitan also faded to direct that special briefinga be e v e n  to 
che IDF units in the area an reports of possible war crimes. Accord- 
ingly, many incidents of suspected Phalangist war crimes, which 
were observed by the IDF forces stationed around the camps, went 
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Those few accounts of Phalangist beatings and indiscriminate fire 
which did filter through to Major General Drori resulted in his report 
to Eitan on the irregularities Although the latter listened to Drori's 
report, he asked no questions, directed no investigation and re- 
frained from bringing the matter up during the meeting a i t h  the 
Phaiangist military commanders Instead. at that meeting. Eitan a p ~  
proved the continued Phalanast operation, complete with Israeli 
bulldozers. in the camps, effectively countermanding Dron 's  
previous order to Later, when the Phalangists had exited the 
camps, Eitan met with the Phalange leaders but did not direct them 
to apprehend. accuse, or otherwise punish the perpetrators of the 
pogrom, although the Phalangist leaders were apparently prepared 
to do as the Chief of Staff directed.4a6 

Under customary international law, reenforced by Articles 86(2) 
and 87(1) of Protocol 1, Eitan's duty to intervene included taking 
such measures as were within his power and appropriate to the CIT- 
cumstances, such as objecting to the proposed Phalangist operation, 
instituting adequate safeguards to  monitor their operations, insuring 
the reporting and full investigation bg the IDF of suspected war 
cnmes, ordering a halt to the Phalange operation and their Imme- 
diate withdrawal from the camp, cutting off assistance and reen- 
forcement to the Phalange, admonishing the Phalange commanders 
about the aberrant actions, and insunng that the murderers were 
punished. Eitan's failure to intervene in each instance constituted a 
breach of his duty as a commander 

(4J Summary 
Because Lieutenant General Eitan possessed the requisite com- 

mand and control over the Phalangist militia and West Beirut and an 
awareness, beforehand, of the risk of Phalange w-ar crimes and, 
later, of Phalange-committed war crimes, his failure to intervene to 
prevent or repress those crimes rendered him criminally liable under 
the customaly international law concept of "command responsi- 
bility " Eitan IS not guilty, however, of genocide under the Genocide 
Convention since there is no evidence to date that he acted in con- 
cert with the Phalansst with the intent of destroying the Palestinian 
refugees in the camps BS a group, assuming for these purposes that 
the Palestinians are a national. ethnic. or relimous emuo nrotected 

I I . .  
by that Convention. Rather, Eltan's intent was limited to  the defeat 
of the PLO fighten. 
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Eltan's guilt 01 innocence under the Civilians Convention for the 
grave breach of "ordering to be committed willful killings, torture, 
or inhumane treatment of protected civilian persons" is more dif- 
ficult to assess. Certainly, grave breaches were committed by the 
Phaiangist militia and Eitan did participate in the order to send the 
Phalangists into Shatila and Sabra and later ordered the Phalange to 
stay in the camps until Saturday morning. Eitan's express orden, 
though, called far the Phalanasts to attack the PLO guerillas rather 
than unarmed and unresisting avdians. 

Later, Eitan congratulated the Phalangists on ajob well done while 
knowing that they had engaged in beatings and indiscriminate fire 
Although he did not expressly order the commission of grave 
breaches, an expansive interpretation of "willful killing," according 
to Pictet, includes "faults of omission where there was an intention 
to cause death by it "4a60ne can argue from the evidence, then, that 
Eitan ordered the Phalangists to remain in the camps while ac- 
cepting the fact that some noncombatant deaths and beatings would 
result therefrom. In effect, he exhibited an intent to cause unlawful 
killings and inhumane treatment m grave breach of the Civilians 
Convention. 

A finding of guilty for Eitan serves to reenforce the continuing ef- 
ficacy of the senior military commander's role in insuring enforce- 
ment of the law of war. At the same time, it should be recognized 
that a military commander such as Eitan or Governor Hamilton dur- 
ing the American Revolution, m order to avoid casualties among his 
own troops, may employ organized militia, such as the Phalangists or 
the Indian frontier tribes, for legitimate combat operations without 
automatically violating international law. The military commander 
is not permitted, however, as Eitan and Governor Hamilton did, 
Simply to unleash the Phalangists or Indians given their criminal pro- 
clivities Rather, the commander must employ those farces only 
under tightly controlled CLrcumStanCeS which avoid the risk of war 
crimes being committed. Any other conclusion would create a 
loophole in the enforcement mechanisms for the iaw of war, con- 
trary to the basic dictates of humanity. 

(b) DToTi. 

(1) status. 

As the general officer commanding the Northern Command, Major 
General Drori was a permanent member of the Israeli General Staff. 
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Within his mea command. he exercised operational control m e r  all 
troops deployed in his area, as well as certain administrative and ex- 
ecutive functions w 

With respect to the Phalangist operation in Shatiia and Sabra, the 
Phalangists were instructed by the Israeli Defense llmmster that the? 
should maintain contact with Major General Drori regarding the 
modes of operation.48s Drori later Lnstructed the Phalangists on the 
direction and time at which they should enter the camps and that 
they should coordinate their actions x i th  his subordinate division 
commander, Brigadier General P a r ~ n . " ~  

The best evidence of Drari's control over the Phaiangists consists 
of his order for them t o  halt their operations, an order which Eitan 
initially let stand. The fact that this order was never impiemented. 
because Eitan later approved the Phaiangists remaining in the camp 
through Saturday, does not alter the conclusion that Dron exercised 
extensive command and control over the Phaiangists and West 
Beirut. comparable to that enjoyed by the miiitary occupational 
commanders found guilty ai Kiuremberg and Tokyo 

(Zj Mental Elemnnt and Mental Object 

Drori testified before the Israeli Board of Inquiry that he feared 
that mass killings of civilians would result from the decision to send 
Phalangist units into the Palestinian refugee camps in West 
B e i r ~ t . ~ ' ~  Those fears had prompted him to meet with the senior 
commander of the Lebanese Army in an effort to persuade him that 
his forces should enter the Drori knew, then, the nsk that 
the Phalangists >*mid commit war crimes in the refugee camps. His 
expectations, unfortunately, proved only too accurate as the morn- 
ing following the Phaiangists' entry into the camps, he received the 
reports of Phalangist beatings and indiscriminate employment of 
firepower He later paid a second visit to the commander of the 
Lebanese Army in which he tried agam to impress on the com- 
mander the need for the Army to enter these camps in place of the 
Phaiangists j V 2  Drori warned the Lebanese Army commander at that 
time. "You know what the Lebanese are capable of doing to each 
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other "473 Drori kneur, then, on Friday morning that the Phaiangists 
had committed breaches of the law of war and further that the 
danger existed that they would continue to do so. 

(3) Duty to 1nteruene 

When Drori received his orders to coordinate with the Phalangist 
militia commanders concerning their entry into Shatiia and Sabra, 
the essential issue posed was, in light of Dron's opinion of the danger 
of Phalange war crimes, what were his duties under the juridical 
concept of command responsibility. He endeavored, on his own init- 
iative, to persuade the Lebanese Army to carry out the camp oper- 
ation. Later, during one of his coordinating sessions with the Phai- 
angist military commanders, he warned them that they "should 
behave like human beings, that they should not hurt nonfighters, 
women, children, oid people.''474 Like General von Saimuth in the 
High Command case, however, Major General Dron was turning pro- 
tected persons over to an organization bent on d e s t r u c t i ~ n . ' ~ ~  

Drori's remaining options, aside from those which he had already 
exercised, were to protest to his superiors as General YO" Leeb did in 
the High Command case, to secure permission for an IDF liaison of- 
ficer to accompany the Phalange into the camps, to publicize to his 
troops the importance of reporting war crimes, a generally recag- 
n m d  duty m international law impiicnly contained m the dissemi- 
nation and grave breach articles of the Civilians Convention and Pro- 
tocol I or to resign his command or commission, as General von Leeb 
contemplated in the High Command case. The record fuis to disclose 
that he did any of the foregoing. 

Later, when Drori learned of the Phalangist abuse in the camps, he 
acted promptly to  halt the Phaiangist operation, as Medina had done 
a t  My Lai, and reported the matter to his superior. In accompanying 
the Chief of Staff to B meeting with the Phaianasts several hours 
later, however, he adopted a passive role and did not press for a 
withdrawal of the Phalangists from the camp or other action to pre 
dude future Phalange war cnmes. 

The explanation given by Dron for this passivity was that his sense 
of imminent danger had diminished because there were no addi- 
tional reports of abuses and the Lebanese Army commander who 
met with Drori that Friday morning did not raise the issue of 
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Phalange atrOCitieS in the camps.478 The lack of additional reports 
hardly mattered, though, where only a few hours were involved, 
and Drori made no effort while he was a t  the forward command post 
to investigate the matter further, an omission for which General 
Koster was faulted, by talking to the Phalan@'st liaison officer there 
or the IDF officers stationed on the roof.477 Drari's meeting with the 
Lebanese Army commander is equally nonexculpatory because Drori 
did not ask whether the commander had any reports on events in the 
camp but rather "drew his conclusion which reduced his alertness 
solely from the fact that this commander did not volunteer any in- 
formatian."47a 

Drori was also remiss in not raising the issue of Phalange abuses 
with the Chief of Staff after the meeting with the Phaiangists. par- 
ticularly since the Phaianast request for an IDF bulldozer should 
have increased suspicions that actions which are difficult to describe 
as combat operations were being carried out in the camps Ap- 
parently that suspicion arose since the order was given to provide 
the Phalangists with only one bulldozer and to remove the IDF mark- 
ings from it.'no 

Certainly, Dron endeavored both before and during the Phaiangist 
operation in the camp to  prevent the commisnon of war crimes Yet ,  
he did not take all the measures which were within his power and 
appropriate to the CLrcumStances, as contemplated by customary in- 
ternational law, and he was therefore derelict in his duty to inter- 
vene. 

(4J Summary. 

Maor General Dron, like Eltan, did not possess, according to the 
evidence of recard, the requisite intent to destroy the Palestinians, 
which is necessary to be found guilty under the Genocide Con- 
vention Unlike Eitan, though, Drori did not order the Phalangists to 
remain in the camps, and he did expend great efforts prior to and 
during the Phalangist refugee camp operation to prevent Phalange 
war cnmes. Therefore, it IS doubtful that one can justify a finding 
that he ordered willful killings, torture, or inhumane treatment of 
protected persons within the meaning of the grave breach article of 
the Cwilians Conventlon. 
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Instead, Drori’s criminal liability attaches under customary inter- 
national law because he failed to do all that he could under the cir- 
cumstances to prevent 01 repress breaches of the international law 
of armed conflict. His personal neglect. particularly his passivity in 
connection with the Chief of Staff’s approval of the Phalange oper- 
ation in the camps through Saturday, amounted to a wanton and Im- 
morai disregard of the Phaiangist actions equivalent to acquiescence 
in their cnmes. The standard of responsibility expressed here 1s in- 
deed high, although no higher than that expressed in customary in- 
ternational law precedents such as the Yamashila case, Nuremberg 
Subsequent Proceedings, and Tokyo Tnais. 

This conclusion represents a proper balance of humanitarian and 
military values best illustrated by looking at the alternative. Spe- 
cifically, a finding of not guilty in Drori’s case would mean that a 
military commander could absolve himself of responsibility simply 
by reporting war crimes of persons subject to his control to his 
superior and thereafter ignoring the matter, while his supenor dis- 
regards the war crimes report. Such a result serves no legitimate 
military purpose since it involves dereliction of duty and equally 
significantly, i s  counterproductive to the value interest of enforce- 
ment of the law of war. 

(C) Yam%. 

( I )  Status 
Brigadier General Yaron, the field commander for the IDF division 

occupying West Beirut, located his headquarters at the forward com- 
mand post outside the refugee camps.4B1 At noon on 16 September, 
Yamn accompanied his superior, Msjar General Drori, to a meeting 
with the Phalange military commanders at which the Phaiangists 
were ordered by Drari to coordinate their actions with Y a r ~ n . ~ ~ ~  
During the ensuing Phalange operation in Shatila and Sabra, Elias 
Hobeika, the Phalangist commander, was stationed on the roof of 
the IDF forward command post serving m the role of liaision 
officer.‘8s 

Yaron did not, however, enjoy the same measure of command over 
the Phaiangists that his superior, Dron, did. This was illustrated on 
Friday morning, 17 September, when Yaron reached the conclusion 
that something was awry in the refwee camm but did not order a 
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hait to the Phalangist Operation Rather. he suggested to Drori the 1s- 
suance of such an order.'8i Dron 's  order to halt was then conveyed 
to the Phalangist commanders. 

Similarly, when the Phalangist commanders requested permission 
to send new troops in on Friday morning, Yaron permitted their 
troops to assemble a t  the airport, pending approval by the Chief of 
Staff of their entry into the camps.415 The en~u ing  meeting by Eitan 
with the Phalanpst military commanders on Friday afternoon, at 
which the Phalangists were authorized to use an ID€ bulldozer and 
to Operate in the camps through Saturday morning, was interpreted 
by Yaron, who was present at the meeting, as granting permission 
for the Phaiangist resupply and troop rotation.4Ps 

The next mormng, though, Yaron learned that the Phalangists had 
not exited the camps a t  0500. Yaron thereupon gave the Phalangist 
commander on the scene an order that they must vacate the camps 
wlthout delay This order was obeyed, thus conflrming that Yaron 
exercised a considerable measure of authority over the Phalangists; 
otherwise, he would have had to refer the matter to Drori. 

Although many of the orders to the Phalangist militia forces were 
not onpnated by Yaron, he clearly exercised, as the senior IDF an- 
scene commander, extensive control over the actual entry to and ex- 
it of the Phalanpsts from the camp Thm was due, no doubt, to the 
presence of Yaron's division in West Beirut and the statlaning of the 
Phalange military commander for the camp operation at Yaron's 
command post 

In sum, Yaron's command and control over the Phalangists com- 
pared favorably in many ways with that exercised by Yamashita 
with his poor communications and his tactical command mer  the 
rampaging Japanese naval troops in Manila. That Yaron's superiors 
issued the initial orders to the Phalange does not alter that con- 
clusion since the Phalange were piaced under his control, a control 
which he effectively exercised. Since the Yammhita decision was 
reaffirmed on the command-and-control issue at the Tokyo Trials 
and elsewhere following World War 11, It must be concluded that 
Yaron enjoyed sufficient control over the Phalangists to satisfy the 
status component of the command responsibility concept 
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(2) Mental E l m t  and Mental Object. 

When Yamn was first informed in a meeting of Senior IDF officers 
of the decision to send the IDF into West Beirut, he reportedly stood 
up and spoke forcefully against the move to the Israeli Defense 
Minister, arguing without Success that many civilians and soldiers 
would be killed and pleading for a seige instead.'s' Like Eitan and 
Drori, he was aware of the proclivities of the Phalangists to commit 
atrocities against the Palestinmns.4Bn In fact, he had had arguments 
with the Phalangists over this issue m the past.488 

After the decision to use the Phalangisrs for purging the refugee 
camps of the PLO had been made, Yaron participated in a meeting 
with Elias Hobeika and his superior, Fady Frem, where the latter 
said pointedly in Arabic that there would be a chapping or slicing 
operation in the camps Yaron warned them during that meeting 
not to harm the civilian population, ample proof when combined 
with Y a r d s  knowledge of Phalandat military operations that he 
was aware, prior to the Phalangist entry into the camps, of the risk 
of Phalange w w  crimes being committed. 

Dunng the evening following the Phalange entry into the camps, 
Yaron received several reports of Phalange killing of nancomba- 
tants The first report came from the IDF lieutenant who overheard 
Hobeika directing a Phalange commander in the camp to "do Gad's 
will" with fifty captured women and children. The second report 
came from the division intelligence officer concerning the fate of 
forty-five people in Phalange hands.4e1 The third report, meanwhile, 
was delivered by Habeika concerning the death of some 300, later 
reduced to 120, teilorists and civilians in the camps. 

Yaron chose to ignore the warning signals raised by these reports 
and did not communicate these reports to his superiors for several 
reasons. First, he considered the casualty figures exaggerated. a 
frequent occurrence in combat.4Q2 Second, he interpreted the cas- 
ualties as deaths of terrorists.403 Third, he thought that the first two 
reports with roughly equivalent numbers of casualties referred to 
the same incident.4g4 Yaron was, in essence, relying on the various 
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precautionary meaSures which had been taken, including lookouts, 
radio monitoring, and liaison officers, to deter Phalangist miscon- 
d ~ c t . ~ * ~ I n  so doing, he ignored the facts, including the inflammatory 
effect of Gemayei's assasanation. It E significant to note that he ad- 
mitted afterwards that he had been insensitive to the dangers of a 
masacre in the camps presumably because of a desire to save IDF 
soldiers that would otherwise be lost in clearing the camps 4Q8 

Yaron was not totally insensitive to the dangers, however, as on 
the morning af 17 September, he received additional reports of aber- 
rant conduct by the Phaiangists. He concluded: "Something smelled 
fishy to me,"487 and phoned Major General Drori with the conse- 
quence that Drori ordered the Phalangists to halt their operations. 
From Yaron's conduct and admissions, it is evident that he recogniz- 
ed on Friday, 17 September, that abuses of the law of war were be- 
ing committed by the Phalangists against the Palestinian refugees. 

Yaron, in sum, possessed knowledge bath beforehand of the nsk of 
Phalange war crimes and, later on, of Phalange-committed war 
crimes that was more detailed and complete than that possessed by 
Eitan and D r ~ r i ~ ~ ~  He, therefore, possessed the requisite mental eie- 
ment and mental object required under customary international law 
for the "crime" of command responsibility. He did not, however, 
possess the requisite intent to destroy the Palestinians as B group 
which 1s required far genocide under the Genocide Convention, nor 
did he intend far the Phalange to cause the death, torture, or in- 
humane treatment of noncombatants. 

(3) Duly to Inm-uene. 

Although Yaron had opposed the IDF's entry into West Beirut, he 
voiced no opposition to the decision to send the Phalangists into the 
refugee camps because the IDF had been fighting in Lebanon for 
four months already, and he considered the camps a place where the 
Phaiangists could take part m the fighting, because "the fighting 
serves their purposes as well. . . For Yaran, insensitive as he 
was to the nsk of Phalange war crimes, the predominant concern 
was saving the lives of IDF soldiers. Thus, he did not advocate send- 
ing an IDF iimon officer into the carnps. 
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When the reports surfaced on the evening of 16 September of the 
killings, Yaron was skeptical of the reports' veracity and did nothing 
other than reiterate to Hobeika the warning not to harm women and 
children. He later claimed that pressing combat problems, which 
-were more important than the matter of the Phalangmts in the 
camps, kept him busy, a defense specifically rejected in the 
YamaShita case and Tokyo Trials. Despite Y a r d s  claim, he found 
the time to hold a staff meeting that evening where the intelligence 
officer reported on one incident of possible Phalange killing of non- 
combatants. Yaron played dawn the importance of the matter and 
cut off clarification of the issue at the meetmg.soYO He did not issue 
orders to pass an the reports. 

The next day, Yaran did take the initiative in reporting the other 
Phalangist abuses to Drari, but he made no reference to the previous 
nights reports of Phalange killings. Moreover, he only secured an 
order from Drori for the Phalangists not to advance. This order might 
have been considered an adequate precaution by Drori, who had yet 
to hear reports about instances of killings; Yaron should have 
known, however, that halting the advance did not insure an end to 
the Phalange killings.6D' 

Yaron was similarly remiss during the Chief of Staff's visit to 
Beirut when he assumed a passive role, akin to Drori's, and failed to 
pursue measures designed to forestall Phalangist atrocities. Follow- 
ing Eitan's meeting with the Phalangists, Yaron, evincing a total dis- 
regard for the reports of Phalange abuses, even authorized the re- 
supply and rotation of Phalange forces in the camps, although the 
Chief of Staff had not expressly approved or ordered that to occur. 
Throughout the Phalangist refugee camp operation, then, Yaran was 
derelict in his duty to intervene as he failed to take all the measures 
within his power and appropriate to the circumstances to investi- 
gate, report, prevent, or repress Phalangist war crimes. 

(41 Surnwmy 

The requisite mens rea is lacking to convict Yaron of genocide 
under the Genocide Convention. Similarly, he is not guilty of a grave 
breach under the Civilians Convention Since he did not order the 
P h a l m s t s  to commit willful killings or torture of Palestinian non- 
combatants. Instead, Yaron repeatedly ordered the Phalangists to 
treat noncomhatants humanely. His personal neglect, however, 

boold.  st 83-84. 
'"Id at  86 
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before and during the Phanaigist presence in the camps to the nsk 
of, and commission of, Phalange war crimes amounted to a wanton 
and immoral disregard equivalent to acquiescence in the crimes. This 
result reaffirms the finding in Drori's and Eitan's cases that a 
military commander, while afforded the opportunity under the prin- 
ciple of military necessity to avoid casualties to troops of his awn 
armed forces by ordering friendly militia forces of another nation to 
handle the fighting, may not disclaim responsibility for the militia's 
atrocities where the risk of the militia's commission of war crimes is 
substantial and the military commander fails to prevent or repress 
the cnmes. 

V. CONCLUSIONS AND 
RECOMMENDATIONS 

The screams of the victims at Dubno, My Lai, and Sabra and Shanla 
should never be forgotten. In assessing the blame for such atrocities 
and, more importantly, in deternng the commission of future atroci- 
ties, command responsibility must play a key role. 

The first portion of this article was devoted to an analysis of the 
juridical concept of command responsibility. Born in a municipal law 
context, it gradually evolved into a customary international law 
norm during the twentieth century, playing a major role in the inter. 
national war cnmes tribunals fallowing World War 11. For the 
military commander, criminal liability extended not only to those 
war crimes which he ordered committed but also, according to the 
Yamashita-Nuremberg standard, to those war crimes perpetrated by 
subordinates or other persons subject to his control where the corn. 
mander was personally derelict m his duty. Having been reaf. 
firmed in the My Lai proceedings, the concept is now firmly en- 
trenched in customary international iaw. 

The ascendancy of this concept into the firmament of customary 
international law has been belatedly shadowed by the increasing 
recognition of the same concept in conventional international law. 
This was evident first in the brief, noncriminal references to the 
military commander's role in a military organization in the Fourth 
and Tenth Hague Conventions of 1907 and the Geneva Red Cross 
Convention of 1929. Later, the four Geneva Conventions of 1949 
and the Genocide Convention of 1948 assigned criminal liability for 
the relatively narrowly defined crimes of genocide and grave 
breaches to those commanders who possessed the requisite intent 
and committed proscnbed acts such as ordenng grave breaches or in- 
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citing genocidal killing. The Yamashita-Nuremberg standard of com- 
mand responsibility for crimes of absention or omission proved too 
controversial at the time and had to wait until 1977 when its increas- 
ing acceptance in the world community led to its codification in Pra- 
tocol I to the Geneva Conventions of 1949, thereby aligming the can- 
ventional international legal norms with their customary interna- 
tional law antecedents. 

The juridical components of this command responsibility concept 
include Status, mental element, mental object, and the duty to inter- 
vene. Status refers to the military commander's command and con- 
trol over members of his awn armed farce or other persans subject to 
his control. The mental element far the military commander, vari- 
ously represented by the "knew-or-should-hav~.lol~w"" standard 
in the Tokyo Trials and Yamashita case, the "personal-neglect- 
a m a u n t i n g - t o - a - w a n t o n - i m m o r a l - d i s r e g a r d - e q u i ~ a l ~ n t - t ~ - ~ ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ -  
cence" standard pronounced at Nuremberg, or the "knew-or-had- 
infarmation-which-have-enabled-him-ta-can~l"de-i".the.circum. 
stances-at-the-time" standard articulated in Article 86(2) of Protocol 
I, is broadly defined to insure legal accountability, attaches where 
the military commander is personally derehct. The third element, 
mental object, pertains to the commander's lolawledge of subordi- 
nates' war crimes or criminal policies or the risk of subordinates 
committing war cnmes in the future. The final element, the com- 
mander's duty to intervene, requires that the commander take those 
measures which are within his power and appropriate to the cireum- 
stances to prevent or repress subordinates' war crimes. 

These broadly defined elements to the concept of command re- 
sponsibility have evolved in order to utilize effectively the com- 
mander's role and power in the modern military organization to in- 
sure effective enforcement of the law of war. Defining the elements 
more narrowly would prove extremely destructive to the humani- 
tarian value interests at stake. For example, limiting the military oc- 
cupational commander's liability to only those Army personnel 
under his command would excuse him from criminal acts committed 
by naval personnel in his area of responsibility and authority simply 
because they are not in his direct chain of command. Similarly, re- 
stricting the commander's criminal liability to only those subardi- 
nate crimes of which he had actual knowledge would permit many 
militay commanders to escape liability for widespread and common- 
ly known atrocities which they ordered or in which they silently ac- 
quiesced because proof of the commander's actual knowledge was 
rendered impossible by the death of witnesses and destruction of 
records in combat. Finally, defining the mental object element to in- 
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dude  the risk of future war crimes insures that the commander acts 
not oniy to punish subordinates' crimes already committed but also 
to prevent future war crimes. 

Although the criminal liability of a military commander has been 
broadly defined in international law to protect the underlying 
humanitarian values, the law recognizes the necessity for a miltiary 
commander to decentralize and delegate authority and control in 
order to administer effectively a modern military organization. Ac- 
cordingly, his liability for subordinates' war crimes is not absolute. 
Rather, it is limited to instances where there is personal dereliction 
on his part, the point at which the principles of humanity and 
military necessity are properly halanced. 

The second portion of this study consisted of an examination of the 
respansibility of Rafael Eitan, the Israeli Chief of Staff, Amir Drori, 
the area commander for Lebanon, and Amos Yaron, the divltion 
commander in West &iNt,  for the massacre in Shatila and Sabra. 
Although none of those Israeli officers e m s l y  ordered the com- 
mission of war crimes, the facts and law applicable to each officer's 
case demonstrate their criminal liability as military commanders for 
the Phalangist atrocities. This finding is consistent generally with 
the conclusions of the Israeli Board of inquiry and the Private Inter- 
national Commission, although the former was never specific in a~ 
ticulating the wurces for its jurisprudence, whether national or in- 
ternational, statutory, conventional or customary, and the latter 
dealt primarily with the responsibility of the State of Israel. Signifi- 
cantly, the finding by the Israeli Board of Inquiry of indirect re- 
sponsibility for the mwacre  in the cases of Eitan, Drori, and Yaron, 
like the administrative decision of the Secretary of the Army in 
Koster's case, may be treated as customary international law prac. 
tice. 

A contrary finding of not guilty for the IDF military commanders 
would have represented a retreat from the existing boundaries of 
command responsibility to one limited by very restrictive definitions 
of command and control, and howledge. Such a result is needlessly 
destructive of the humanitarian values one is attempting to preserve 
in the Lebanese armed conflict. 

In concluding this article, it is appropriate to make several recom- 
mendations based upon the foregoing study and conclusions. First, 
the concept of command responsibility contained in Protocol I 
should be adopted by all nations and parties to an armed conflict as 
binding international law, whether through ratification or accession 
to the Protocol or through recognition of the applicable n o m  in the 
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Protocol as a codification of customary international law. Second, 
adviser positions should be established for all armed forces to insure 
that the military commander is able to avail himself of the necessary 
expertise to insure compliance with the law of war. Finally, to avoid 
the misfeasance of past commanders, including Eitan, Drori, and 
Yaron, any military commander, Israeli or otherwise, m i m e d  eom- 
mand and control over armed combatant s o u p  similar to the Phai- 
angsts which has engaged in widespread war crimes in the past 
should refrain from employing that s o u p  in combat situations until 
they have demonstrated clearly and unequivocally their cammit- 
ment to the fundamental humanitarian protections of the iaw of 
War. 
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NUCLEAR WEAPONS: THE CRISIS 
OF CONSCIENCE 

by Captain Mary Eileen E.  McGrath' 

This article examines the impact  of nuclear weapons o n  inlerna-  
tional law, reltgion, and A m y  doctrine and personnel policzes. 
This article concludes that pri-ples of international law can be 
applied to the use of counlerforce nuclear weapons and is reflected 
in A m y  doctrine Principles of international lau: can only  be ap- 
plied to c o u n t m a l v e  nuclear weapons t h r o w h  the policy o fmutua l  
deterrence and a balance ofpower. The A&can R m a n  Catholic 
Bishops have launched a moral  m a d e  against nuclear weapons. 
They demand t h t  individuals  m a k e  moral  choices regarding the 
use of nuclear weapons Individuals  will have to make their choices 
withmt adepote moral and r e l z g i m  gutdance. The Bishops' call 
for legislative Tecognztion of selective conseientians objection has 
given moral legitimacy to nuclear paczfism. While selective cons- 
cientious objection has been rejected by Congress and the Suprone 
Court, the A m y  must prepare to deal with nuclearpaclfism. 

In the Paradise of Children dwelt a boy named Epirnetheus. Be- 
cause he lived alone, the gads on Mount Olympus sent him a cam- 
pamon. Her name was Pandora. 

In the house of Epimetheus, Pandora spied a large carved chest 
that was locked. She immediately wanted to know what was in it. 
The bay toid her that the gad, Mercury, had brought it and left it 
with stnct instructions never to open the chest, not even to unlock 
it. Pandora grew more curious. 

The Paradise in which they dwelt was perfect. There was no 
s ichess  or trouble. Yet each time Pandora spied the chest, the more 
her curiosity grew. 

One day when Pandora was alone she decided to unlock the chest 
and lift the lid for one quick look. As she began to raise the lid very 

*Judze Ad>ocate General's Cams Lnaed Stater Arm" Currenllv asmmed fa Con- 
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slowly, it flew open. There was a great clap of thunder and the room 
grew instantly dark A sudden swarm of bathke creatures rushed out 
of the chest and past her into Paradise. And so it was that anger, sor- 
row, sickness, despair, and all other evil things came into the world. 
Then the room grew light again. Pandora gazed into the chest and 
saw one last, tiny creature of great beauty struggling to fly out. 
When it gained strength, it, too, flew into Paradme. That last 
creature was Hope 

A Greek Legend 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A .  HIROSHIMA AND NAGASAKI: 
THE TURNING POINT 

Single events have often triggered dramatic changes in the course 
of civilization. The discovery of fire brought w m t h ,  light, and a 
greater chance of survival to primitive humanity. Gutenberg's print- 
ing press made books available to the average citizen and fostered 
widespread literacy. The Wright Brothers's short flight paved the 
way for intercontinental travel and space exploration. In August 
1945, the United States decimated Hiroshima and Nagasaki with 
nuclear weapons. Never before had a single bomb been able to 
obliterate an entire city and most of its population While these 
weapons of maSS destruction have never again been used to van- 
quish the enemy, Hiroshima and Nagasaki represent civilization's 
entry into a new era. The specter of universal holocaust has emerged 
from Pandora's box. The potential devastation and carnage of war 
was transformed from limited to unlimited. If ever unleashed, the 
present nuclear stockpiles of the United States and the Saviet Union 
have the potential of destroying civilization. Human beings need no 
longer work in munitions factories, be enmeshed in the advance of 
armies, or participate actively in warfare to become targets. Nuclear 
weapons and the resultant radioactive €all-out make people, thase 
born and unborn, those far from the battle, and thase uninvalved in 
the conflict, vulnerable to nuclear devastation and death. 

B. PUBLIC RESPONSE 
A few Americans participated in the short-lived "Ban the Bomb" 

movement of the early 19SOs. Anti-nuclear movements have gained 
a stronger foothold in Western Europe and the United States in the 
1980s. Mass demonstrations have been conducted in Great Britain 
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and the Federal Republic of Germany to protest the presence of U.S 
nuclear weapons and the deployment of Cruse and Pershing I1 mis- 
siles Americans haxe joined in peaceful demonstrations and civil 
disobedience to protest nuclear missile storage sites, reactors, and 
the proposed XX misale system. Yumerous politicnm, church 
groups, and scientific organizations have domed citizens in the call 
for nuclear freeze and eventual disarmament. Movies like On The 
Beach, me Dag After. and Testament have focused public attention 
on the terrifying aftermath of a nuclear holocaust. Such maiies have 
increased both the awareness of the threat and the fear of its occur- 
rence No sane mdividual, with even minimal moral scruples, desires 
to witness universal destruction At the same time, other concerned 
politmans, church groups, and cinzens believe that the United 
States must maintain our nuclear arsenal in order to prevent war and 
provide national security for ourselves and our allies. Sa the debate 
rages. Can we live with nuclear weapons? Can we sumwe wnhout 
them? Can we limit their use? Is nuclear holocaust avoidable or in- 
evitable? 

C. COPING WITH THE CHALLENGE 
Kearly 40 yean have passed since Hiroshima and Nagasaki ushered 

in the age of nuclear weapons. Katians have thus far avoided the use 
of those weapons since that fateful day. The presence of nuclear 
weapons has presented new and unique challenges to international 
lawyers, military strategists, the clergy, and individuals. Have these 
challenges been met, avoided, or denied? If all human institutions 
and organizations were to be examined, volumes would result. 
Therefore, the scope of this article will be hmited. First, the impact 
of nuclear weapons a n  international law will be examined. The sec- 
ond subject will be an analysis of Army doctrine on the limited use of 
nuclear weapons. Third will be an examination of how the Roman 
Catholic Church, particularly the American Bishops, have met the 
challenge. Last will be an examination of how this challenge impacts 
on individual conscience and Army personnel policies. 

11. NUCLEAR WEAPONS 

A .  BASIC DEFINITIONS 
Before nuclear weapons use and policy can be analyzed within the 

framework of international law, basic concepts and terms must be 
defined 

Tactical employment of nuclear weapons is the use of nuclear 
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weapons by the battlefield commander in support of maneuver 
forces in his command, usually at corps level or below.' 

The A m y ' s  faciical nuclear doctrine specifies the manner in 
which corps and divisions will conduct nuclear operations subject to 
political and military constraints. Such constramts may include 
target types, restrictions on delivery systems and yield. time, 
number of weapons to be used, geographical or polltical boundanes, 
and collateral damage preclusion guidance.2 

The corps nuclear weapons packaye is a discrete grouping of 
nuclear weapons to be used in a specific area during a short time 
period to support a corps tactical mmmn 

Counterforce nuclear weapom are typically small in yield, but 
highly accurate The purpose of counterforce strategy is to arm 
directly at the enemy's military forces as opposed to  destruction of 
the adversary's society in a massive way.' 

Countervalue WBUPOM and strateytes pnmaniy emphasize 
destruction of industrial bases and population centers. This kind of 
targeting strategy is best served by using larger yield weapons or 
multiple warheads.' 

TaTyet evaluation is an examination of targets to determine the 
priority for attack and military importance.0 

Deterrence is the attempt to  keep an adversary from taking a par- 
ticular course of action by insuring that the risks will appear to him 
to be out of proportion to any g a m  he may achieve.' 

Because these terms and concepts will be used throughout this ar- 
ticle, it is critical that a precise conceptual basis be established im- 
mediately to provide a common basis for examination and evaluation 
of the issues. 

L S Dep'r of Arm? Fleld Manual 60 ti 20, Fhre Suppan ~n Cambmed Arms Opera 
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E .  THE DESTRUCTIVE POTENTIAL 
OF NUCLEAR WEAPONS 

The means and methods of waging war have changed over time as 
a result of technological discoveries and advances. Prior to World 
War 1, enemies fought each other on land and sea Land battles nere 
confined to limited areas because armies could not travel far or 
quickly. They walked to battles or traveled by horseback Land bat- 
tles were frequently waged on vast farmlands. Civilians and their 
homes were rarely the objects of direct attack. During World War I, 
miliions of soldiers fought in trenches and hedgerows far from cities 
and the civihan population. The use of airplanes was new and 
limited. Aerial bombardment of civilian population centers only 
became a common method of waging war during World War 11. Tech- 
nological advances had produced airplanes capable of flying great 
distances with heayy loads of men, cargo, and bombs. As a result, 
the war could be easily extended to cities where munitions were pro- 
duced, rail centers were located, and enemy strategies were 
planned. Aerial bombardments were at times launched for the pur- 
pose of destroying the morale and resolve of the civilian population. 
Hitler's indiscriminate air raids on London are a prime example. The 
bombing raids an London, Coventry, Dresden, and Cologne evoke 
memories af massive destruction of heavily populated areas. The 
carnage of war engulfed the civilian population on a level not 
previously experienced 

The vulnerability of the civilian population was magnified further 
in August 1945, when the first nuclear weapons were dropped an 
Hiroshima and Nagasaki. Since that time, nuclear weapons have 
been developed to  such a degree that mankind has available the 
means to destroy cwihzatian. 

If countervalue nuclear weapons and strategy were to be 
employed in a future war, the devastation of human hie, property, 
and the environment that would result would make the carnage of 
World War I1 seem insignificant in comparison 

The effects of conventional bombing in World War I1 were cumu. 
lative: "[Wlhereas today one I O  megaton weapon represents five 
times the e p 1 o s i u ~ p o w ~ ) .  of all the bombs dropped on G a a n y  dnr- 
ing four years sf war and one hundred times those dropped on 
Japan."a In World War 11, the population adjusted to the frequency 
and timing of bombardments. They could seek safety in shelters and 

' Id  at 70.  
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increase their chance for survival A thermonuclear weapon would 
produce all the direct casualties with a single strike Combined, all 
the raids in Germany killed 830 thousand people A single 10 
megaton weapon exploded over Chicago or New- Yark City will kill 
several times that number.g 

The conventional bombings of World U-ar I1 affected only iimited 
parts of a city. Thermonuclear attack would paralyze an entire tit? 
with heat and hiast. The wrroiinding countryside aould be w h ~  
jected to the residue of a thermonuclear blast. radioacme fail-out.l0 

Differences in explosive power account for different 
radiological effects. The firehall of a 20 kiloton weapon 
has a diameter of l l k  miles. The fireball of a 10 megaton 
thermonuclear weapon has a diameter of 6 miles Unless 
exploded at very high altitudes (above 16 thousand feet). 
11 ~ 1 1 1 ,  therefore come m contact with the ground below. 
As it does so, the blast of the explosion dislodges millions 
of tons of the surface. The rising fireball sucks up this 
debris and converts it into radioactire matenai which 1s 
then swept up into the stratosphere and deposited down 
wind 4s a result. there takes place over a penod of days a 
continual "fall-out" of radioactive material over an elipti- 
caily shaped area. The nature and distribution of the fall- 
out depends on meteorological conditions and the consti- 
tution of the surface above which the bomb explodes." 

The effect of fall-out IS dependent upon the amount of radiation to 
which a person or area  1s subjected In general, there are t-o types 
of damage. Direct damage leads to ~llness. death, reduced life expec- 
tancg, and genetic defects. Direct damage is caused by the pene- 
tration of gamma rays into the skin, which alters the molecular 
structure of the cells. Alpha and beta rays cause burns and lesions, 
they cannot do internal damage unless a person Ingests contam, 
nated food or water: this constitutes indirect damage. Gamma rays 
also damage blood cells. Thus, a greater susceptibility to infection i s  
produced. Radiation map produce leukemia and cataracts months 
after an individual has been exposed to radiation.12 

As soon as the radiation drops to a level safely tolerable to people, 
decontamination measures must be taken immediately. Otherwise, 
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the area may be rendered unproductive for months or even years 
and the cumulative effects of iingenng radiation could make it 
uninhabitable.'8 

The fall-out will contaminate the water supply and craps. Most 
livestock will either be killed or contaminated by ingesting radio- 
active fodder and water. The available food supply will be even 
more drastically reduced "In addition to its drastic impact on the 
social structure and the material well-being of waning nations, an 
all-out war with modern weapons would produce genetic effects and 
consequences from iongterm fail-out, which might affect all 
humanity."'$ 

The cities of London, Coventry, Dresden, and Cologne, though ter- 
ribly devastated, have been rebuilt. The survivors of the bombing 
raids did not have to fear the effects of fali.out. Food and water 
were not contaminated. Genetic defects were not produced in the 
offspring of the survivors. Cities were rebuilt from rubble; they were 
not abandoned because there was no means to decontaminate the 
area. Decontamination was not necessary. The homeless and dis- 
possessed could seek shelter with fnends and relatives. Survivors 
knew that the farms would continue to produce food that could be 
safely consumed. Widespread countervalue warfare could produce 
destruction and desparation that would render the cessation of hos- 
tilities meaningless and survival a living hell. Societies and in- 
dividuals may not have the materials and resources necessary for the 
reconstruction of all that was destroyed. Simple survival may be 
beyond the reach of many people. Those who mrvwe the nuclear 
bombs may well envy those who penshed Instantly. The only law 
that may survive in a contaminated world B that which promotes 
personal survival regardless of the cost to others. 

C. TREATIES AND INTERNATIONAL 
AGREEMENTS 

For hundreds of years, rules have been devised by nations to can- 
troi the means of waging war. Same of these rules comprise mato- 
mary international law principles. Nations often reduce these rules 
to writing and form a treaty to formally bind themselves and make 
clear exactly what the mies mean and are supposed to do. Regardless 
of the form the rules take. their pulpose is to regulate warfare so 
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that it can be made more humane. During the course of a conflict, 
new weapons may be developed and used that are not covered spe- 
cifically by treaty During the conduct of a war, it may not be possi~ 
bie for the parties to reach an agreement regarding the use of the 
new weapon. Therefore, rules may be developed after the conflict 
has ceased. 

Nuclear weapons were used for the first time in August 1945 when 
Hiroshima and Nagasaki were bombed. No treaties, prior to 1945. 
had been concluded regarding the use of nuclear weapons. Clearly, 
nations could not have regulated a weapon that was non-existent. 

Neari, forty years have passed since the destruction of Hiroshima 
and Nagasaki. Have nations developed any rules or entered into any 
treaties that regulate the use of nuclear weapons? Do any principles 
of customary international law regulate the use of nuclear weapons? 

The United States has made continuous efforts for 26 years to 
negotiate limitations an nuclear weapons. In 1959. the United States 
negotiated The Antarctic Treaty with the Soviet Union. The articles 
of this Treaty prohibit the use of Antartica for the establishment of 
military bases and fortifications, military maneuvers. the testing of 
weapons, and disposal of radioactive waste material. The United 
States became bound by this Treaty on June 23, 19~51. '~ 

The United States entered into the Limited Nuclear Test Ban Trea- 
ty,  a treaty of unlimited duration, on August 5 ,  1963. The parties to 
this agreement, including the Soviet Union, proclaimed as their pnn- 
cipal aim the expeditious achievement of a total disarmament agree- 
ment to be superyised under strict international control in accor- 
dance with the objectives of the United Nations. The parties ex- 
pressed a desire to end the arms race and eliminate the production 
and testing of weapons, including nuclear arms.I'Each party to this 
treaty agreed to prohibit and prevent the testing of nuclear 
weapons, at any place under its control or jurisdiction in the at- 
mosphere, in outer space, undenvater, on the high seas, or in any 
other environment, if the explosion would cause radioactwe mate- 
"ai to be mesent outside the testing state's territorial limits." 

"AntBrCflC Treaty. December 1, 1858 12 U S T 794 TI A S  No 4780, 402 
U 3.T.S 71 

'Treaty Banning Puclesr Weapon Tests lo The Atmosphere. In Outer Space, and 
Cnder Wafer August 5 ,  1063. 14 U S  T 1313. T I A S 5433. 480 C.P.T.S. 43 (dale of 
entm info force with Z ~ S D P C ~  to the United Stales October 10. 18631 
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The United States agreed, in Additional Protocol I1 to the Treaty 
for the Prohibition of Nuclear Weapons in Latin America, to abstain 
from arming Latin American nations with nuclear weapons The 
Soviet Union is nor a party to this agreement.18 

In 1971, the United States and Soviet Union agreed not to emplant 
or emplace on the seabed or ocean floors beyond the limit of a sea- 
bed zone, any nuclear weapons, structures, launching installations, 
or any other facilities designed for staring, testing, 01 using nuclear 
weapons.*0 

The United States and the Soviet Union entered into Strategic 
Arms Limitation Treaty (SALT I) on May 26, 1972. This agreement 
expired in October 1977.21 Although not legally binding, both parties 
indicated they would abide by the terms of SALT I pending the out- 
come of the SALT I1 negotiations. SALT I provided for a halt in the 
construction of additional fixed land-based intercontinental ballistic 
missile (ICBM) launchers The parties agreed not to convert land. 
based launchers for light ICBMs into heavy land-based ICBM iaun- 
chemnZ Also limited were the number of submarine-launched 
ballistic missile launchers (SLBM) and number of operational sub- 
marines capable of launching SLBMs 

The United States and the Soviet Union, in October 1972, agreed to 
limit anti-ballistic missile systems (ABM), launchers, interceptor 
missiles at  launch sites, and radar.l‘ 

President Jimmy Carter signed the SALT II Treaty with the Soviet 
Union on June 18, 1979. This treaty, which limits strategic offensive 

“Addltlanal Protacol 11 t o  the Treaty for the Prohibition of Nuclear Weapons m 
L a m  Amenea. February 14, 1867, 22 U S  T 754, T I  A.S 7137, 634 L.N.T S. 364 
(dare of entry into force mth respect to the Unlted States May 12. 1871) 

T r e a t y  DO the Prohrbirion of the Emplacement of Nuclear Weapons and Other 
Weapons of Mass Destruction on the Seabed and the Ocean Floor and ~n the Subsall 
Thereof, Februaryll .  1871, 23U.S T 701,T.I.A S. 7337(daleofenfrylnloforcewith 
resepct to the United States May 18, 1872). 

llhferim Ateement  Between the Union of Soviet Saciabt RepubhCr and the 
United Statel  of America on Certain Measures wlfh Respect t o  the h i f a t i o n  of 
Stralesc Offensive Arms with Proroeol (SALT I), wlth Ameed Interpretations. Com 
mon UndemtandinBJ and Unilateral Statements, May 26. 1872, 23 U S T  3462, 
T 1.A S.  7504 (dare of entry u n o  force With respect to the Umted Staer: October 3, 
1872) 
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arms, was never w e n  the advice and consent of the United States 
Senate.26 

With regard to these treaties, Secretaly of Defense Caspar Wem- 
bergerabserved 

A melancholy chapter m the troubled history of the last 
decade or two 1s that on arms control. Early In the 1960'8, 
after many years of fruitless negotiations, the United 
States seemed to have reason for high hopes. The Limited 
Nuclear Test Ban Treaty of 1963 seemed to offer the immi- 
nent prospect of a much broader U.S.-Sowet understand- 
ing on nuclear arms that would slow down and eventually 
halt the nuclear competition and make the deterrent 
forces of both sides more stable and secure Today, we 
have come to recognize the full extent of our disappomt- 
ment. Despite the agreements we negotiated, the Soviet 
Union steadily increased Its investment in nuclear 
strategic forces even though we reduced ours.x8 

The United States, despite Its disappomtment, engaged in the 
Strategic Arms Reduction Talks (START), nuclear weapons nego- 
tiations with the Soviet Union, in Geneva, Switzerland. Shortly after 
the United States deployed its Pershing I1 missiles in NATO in 1983, 
the Soviets broke off the negotiations. One can speculate about the 
ream" for the Soviet action. It may have been due to the deploy- 
ment of the Pershing I1 missiles, the failing health of the Soviet 
leader, Yun Andropov, a Soviet desire to influence the American 
Presidential election of 1984, or a combination of these and other 
reasons. 

None of the treaties that have been negotiated have addressed the 
use of nuclear weapons in time of armed conflict. Therefore, if the 
use of nuclear weapons during conflict is regulated at all, the source 
of the regulations must be found elsewhere. 
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D.  INTERNATIONAL RESTRAINTS ON WAR 
Rhiie the United Stares is not a party to any international agree- 

ment that specificall) outlaws the use of nuclear weapons. I t  does 
not follow rhat it or  any other nation is free to use nuclear weapons 
without restraint it IS the view of the United States. 

The use of explosive "atomic weapons," whether by air, 
sea or land forces, cannot as such be regarded as violative 
of international law in the absence of any customary rule 
of international iaw or international convention restrict- 
m g  their employment.27 

The impon of this wew IS that, absent a particular international con- 
vention or customary law, nuclear weapons are legal weapons like 
conventional bombs, hand grenades, and bayonettes Their use, on 
the other hand, is subject to recognized principles of international 
law. What international law principles limit the use of nuclear 
weapons? Are there other principles of international law that should 
be extended to regulate the use of nuclear weapons? 

After World War 11, the nations of the world agreed to farm an in- 
ternational forum that was primarily designed to promote peace and 
avoid the type of conflict that had twice shattered the world in the 
twentieth century Thus, the United Nations was born. In Article 1 of 
the United Nations Charter, the nations formally proclaimed as 
one of their pulposes: 

To maintain international peace and security, and to 
that end: to take effective collective measures for the pre- 
vention and removal of threats to the peace, and for the 
suppression of acts of aggression or other breaches of the 
peace, and to bring about by peaceful means, and in con- 
formity with the principles of justice and international 
law. adjustment or settlement of international disputes or 
situations which might lead to a breach of the peace.2Q 

l'U.S. Dep'L of Army, neld Manual No. 27-10. The Law of Land Warfare, para 35 
[July 1866) [hereinafter cited .w FM 27-10] 

T h e  Charter of the Unlfed Xatlons, June 26, 1845, 58 Stsf 1031. T S  893, 3 
Bevana 1153, 1963 amendments. 16 U.S.T 1134. T 1.A.S 5667, 667 UN.T.S.  143, 
1966 amendment. 18 U S.T 5460. TI A S .  6528, 1871 amendment, 24 U S T 2225 
T I A S 7739 (date of entry into force with respect Lo the United Sfares October 24. 
1846, amendmentstoArticles23, 27.61 ofrheCh~ercameinroforeeonAugvsr31, 
1865, an amendment to hf ic l e  I08 of the Charter entered into force on June 12, 
18681 

*'Id at art 1 
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l'U.S. Dep'L of Army, neld Manual No. 27-10. The Law of Land Warfare, para 35 
[July 1866) [hereinafter cited .w FM 27-10] 

T h e  Charter of the Unlfed Xatlons, June 26, 1845, 58 Stsf 1031. T S  893, 3 
Bevana 1153, 1963 amendments. 16 U.S.T 1134. T 1.A.S 5667, 667 UN.T.S.  143, 
1966 amendment. 18 U S.T 5460. TI A S .  6528, 1871 amendment, 24 U S T 2225 
T I A S 7739 (date of entry into force with respect Lo the United Sfares October 24. 
1846, amendmentstoArticles23, 27.61 ofrheCh~ercameinroforeeonAugvsr31, 
1865, an amendment to hf ic l e  I08 of the Charter entered into force on June 12, 
l F l l i  .""-, 

*'Id at art 1 
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The United States. a party to this international Charter. ha5 c o m ~  
mitted itself to a course of conduct that 1s intended t o  prevent wax 
promote peace, and support efforts to peacefull) settie dispute?. 

.4rticle 61 of the Charter recognizes the right of a nation or several 
nations to BCT in self-defense against an armed attack. An act of seif~ 
defense is to be reported immediately to the United Uations Security 
Council. That Council may take whaterer measures are necessar) to 
maintain international peace and security 

However. a party 16 not entitled to attack another nation when an 
international dispute arises Article 33 provides that the parties to a 
dispute, the continuance of which is hkeib to  endanger the mame-  
nance of international peace and security, shall first seek a peaceful 
solution through negotiation, concilmtion. arbitration, judicial set- 
tlement. or other means of their own choice. Vhen it deems neces- 
sary, the Security Council shall call upon the parties to settle their 
dispute by peaceful means 

If nations resolve their disputes peacefully, questions regarding 
the use of nuclear weapons will not arise When a nation attacks 
another nation. the right to self-defense 1s tnggered.3z A nation that 
attacks another nation without attempting to resalve the dispute 
peacefully 1s m violation of the United Nations Charter 3 3  Such an at- 
tack would be illegal, regardless of the type of weapons used. If a 
peaceful settlement cannot be achieved and conflict results or if  a 
nation responds to u n p t  aggression in self-defense. nuclear 
weapons may be used dunng the conflict What rules of interna~ 
tionai law would regulate the use of nuclear weapons? 

Three basic pnnciples of customary international law govern the 
use of all weapons, to include nuclear weapons. 

The first pnnciple is military necessity. A nation is not free to 
wield Its power without restraint during conflict. A nation is to use 
only that force or violence which is truly necessary to achieve the 
military objective. Pnncipies of humanity and chivalry are not to be 
wholly abandoned.34 

The second pnnciple LS proportionality. Attacks are to be planned 
and conducted so that the loss of life and damage to property caused 
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will not be excessive in relation to the military advantage to be gain- 
ed.36 

The third principle is avoidance of unnecessary suffenng. 
Weapons are not to be used to inflict unnecessary suffering. An ex- 
ample of this LS using a substance on a bullet that would cause a 
wound to become needlessly inflamed. The use of explosive 
materials i s  not prohibited.38 

While nuclear weapons are not per se illegal under international 
law,a‘ their use must be evaluated through the application of these 
three principles of customary international law. 

I .  Counterualue Weapons and Strategy 

Countervalue nuclear weapons and strategy defy traditional apph- 
cation of the principles of military necessity, proportionality, and 
avoidance of unnecessary suffenng. Countervalue nuclear weapons 
have enough destructive power to decimate entire cities and civiliza- 
tion. They can be launched from great distances, from Kansas to 
Moscow or Moscow to Washington, D.C. One of the strategic benefits 
of such weapons is that they can destroy military targets that cannot 
be attacked successfully with conventional weapons. Pinpoint tar- 
geting LS not critical for a successful countervalue nuclear attack as it 
LS for conventional attacks. However, if nuclear weapons were used 
to attack scattered military targets in a c ~ t y  with a large civilian 
population, would the resultant death and destruction be dispropor- 
tionate to the military objective to be obtained? Could military 
necessity justify the death of thousands of civilians when a few scat- 
tered military targets are the object of the attack? Would the effects 
of fall-aut and radiation cause disproportionately prolonged and un- 
necessary suffenng among the survivors and succeeding gener- 
ations? 

One court has addressed these very issues in The Shimoda Caseas 

Japanese nationals who survived the attacks on Hiroshima and 
Nagasaki brought suit for damages agiunst Japan They claimed com- 
pensation for the wounds they suffered and far the deaths of rela- 
tives caused by the nuclear weapons. The Shimoda Case was decided 
In Tokyo in December 1Q63.se The Tokyo Distnct Court determined 

“ I d  at para 41. 
msId sf para 34 
“Id at para 35 
“Ryulehl Shimoda v The State. 8 Japanese Annual of Int’l Laa 1864-65 (D~JtrIet 

J‘ld at 212 
Court af Takko 1963) 
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that the point at issue was whether the act of bombing of Hiroshima 
and Sagasaki by the United States was illegal in view a1 positite in 
ternational law in force at that time.4o The court stated 

4ny weapon the use of which 1s contrary to the cusmms 
of civilized countries and to the principles of international 
law should zpsofaclo be deemed to be prohibited even if 
there LS no express proviaon in the law; rhe new meapon 
may be used as a legal means of hostilities only if It IS not 
contrary to the principles of international law 

Hiroshima had a cnilian population of 330.000 and Nagasaki 
270,000. Each city mas defended by anti~aircraft guns and had 
militan installations 42 

The court held that there was no military necessns- for the indis- 
criminate bombardments. Only bombardment of military objectives 
was permissible The coue stated that “the distinction between a 
mihtary objective and a non-military objectire cannot be said to 
have completely disappeared ‘ I b 4  

The court also found that the bombings violated the fundamental 
pnnciple of the law of war thar prohibits the causing of unnecessarg 
~ u f f e n n g . ~ ~  The court drew its conclusion from the fdowlnR facts 
and observations 

It is doubtful whether the atomic bomb with its tre- 
mendous destructive power was appropriate from the 
viewpoint of militaly effect and was really necessary at 
the time. It IS indeed a fact to be regretted that the atomic 
bombing of the cities of Hiroshima and Nagasaki took 
away the lives of tens of thousands of cmzens, and that 
among those who have survived are those whose lives are 
stili imperilled owing to its effects even now after eigh- 
teen years.44 

The Shimoda court has applied customary international law in a 
traditional and logical manner. While reason may compel individuals 
to  accept the Shimoda court’s conclusions and the ioscal meaning of 

‘#Id at 238 
“Id at 236 
*“Id sf 239 
‘91d at  236 
“Id ac 239 
‘&Id at 240 
“Id at 241 
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military necessity, proportionality, and avoidance of unnecessary 
suffering as applied to countervalue nuclear weapons, the realities 
of the political arena cannot be overlooked. The United States and 
the Soviet Union have enough nuciear weapons to create a universal 
holocaust. They have been unable to conclude long-lasting treaties 
that limit the number of nuclear weapons. In a ciimate of mutual 
distrust, the arms race continues. It is within this context that the 
defense policy of the United States is formulated. 

The Secretary of Defense is responsible for reporting annually to 
Congress the basic defense policies and goals of the administration. 
This report is tendered during the preparation period of the annual 
budget. The basic goal of Secretary Weinberger is to eliminate major 
weaknesses in our defense and construct a defense that can reduce 
our present vulnerability and give us a margin of safety necessary to 
preserve peace.47 T h e  basic defense posture is that 

[tlhe United States remains committed to a defensive use 
of military strength; our objective 1s to deter aggression or 
to respond to it should deterrence fall, not to initiate war- 
fare or "preemptive" attacks. In tactics It is often said, 
the offen~ive is best, but the defense policy of the United 
States must remain strictly defensive. This stance has 
been fundamental to U S  national secunty since World 
War 11, indeed before then. From this premise it flows that 
our military forces must be prepared to react after the 
enemy has seized the first initiative and react so strongly 
that our counter attacks will inflict unacceptably high cost 
on the enemy--a requirement that puts a heavy burden an 
our readiness and intelligence capability. A defensive 
strategy must be responsive to the particular threats pre- 
sented by our potential enemies; in other words, we must 
adapt our forces and our tactics to the magnitude and 
character of the threats as they evolve over time.48 

Total reliance on nuclear weapons is not contemplated. Nuclear 
strength is not regarded as a substitute for conventional ~ t r e n g t h . ' ~  
It is the goal of United States policy to maintain a strategic nuclear 
force posture such that the Soviet Union will have no incentive to at- 
tack the United States or its allies with nuclear weapons. T h e  heart 
of this goal is to create and maintain B nuclear deterrent force that 
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will give the United States an adequate margin of survivabiiity even 
if the Soviets should first strike and permit the United States to 
retaliate in such a manner that it would achieve its objectives.6o 
Above all, it 1s America's purpose to prevent nuclear attack in all 
contexts and from all possible causes.61 The nuclear forces of the 
United States will serve a t  least four basic purposes: to  deter nuclear 
attack on the United States or its allies; to help deter major conven- 
tional attack against U.S. forces and its allies; to impose termination 
of a major war on terms favorable to the U.S. and Its allies and to 
deter escalation in the level of hostilities, even if nuclear weapons 
have been used; and to preclude possible Soviet nuclear blackmail 
against the U.S. or its aliies.6n 

At the same time, the United States is committed to seeking 
balanced and verifiable arms control agreements that will substan- 
tially reduce nuclear arsenals and make a significant contribution to 
American society and to world peace.i3 

Implicit in the policy of deterrence is a balance of power and equal 
threat. if the Soviet Union has the means to destroy the United 
States with nuclear weapons, then the United States must have the 
means to  destroy the Soviet Union. Each must maintain nuclear pari- 
ty in order to avoid forced surrender through nuclear blackmail 
Should the Soviet Union contemplate the surprise nuclear attack of 
American cities, it must recognize that a return strike by the United 
States would render victory meaningless, such an attack would 
therefore be prevented. Neither the President nor Secretary Wein- 
berger has denounced first use of countervalue weapons or strategy 
against the Soviet Union. To formulate such a policy would permit 
the Soviet Union a strategic advantage that could completely under- 
mine United States national security. In order to deter nuclear at- 
tack, the United States must be willing to use countervaiue 
weap0"S. 

A paradox appears. The strategy of mutual deterrence is a reverse 
application of customary international law. It can be concluded that 
military necessity compels nations to maintain a balance of counter- 
value nuclear weapons so that one nation cannot blackmai another 
into total surrender or decimate its adversary with impunity. The 
principles of proportionality and avoidance of unnecessary suffering 
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prompt nations to build and maintain nuclear arsenals equal in 
destructive power 90 that the use of these weapons would be equally 
devastating and so costly that they will never be used. The apphca- 
tion of these principles within the context of deterrence is a preven- 
tative application of customary international law. However, if the 
concept of deterrence fails, the application of these three principles 
will most likely vanish in the blast of exploding countervalue nuclear 
weapons. 

What if deterrence should fail? One of the purposes of United 
States nuclear farces i s  to impose termination of a major war on 
terms favorable to the United States and it8 allies and to deter escala- 
tion in the level of hostilities The United States could determine, for 
example, that the best way to achieve this objective would be 
through targeting and attacking the Soviet Union's military control 
center in Moscow. The goal could be to create internal chaos in the 
Soviet Union, disorganize Its military forces, and promote peaceful 
negotiation. But would this strategy comport with United States 
policy and international law? 

It is United States policy to attack only militam objectives which 

[Clombatants, and those objects which by their nature, 
iocatmn, purpose, or use make an effective contribution 
to military action and whose total or partial destruction, 
capture or neutralization, in the circumstances ruling at 
the time, offen a definite military advantage-are permis- 
sible objects of attack.64 

This policy is in accord with customary international law. The 
United States also recognizes that " [ c ] u s t a m a ~  international law 
prohibits the launching of attacks (including bombardment) against 
the civilian wpulation as such or individual civilians as such."" 

The United States' military commanders must attempt to control 
incidental damage during an attack 

Those who plan or decide upon an attack, therefore, 
must take all reasonable step8 to ensure not only that the 
objectives are identified as military objectives or defended 
places within the meaning of the previous paragraph but 
also that these objectives may be attacked without proh- 

include 

'TM 27-10, para. 40c. 
J'ld. at para. 40a 
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able losses in lives and damage disproportionate to the 
military advantage anticipated.be 

The distinction between targeting military objectives and civilians 
disappears in connection with the use of countewaiue nuclear 
weapons The Kremlin would be a proper mditary objective, but St. 
Basil's Church would not be. In terms of results, It would make no 
difference if the Kremlin were targeted or St. Basil's Church Most of 
the civilian population would die as a direct result of the blast and 
many more would die later from fall-out and radiation exposure A 
commander who ordered the launch could not reduce this incidental 
damage. Under the Shimnoda rationale, such an attack could not be 
justified under international law principles. 

On the other hand, long-term political objectives might be used to 
justify such an attack. If Moscow were attacked by countervalue 
nuclear weapons and five million civilians died, it could be argued 
that international law would be vindicated by a quicker resolution of 
the conflict and the protection of even more civilians. The miiitav 
necesatj of destroying Moscow's military objectives would be ulti- 
mately proportional and avoid unnecessary suffering 

The problem with the Shimoda view is that nations could cloak 
miliiary objectives with immunity from attack because they are 
located in cities. If such objectives were located In the heart of the 
Soviet Union, it would be extremely difficult to reach them even 
with prec~s~on, conventional bombs 

The second view 15 also flawed; it does not take into account the 
risk of nuclear escalation and potenad univenal holocaust. How 
many cities would have to be destroyed and haw many cwiiians kill- 
ed with countervalue nuclear weapons before military necessity 
could no longer justify the death and destruction? 

Neither view can comport with customary international law or 
political reality Countendue nuciear weapons are too terrible to fit 
within the framework of international law, a law that was 
developed to make conflict as humane as possible The application of 
~ u ~ t o r n a r y  international law makes sense only within the coniext of 
mutual deterrence 

On a different level, the attitude of nations appears to be schiza~ 
phrenic when dealing with conventional warfare. Nations have at- 
tempted to regulate warfare and provide increased protection to the 

'*Id at  ~ a r a  41 
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civilian population. This evolutionary process made Its first advance 
in 1907 with the adoption of the Hague Convention No. ELs> The 
parties agreed that the means of injuring the enemy is iimited.js it is 
particularly forbidden to use arms, projectiles, or material to inflict 
unnecessary and to destroy enemy property unless de- 
manded by the necessity of war.Bo The attack or bombardment of 
undefended cities and towns 1s prohibited.81 However, the Con- 
\ention did not define “undefended.” Attackers are to take ail 
necessary measures to spare, as far as possible, rehgious, historic, ar- 
tistic, scientific, and charitable buildings and hospitals.6s 

World War I1 vividly demonstrated the inadequacy of these pra- 
tections. A new Geneva ConventionaB was negotiated m 1949 to 
remedy the problems that had emerged in World War 11. Greater and 
more specific protections were accorded to civilians The parties 
agreed: 

Persons taking no active part in the hostilities, including 
members af armed forces who have laid dawn their arms 
and those piaced hors de combat by sickness, wounds, de- 
tention, or any other cause, shall m ail circumstances be 
treated humanely, without any adverse distinction found- 
ed on race, colour, religion or faith, sex, birth, or wealth, 
or any other similar criteria. 

To this end, the following acts are and shall remain pro- 
hibited at  any time and in any place whatsoever with 
respect to the above-mentioned persons: 

(a) violence to life and person, in particular murder of 
all kinds, mutiliatmn, c rud  treatment and torture, 

(b) taking of hostages; 

(c) outrages upon personal dignity, in particular humil- 
iating and degrading treatment.64 

“Hague Conventlon NO. IV Res~weclmg the Laws and Customs of War an Land, Oc- 
tober 18, 1m7, 36 Stat. 2227, T S 538, Bevanr 631 (date of entry n t o  force with 
respect to rhe Unrled Stales: January 26. 1810) 

“Hague Conveofion No. IV Resipeetmg the laws and Cuifoma of War an Land. Oe- 
fober 18, 1907. Annex to the Convention, an 2 2 , 3 6  Stat 2227, T S. 538, Bevans 631. 

“Id BL art 28.e. 
‘Old at art 23 s 
“Id st an. 26‘ 
“id ax art 27. 
“Geneva Conventlon Relative to the ProfecLlon of Civilian Persons in Tune of War. 

hug. 12. 1948 - Feb. 12. 1950, 6 U S  T 3516. T I  A S 3365, 75 L N T 5 287 (date of 
entry n l o  Farce with respect to the Lnlled States February 2, 1866). 

“Id P L  ut 30) 
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During conflict. parties are encouraged to negotiate neutral areas to 
which civdians, the nck.  wounded. and infirm can go to avoid the ef- 
fects of war 0s 

This Conwntmn did not specifically address the issue of aenal 
bombardment of cities. The indiscriminate bombing of cities during 
World War I1 produced enormous casualties among the civilian pop" 
lation. 

A Diplomatic Conference coniened in Geneva, Snitzeriand in 
1974 to draft protocols to already existing conventions on the  con^ 

duct of warfare. In 1977, Protocol I, relating to the protection of TIC- 
tims of mternational armed conflicts. was adopted There was a 
tacit understanding among the states that the new rules of warfare 
established by the Protocol would not regulate the use of nuclear 
weapome' While the United States Senate has yet to gite Its advice 
and consent to the proposed Protocol 1, the United States made the 
following reservation at the time of signature. 

with regard to Protocol I 

It is the understanding of the United States of America 
that the rules established by this protocol were not in- 
tended to have any effect on and do not regulate or pro- 
hibit thp use of nuclear weapomBs 

Protocol 1 is important to consider with regard to countervalue 
nuclear strategy because it clearly demonstrates the confused at- 
titude of nations with respect to the conduct af war. Protocol I is the 
newest attempt by nations to make conflict more humane and to fur- 
ther extend protection to civilians Article 35 of Protocol l provides 
that, in any armed conflict, the right of the Parties to the conflict to 
choose means or merhods of warfare IS limited It is prohibited to 
employ means and methods of warfare of a nature that causes super- 
fluous mjjuly or unnecessary suffenng. It 1s also prohibited to use 
means or methods of warfare that are mtended to or may be ex- 
pected to cause widespread, long term damage to the environment.68 

Article 51 provides protection to the civilian population and in- 
dividual civilians from the dangers arising from military operations. 

"Id ai art 36 
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The civilian population and individual civilians are not to be made 
objects of attack or threats of violence intended to spread tenor  
among the popula t i~n . '~  Indiscriminate attacks on civilians are pro- 
hibited. Indiscriminate attacks are defined as' 

a. those which are not directed at a specific miiitary 
objective; 

b. those which employ a method or means of combat 
which cannot be directed a t  a specific military ob- 
Jectlve, or 

c. those which employ a method or means of combat 
the effect of which cannot be limited as required 
by this protocol; and consequently, in each such 
case, are of a nature to  strike military objectives 
and civilians or civilian objects without distinc- 
t10n.7' 

Article E l  further defines indiscriminate and prohibited attacks a: 

a .  an attack by bombardment by any methods or 
means which treats a a single military objective a 
number of clearly separated and distinct military 
objectives located in a city, town, village, or other 
area containing a similar concentration of civilians 
or civilian objects; and 

b. an attack which may be expected to cause inci 
dental loss of civilian life, injuly to  civilians, 
damage to  civilian objects, or a combination there- 
of, which would be excessive in relation to the 
concrete and direct military advantage antic,- 
p ~ t e d . ' ~  

Additionally, attacks against the civilian population or civilians by 
way of reprisal are prohibited.'3 Article 86 declares that a grave 
breach of the Protocol will be committed when the civilian popuia- 
Cion or individual citizens are made the direct abject of attack or 
when an indiscriminate attack affecting the ciwlian population is 
launched with the knowledge that such attack will cause excemve 
loss of life, injury to civilians, or damage to  civilian objects in reia- 
tion to the military advantage an t i~ ipa ted . '~  
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Protocol I exemplifies a rational attempt by nations to remove the 
threat of mdiscnmmate bombing of cities and civilians from future 
conventional wars. Nations have agreed in principle to reject tactic4 
that were practiced in World War I1 The very carnage nations desire 
to minimize and aroid in conventional warfare they threaten to ger- 
petrate on a wider scale with countervalue nuclear weapons. The 
era following U'orld War I1 taught that nations can be rebuilt from 
the ashes of devastation. That possibility may not be present if  the 
nuclear arsenais of the United States and Soviet Union were un- 
leashed. If logic were the only factor to be considered in the question 
of regulating the means of wasng war and selecting targets 
countervalue nuclear weapons would be the first weapons to be 
regulated because they can cause universal holocaust Principles of 
customary international law can be applied to  countervalue nuclear 
weapons prospectively to insure that they are never used. Mutual 
deterrence is the only alternative. Conventional weapons, as 
destructive as they may be, do not threaten universal holocaust. As a 
consequence, nations can agree to regulate them because less IS at 
stake. Nations can agree to limit that which has limited destructive 
potential. International law 1s incapable of regulating the unlimited. 
The contradictory policy of regulating conventional methods of war. 
but exempting countervalue nuclear weapons from all regulation IS 
demanded by political reality. What appears to be an illogical and in- 
sane method of international relations is the only logical and sane 
method available in the face of the threat of the destructive poten- 
tial of countervalue nuclear weapons. 

Pnnciplei of international law are rendered impotent and mele- 
vant by the threat of the use countervalue weapons and strategy. 
Nations have difficulty in negotiating arms limitations. Ta limit use 
af those weapons would require trust. Unlike numbers or types of 
weapons, trust cannot be monitored, counted, or verified. Even if 
nations agree not to  produce countervalue weapons and destroy the 
ones they have in their arsenals, knowledge is still present. One na- 
tion could never be sure that Its adversary is not secretly building 
such weapons so that It can m u r e  victory. 

The ultimate threat to civilization cannot be disarmed by law, only 
a transformation of individuals and civilization can do that. Until na- 
tions can achieve mutual trust, we may be relegated to Dr. 
Kissmger's observation and conclusmn~ 

The new technology thus increases our dangers at the 
precise moment when our commitments have never been 
greater. For the first time m our history we are vulnerable 
to a direct hostile attack. No remaining maran of indus- 
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trial and technological superiority can remove the con- 
sciousness of our increasing vulnerability from the minds 
of our policy maken who have to make the decision of 
peace or war. But perhaps our dangers offer us at the 
same time a way out of our dilemmas. As long as the con- 
sequences of all-out thermonuclear war appear as stark to 
the other side as to us, they may avert disaster, not 
through a reconciliation of interests but through mutual 
terror. Perhaps our identification of deterrence with re- 
taliatory power, however faulty its historical analogies, 
provides the basis for achieving a durable peace, after 
all?“ 

2. CaLnWfrce  Nuclear WEUPWU and Tactical Nuclear Doctrine 

While countervalue nuclear weapons eviscerate customary inter- 
national law, perhaps counterforce nuclear weapons can be used in 
accord with those principles. Counterforce nuclear weapons, unlike 
countervalue nuclear weapons, are smaller in yield and less destruc- 
tive. They are more accurate but can cover a much more limited dis- 
tance. Do military plans for use of counterforce (tactical) nuclear 
weapons comport with customary international law? 

Whether nuclear weapons are to be utilized and how they would 
be used are strategic decisions made, not by commanders in the 
field, but by high level political and military authorities.’8 

Release, or the authority to use nuclear weapons, will be 
granted by the National Command Authority (NCA). Na- 
tional Command authorities are the President and The 
Secretary of Defense. To dampen the escalatory effects of 
using nuclear weapons, release normally will be approved 
for preplanned packages of weapons to be fired within a 
speccified time frame and within specvied geographical 
arem. Approval to employ nuclear weapons is granted 
after consideration of the predicted military effect, the 
strategic impact, and the averall political objectives.“ 

The corps nuclear package is planned prior to hoslilities and re- 
fined dunng hostilities as the battle progresses and new intelligence 
data is gathered. Aimpoints are planned outside civilian population 
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centers In area  that the enemy must use to accomplish the misnon 
Ail weapons, or the SmalleSt number necessary to accomplish the 
mission, are fired in the shortest posabie time to convey to the 
enemy that nuclear weapons are being used ~h a limited manner.78 

Suclear packages are planned and refined using a combination of 
two nuclear target analysis techniques. Preclusion-oriented analysis 
seeks to avoid excessive damage to population and facilities while 
employing yields that will give the greatest effect on the probable 
enemy locations within the remaining areas. Target-oriented 
analysis requires a b o w n  target. location. size. and composition 
Using this technique, weapon yields can be selected to achieve 
specific target coverage within use cmstramts.'g 

Militaw victory and objectives no longer are the sale  consider^ 
atians taken into account when the decision IS made to use nuciear 
weapons. Political considerations may bar use of nuclear weapons, 
even if use would benefit the military objective The types of 
nuclear weapons to be used and their yield will not be unlimited. 
Selection of aimpoints, weapons, and yield will be determined by 
taking into account military objective, avoiding unnecessary 
destruction of property, and minimizing danger TO civilians and 
allies 

The A m y ' s  Nuclear Planning Guidance incorporates fundamental 
principles of customary international law The objective in using 
nuclear weapons is to decisively alter the tactical situation. The USE 
of nuclear weapons maybe compelled offensively, to destroy enemy 
farces or regain lost territory; defensively, where the mission cannot 
be accomplished without them; or in response to enemy first use.8o 
This Army plan implies engagement in a limited war in which 
counterforce nuciear weapons may be useful, as opposed to all-out 
war which implies the use of countervalue strategy and weapons. 
Limited use of counterforce nuclear weapons Is desimed to Limit 
damage, confine and shorten conflict, and reduce the risk of nuclear 
holocaust' 

A limited war 1s fought for a specified political objec- 
tives which, by their very existence, tend to establish a 
relationship between the force employed and the goal to 
be attained. It reflects an attempt to affect the opponent's 
will. not to n v s h  it, make the conditions to be imposed 

"Id at 6-3. 
'.Id at 8-3 
'old %f 6-3 
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seem more attractive than continued resistance, to Stnve 
far specific gods and not for complete annihilation.81 

The purpose of limited war is to inflict losses or to pose 
risks for the enemy out of proportion to the objectives 
under dispute. . . . An attempt to reduce the enemy to im- 
potence would remove the psychological balance which 
makes it profitable for both sides to keep the war limited 
Faced with the ultimate threat of complete defeat, the ios- 
ing side may seek to deplive its opponent af the margin to 
impose its will by unleashing a thermonuclear 

The weapons system for a iimited war must be flexible and 
discriminating. In a limited war, the problem is to apply graduated 
amounts of destruction for limited objectives and also to permit the 
necessary breathing space far political contacts.88 

Armies are becoming increasingly mobile and self-sufficient, The 
focus of most of the conflict would shift from cities to the opposing 
forces if limited use is made of nuclear weapons. Interdiction of com- 
munication centers in cities and transportation lines may lose much 
of its former significance. With conventional technology a decisive 
victory on the battlefield could be achieved only by using quantities 
of arms too large to stockpile. Munitions and weapons constantly 
have to be supplied out of current production. Under conditions of 
nuclear plenty, weapons can be more decisively used against op- 
posing forces than against production 

Much argument against limited nuclear war proceeds from the 
premise that there will be indiscriminate use of high-yield weapons 
against a stabilized front and behind enemy lines. Such a situation is 
unlikely. Small mobile detachments will operate in opposing ter- 
ntory. There will be greater rewards for weapons with relative dis- 
crimination and greater accuracy. Use of such law-yield weapans 
will minimize danger of fsll-out and avoid destroying fnendiy farces 
a4 well as the civilian population. Use of such weapons may keep 
enemy troops dispersed and less effective. The enemy would find it 
more difficult to hold area4 and more daneerous to remain in groups. 
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It would be more effective to utilize low-yield, accurate nuclear 
weapons to destroy enemy mobile units whose success or failure 
would ultimately decide the control of teriitory.86 

The limited use of counterforce nuclear weapons on the battlefield 
could further the objects of international law. Opposing troops, not 
cities and their attendant civilian population, would be the focus of 
the weapons. Counterforce nuclear weapons could create a shorter 
conflict and limit the a r e a  in which damage is done. Opposing forces 
would gain no strategic advantage by using high-yieid weapons, far 
such weapons would produce radiation and fall-out that would en- 
danger their awn soldiers and allies The abject of using iow-yield 
nuciear weapons would be to scatter opposing farces and to keep 
them scattered and disorganized so that they could not gain or main- 
tain control over territory. The span of the conflict could be shorten- 
ed. In such an event, there is little or no need to destroy munitions 
factories, roads, communication centera, railroada, and other 
military targets within the enemy’s borders Thus, the danger to 
civilian lives and property is reduced. A short, limited counterfarce 
nuclear war may be less costly to both sides than a pmionged con- 
ventional war that is carried to the cities of the parties. If United 
States forces do not enter enemy airspace, it is unlikely that the 
enemy will conclude that the U S. intends to use nuclear weapons 
against enemy cities. Limited nuclear war, in which counterforce 
weapons are used, should obviate any need to destroy military 
targets in the enemy’s territory. 

If, for example, the Saviet Union were to invade the Federal 
Republic of Germany, NATO Forces could utilize low-yield, accurate 
nuclear weapons to halt the Soviet advance, break large units into 
mai l  groups, loosen their hold on territory, and drive them back 
beyond the border. Swift, decisive action could cause the Soviets to 
mme to the negotiating table and reach a political soiution to the 
Confhct. A portion of the Federal Republic of Germany wouid sus- 
tain damage as a result of the conflict. However, a prolonged con- 
ventional war could well cause more destruction of property and 
many more civilian casualties. A limited nuclear war, in which low- 
yield nuclear weapons are used, cauid keep the conflict away from 
cities, reduce total destruction, and minimize the loss of civilian 
lives. 

The United States Army’s plan for the use of counterforce nuclear 
w-mons of iow-yield comoorts with principles of customary interna- 
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tional law. Only targets with military significance are focal points for 
attack. Aimpoints will be chosen and weapons and yield selected 
that will accomplish the mission, minimize damage to allies and 
civilians, and reduce the nsk of unnecessaq suffering. However. 
the more mdiscnmmate and inaccurate the weapon and the more 
powerful its yield, the more iikely that the use of the weapon will 
violate customary international law. First use of low-yield nuclear 
weapons would not be unlawful It necessary for defense and would 
assist the defended in stopping the enemy’s progress and scattenng 
Its forces. 

It is necessary for diplomats to  convey to potential opponents what 
1s meant by hmited nuclear war, or at i e a t  what limitations are ac- 
ceptable Unless nations establish these concepts of limitation m ad- 
vance, miscalculation and misinterpretation of the opponent’s inten- 
tions may cause an aii-aut war even if both sides intend to limit it.B8 

The use of nuclear weapons does not have to  be an-all-or nothing 
proposition Kior does the use of some types of nuclear weapons con- 
stitute a breach of customary international law. 

A power which is prepared to unleash all-out holocaust 
in order to escape defeat m a limited nuclear war would 
hardiy be more restrained by an initial distinction be- 
tween conventional and nuclear weapons. The argument 
that neither side will accept defeat amounts to a denial of 
the possibility of limited war, nuclear or other, an argu- 
ment which is valid only if nations in fact prefer suicide to 
a limited 

The use of counterforce nuclear weapons, as planned by the 
United States Amy,  comports with the principles of military neces- 
sity, proportionality, and avoidance of unnecessary suffering. 

How and when to use nuclear weapons are not quemons confined 
to  the spheres of international law, United States policy, and Army 
doctrine. Nuclear weapons could not be launched without human 
action. One person orders the launching of a missile, another cam- 
piies with the order. Concepts of customary international law may 
be irrelevant to individuals when the order to launch is given. HOW- 
ever, they may think deeply about the morality of using nuclear 
weapons. The potential of destroying many innocent civilians and 
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property may presenr dilemmas of significant proporrmns u hen the 
order to launch nuclear ~r-eapons is issued, that were merely abstract 
during time of peace. What are these moral questions? How do the) 
impact on the military" 

111. THE AMERICAN ROMAN CATHOLIC 
BISHOPS AND NUCLEAR WAR 

American domestic public opinion influences the uaging of war 
During World War 11, the  citizens of rhe United Stares stood four- 
square behind their armed farces and government Rationing of 
food. clothing, and gasoline wm accepred by C~VIIIIIIS EO that the 
soldiers would have what they needed to defeat the enemy. Women 
went LO work m facrorles so supplies to Europe and the Pacific 
would be plentiful This patriotic moral support helped to win the 
war. Twenty years later. when The Vietnam Var  wa5 raging. public 
support maned and later turned into a demand to bring the soldiers 
home The lack of popular iupporr and the disillusionment of the 
citizenw were major factors m the government's decision to end the 
conflict without achieving victory 

Various political, social, and religious groups influence the beliefs 
and values of indiridual citizens and groups In turn, those beliefs 
and values formed during times of peace can determine how Individ~ 
uals u.111 act during time of war. 

Examination of all groups char have addressed the subject of 
nuclear weapons would require volumes The examination here u-111 
be confined to one particular group, the American Roman Catholic 
Bishops Roman Catholics comprise a large segment of the American 
population Of the 226,505,000 people in the United States, apprax- 
imately 50,450,000 are Roman Catholics. or about twenty percent of 
the population Moral dacrrine and guidance from their church L 
leaders shape their consciences, lives, and decmons. The actions and 
beliefs of such a large segment of society can greatly influence the 
actions, decisions, and policy of the government. 

In May 1983, the Bishops issued a comprehensive patoral  letter on 
nuclear weapons entitled "The Challenge of Peace. God's Promise 
and Our Response All Roman Catholic Bishops in the United 
States had gathered to discuss the threat and rerim posed by nuclear 

%tatiiti~aI AbSLiaCt 1882-83 at 56 (1036 ed lYX3l 
-L c Klshopi' Pastoral Letter The Challenge of Peace God's Promise and our 

Response IMm 19 18831 [hereinafter Cited iil Blshoas' Letter) 
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weapani and the arms race. This pastoral letter was issued by the 
Bishops because 

[a]s bishops and passors ministering in one of the major 
nuclear nations, we have encountered this terror in the 
minds and hearts of our people-indeed, we share it. We 
write this letter because we agree that the world is s t  a 
moment of crisis, the effects of which are evident in peo- 
ple's lives It is not our intent to play on fears, however, 
but to speak words of hope and encouragement in time of 
fear.@O 

The Bishops desired to encourage people of faxh to seek a world free 
of the nuclear threat, which IS neither tolerable nor necessary g1 

They challenged Catholics in the United States tojoin with others in 
shaping the choices and policies necessary to save humamty.az 

The letter is comprised of several parts The first part is dedicated 
to an examination of the Roman Catholic Church's teaching on war 
and peace The second part 1s a discussion of public policy, strategy, 
and ISSUBS regarding nuclear weapons Finally, the Bishops discussed 
pastoral approaches for promoting peace in the modern world. 

This letter provides one framework in which it is possible to com- 
pare the Bishops' approach to that of mternational law, United 
States policy, and Army plans and doctrine. Also, in speaking to 
Catholics, the Bishops are reqmnng choices from their people who 
are not only members of a particular religious organization, but who 
are also ntizens a i  the United States. This letter, along with its 
demands, couid have a great impact an individuals now serving in 
the Army and those who may serve in the future 

A .  REVIEW OF THE ROMAN CATHOLIC 
CHURCH'S TEACHING ON WAR 

Because it 1s nearly 2000 years old, the Roman Catholic Church has 
built up a rich deposit of teaching that has been born of earthly 
events, change, challenge, and trauma The teaching of the Church 
is always rooted in the Gospel of Jesus. The subject of war stands as 

#Old zr I 
* ' I d  at  2 
"lid at  2 
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one topic among man) Major and minor theologians have deioted 
much time nriting about nar  and the Christian's relationship to  I[. 

In order tu understand the American Bishop's letter, it 1s necessar) 
to examine the teaching of the Church upon which the first part of 
their letter 1s based. 

1. SI. Augustine y f H i p ~ o  

The ear lmt  major theologian to address the subject of war was Sr 
Augustine of Hippo va .4ugustine felt the shockwares caused by the 
sack of Rome by the Tingothi under Alaric in 410 Oi In the last years 
of his life. he had witnessed the advance of barbarian hordes across 
North Africa and, when he died in 430, his awn city of Hippo was 
under siege b) the Vandals.@j The teachings of Augustine on war 
have been a touchstone for the Church throughout the years, even 
to the present rime 

Augustine wrote that. when an individual kills during the course 
of a war rhat has been declared by lawful authority and in ac- 
cordance with God's laws. he does not commit murder.ge He further 
stated that it 1s beneficial for good men to wage war against an evil 
narion in order to replace the evil with goodness, justice, and 
peace He cautioned men to remember that the fullness of peace 
and life are to be found only in eternal union with God. If men forget 
to follow God after the3 have conquered evil nations, only misery 
and endless war will befall them 

Augustine observed that all wars are waged for the attainmen1 of 
peace and g1oT. Those men who interrupt peace to wage war an 
other nations do so, not because they hate peace, but because they 
on13 wlsh to spread the brand of peace which suits them best The 
peace of unjust men LS never peace regardless of how it is defined.''O 

Augustine formulated the requirements of just war in these pnn- 
ciplei war must be declared by lawful authorify: war must be waged 
for a reason flowing from God's law: war is to be waged against evil 

Augurtine of Hippo. The C i f i  of God (SI Dads lran~lallan 18601 [hereinafter 

#.H Deans. The Political and Social Ideals of St  Augunllne 154 (18831 
031d at 164 
W r  Augustine sup70 note 93 Bk I Ch 21. at 27 
"Id at Bk I\' Ch 14 at 123 
"lid al Bk XV Ch 4 at 182 
'#Id  sf Bk XIX Ch 12. at 687 
loyid ai 698 

cited as St Augustine] 
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and unjust men; and the goal of war must be to prevent such men 
from ruling the just who foilow God's law and desire to abide in 
peace and justice. 

2. Si. "homos Aquinas. 

St. Thomas Aquinas, the great Dominican theologian and phil- 
osopher of the Middle Ages, was the next major contributor to  the 
Church's thoughts on war.'o' He wrote that three thing.? are neces- 
sary in order for a war to be just: 

First, the authonty of the soverieign by whose com- 
mand the war IS to be waged. Far it 1s not the business of a 
pnvate individual to declare war, because he can seek 
redress of his lights from the tribunal of his superior. 
Moreover it is not the business of a pnvate individual to 
summan together the people, which has to be done in war- 
time. And as the care of the common weal is committed to 
those who are in authority, it is their business to watch 
over the common weal of the city, Kingdom, or province 
subject to them. And just BS it is lawful for them to have 
recourse to the sword in defending the common weal 
against internal disturbances, when they punish evil- 
doers, . . . so too, It is their business to have recourse to 
the sword of war in defending the common weal against 
external enemies.loZ 

. . . .  
Secondly, a just cause is required, namely that those 

who are attacked deserve it because of some fault A just 
war avenges wrongs, when a nation refuses to make 
amends for the wrongs inflicted by Its people or to restore 
that which has been unjustly seized.lo3 

Thirdly, it is necessary that the beliigerentS have the 
right intention, namely the advancement of good and 
avoidance of evil. Wars are not to be fought for ag. 
grandisernent or CNeky, but rather with the object of 
securing peace, punishing evil doers, and uplifting the 
Rood.'o' 

' O ' S L  Thomas Aqurnas, Summa Thheologca (Fathers of the Engluh Dominican Pro- 

' O ' l d  st  PL 11, Que8 3 XL. at 501 
"Vd at  50102 
l"'ld at 502 

vince tlanalalion 18161 iherernafter cited as Aqumasl. 
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Aquinas paralieis Augustine in his thoughts. In order for a war to 
be just it must be declared by lawful authority; declared for a p s t  
cause; be waged with ajust and proper Intention, and be waged with 
just means. Aquinas better explained that the war IS to be foughr for 
the protection of the common good of the nation's cirizens, not for 
the gain of a few individuals. In his second requnement, Aquinas 
seemed to imply that peaceful means for the redressing of the wrong 
should be exhausted before resort is made to  armed conflict. 

St. Thomas distinguished between acts of treacheq and lawful 
combat tactics.106 He stated that certain rules of warfare develop 
and that one side should not pretend to follow those rules and act in 
a manner contrary to fool the enemy and gain advantage. Such con- 
cepts are embodied in international law today with respect to im- 
proper use of flags of treachery or perfidy.lO' and improper 
use of the Red Cross emblem.1os Thus, the means of waging war must 
be just. 

The ideas of Augustine and Aquinas form the core of Roman 
Catholic teaching on war. This moral teaching has remained un- 
touched and secure, until the advent of nuclear weapons. 

3. h e  Modern Popes and Second Vatican Council 

While the teachings of St Augustine and St. Thomas Aquinas habe 
continued TO guide the Roman Catholic Church's teaching on war. 
the adient of nuclear weapons hare presented a new challenge to 
the Church This challenge has been specifically addressed by the 
popes of the nuclear age and Vatican Council II Throughout the 
history of the Church, traditional teaching has been applied to morai 
LESUBS that have arisen in new ways. The pope 1s the primary teacher 
of faith and morality LR the Church. It is his duty to teach the faithful 
how to live and cope with specific moral problems that are part of 
their daily lives. He also acts as a spiritual mediator among nations 
when he pleads with government leaders to conform their internal 
and external policies wxh pnnciples of peace and justice T h e n  the 
bishops, together with the pope, gather as a counai, they exercise as 
a unity the roles of teacher and mediator. Pope Plus XII, Pope John 
XXIII, Pope Paul VI, Pope John Paul 11, and Vatican Council I1 have 
addressed the morai issues of nuclear holocaust and the arms race, 
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issues that were "on-existent before Hiroshima and Bagasaki It 1s 

necessary to understand what they have taught because the 
American Bishops are bound to foiiow the teachings of these popes 
and Vatican Council I1 

Pope Plus the XI1 was the first pope of the nuclear age. He recog- 
mzed that a nation has the legitimate right to self-defense. He prom- 
ised to work tirelessly to  bring about international agreements that 
would proscribe and banish atomic, biological, and chemical war- 
fare.los He asked the following question: 

[Hlow long will men continue to withdraw themselves 
from the saving light of the Resurrection and persist in 
expecting security from the deathdealing explosions of 
new toois forever7 How long will they oppose their 
designs of hatred and death to  the precepts of love and to  
the promise of life offered by the Divine Saviour? When 
will the rulers of nations understand that peace does not 
exist in the exasperating and costly relationship of mutual 
terror? Rather does peace lie in that greatest of Christian 
virtues-universal chanty. And especially 1s It found in 
the v~rtue of justice--a justice voluntarily observed rather 
than extorted by force, and in confidence which 1s truly 
inspired rather than a mere pretence.'1° 

Nine years later, B new pope, John XXIIl issued his encyclical 
Pacem in Terris"' He echoed Augustine when he wrote that civil 
authonties derive their right to command from God; if they act can- 
trary to the will of God, their commands do not bind citizens of con- 
science. God must be obeyed rather than man.lLX Thus, it follows 
that citizens may resist going to war if the authorities do not wage 
the war for reasons that accord with God's law. 

He wrote on the relationship of nations. 

Our predecessors have constantly maintained, and we 
join them in reasserting, that political communities are re- 
ciprocally subjects of rights and duties. T h i s  means that 
their relationships also must be harmonized in truth, in 
justice, in an active solidants and in freedom The same 

1WPope PUS XII, Eoslar IS54 and the Threat 9fABC Warfare, The Pope Speaks Se- 
cond Quarter 134 (1854) 

"old. at 134. 
,,,Pope Jahn XXlIl Pacem in T d ,  The Gospel af Peace and Justice 201 (J 

"'Id sf para 61. at  212 
GremUon ed. 1876) [hereinafter crred as Pope John XlIll 
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moral law which governs relations between individual 
human beings serves also to regulate the relations of 
political communities with one another.113 

Xiations hare the right to exist and develop. They have a right to 
share in the means and resources necessary to progress. Nations also 
have the corresponding duty of respecting the rights of others and 
avoiding any act of Yioiation 'I4 When disagreements an% between 
nations, they must be settled by negotiation and equitable reconcil- 
iation. not by force, deceit, or trickery.'15 This moral call for nego- 
tiation and peaceful settlement of disputes reflects the principles set 
forth in the Charter of the United ?latmns.'Le This demand for peace- 
ful resolution may find its roots in the testament of Thomas 
AqU,n2.S."? 

Pope John next turned to the question of the arms race and dis- 
armament. He noted with deep sorrow the w s t  outlay of intellectual 
and economic re~ources that are spent on the enormms stocks of ar- 
maments."8 He observed that the reasons given by nations for this 
stockpiling are deterrence and maintaining the balance of 
He observed that people fear nuclear war with good cause, far the 
arms of war are ready at hand:120 

Justice. right reason and humanity, therefore, urgently 
demand that the arms race should cease, that the stock- 
plies which exist in various countries should be reduced 
equally and simultaneously by the parties concerned; that 
nuclear weapons should be banned, and that a general 
agTeement should eventually be reached about progres- 
sive disarmament and an effective method of control. 

Ail must realize that there 1s no hope of putting an end 
to the building up of armaments, nor of reducing the pres- 
ent stocks, nor stili less of abolishing them altogether. 
unless the process 1s complete and thorough and unless it 
procepds from inner-conviction, unless, that is, everyone 
sincerely co-operates to  baniih the fear and ~ ~ X L O U S  ex- 

Isold at 6am 111, at 224 
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pectation of war with which men are oppressed. If this is 
to come about, the fundamental principle on which our 
present peace depends must be replaced by anather, 
which declares that the true and solid peace of nations can 
consist, not in equality of arms, but in mutual trust 
alone.Ls1 

We bc.heve that chi, can be brought tu  p w  mrl w e  con- 
sder  that it i, .wmeth.ng nhich rearon requm,. that IS 
eminenllg desmhlc in itself and [hat 11 will prove io Sc 
[ne FOJTCC of man) hcnriits 

I??" XXl l l  rndrd [his wctim of his encyclical with a plea I O  all 
dmrmmmts to w o r i  rogrthrr m I N F ~  and zmrrnrg and nr@nriate 
derrementz lhai will nd the aorld of t e r m  1:3 

On his tnp  to the United States Pope Paul \ ' I  echoed the thoughts 
of PIUS XI1 and John XXlll tu the Cnited Vat1on5 General Assem 
blv .*' He a d .  "You are expectlng us to utier thLg sentence. and we 
are well aware of its @ a m y  and s o l e m t y .  u r  sone people a g i z i ~ r  
o r h m .  never agarn. never more!"121 The first step to peace IS that of 
diwmarnent.-2n The vew weapons that men posses5 ferment had 
feelings and c a w  lughtmares, distnst. and dark deilpns."' He 
remlnaed the L'mred Sations that 11 founded to promote peace. 
Tot war He challenged the nattoms to remember the past x) that th? 
future may be drfferent 

It  siffices IO remember that the blood rf million, L f  
men that numberle- and unheard uf 3uffeIInR heless 
slaughter and fnghtfui ruin are the san~tion uf the past 
which m t e s  you with an oath whrch must change the 
future hrtor). of the world: Xo more war. war "mer 
agan Peace i t  1: peace which must nude  the duc:nr.e.a d 
p e d e s  and all mankind -)' 

",Id at para. 112, at 221. 
"'Id sf para 113, at 226.  
'"aid sf para. 118, at 226. 
"'Pope Pad VI. Address o/ Xu Holbnasa Paul VI to lha h a 1  Assembly o/ the 

L'mied Nolzm OFLobw 4, 1965 "he Gospel oP Peace and Justice (J. Gremllllon ed. 
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Pope John Paul I1 has spoken about the dangers of war, the need 
for disarmament, and the responsibilities of nations and individuals 
in establishing peace. When speaking to the United Nations General 
Assembly in October 1979, he urged nations to search for the roots of 
hatred, destlllctiveness and contempt-the roots that produce the 
temptation to war, not so much in the hearts of the nations as in the 
inner determination of the system8 that decide the history of whole 
societies. He insisted that one of the facets of peace is the recog- 
nition of the inalienable rights of man: hfe, liberty, security of per- 
son, food, clothing, shelter, health care, rest, leisure, freedom of ex- 
pression, education, culture, thought, conscience, and religion.'zP 

John Paul I1 traveled to Hiroshima, where he observed that war is 
the work of man He made this pilglimage out of the conviction that 
to remember the vast suffering of the past is to commit oneself to the 
future Ian In viewing the past and future he said: 

I bow my head as I recall the memory of thousands of 
men, women and children who lost their lives in that one 
terrible moment, or who for long years carned in their 
bodies and minds those seeds of death which inexorably 
pursued their process of destruction. The final balance of 
the human suffering that began here has not been fully 
drawn up nor has the total human cost been tallied, 
especially when one sees what nuclear war has done-and 
could still do-to our ideas, our attitudes and our civili- 
zation.laL 

He repeated John XXIIl's call far peaceful resolution of differences 
and conflicts. He called upon governments to make decisions in 
economic and social fields in accordance with the demands of peace, 
not narrow self-interest. He, as others before him, challenged the 
nation's leaden to work untiringly for nuclear disarmament.182 

In 1982, John Paul II sent a special message to the United Kations 
Assembly's special session on disarmament He made absolutely 
clear the Church's stand on nuclear weapons.133 He wrote' 

The Catholic Church's teaching 1s thus clear and 
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coherent. It deplores the arms race, it demands at least 
progressive, mutual, verifiable arms reduction as well as 
greater precautions against possible errors in the use of 
nuclear weapons. At the same time, the Church claims 
respect for the independence, the liberty, and the rightful 
security of every nation. 

Under present conditions, discussion based on equil- 
ibrium-certainly not as an end in itself but as a stage on 
the way to progressive disarmament-can stili be judged 
to be morally acceptable. However, to ensure peace it is 
indispensable not to be content with a minimum which is 
always fraught with a real danger of explosion 134 

Again, he urged nations to engage in honest negotiations He added a 
new note: "Disarmament negotiations could not be complete if they 
ignored the fact that SO percent of armaments expenditures are for 
conventional weapons."x36 

Pope John Paul I1 diagnosed the cause of production and posses- 
sion of armaments as the result of an ethical crisis growing into socie- 
ty m all directions, political, social, and economic. Peace results 
from the respect for ethical principles. Any efforts made to negotiate 
arms limitations and total disarmament will fail if not paralleled by 
ethical 

John Paul I1 has made clear to Christians what their role is in es- 
tablishing peace. He stated that the object of dialogue for peace can- 
not be reduced to a condemnation of the arms race. The individual 
has a large role in this dialogue:19' 

Finally, I must address myself to every man and woman 
and also to you, the young: You have many opportunities 
to break dawn the barriers of selfishness, lack of under- 
standing and aggression by your way of carrying on a 
dialogue every day in your family, your village, your 
neighborhood, in the associations in your city, your 
region, without forgetting the non-governmental 
organizations. Dialogue for peace is the task of everyone. 

Now, I exhort you especially, the Chnstians, to take 
your part in this dialogue in accordance with the responsi- 

~~~ 

,"Id at 84-81 
'"Id at 88 
>".id BT 86. 
'"Pope John Paul 11. Psacslor Our Time, 28 The P o w  Speaks 133 (13S3). 
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biiities that are yours, to pursue then with that quality of 
openness, frankness and justice which is caiied for by the 
charity of Christ, to take them up again ceaselessly, with 
the tenauty and hope which f a t h  enables you to have. 
You also know the need for conversions and prayer be- 
cause the m a n  obstacle to the establishment of justice and 
peace is to be found in man's heart, in sin, as it was m the 
heart of Cain when he refused dialogue with his brother, 
Abei. Jesus has taught us how to listen, to share, to act 
toward other people as one would wish for oneself, to  set- 
tle differences while on travels together, to pardon 
Above ail, by His death and resurrection, He came to 
deliver us from the sin which sets up one against the 
other, to give us His peace, to breakdown the wail which 
separates the 

In ail of his taiks, John Paul 11 has @"en the most comprehensive 
pian for peace among the popes of the nuclear age. It is his belief 
that, if people and nations do not reform their ethical lives, peace E 
not possible. His challenge is not saieiy aimed at governments which 
will reflect the ethics of their people. Governments alone cannot 
make peace, even if there is total disarmament, unlessjustice, chari- 
ty, and human rights are @"en to and respected by ail peapie. 

The most important document on war, for the nuclear age Church, 
issued from Vatican Council II.'Bg The Church, which consisted of 
the universal bishops and the pope, spoke as one for and to the 
Church and to the world The Council began by recognizing that 
peace is not merely the absence of Because men are smfui, 
the threat of war wiii always hang over them until the return of 
Christ. But to the extent that men overcome sin by living as Christ 
taught, they will overcome violence as 

The Council stated that international agreements, particularly 
those with respect to the conduct of war, must be observed and im- 
proved upon by ail nations so that the frightfulness of war will be re- 
~ t ra ined ."~  Nations are called upon to make humane laws for the 
case of those ~emons who for reaSon of conscience refuse to bear 

Id.  BL 140-41 
'"'Gaudtom et S m  Pasma1 Constilulrm m the Chvrch %n Us M h  World, The 

Second Vatican Council. December 7, 1866. The Goapel of Peace and Jusme (J 
Gremllllon ed. 1876) lherelnsher cited &e Gaudrom et Sw] 
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arms, provided they accept -me other form of service to the human 
community."s 

Governments cannot be denied the right to legitimate defense 
once every means of peaceful settlement has been exhausted'" 

But it is one thing to undertake mWtary action for the 
just defense of the people, and something else again to 
seek the subjugation of other nations. Nor does the posses- 
sian of war potential make every military or political use 
of it lawful. Neither does the mere fact that war has un- 
happily begun mean that all is fair between the waning 
parties."' 

The need to exhaust peaceful solutions to conflicts, the right to de- 
fend me's people, and the limits placed an means and methads of 
making war as enunciated by the Council give added moral weight 
and authority to the United Nations Charter, The Geneva and m e  
Conventions, and Protocol I 

The Council stated that men cannot follow and will not be  morally 
excused from following orders issued by any authority that are 
criminal and in contravention of universal natural law. An example 
of such criminal action is g e n o ~ i d e . " ~  

The Council had this to say to soldiers: 

Those who are pledge to the service of their country BS 
members of its armed forces should regard themselves as 
agents of security and freedom on behalf of their people. 
As long BS they fulfill this role properly, they are making a 
genuine contribution to the establishment of peace."' 

Unfortunately, the Council did not provide any guidelines regarding 
the soldier's proper role, particularly in time of war. However, one 
may conclude that a soldier, acting in proper defense of his nation 
and who observes international law in the conduct of war and obeys 
legitimate orders, is acting properly. This must be deduced from 
what the Council stated regarding the conduct of nations and 
s u pe ri 0 rs . 
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The Council then addressed the potential of total war: 

The horror and perversity of war are immensely magni- 
fied by the muitiplication of scientific weapons. For acta 
of war involving these weapons can inflict massive and in. 
discriminate destruction far exceeding the bounds of 
legitimate defense. Indeed, if the kind of instrr:ments 
which can now be found in the armories of great nations 
were to be employed to their fullest, an almost total and 
altogether reciprocal slaughter of each side by the other 
would follow, not to mention the widespread devastation 
which would take piace in the world and the deadly after- 
effectS which would be spawned by the use of such 
weapons. 

W these considerations compel us to undertake an eval- 
uation of war with an entirely new attitude. 

With these truths in mind, this most holy synod makes 
its own the condemnation af total war already pro- 
nounced by recent Popes, and issues the following decia- 
ration: 

Any act of war aimed indiscriminately at the destruction 
of entire cities or of extensive areas along with their popu- 
lation is a crime against God and man himself. It merits un. 
equivocal and unhesitating ~ondemnation."~ 

The Council paralleled in this declaration Articles 61 and 85 of Pro- 
tocol I. Lagically piecing together portions of this document leads to 
the conclusion that, to the Council fathers, it would be a horrendous 
crime for a superior to order an individual to engage in indiscnm- 
inate bombing of cities by any means and it would be equally wrong 
for the individual to follow the order. Blind obedience cannot excuse 
those who issue or follow such orders. Roman Catholics, universally, 
are bound by the moral declaration and teaching of this "Constitu- 
tion on the Church." The Council, unhke nations, draws no distinc- 
tion between conventianai and nuclear weapons. Indiscriminate de- 
StNCtion by means of conventional weapons is equally as criminal as 
destruction by nuclear weapons They naturally apply customiuy in- 
ternational law principles to nuclear weapons The entire context of 
the Council's condemnation of total war appears to give a wider 
meaning to the term indiscriminate destruction. The Council cieariy 

"'Id at para 80, at 316.17. 
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stated that it was compelled to evaluate war with an entirely neui at- 
titude. If indiscriminate destruction IS evaluated within this context, 
it can be concluded that the Council condemned the targeting of 
military objectives in cities if the destruction of those targets would 
produce enormous casualties among the civilian population. Use of 
countewalue nuclear attacks would thus be morally forbidden. If 
this is the conclusion the Council intended, the individual Roman 
Catholic may find himself caught between the demands of Church 
and atate. For a Roman Catholic of good conscience, the only choice 
available is to fallow the Church's teaching and take whatever can- 
sequences may follow from disobedience of State authority. 

The Council concluded by stating that peace is born of mutual 
trust. Nations must not attempt to impose peace on other nations 
through fear of weapons. All must work to end the arms race and 
begin to disarm, not unilaterally, but by proceeding on an equal basis 
according to aneement,  supported by authentic and workable safe- 
guards.' 4e 

B. THE AMERICAN ROMAN CATHOLIC 
BISHOPS' PASTORAL LETTER 

The American Roman Catholic Bishops' letter is impartant for 
several r e m n s .  While they reiterated the teaching of the popes and 
Vatican Council 11, they also made moraljudgments about the use of 
nuclear weapons and counseled Catholics to seriously consider their 
judgments when making moral decisions.'BD The letter has been 
made available to Catholics throughout the United States. BLahop 
and priest8 have conducted meetings at local churches to foeter and 
spread loyalty to their principles among the laity. Catholics me king 
influenced by this letter and, as a consequence, their actiow in war 
could well be changed by the counsel of the Bishops. This could pre- 
sent a challenge to the Army and the other military servicea on a 
scale larger than that experienced during the Vietnam War. lndivld- 
uals fled to Canada and went to jail because they viewed Vietnam aa 
an unjust w a r  The military may have to meet the challenge of what 
apears to be a new tradition of nuclear paclfim. 

It must be noted that the Bishops are not the only clergymen to op- 
pose nuclear weapons. As a noup,  they have formulated the most 

"'Id. BL para 82, at 318. 
Y J . 6  Blahop Pmmal  latter. am at I, P. 3. 
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comprehensive letter on this subject. They have also received the 
most publicity Other religious groups, for exampie the Episcopal 
Diocease of Southern Virginia,161 have embraced the Bishops' views. 
The impact of the anti-nuclear movement on individuals is not can- 
fined to Roman Catholics. 

What do the Bishops say about the use of nuclear weapons? What 
do they recommend that governments do about the arms race and 
the threat of nuclear hoiocaust? Do they give specific moral guid- 
ance to individuals with respect to military serv~ce and the use of 
nuclear weapons? Do the principles and policies conflict with 
customary international law and Army policy? It 1s within the con- 
text of these questions that the pastoral letter will be examined. 

I .  Tha BLshups a the Morality qf the Use qf Nuclear W e o p m  

In Part I of the Letter, entitled Peace in The Modern World: 
Reiigious Perspectives and Principies, the Bishops set forth the basic 
teaching of the Church on war.ISp The Principles discussed find their 
basis in Augustine, Thomas Aquinas, the popes of the nuclear age, 
Vatican Council n, and modern theological refinements of the Just 
War doctrine.l" The Bishops noted that nations have often per- 
verted the notions of just war and just cause. Careful analysis of 
such claims must be employed. However, blatant aggression from 
without and subversion from within are readily identifiable as just 
cause.L64 The Bishops stated that governments threatened by armed, 
udiust aggression must defend their However, "Dlust 
response to a&Teasion must be discriminate; it must be directed 
against udust aggressors, not against innocent people caught up in a 
war not of their own A nation's response to aggression 
must not exceed the nature of the aggression. To destroy civilization 
by w&r@ total war would be a disproportionate response to ag- ' 
weasion an the Dart of any nation.16' 

With this background in mind, tne Bishops next focused on the 
subject of nuclear weapons in particular. It is at this point in the iet- 
ter, Part 11, entitled War and Peace in the Modern World Problems 
and Principles, that the Bishops began to apply moral teachings to 
specific cases.168 Early in the letter the Bishops stated: 
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Whe making applications of these principles we realize- 
that prudential judgments are involved based on specific 
circumstances which can change or which can be Inter- 
preted differently by people of goad will (e.& the treat- 
ment af "no first use"). However, the moral judgments 
that we make in specific cases, while not binding in con- 
science. are to be given Serious attention by Catholics as 
they determine whether their morai judgments are can- 
sistent with the Gospel.1ig 

In cansidenng the effect o f a n  all-out nuclear war, the Bishops 
made two conclusions. First, nuclear war must be prevented. Sec- 
ond, they rejected nuclear war and called upon ail people to refuse 
t o  legitimate the idea of nuclear war.'80 

The fint  idea they addressed was that of deterrence, which they 
found to be a political paradox that strains moral conception: 

Today militaly preparations are undertaken on a vast 
scale, but the declared purpose LS not to use the weapons 
produced. Threats are made which would be suicidal to 
implement. . . . The presumption of the nation-state 
system that sovereignty implies an ability to protect a na- 
tion's territory and papulation is precisely the presump- 
tion denied by the nuclear capacities of bath superpowers. 
In a sense each i s  at the mercy of the other's perception of 
what strategy IS "rational," what kind of damage 1s 

"unacceptable," how "convincing" one side's threat LS to 
the other.161 

The Bishops highlighted from their moral perspective the para- 
daxlcal mentality that nations exhibit in their application of the 
principles of international law to conventional warfare and to the 
isolation of countervalue nuclear weapons from those Same prin- 
ciples of law. The Bishops rejected the concept of nuclear war as a 
strategy for defense and called upon the public to resist that defense 
strategy The public was exhorted to influence the actions of their 
respective governments In [ietting limits on nuclear policy.1ez At the 
Same time, the Bishops concurred with Pope John Paul I1 in statmu 
that deterrence based on balance of forces as a step an the way 
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toward progressive disarmament may still be judged to  be morally 
a c ~ e p t a b l e . ' ~ ~  The dilemma of deterrence LS exhibited by the danger 
of nuclear war with its human and moral costs, the extreme distrust 
among nations, and the duty to prevent nuclear war while pratect- 
ing and preservingjustice, freedom, independence, and personal and 
national dignity.184 In order to resolve these paradoxes, the Bishops 
recommended the failawing as steps toward nuclear and conven- 
tional disarmament:1a1 support for Immediate, bilateral. verifiable 
agreements to halt the testing, production and deployment of new 
nuclear weapons systems; support for negotiated bilaterai deep cuts 
in the arsenals of both superpowers, particularly those weapons sys- 
tems which have destabaiizing characteristics; support for early and 
successful conclusion of negotiations of a comprehensive test ban 
treaty; removal by all parties of short-range nuclear weapons which 
muitiply dangers disproportionate to their deterrent value; removal 
by all parties of nuclear weapons from areas where they are likely to 
be overrun in the early stages of war, thus forcing rapid and un- 
controllable decisions on their use; and strengthening of command 
and control over nuclear weapons to prevent inadvertant and un- 
authorized use.1b6 The Bishops rejected the idea of nuciear war and 
nuclear superiority. Nuclear deterrence must be used as a step 
toward progressive drsarmament.xn7 

The Bishops addressed three particular uses of nuclear weapons 
and their moral implications. 

The first IS counterpopulation warfare. The Bishops reiterated the 
teaching of Vatican Council I1 in condemning the indiscriminate use 
of any type of weapon that produces mass slaughter in the destruc- 
tion of population centers.1Bn The Bishops go one step funher and 
stated their behef that 

[rletaliatory action, whether nuclear or conventional, 
which would indiscriminately take whaiiy innocent lives, 
lives of people who are in no way responsible for reckless 
actions of their government, must also be condemned. 
This condemnation, in our judgment, applies even to re- 
taliatory use of weapons striking enemy cities after OUT 
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awn have already been struck. No Christian can rightfully 
carry out orders or policies deliberately aimed at killing 
non-combatants 

The Bishops parallel here the prohibition in Protocol I, against at- 
tacking the civilian population or civilians by way of reprisal. 
Although Protocol I has yet to be given the advice and consent of the 
U.S. Senate, this Same rule of reprisal is applicable through previ- 
ously adopted international ageements and customary international 
law."o The United States does not target civilians. 

The Bishops further made clear what Vatican Council I1 seemed to 

A narrow adherence exclus~vely to the principle of non- 
combatant immunity as a criterion for poiicy is an inade- 
quate morai posture far it ignores Some evil and unaecept- 
able consequences Hence, we cannot be satisfied that the 
assertion of an intention not to strike civilians directly or 
even the most honest effort to implement the intention by 
itself constitutes a "morai miicv" for the use of nuclear 
weapons. 

The location of industrial or militarily significant 
economic targets within heavily populated areas or in 
those areas affected by radioactive fallout could weii in- 
volve such massive civilian casualties that in our judgment 
such a strike would be deemed morally disproportionate, 
even though not intentianally mdiscrimmate."' 

The Bishops articulated their view that nations cannot morally 
justify a nuciear attack on military objectives in cities. Targeting 
military objectives LS in essence a moral charade. Whether or not the 
intended target is legal, the results will be the same. The consequent 
civilian casualties cannot be morally Justified 

Second, with respect to the initiation of nuclear war the Bishops 
opined: 

imply: 

We do not perceive any situation in which the deliberate 
mitiation of nuclear warfare on however restricted a scale 
can be morally justified. Non-nuclear attacks by another 
state must be resisted by other than nuclear means. There. 

"aid at I1 C 1 at 16 
'?OFM 27-10, para. 487 
"lBshaps' Letter. B U P ~  note 80. at I1 D 2, at  I8 
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fore, a serious moral obligation exists to develop non- 
nuclear defensive strategies as rapidly as possible 

We find the moral responsibility of beaming nuclear 
war not justified by rational political 

The Bishops based this conclusion on evidence given to them that 
field commanders would not be able to exercise strict control over 
nuclear weapons that the number of weapons used would increase 
rapidly, that targets would expand beyond the military, that the 
le ie l  of civilian casualties would rise enormously, and, finally, that 
mass escalation could follow leading to  unlimited nuclear war.173 

World War I1 clearly demonstrated how devastating a long-term 
conventional war is to civilians and military personnel. First and 
limited use of nuclear weapons may bring about a quick resolution of 
hostilities Infinitely greater civilian and military casualties and 
destruction may be avoided The possibility exists that first and 
limited use could comply with customary international law The 
Bishops recognize that a debate LS under way an this m u e .  but find 
the danger of escalation so great as to make unjustifiable the init- 
iation of nuclear war in any form 

The third point addressed by the Bishops was that of limited 
nuclear war. They realized that this issue LS real. not theoretical. 
They posed a series of quesKlOns which go to the heart of the actual 
meaning of the word "limited."176 Would leaders have sufficient in- 
formation to monitor and keep limited the nuclear exchange? Would 
commanders be able to maintain discriminate targeting? Could com- 
puter error be avoided? Would not casualties run in the milimns7 
How limited would be the long-term effects a i  radiation, famine, 
social disorganization, and economic disruptian?176 They concluded 
that, unless these questions can be properly answered, they will con- 
tinue to remain skeptical about the true meaning of "limited ''"' 
The Bishops stated within this context that a nuclear response to 
either a conventional or nuclear attack that goes besond legmmate 
defense 1s not 
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The Bishops, while asking numerous questions, condemned 
counterfarce strategy and nuclear weapons under certtiln circum- 
stances: 

We are told that some weapons are designed for purely 
"caunterforce" use against military forces and targets. 
The moral issue, however, is not resolved by the design of 
weapons or the planned intention for their use; there are 
also consequences which must be assessed. It would be 
perverted political policy or moral casuistry which tried to 
justify using a weapon which "indirectly" or "uninten- 
tionally" killed a million innocent people because they 
happened to live near a "military significant target""g 

While it appears that the Bishops claimed "to remain 
about limited nuclear war, they in fact seemed to reject any possi- 
bility that counterfarce nuclear strategy can be conducted morally 
and in accordance with the plinciples of military necessity, pro- 
portionality, and avoidance of unnecessary suffenng. They glossed 
over the fact that aimpints are planned outside civilian population 
centers; the number and yield of weapons used will be kept at the 
level necesary to accomplish the mission, and preclusion-oriented 
analysis is used to avoid excessive damage to population, environ. 
ment, and facilities. 

On these three points, the Bishops took stands and asked pene- 
trating questions that are consistent with the international law prin- 
ciples of military necessity, proportionality, avoidance of unneces- 
sary suffering, the prohibition an  indiscriminate attacks, and retal- 
iation. They highliated that the use of nuclear weapons could 
violate ail notions of morality and international law. 

In summary, the Bishops have asserted that governments must de- 
fend their people from threats of armed aggression. Nuclear war 
must be prevented and rejected. Nuclear deterrence based on a 
balance of forces may bejudged to be morally acceptable 89 long as it 
remalns a step on the way toward progessive disarmament. Nuclear 
weapons cannot be used offensively, defensively, or in retaliation to 
destroy cities or produce m m  slaughter of civilians. The deliberate 
initiation of nuclear wartare on however restricted a Kale cannot be 
morally justlfied. A nuclear response to either a conventional or 
nuclear attack that goes beyond legitimate defense is not justified. 

"'Id at11.0.2, 81 19. 
jWId at 1I.C 3, st 16 
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Finally. while they reserve judgment on the limited use of counter- 
farce nuclear weapons. they wiii remain skeptical about such use 
until many questions are answered. 

The Bishops did not compietely ignore political reality when they 
condemned nuclear war and called for negotiation and disarmament 

The fact of a Soviet threat. as well as the existence of a 
Sowet imperial drive far hegemony, a t  least in regions of 
mqor  strategx interest, cannot he denied. The history of 
the Cold War has produced varying interpretations of 
which side caused the conflict, but whatever the details of 
history illustrate, the plain fact is that the memories of 
Soviet policies in Eastern Europe and recent ebents m A f ~  
ghamstan and Poland have left their mark ~n the 
Amencan political debate. Many people are forcibly kept 
under communist domination despite their very manifest 
wishes to be free. Soviet power is very great. Whether the 
Soviet Union’s pursuit of military might is motivated 
pnmaniy by defensive or aggressive aims might be 
debated, but the effect is nevertheless to leave pro- 
foundly insecure those who must live in the shadow of 
that might. 

Americans need have no illusions about the Soviet 
system of repression and the lack of respect in that system 
for human rights or about Soviet covert operations and 
pro-revolutionary activities 

It is one thing to recognize that the people of the warid 
do not want war. It is quite another thing to attribute the 
same good motives to regmes or political systems that 
have consistently demonstrated precisely the opposite in 
their behavior. There are politmi philosophies with 
understandings of mortality so radically different from 
ours that even negotiations proceed from different 
premises, although identical terminology may be used by 
both sides. This LS no rewon for not negotiating It IS a very 
good reason for not negotiating blindly or naweiy.‘sl 

The United States actively pursues negotiation with the Soviet 
Union. In the absence of mutual and verifiable nuclear disarmament, 
it has practiced nuclear deterrence. In order for nuclear deterrence 

“‘Bmhops’ Letter. mpia note 88 at 111 B 2, sf 23-24 
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to work, It must be mutual. If the United States were to reject its pre- 
sent policy and embrace the Bishops’ views, deterrence would 
became unilateral. The United States would no longer be able to 
forestall or keep in check the Soviet threat. The Soviet Union and 
other nations with nuclear capability would have the power to 
blackmail the United States and its allies with nuclear weapons. The 
preventative threat of mutual destruction would vanish The con- 
ventional power of the United States would be overshadowed by the 
nuclear power of the Soviet Union. In rejecting the means necessary 
to avert such aggression on moral grounds, the United States would 
be powerless to fulfill its moral obligation to defend Its people from 
unjust aggression. This position is politically untenable 

The Bishops have made absolutely clear to nations that they con- 
demn nuclear war and demand that nations engage in bilateral, veri- 
fiable nuclear disarmament 

The Bishops spoke not only to nations and political leaden, but 
also to individuals. What do the Bshops ask of people? What moral 
challenge is the individual soldier asked to face? Did the Bishops @ve 
the necessary moral guidance for people to make the choices they re- 

These questions have great implications far the miiitaly. Roman 
Catholics comprise thirty percent of the Army, Navy, Air Force, and 
Marine Carps.LBZ Forty percent of the students at the service 
academies are Roman Cathaiic.LBB The Bishops have issued their 
moral challenge to  these individuals as members of their faith. 

Individual soldiers who are Roman Catholic are confronted with a 
serious choice. If they are going to follow the Bishops’ teaching, they 
will be compelled in conscience to disobey an order to fire a counter- 
value nuclear weapon An individual may have no crisis of can- 
Science dunng times of peace. If, however, he is serving in a position 
in which he could be ordered to launch a countervalue nuclear 
weapon, how would he respond if the order were issued? Until the 
time arrives, the answer to that question will not be known. By the 
same token, no Roman Catholic can morally issue an order to launch 
countervalue nuclear weapons. The same choices, tensions, and 
questions apply to those issuing orders. 

quest? 

“‘Interview with Monsl@or Markham, Mllrfary Ordmanafe, 1011 1st Avenue New 
York, Sew York 
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The Bishops failed to enlighten individual soldiers on how to  dis- 
cern before attack whether the use of counterforce nuclear weapons 
will comport with the moral principle of proportionality and 
whether the consequences of the attack will be morally acceptable 
The Bishops have created moral questions far individuals about 
limited, counterforce nuclear war without giving them any clear, 
practical guidance on how to act morally or make moral judgments 
within this context. 

At the beginning of their letter, the Bishops stated that Catholic 
teaching on war and peace has two pu~poses: to help Catholics form 
their consciences and to contribute to the public policy debate about 
the morality of war.'84 In fulfilling the demands of their pascoral 
mmistry. they are required to speak to Catholics in a specific way 
and to the political community regarding public policy.186 With 
regard to the latter, the Bishops have addressed pubhc policy in a 
comprehensiTe, lucid manner. The Bishops have failed to give 
Catholics clear, specific guidance regarding numerous questions. For 
example If it is immoral to use nuclear weapons against cities. can a 
Roman Catholic serve in a position, in the peacetime Army, Navy or 
Air Force, that calls for training in and the readiness to use such 
countervalue nuclear weapons? If the United States becomes engag- 
ed in a conflict and uses nuclear weapons first, would It be immoral 
for a Roman Catholic to continue to participate in its nation's 
defense in any capacity? Are there any circumstances in which a 
Roman Catholic can work directly or indirectly with nuclear 
weapons? Would it be immoral for a Roman Catholic to launch a 
nuclear weapon whose target and destmation are unknown to  him? 
Would it be immoral for a military attorney, who is a Roman 
Catholic, to give a commander legal advice regarding the use of 
counterforce nuclear weapons? Would a military chaplam be bound 
to promulgate the Bishops' teaching or would he be p e n t t e d  to re- 
main silent, p ~ t i c ~ l a r l y  if he ministers to a nuclear-capable unit? 

In addressing the men and women who work in defense industries, 

We do not presume or pretend that clear answem exist 
to many of the personal, professional and financial 
choices facing you in your varying responsibilities. In this 
letter we have ruled out certain uses of nuclear weapons. 

the makers of nuclear weapons, the Bishops stated: 

"'Bahapr Letter, supra nore 88, ai I , p 3 
"lid st 1. at 4 
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while also expressing condicionai morai acceptance for 
deterrence IS6 

As long as deterrence IS a morally acceptable step along the way 
toward mutual disarmament it is plausibie that Individuals may 
morally manufacture nuclear weapons If arms negotiations are not 
being conducted and are not contemplated, does deterrence then 
became morally unacceptable? If deterrence becomes unacceptable, 
what are the morai ramifications for individuals, civilians as weii as 
milltar? personnel? The Bishops do not even allude to these ques- 
tions or pose answers 

To men and women in the military service the Bishops stated. 

It i s  surely not our intention in writing this letter to 
create problems for Catholics m the armed forces Every 
profession, however, has its specific moral questions and 
11 1s clear that the teaching on war and peace developed in 
chis letter poses a special challenge and opportunity to 
those in the military profession 

The Bishops have raised specific moral problems that strike at the 
very heart of the military profession. Can individuals prepare to do 
in peace that which would be immoral to do in war? How can in 
dividuals serve in the military morally. obediently, and loyally, par- 
ticularly If there is a limited, countedarce nuclear warn It 1s in thls 
realm that the Bishops have hedged, opening a Pandora's Box far 
Catholic soldiers without giving them the wherewithal to answer 
these pressing moral questions. This lapse is a fundamental flaw in 
the letter. It IS the pnmary responsibility of the Bishops to give con- 
crete moral guidance GO their followers, not to give political advice to 
government leaders. The Bishops have failed to give to their people 
what 1s needed, have failed to fulfill their primary responsibility and 
goal. They have talked at  great length about God's challenge, but 
have failed to address realistically, clearly, and honestly the individ- 
ual's response. 

2. The Bishops and Selective ConscientimLs Objection 

The overall moral position the Bishops have implicitly advocated is 
nuclear pacifism. How does this impact on the individual who elects 
to embrace that moral position? How does nuclear pacifism relate to 
United State8 law and Army personnel regulacions? 
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The Bishops stated that they accept "the ri&t in pnnc~ple of a 
government to require military service of its citizens provided the 
government shows it is nece~sary.'''~~ "At the same time, no state 
may demand blind obedience."lBg The Bishops reiterated their sup- 
port for general conscientious objection and for selective conscien- 
tious objection to participation in a specific war "either because of 
the ends being pursued or the means being used."lgoThey called for 
legislative recogmiltion and protection of both classes of objectors.lol 

The Bishops advanced beyond Vatican Council I1 in respect to 
selective conscientious objection. The Council had called for general 
recognition and protection of persons who for reason of conscience 
refuse to bear arms, provided that they accept some other form of 
service to the human 

The United Stares has made provrsion far conscientious objectors 
from Its birth as a nation. In 1776, the Continental Congress an- 
nounced its resolve to respect the beliefs of people who from 
religious principles could not bear arms in any war.lRS This exemp- 
tion from military service was made during the Civil War, World War 
I, and World War II.lQ4 The refusal to participate in war in any form 
has remained the basis of this exemption ever since IRK 

The United States Congress has determined that it is more essential 
to respect a man's religious beliefs and opposition to war in any form 
that to force him to Serve in the armed forces.'Ba It is also true that 
exemption from military service based on conscientious abjection IS 
dependent upon the will of Congress and not upon the behefs of the 
individuai.18' At no time has Congress recognized selective canmen- 
t i o u  objection. 

United States law at  this time does not require any penon to be 
subject to combatant training and service in the armed forces if the 
person, by reason of religious training and belief, is conscientiously 
apposed to participation in war in any form.'o8 Army regulations fur- 

"W S Bishops Partoral Letter. mpro note 88 at 111 A 8 at 22 
leaid at 111 A 6 ,  st 22 
"OM at 111 A.6. at 22 
Lolid sf 111 A 6. at 22 
'eWazLdiom at Spes, myia note 138. at para 79 at 316 
"JL'nned Stales v GiUefte 401 L'S. 437. 443 n 8 (18711 

Isa1d at 443 0 5 [citing Dep f o l  Defense Directive lo 1300 6 (May 10 1868)) 
' T ln i ted  States Y. Macmloah, 283 U S  606. 623 (1831) 
L"60 U.5 C App 5 4560) (l8S2) 
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ther implement this statute by providing that no penon in the Army 
will be granted conscientious objector status based solely upon 
pallcy, pragmatism, expediency, or objection to a particular war Ian 

In the case of Gillette v. United States,2oo one of the petitioners was a 
Roman Catholic who objected to being drafted because he felt for 
moral reasons that the Vietnam war was unjust.zo1 The Court upheid 
the Selective Senice Act of 1867 and the law's provision that re- 
quires objection to war in all forms.2o2 The Court stated: 

Apart from the Government's need for manpower, 
perhaps the central interest involved in the administra- 
tion of conscription laws is the interest in maintaining a 
fair system for determining "who serves when not ail 
serve." When the Government exacts so much, the im- 
portance of fair, evenhanded, and uniform decision mak- 
ing is obviously intensified. The Government argues that 
the interest in fairness would he jeopardized by expansion 
of 5 60) to include conscientious objection to a particular 
war. Their contention is that the claim to relief on account 
of such objection is intrinsically a claim of uncertain 
dimensions, and that granting the claim in theory would 
involve a real danger of ematic or even discriminatory de- 
cinan making in administrative practice. 

A virtuslly limitless variety af beliefs are subsumable 
under the rubric, "objection to a particular war." 

Moreover, the belief that a particular war at a particular 
time IS unjust is by its nature changeable and subject to 
nullification by changing events.so3 

At the time of induction, those who are opposed to war in all forms 
can make their scrupples known. If it is discovered that their beliefs 
are sincere, they will not be compelled to serve. However, if the 
Bishops's proposal for selective conscientious objection to both un- 
just w a n  and unjust means of warfare were implemented, numerous 
difficulties would arise. A conflict may begin as purely conventional. 
Mr. Smith is drafted and sent to Germany. After his arrival, counter- 
force nuclear weapons are used The just war in which he was will- 

'ssU.S Dep'f of Army, Reg KO. 600.43, Personnel-General-Canrerenllous Objection, 
para 1-78 (I Aug 1983) 

'"401 S. 437 (1971). 
3"ld at 440 
'o'ld. st 443. 
'OSld at 455-56 
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ing to Serve and which had theretofore utilized onlyjust means has 
been markedly changed. He can no longer serve because he believes 
unjust means. nuclear weapons are being used What does the Arm) 
do with 31r Smnh now? What can he done if there are a rhousand 
Mr Smith's in the theater of war? 

Rho will he responsible for determining whether a mar is just or 
not? Who mil determine whether or not the means of waging war 
are JUS?? Yould the Bishops contend that nuclear meapons are the 
only unjust means? TVould the use of napalm he uqust? If the United 
States were in a conflict with Yex~ca .  would that be an unpsr war 
for >llexm.n-Arnencans9 The potential basis for selective c o n s c ~ n -  
tmus ohjectlon are inexhaustible. The Selectwe Service System 
would collapse under the multitude of claims of selectwe conscien~ 
tmUS objection The System could not operate m a fair and objective 
manner The Bishops have not ientured to suggest how Congress 
should draft a practical law enacting selective conscientious objec- 
tion 

C O ~ ~ E S E  has seen f a  to grant an exemption from miiitav sen-ice 
to those who normally believe it LS wrong to engage in any aar .  This 
IS an exemption. not a right, that could be repealed should c~rcum- 
stances necessitate such an action Unlike selective conscientmus 
objection. it is not based on exterior circumstances that can change 
from day to day. Conscientious objection is based on a solid. interior 
conviction that war 1s wrong It is an unchanging belief. That 1s the 
moral conviction Congress has chosen t o  pracect and respect 

Selective conscientious objection based on a claim of the use of un- 
just means would undermine the mission of the armed forces. par- 
ticularly during combat. A soldier could presumahl? alwa>-s find a 
reason to abject If given a dangeroua assignment, he might. 

For all the reasons stated ~n GLllette, selective conmentiow ob- 
jection must be rejected. Selective conscientious ohjectian based on 
U q u t  means presents a more serious threat because it 1s so depen- 
dent on ever changing circumstances. Objection based on uwust 
means of waging war iqects uncertainty into the armed forces The 
excellent soldier of today may become an objector and a liability 
tomorroh because he disapproves of the use of a particular weapon. 

Selective Conscientious objection 1s not an alternative because it 
depends on the particular whims and idiosyncracies of each mdiwd- 
ual 

The Bishops have stated that a nation has the moral obligation to 
defend Its people from unjust aggression. Individual mldiers are the 
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w r y  instruments of that defense If the United States i s  to fuifiii that 
morai obhgation, Lt must have soldiers who are disciplined, predict- 
able, and dependable to carry out the mission. Selective conscien- 
tious objection would undermine cohesion, discipline, and reiiabiii- 
tY. 

Kiuclear pacifism, while not recognized by Congress 01 the couTts, 
is a movement that is gaining momentum. Does nuclear pacifism pre- 
Sent problems to the armed forces? What chailenees lie ahead for the 
Armv due to this moral position? 

3. The Army and Selective Conscientious Objection 

Army regulations provide that, in order to receive an appointment 
BS a Commissioned or Warrant Officer in the Regular Army, the in- 
dividual must be willing to gjve unrestncted service to the United 
States. With the exception of a few categories of officers, a person 
cannot be a conscientious objector and must be willing to bear 
arms.ao' 

A newly commissioned officer will be designated in an initial 
specialty at the time of appointment. Appointment to a particular 
branch and specialty is made according to the needs of the Army. 
The individual's desires are taken into account, but are not con- 
trolling.ao6 

The enlisted ranks are filled by individuals who voluntarily enlist 
or are drafted when the Selective Service System is operational Per- 
sons who profem conscientious objection or religious scruples at the 
time of application, which preclude unrestricted assignment, and 
who desire to enlist BS noncombatants are disqualified from enlisting 
but may request a waiver from the Commanding General, United 
States Army Recruiting Command.aoa An individual's desires will be 
considered as much as possible in determining a Primary Military Oc- 
cupational Specialty. However, the needs of the Army will come 
fint . lo7 

"'U S Dep'f of Army, Reg. No 601-100, Personnel P10~~iemellr-App0infmenf of 
Cornmvsioned and Warrant Officeri m the Regular Arms, para 1-15 (16 Aug. IS611 
iherelnsfter elled m AR 601-1WI. 

* O W  S Dep't of Army. Reg No 611-101, Personnel Selection and Classdleanon- 
Cammurroned Officer Specialty Clasallicallon Syatem. para 1-14 (1 Jan 1882) ihere- 
inafter cited Y AR R I  1-101i 

' 0 %  S Dep'LofAmy, Reg NO. 801.210. PersannelProcuremenl-RegulaiArmsand 
Army Reserve Enlhlment Program. Table 4-1 (1 Sept 1882) 
*Ox s Dep't of Army. Reg No 8W-2W. Per~onnel-General-Enlirled PersoMel 

~nnagemeni  System. para 2-11 ( C I ,  28 Ocf l9Sli  [hereinafter cited m AR600-2WI 
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By regulation, the Army provides a means of assessing the reha- 
bility of individuals being considered for and assigned to nuclear du- 
ty positions.208 This program applies during peacetime and hos- 
tilities.20s The U.S. Army Nuclear Surety Program, of which the Per- 
sonnel Reliability Program is a part, was established to provide 
policies and procedures and responsibilities for the safety, security, 
and reliability of nuclear weapons in the custody of the Army.210 
Cammanden are required to remove from the nuclear Surety pro- 
gram an individual whose reliability is suspect 2 L 1  In the absence of 
disqualifying evidence, selection for training and assignment to 
nuclear duty will be based on a positive attitude toward duties 
involving nuclear weapons and the objectives of the Personnel 
Reliability Program.2Lz The penon who has been tentatively selected 
for nuclear duties will be interviewed by the immediate commander 
or designated representative. The commander must determine 
whether the individual has a positive attitude toward nuciear- 
related The individual IS under an obligation to report 
prompti) any factors or conditions that may adversely affect his per- 
formance m that of a fellow worker.214 Disqualification from the 
Personnel Reliability Program w~l l  neither be considered an adQerse 
personnel action nor an idverse reflection upon the indiriduaP1s 

Nuclear pacifism, a form of selective conscientious abjection, does 
not comport with Army personnel policies. Individuals who desire to 
serve in the Regular Army must be willing to give unrestricted ser- 
vice.x1e Nuclear pacifism and unrestricted service are mutually ex- 
clusive and incompatible. I f ,  at the time of enlistment or appoint- 
ment, an individual gives no thought to nuciear weapons, moral 
scruples or abjections should be expressed during the required Per- 
~ n n e l  Reliability b o a a m  suitably interview.21' An individual may 
involuntarily find himself assigned to a specialty and BranchaLB or 
Military Occupational Specialtyz1g that requires him to perform duty 

1"W S Dep't of Army, Rea 
Nuclear Surety, para, 3-1 (1 

~ ~ ~ l d  at para 3 3 
at para. 1-1 

"Lid at para. 3-3 
S'Vd ~f para 3 11 
"'Id ai para. 3-13 
ald ld .  81 para 3-16 
"Jld ax para. 3-20 
S1.AR SOL-100. para 1-16 
"'AR 60-6, para. 3-13 
a'#AR 611-101 para 1-14 
"'AR 600-200, para 2-11 
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related to nuclear weapons. If an individual i8 apposed to performing 
nuciear.related duties, it is incumbent upon him to be honest and 
direct about his moral scruples during the suitability interview.2zo If 
an individual, already in the Personnel Reliability Program, develops 
a nuclear pacifist position, then his moral principles should dictate 
that he report, as required by regulation,zz' that he no longer can 
serve in such a position. If an individual discloses these moral 
scruples during the suitabililty interview or should the scruples 
develop after admission to the Personnel Reliability Program, his dis- 
qualification will not be considered an adverse personnel action or 
reflect adversely upon him.2E2 The Army provides individuals with 
the opportunity to make their moral scruples known without fear of 
punishment or retribution. It is the individual's responsibility to be 
forthright. If an individual is later discovered to have been dishonest 
during the suitability interview or while in the Personnel Reliability 
Program, then punitive or adverse administrative action would be 
appropnate. Nuclear pacifists in nuclewrelated duty positions 
undermine security and the mission. 

Nuclear pacifism appears to be a growing phenomenon. It is not a 
movement restricted to Roman Catholics or other religious groups. 
Many of these individuals may be willing to serve in positions that 
are of a conventional nature. When applying for enlistment or ap- 
pointment, an individual is not asked if he 1s opposed to the use of 
any or all nuclear weapons. Individuals in the Volunteer Army may 
be filling nuclear-related duty positions for the sake of job and 
material secunty; they may have no intention of launching a nuclear 
weapon if ever ordered to do so. If conscnption is ever again used to 
fill the ranks of the military, individuals may fill nuclear positions 
deliberately to insure that nuclear weapons are not launched. Some 
individuals will not think about the consequences of firing nuclear 
weapons until they are ordered to launch them. It may be then that 
they realize they are in fact nuclear pacifists. In order to safeguard 
its mission, it may be necessary for the Army to develop questions to 
be asked of aii persons applying far enlistment or a commimion 
respecting moral or religious scruples about nuclear weapons. 

Law and Army regulations do not recognize any form of selective 
conscientious objection. Assignment of personnel to duty positions 
ultimately must serve the needs of the Army, not the individual. 

"OAR 50-5. para 3-13 
".'Id. at para 3-10 
**Vd at ~ a r a  3-20. 
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However, if nuclear pacifism becomes widespread, the A m y  may be 
required to reasess its personnel policies so that it can at least use 
nuclear pacifists in conventional warfare roles dunng time of war. 

The Bishops' advocacy of selective conscientious objection 1s im- 
practical and begs many serious questions. Who is to determine if a 
war IS just or unjust in nature? Who i s  to determine if the means of 
waging the war are just or unjust? If all Christians in the Western 
World opt for totai pacifism, who will protect our nation and allies 
from "aggression, oppression, and i n j ~ s t i ~ e " ? ~ ~ ~  If the Bishops do 
not begin to answer these questions, and more, g~ve dear moral 
guidance to their people, and thereby give legislators and the 
military a clear idea of how to carry out their duties and attempt to 
accommodate those with religious or moral scruples, then the 
answers may not be forthcoming. 

IV. CONCLUSION 
The challenge presented by nuclear weapons has not been met, 

although it can be observed that forty years have passed since 
Hiroshima and Nagasaki and nuclear weapon8 have not been used 
again. At k a t  the nations of the world have avoided nuclear hola- 
must thus far. 

Principles of customary international law, military necessity, pro- 
portionality, and avoidance of unnecessary suffering apply m dif- 
ferent manners to countervalue nuclear weapons and counterforce 
nuclear weapons. 

With respect to countervalue nuclear weapons, the policy of 
mutual deterrence IS an inverse application of these principles. 
These rules of customary law keep nations in a stalemate. They 
make Sense only in the context that mutual destruction is not worth 
unleashing the destructive forces of countervalue weapons. These 
rules of customary international law have always been applied dur- 
ing war to reduce destruction and carnage, to make conflict as 
humane as possible. For the first time these rules are being applied 
dunng an era of peace, or at least during the absence of conflict be- 
tween superpowers. If the nuclear arsenals of the United States and 
Soviet Union are unleashed, customary international law will be 
powerless to control countervalue warfare. Such rules of Law only 

i'8BBshops' Letter. supra note 88, at I c 3.  ai 8 
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mailer to nations and governments that will S U W L V ~  war. Nuclear 
h 0 1 0 ~ a u ~ t  eviscerates law and morality The only international legal 
value in countervalue nuclear weapons lies in their application 
through the practice of a balance of power and deterrence. Until na- 
tions can learn to trust each other and dismantle the countervalue 
nuclear stockpiles. the only safe alternative is to apply customary in- 
ternational law through the practice of mutual deterrence. 

Counterforce nuclear weapons could be utilized in accord with 
principles of military necessitl, proportionality, and avoidance of 
unnecessary suffering Army planning has incorporated these pnn- 
ciples in its tactical nuclear doctrine. Such weapons may further the 
aims of international law. A conflict could be more limited in scope, 
area, and duration. A nation may quickly decide that it is better to 
negotiate than to risk a long-term war or nuclear holocaust. Katmns 
must establish means of communicating prospectively so that, If con- 
flict ensues and counterfarce nuclear weapons are used, the adrer- 
sary will not mistakenly instigate countervalue nuclear war. 

The Amencan Roman Catholic Bishops' pa tora l  letter is an i m p w  
tant omen to observe and study because it influences many people 
and voices opinions shared by many outside their Church. In their 
application of theological and morai doctrine to  countervalue 
nuclear warfare, the Bishops parallel the traditional application of 
customary international law principles. However, they do not see 
how those same principles function through the policy of mutual 
deterrence They are willing to accept deterrence only as a step 
toward mutual disarmament. Even if the nuclear stockpiles are re- 
duced to nothing, how long can lack of trust and the knowledge of 
how to construct such weapons be kept in Pandora's Box? With 
respect to counterforce nuclear weapons, the Bishops doubt that 
their use could be controlled. They doubt that they could be used 
proportionally and without causing disproportionate loss of civilian 
life and damage to the environment. Plans have been drawn up for 
their use, plans devised according to  principles of customary inter- 
national law. Being limited in capacity, imperfect human beings can 
only make plans that fail short of absolute certainty. If the Bishops 
are awaiting certainty before they decide to  absolutely condemn 01 
absalve limited, counterforce nuclear weapons, they will have to 
wait forever All that people can hope for is that nations will adopt 
Protocol I and apply Its rules not only to conventional warfare, but 
to  limited, counterforce nuclear warfare as well 

People are terrified of nuclear holocaust and nuclear weapons. 
They are looking for guidance a n  what to do as individuals in peace 
and war. The Roman Catholic Church has been an institution that 
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h a  given people concrete moral directives for centuries. The 
Amencan Roman Catholic Bishops wrote them letter to give guid- 
ance to their people. They failed. They hedged and hid behind wards 
like "we do not presume."zz4 They stated: "It is surely not our inten- 
tion in wnting this letter to create problems for Catholics in the 
armed forces.''225 Nearly twenty years ago, Vatican I1 taught that 
Christians cannot engage in CounteNdue warfare of any kind. The 
Bishops only echoed that teaching. The Bishops set out to give moral 
guidance to individuals but created instead only more confusion. 
While individuals of consc~ence would rejoice over disamament and 
the removal of the nuclear threat, they realize that, If it is ever to oc- 
cur, It will take many years. While living with the threat, many 
many wander what will happen to  their immortal souls if they must 
order nuclear missiles to be launched OT must carry out the order. 
They look to their religious leaden for answers so they can make the 
choice responsibly. These people may fear death in no matter what 
guise It comes, but going to  meet their God, having violated his law, 
is the ultimate fear. The Bishops are charged, within their Church 
and faith, with guiding the immortal souls of individuals. The 
Bishops gave a lucid commentaly on theology as applied to politics 
and military strategy. They devised a marvelous schema far de- 
molishing ail means of warfare, conventional and nuclear. In the 
final analysis, they failed because they left their people stranded in 
uncertainty. 

The Bishops came very near to openly advocating nuclear 
pacifism; it is implied in all that they write However, short of an 
open declaration of that position, they advocated legislation exempt- 
ing selective conscientious objectors from wars that they deem to be 
unjust and wars in which unjust means are employed. American law 
does not recognize selective conscientious abjection. It 1s a solution 
that is unworkable. It has been rqected by the Supreme Court and 
Congress. Personnel who have moral scruples about nuclear 
weapons are not assigned to nuclear related duties for reasons of 
security Army personnel who screen individuals before admitting 
them to the Personnei Reliability Program and who monitor mdivid- 
uals in the program cannot read minds. It is, therefore, incumbent 
upon individuals to  express their moral reservations. 

The Army's penonnel regulations and Personnel Reliability Pro- 
gram are sound, when isolated from the question of nuclear 

m"61d at IV C, nt 29 
"said at IV C, at 28 
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pacifism. The Army has promulgated the Personnel Reliability Pro- 
gram in order to insure the security and reliability of Its nuclear mm 
sion. The screening procedure is not a recognition of nuclear 
pacifism; Individuals are dropped from the program for drug and 
alcohol abuse as well. It is a program aimed simply and solely at 
maintaining secunty and reliability. Those excluded or dropped from 
the program are not released from militaly service. They are re- 
assigned to other military duties, duties that could demand from 
them active service dunng armed conflict. 

However, the Army must prepare to deal with soldiers who 
emerge as nuclear pacifists during time of armed conflict. This con- 
cern should not be focused solely on Roman Catholics because the 
anti-nuclear movement transcends religious groups and particular 
faiths. 

Nuclear pacifism will not threaten the militaly mission and na- 
tional SecuLity if the conflict is of a conventional nature. If nuclear 
weapons of any type are used, soidien who are nuclear pacifists 
could create numerous problems. Some may be willing to serve in 
positions totally divorced from nuclear weapons. Othen may lay 
down their weapons and refuse to serve in any capacity. The latter 
group will believe that if they participate in any way they will be in- 
directly supporting the use of nuclear weapons. Indirect support is 
as morally culpable to them as direct support. Some soldiers may 
refuse to launch counterforce and countervalue nuclear weapons 
Others may refuse to deliver supplies to nuclewcapable units. Same 
will refuse to serve at all. In the midst of conflict, such dissent could 
spell disaster far the militaly. 

The destructive potential of nuclear weapons evokes a wide range 
of human emotions. The thought of killing thousands of civilians at 
the touch of a button gives many people pause. Before the advent of 
nuclear weapons, individuals did not have to deal with such 
thoughts. Conventional warfare, as devastating as it can be, permits 
survival. Because nuclear weapons could produce universal holo- 
caust, individuals view future war from a different perspective The 
Army and the other services must be prepared to deal with the emo- 
tion, doubts, and moral questions that surround the use of nuclear 
weapons. Imonng these questions will not make them disappear. 

Nuclear pacifists are not exempt from militaly service; they are 
not opposed to all wars. Therefore, they do not come under the iegis- 
lative exemption granted to conscientious objecton by Congress. 
n e s e  individuals will not a v e  unrestricted senice because of their 
moral condctions. The only penonnel in the Army who are ques- 
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timed ahout rheir attitudes regarding nuclear weapons are those 
who are going to be assigned to nuclear-related duties The attitudeb 
of all other personnel are not questioned or probed If nuclear 
pacifists refuse to perform duties, the moral dissidents will appear ~n 
all branches and military occupational specialties. 

Moral dissent may be stronger among nuclear p m f u t s .  If the) 
believe that they are gomg to perish in nuclear holocaust the: hi l l  
be more resolute in defending their moral beliefs If they believe 
the) are going to die. they will want to die knowing they can face 
their God without having betrayed their beliefs. 

The military cannot wait to confront nuclear pacifism and its 
variations until they surface during armed conflict The military 
must act prospectively. All those who want to voluntarllyjam the 
military and those who may be drafted should he questioned about 
their attitudes regarding the use of nuclear weapons. Would they be 
willing to serve if countervalue weapons were used? Would they he 
willing to serve if counterfarce weapons were used? Would they 
refuse to serve in any capacity IS nuclear weapons were used? It 
must also be recognized that some soldiers will not know the answers 
to such questions. They may be searching for clear moral guidance so 
that they can resolve their moral dilemma 

The anti-nuclear movement IS growing. The Amencan Roman 
Catholic Bishops exemplify one fraction of that cause The mihtary 
cannot afford to ignore it. 

International law will be of no help if countervalue nuclear 
neapons are unleashed. However, the same principles of inter- 
narlonal iaw can he used to regulate counterforce nuclear strategy. 
The Army's strategic planning for the use of counterforce weapons 
measures well against international law. The policymakers of the 
United States who seek mutual deterrence have applied Lnterna~ 
tional law principles weii, although in a novel manner. They have 
kept nuclear holocaust at bay for nearly forty years Law and policy 
with regard to conscientious objection is fair, sensible, and practical 
The greatest failure to be noted is in the field of morality. The prob- 
lems have been raised, but real guidance has not been forthcoming. 
If war should come, it is the individual soldier of conscience who will 
suffer the most. He wiil want to be moral, do his duty, and do that 
which is nght. He will not know what his ultimate duty is or what 1s 

morally nght. His loyalties, emotions, and thoughts will be torn 
asunder. The American Roman Catholic Bishops have told the 
individual soldier that his nation must defend its people against un- 
just aggression. At the same time, he knows that the Bishops say 
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nuclear weapons should not be used against civilians, nor should 
they be used under other circumstances What exact circumstances? 
He has not been told. Sa, he is torn between one moral duty, to de- 
fend his nation, and the moral duty to defend it only with just 
means. Had the Bishops fulfilled their moral obligation to give clear 
moral guidance, even if that meant openly embracing nuclear PPCL- 
fism, the individual soldier would at k a t  have had a clearly defined 
choice. 

This cnm of conscience may not occur until a war has begun and 
nuclear weapons are used. The soldier will then face, not an abstract 
crisis, but one that IS real and demands some choice. He will have to 
decide in a vinual vacuum because his spiritual mentors would not 
presume to give guidance. This uncertainty could threaten national 
security. 

The ultimate challenge of nuclear weapons, to  live in peace or die, 
has not been met. The challenge may have only been postponed. If 
nations are to survive, their leaders must continue to negotiate, but 
they all must learn to do so in honesty and trust. They must re- 
nounce foisting their brand of peace on other nations. They must 
ultimately learn to define the words peace, justice, and human rights 
in the same way. The more time that passes without such agree- 
ments. the more likely it is that nations and their peoples will come 
to accept this ultimate threat as the status quo and become com- 
placent and falsely secure in the notion that It hasn't happened yet 
so It never Wlil. 

Since 1945, nuclear weapons hare  not been used. There is still 
time for nations to disarm so that they will never be used again. Let 
it not be forgotten, that amidst all the horrors that escaped from 
Pandora's Box, the last spirit to emerge was Hope. 
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AERIAL INTRUSIONS BY CIVIL AND 
MILITARY AIRCRAFT IN TIME OF PEACE 

by Major John T. Pheips 11' 

This article examines th.m nature of militarg and civil aerial i n t m  
sions into the airspace of o t k  states. It explores the acceptable 
reepases  under intenzational law that an nuqi7mm state may 
make in  .response to an aerial violation ofi ts  territorial sovere+gn- 
ty. This article cmludes that fwce  m y  be w e d  against militarg 
i n m d e r s  but a requirement to warn and an opportunity to turn 
away or land exists under certain cimmstances.  Force may not be 
used against civil aerial intruders u n h  in self-defense rn defiined 
in the Uniled Nations Charter. 

"We state, in the Soviet tenitow the borders of the Soviet Union 
are sacred" 

Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei Gromyko in justifying the 
destruction of Korean Airliner night 007 and its 269 

passengem and crew.' 

I. INTRODUCTION 
A .  THE KOREAN AIRLINES 007 INCIDENT 
The issue of the sovereignty of a nation's airspace was put to the 

test an August 31, 1983 at 1400 hours Greenwich Mean Time (GMT), 
when a Korean Air Lines b e i n g  747, Flight 007, departed from John 
F. Kennedy International Airport for a flight to Seoul, Republic of 
Korea. It made one scheduled stop at Anchorage, Alaska for refuel- 
ing and a crew change. It carned 269 passenges and crew for the 
final flight to Seoui.l The passengers represented 14 different na- 

lSeerefary of Stale George Shullr puofmg Andrei Giomyko m a statement made m 

'Id. at 1. 
Madnd. Span an Sppternber 7 ,  1883 Dep'f SI BuU, Oct 1983. 81 1. 3 
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tions and included Cangessman Lawrence P. McDonald, a Member 
of the U.S. House of Representatives.3 

Shortly after its departure from Anchorage, Korean Airlines 
Flight-007 began deviating to the right, north, of its assigned flight 
path. This gradual deviation caused it to penetrate the airspace 
above the territorial waters of the Soviet Union as well as portions of 
Soviet temtory on the Kamchatka Peninsula and Sakhalin I ~ l a n d . ~  
Upon contacting air traffic control on Tokyo, Japan, the pilot of 
KAL-007 gave Ns position as east of Hokkaida, Japan; in fact, he was 
off course by more than 100 miles This transmission occurred at  
1709 hours (GMT), well after Soviet radar had begun tracking 
KAL-007, and approximately 78 minutes before Soviet fighters at- 
tacked the airliner.' 

Soviet radar units began tracking the airliner at  approximately 
1600 hours (GMT). On two separate occasions, Soviet fighters were 
dispatched to intercept the intruder. At 1812 hours (GMT), a Soviet 
pilot reported that he had visual contact with the aircraft. At 1826 
hours (GMT), the Soviet pilot reported that he had fired an air-to-air 
missile and that the target was destroyed. Twelve minutes later, the 
Korean airliner disappeared from the radar screen.? 

The last transmission from KAL-007 advised Tokyo Air Traffic con- 
tmi that they were undergoing rapid decompression. There was no 
indication that the pilot knew that the reason for the decompression 
was that the aircraft had been hit by an mr-to-air missile.n 

KAL.007 crashed and sank in the Sea of Japan somewhere south- 
west of Sakhalin Island. There were no s ~ r v i v a n . ~  Search and rescue 
efforts by the Soviet Union, Japan, Republic of Korea, and the 
United States resulted in the recovery of frawnentary pieces of the 
airliner, several items of personal property belonging to passengers, 
and Dortions of the bodies of three adults and one chiid.1° 

'Repart of ICAO Fact-Finding Invest 1 (Dec 1983) See oh0 Dep t S t  Bull , Oct 
1883. 81 1, 3 

'Dep f St BuU , Ocf 1983, at 1. 7 
*Id. ai 3 
'Id 814 Seraha Reporl of ICAOFacl-Fmdi"gInvesI 1 App C ,  atC-8 (De? 1983) 
*Report of ICAO Fact-Fmdmg lnveat 1. App C, at C-IO (Dec 1983) 
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B. INTERNATIONAL REACTION TO THE 
KAL-00 7 INCIDENT 

World reaction to the destruction of a civilian airliner by Soviet 
military aircraft was swift and highly cntical. In outlining the 
American response to the attack, President Ronald Reagan called it a 
"crime agamst humanity" and an "atrocity."" On September 2,  the 
Australian Minister of Foreign Affain, BlIl Hayden, stated. 

There is no circumstance in which any nation can bejusti- 
fied in shooting dawn an unarmed civilian aircraft sewing 
no military purpose. The fact that an aircraft may have 
strayed into Soviet airspace and the fact that the Soviet 
Union refuses to recognize the existence of the Republic 
of Korea provide no justification far an attack on the air- 
craft.19 

A spokesman for the French government said that the attack on the 
airliner "placed in question the principles which govern interna- 
tional relations and respect for human life,' '  while the Italian gov- 
ernment referred to it as "a mad gesture of w a ~ . ' ' ~ ~  Similar protests 
and statements were issued by governments throughout the world, 
including the Vatican and the People's Republic of China.14 

In a letter to the President of the United Nations Secunty Council 
Charles M. Lichenstein, the Acting Permanent Representative of the 
United States stated: 

The United States Government considers this action of 
Soviet militaly authorities against a civil air transport 
vehicle a flagrant and serious attack on the safety of inter- 
national civil aviation. 

This action by the Soviet Union violateS the funda- 
mental legal norms and standards of international civil 
aviation. These norms and standards do not permit such 
use of armed force against foreign a w l  aircraft. There ex- 
ists no justification in international law for the destruc- 
tion of an identifiable civil aircraft, an aircraft which wm 
tracked on radar for two-and-one-half houn, and which 
was in visual contact of Soviet military pilots prior to be- 
ing deliberately shot down. 

"Dep'f Sf. B u l l ,  Oef 1883. 81 1. 6-7 
"Korean Oversea, M o r  Sew , Masacre m the Sky 38 40 (1883) 
'nK~esmgs  Coorcmporan Arehives 32614 (2ov 18S3). 
"Id. See also Korean Oveaea, h f o r  S e w ,  Marsacre ~n the Sky 23-32 (1983) 
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It IS the considered position of the Government of the 
United States of Amenca that this unprovoked resort to 
the use of force by the Soviet military authorities ~n con- 
travention of International Civil Avtatmn Orgamzatlan 
standards and the basic norms of international law must 
be deplored and condemned by the international comrnu~ 
nity and by world public ~ p m i o n . ' ~  

C. THE SOVIET RESPONSE 
The initial Soviet response an September 1, 1983 was that an un- 

identified aircraft had twice violated Soviet airspace and had 18- 
nored attempts by Soviet interceptors to guide it to a Soviet airfield 
for a landing. The report further said that the aircraft was operating 
without navigation lights. There was no mention of the arliner being 
attacked and destroyed by Soviet aircraft. The next day, the Soviets 
announced that their aircraft had fired tracer shells to warn the air- 
craft but that the aircraft had ignored the warning and continued its 
flight.16 It was not until September 6 that the Soviets announced 
that, after attempts to communicate with the intruder on the inter- 
national emergency frequency, 121.5 megacycles (MHz), and after 
tracer shells had been fired across the path of the intruder, did the 
pilot fulfill "the order of the command post to stop the flight "'' 

The Soviet hews Agency TASS asserted that the attack on the air- 
liner was "fully in keeping with the law on the state border of the 
USSR' and that the Soviet Union would "continue to act in keeping 
with [Soviet] legislation'' BS the Sowet Union had a right to protect 
its borders and its airspace 

In a preliminary report of the Soviet Accident Investigation Corn- 
mission, the Soviets concluded that the deviation by KAL-007 was a 
"preplanned intelligence gathering and provocative mission" by the 
United States and Korea." The Soviet report alleged that KAL-007 
had been in contact with a United States Air Farce RC-135 recon- 
naissance arcraft  and that the two arcraft  flew together for some 

lsDep't Sf B u l l ,  Oct 1983. at 1, 3 
>old at 8 
"Keennm Contemporary Archives 32614 (hov 18831 
" Id  
lsRepoil of ICAO Fact-Fmdlng Invest 1 App F. st F-IO (Dee 18831 
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time.2o The report noted that the aircraft was flying over strategic 
areas of the Soviet Union.xL 

AERIAL INTRUSIONS IN TIME OF PEACE 

Concerning the interception, the Soviet report stated: 

The second interception took place in the vicinity of 
Sakhaiin Island. The intruder aeroplane was still flying 
with its navigation and strobe lights Switched off and the 
cabin lights extinguished. Interception procedures were 
initiated at 22.16 Moscow time on 31 August 1983 (06.16 
local time on 1 September 1983) when the intruder 
aeroplane crossed the State frontier. During the intercep- 
tion the intercepting aircraft flashed its light repeatedly 
and rocked its wings to attract the attention of the in- 
truder aircraft’s crew. At the same time the interceptor 
endeavoured to establish radiocommunication on the 
emergency frequency of 121.6 MHz. 

The intruder aeroplane did not respond to the actions of 
the interceptor. 

On the order of the ground control unit the interceptor, 
in addition to the procedures already described, fired four 
warning bursts of tracer shells from its guns at  22.20 
Moscow time on 31 August 1983 (06.20 Sakhalin time an 1 
September 1983). Altogether 120 shells were fired. The in- 
truder aircraft did not react to this action either 

Having concluded that the unknown intruder aeroplane 
was an intelligence aircraft, the Area Air Defence Com- 
mand declded to terminate its flight On instructions from 
the ground control unit the pilot of the SU-15 interceptor 
launched two rockets at  the intNder aeroplane at 22.24 
Moscow time on 31 August 1983 (06.24 Sakhalin time on 1 
September 1983) over the territory of the USSR and turn- 
ed back to its base aerodome.2a 

‘Old at 3 The United Stales admitted that am RC-1353 r e c ~ n n a h m e e  arrcrsff had 
been operating off the Kamachafka Peninsula for the purpose of monifonng Soviet 
compliance with the SALT treaties The Soviet claim that it w w  an B j ~ m t  miaxmn 
W l l h  KAL-007 waz denied The United States pmnred aut Lhar the two aircraft were 
no d m e i  than 75 n~ullcal miles and that. at the time of Bcfusi rnterception of 
KAL-007, the RC 135 had been at i ts  base m Alaska for o w l  one hour. The Cnlred 
Statesargued thalnomllifarypllof v~ingproperrnfereepfprocedurescouldmis~ea 
Boelng 747 airllner with an RC-13s milifan recannaiisanee alreraff Dep’r Sf Bull 
Oct 1983. at 1, I 8  

”Keport of IUAO Fact-Fmdmg Invest 1. App. Fat  F-6 (Dec. 1983). 
“ I d .  at F-6 
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In justifying the interception and attack, the report stated: 

The intruder aeroplane's penetration of USSR airspace 
resulted in the violation of Soviet law-, the 1944 Chicago 
Convention and the Standards of ICAO [International C i n i  
Aviation Organizatmn]. The actions of the crew of the in- 
truder aeroplane, which conflicted with the prov~sions of 
national and international iegai rules governing the con- 
duct of international flights by c w ~ l  aircraft, in COIIIUIIC- 
tion with other circumstances, led to the conclusion that 
this violation of the State frontier of the USSR was pre- 
p i a n n d a 3  

The Soviet report concluded. 

The actions of the Soviet anti-aircraft defence intercep- 
tors were conducted in stnct conformity with current 
Soviet legislation and the provisions set out in AIP [Air- 
man's Information Pubiication] USSR. The intruder aero- 
plane ignored the acoans of the intercepting fighters and 
altered its heading, altitude and flight speed, which pra- 
ves that the crew was m full control of the flight. In view 
of the complete refusal of the intruder aeroplane to obey 
the instructions given by the Air Defense arcraft, the in- 
truder aeroplane's flight was terminated on orden from 
the ground.24 

The Soviet explanation was contradicted by intercepted rape 
recordings of transmissions between the interceptors and their 
ground control unit. These tapes were played before the United 6a- 
tmns Security Council on September 6, 1983 by the U.S. Am- 
bassador, Jeane Kirkpatrick. The tapes revealed that, eontray to 
the Soviet reports, the interceptor pilot reported on three separate 
occasions that the airliner's nawgatmn lights were on. At no time did 
the pilot report firing any tracer rounds as a warning, the only 
reported firing was the launch of two missiles. The Soviets alleged 
that the interceptor pilots tried to communicate with the airliner by 
visual signal and radio. Yet, at no time did the tapes indicate that the 
interceptor pilots reported to the ground control unit any attempt to 
communicate with the airliner by radio or aenal maneuver. Am- 
bassador Kirkpatrick suggested that Soviet military aircraft are tech- 
nically incapable of communicating an the international emergency 
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frequency. The tapes showed that the interceptor which attacked 
KAL-007 had had the airliner in sight twenty minutes before firing 
the missiles. At no time did the pilot on his own initiative or at the 
request of the gound control unit attempt to visually identify the 
aircraft 89 civilian or military, nor was there an attempt to examine 
the aircraft's markings. The only recorded attempt at identification 
was the use of electronic interrogation by the IFF (identify friends or 
fies) system. However, only military aircraft carry this system and a 
civilian airliner would not respond to electronic inten'ogation of this 
type.8' 

D. INTERNATIONAL ACTION 
AGAINST THE SOVIET UNION 

The Soviet explanation was rejected by the majority of nations. 
Many nations, in accordance with international practice, imposed 
sanctions against the Soviet Union. The United States reacted by 
suspending negotiations in a number of cultural, economic, and 
scientific areas.26 The ban on the Soviet airline, Aeroflot, was re- 
affirmed and several Aeroflot offices in the United States were clos- 
ed.$' Canada, Japan, Switzerland, most NATO countnes. and a 
number of other nations imposed a ban on Aeroflot landings for 
periods ranging from 14 to 60 daysas 

In the private sector, the International Federation of Air Line 
Pilot's Associations, representing some 67,000 affiliated members 
from 67 countries, passed a recommendation that its members not 
fly to the Soviet Union for a period of 60 days. Kumerous national 
airline pilot aSSociatmns followed suit with Finnish, British, Dutch, 
West German, Irish, French, and Spanish pilots refusing to fly to the 
Soviet Union.ZB 

On September 12,  1983, nine members of the United Nations 
Security Council approved a draft resolution that provided in par t  

Gravely disturbed that a civil air liner of the Korean 
Airlines on an international flight was shot down by 
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Soviet military aircraft, with the loss of all 269 people on 
board, 

Eqressing its sincere condolences to the families of the 
victims of the incident, and urging all parties concerned, 
as a humanitarian gesture, to assist them in dealing with 
the consequences of this tragedy, 

Reaffirming the rules of international law that prohibit 
acts of violence which pose a threat to the safety of inter- 
national civil aviation, 

Recognzzing the imponance of the principle of temi- 
tonal integrity as well as the necessity that only mterna- 
tionally agreed procedures should be used in response to 
mtrusions into the airspace of a State, 

Stressing the need for a full and adequate explanation 
of the facts of the incident based upon impartial investi- 
gation, 

Recogniring the right under international law to ap- 
propriate compensation, 

1. Deeply deplores the destruction of the Korean air 
liner and the tragic loss of civilian life therein; 

2 Declares that such use of armed force against inter- 
national civil aviation 1s incompatible with the norms gov- 
erning international behaviour and elementary consider- 
ations of humanity; 

3. Uvges all States to comply with the aims and objec- 
tives of the Chicago Convention on International Civil 
Aviation;30. . . . 

The draft was approved by the United States, the United Kingdom, 
France, Jordan, Malta, the Netherlands, Pakistan, Toga, and Z a m  It 
was opposed by Poland and the Soviet Union which, for the 116th 
time, used its veto in the Security Council 

"Dep'f St. Bull,  Ocf 1883 sf 1. 14 15 
"Keesinp Contemporary Archives 3215-16 ( l o r  1883) Four c ~ u n r n e ~  Chrna, 

Guyana, Plcuragua, and Zlmbabwe sblfamed m the vote The Sowet permanent 
represenl8five claimed that the resolution ~ 8 9  merely an ~f tempf  by the Cmted 
States to disLract world attention from the persans responsible for the tragedy and 
that KAL-007 wee used 'u B rhleld for unsavory and rnhuman operations ' I d  
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Another international organization to consider the KAL-007 inci- 
dent was the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO), head- 
quartered in Montreal Canada. The ICAO was created by Article 43 
of the Convention on Internatmnai Ciwl Aviation of 1944,32 also 
known as the "Chicago Convention," for the purpose of aiding m 
the planning and development of international civil The 
ICAO, working through its two sub-groups, the Air Xiavigation Com- 
mission34 and the Air Transport Committee,ss has created a frame- 
work for the functioning and control of international aviation among 
member nations. An affiliate organization of the United Nations,SB 
the ICAO is the only major international organization devoted to the 
development of international aviation. 

The ICAO considered the KAL-007 incident s t  the request of 
Canada and the Republic of Korea. The ICAO Council met in Extra- 
ordinary Session on September 15 and 16, 1983 to consider the inci- 
d e m a l  On September 17, the Council adopted a resolution which 
provided in part: 

HAVING COXSIDERED the fact that a Korean Air Lines 
civil aircraft was destroyed on September 1, 1983, by 
Soviet military aircraft, 

EXPRESSING its deepest sympathy with the families be- 
reaved in this tragc incident. 

URGING the Soviet Union to  assist the bereaved families 
to visit the site of the incident and to return the bodies of 
the victims and their belongin@ promptly 

DEEPLY DEPLORING the destruction of an aircraft in 
commercial international sewice resulting in the ioss of 
268 innocent lives. 

RECOGNIZIXG that such use of armed force against in- 
ternational civil aviation is incompatible with the norms 
governing international behaviour and elementary con- 
siderations of humanity and with the rules, Standards and 
Recommended Practices enshrined in the Chicago Con- 
vention and its Annexes and invokes generally recogmized 
legal consequences. 

"Chlcago Convention on International Civll Awafmn. 61 Stat 1180 (1944). T 1.A s 
1581.15ONTS 295. 

Said at A n  44 
*'Id. BL Ann. 56-51 
361d. at Art 64.  
"9 M Whiternan. Digest of lnfernarional Law 383 (1868) 
mlCAO BuU., l o v  1885. st 10 
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REAFFIRMING the principle that States, when mter- 
cepting civil aircraft, should not use weapons against 
them. 

CONCERNED that the Soviet Union has not so far ac- 
knowledged the paramount importance of the safety and 
lives of passengers and crew when dealing with c m l  air- 
craft intercepted in or near its territonal airspace 

EMPHASIZING that this action constitutes a grave 
threat to the safety of international civii aviation which 
makes dear the urgency of undertaking an immediate and 
full investigation of the said action and the need for fur- 
ther improvement of procedures relating to the inter. 
ception of civil aircraft, with a view to ensuring that such 
tragic incident does not recur. 

(1) DIRECTS the Secretary General to institute an in- 
vestigation to determine the facts and technical aspects 
relating to the flight and destruction of the aircraft and to 
provide an interim report to the Council within 30 days of 
the adoption of this Resolution and a complete report dur 
mg the 110th Session of the CounciiaB 

The International Civil Aviation Fact Finding Investigation sanc- 
tioned by the resolution was completed in December 1983. In can- 
sideling the reasons why the airliner may have been off course, the 
report dismissed as too unlikely to warrant further investigation the 
possibilities of unlawful Interference, crew incapacitation, and ex- 
tensive avionicsinavigation systems faiure or malfunction. They 
also dismissed as implausible the theory raised by some that the 
airliner had been deliberately flying off course to save fuelSg Based 
upon Soviet reports and observations by Japanese civil and defense 
force radar,*O the report found no records of any such previous 
deviations. The report also discounted Soviet allegations that the 
airliner was on an intelligence-gatheling mission. The Soviets had 
alleged that KAL-007 had delayed its departure time to coordinate 
with American intelligence aircraft and satellites. The report found 
that the depatrue was timed instead to coordinate with a naviga- 
tional satellite's orbital p~s i t ion .~ '  The investigation concluded that 

"Id at 10-11 
'"Report of ICAO Fact-Fmdmg l n v e ~ i  I ,  at  2 (Dec 19831 
#old st 33 
"Id at 36 
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the most iikeiy explanation for the course deviation of KAL-007 was 
crew error through the improper use and programming of naviga- 
tional equipment. The repon noted that this type of error assumed 
"a considerable degree of lack of alertness and attentiveness on the 
part of the entire flight crew but not to such a degree that 1s un- 
known in international cwii aviation."'2 

The ICAO also investigated the evidence concerning the identifi- 
cation, siwalling, and communication procedures used by the 
Soviets during the interception and found that interceptions of 
KAL-007 had been attempted by USSR military interceptor aircraft, 
over Kamchatka Peninsula and in the vicinity of Sakhalin Island. 
Moreover, the USSR authorities had assumed that KAL-007 wm an 
"intelligence' aircraft; therefore, they did not make exhaustive ef- 
forts to identify the aircraft through in-flight visual observations. 
KAL-007's climb from FL 330 to FL 360 during the time of the last in- 
terception, a few minutes before its flight was terminated, was thus 
interpreted as being an evasive action, further supporting the pre- 
sumption that it was an "intelligence" aircraft. As the ICAO was not 
provided any radar recordings, recorded communications or tran- 
scripts associated with the f in t  intercept attempt or for the ground. 
to-interceptor portion of the second attempt, it was not possible to 
fully assess the comprehensiveness or otherwise of the application 
of intercept procedures, signalling and communications. Finally, in 
the absence of any indication that the flight crew of KAL-007 was 
aware of the two interception attempts, the report concluded that 
they were 

Based upon the ICAO Fact-Finding Investigation, the ICAO's 33 
member governing council voted 20 to 2, with 9 abstentions, to con- 
demn the Soviet Unions' destruction of KAL-007 as violative of ac- 
cepted international practice. The resolution also condemned the 
Soviet's failure to cooperate in the search and rescue efforts of other 
involved natiom and with the ICAO investigation of the incident 
Fallowing the vote, the Soviet delegate withdrew a counter-resaiu- 
tion accusing the United States and Japan of withholding infor- 
mation on the incident." 

"Id at 3 
'nld. 
*.N Y Tuner, Mar. 7. 1884, sf A4. EOI 2 
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11. INTERNATIONAL STANDARDS 
REGARDING SOVEREIGNTY 

OVER AIRSPACE 

A .  DEVELOPMENT OF THE CONCEPT 
OF SOVEREZGNTY 

The destruction of KAL-007 and its 269 passengers and crew is 
rooted in the widely accepted principle of international law that 
every state has complete and exclusive sovereignty over the airspace 
abave its territory and territonal waters. Although this principle has 
long been accepted by all nations and while essential to the problem 
of aerial intrusions, it is not the primary issue. 

The real issue involves not a question of sovereipty in the strict 
sense but the nature of the response to aerial intruden by the over- 
flown state. By its terms, complete and exclusive sovereignty Im- 
plies an absolute right to take whatever action the offended state 
deems appropriate. However, this ha4 not been the case both ac- 
cording to custom and agreement. Responses became dependent 
upon whether the aircraft were civilian or military, whether the air- 
craft were in distress, the apparent hostile OT peaceful intentions of 
the aircraft, the existence of a state of war or peace, and the existing 
political climate 

Historically, responses to unauthanzed aerial intrusions have in- 
cluded indifference, forcing the intruder to leave the ampace or to 
land, control of the intruder's movements until it exited the over- 
flown state's airspace, and hostile action against the intruder. In ad- 
dition to such immediate remedies, resort to the local courts of the 
offended savereigm, international judicial and administrative ac- 
tions, and diplomatic measures have also been utilued. 

The issue of aerial sovereignty was &en little attention until the 
early party of the twentieth century. When the brothers Montgalfier 
f in t  sent aloft a silk balloon filled with hot air and carrying a rooster. 
a sheep, and a duck in 1783,45 those witnessing the event did not en- 
vision the problems that aerial flight would create. Aerial flight was 
more of a curiosity than B serious mode of transportation, com- 
munication, or power. 

The threat to security posed by s e m i  flight was first demonstrated 
in the military context. Balloons were used for artillery spatting in 
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the French Revolution and, in 1849, the Austrians used bomb laden 
balloons during the siege of Venice. Dunng the American Civil War, 
baiiaons were used to gather intelligence and for artillery sp~t t ing . ‘~  
The military impact of a form of transportation that could easily 
cross defended borders was becoming increasingly apparent. By the 
turn of the century, the issue of sovereignty over airspace was the 
most discussed questmn in international aviation law. This question 
became critically important when the Wright brothers ushered in the 
age of powered flight. 

Prior to World War I, there were four main theories regarding 
aerial sovereignty. The complete sovereignty theory provided for ab- 
solute sovereignty over the airspace above a state. The free air 
theory envisioned the air as being the same as the high s e a  and open 
to ail for use The territorial air or navigable airspace theory prowd- 
ed that a state had rights in the subjacent airspace up to a certain 
height and that above that height, the air was free to every state. 
The innocent passage theory provided for complete sovereignty, 
subject to the right of innocent passage for civil aircraft of ail na- 
t i o n ~ . ~ ’  

At the 1906 meeting of the Institute of International Law, a pro- 
posal on aenai sovereignty was accepted by the Institute that was 
based in part on the free air and oompiete sovereignty theories. It 
provided for complete freedom of the air, subject to a right of seif- 
defense for the w e d o w n  state. This same approach was again ap- 
proved by the Institute in 1911, when it also added that civil aircraft 
should bear markings identifying their civil nature and national 
origin.48 

During this period, there was B strong desire on the part of many to 
make travel through the air free to all nations It was recognized that 
the benefits to commerce and communication would be greatly en- 
hanced by complete freedom. At the same time, it was recognized 
that the airways presented a great opportunity for military 
purposes.49 

As powered flight became more prevalent, many nations began to 
reconsider the free-air theory. Aerial intrusions, while not serious, 
were occurring with greater frequency Incidents of violence were 

AERIAL INTRUSIONS IN TIME OF PEACE 

‘ * Id  
“I P Keenan. A Lester & P Martin. Shawcrosi and Beaumont on Air Law IS9 (3d 
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rare although It was reported that Russian border guards fired on a 
German balloon as It approached their borders.sOlncidents involving 
aerial intrusions were often processed in local courts as a violation of 
national law. Occasionally, the aircraft would be impounded and 
customs duties collected 

An increase in the number of aenal intrusions along the border be- 
tween France and Germany, as well as increased tensions between 
the two countries, caused them to enter into an agxeement in 1913 
regarding aenal intrusions. It provided that military aircraft could 
only ovemy the territory of the other country If they had first ob- 
tained special permission. The only exception was if the aircraft 
were in distress. Civil aircraft were generally permitted to overfly 
the terntory of the other party in "on-prohibited areas.s2 

B. TREATMENT OF BELLIGERENTS 
IN WORLD WAR I 

World War 1 brought civil aviation to a halt ~n Europe, the skies 
belonged to military arcraft. Aerial flight became a question of air 
power, with each nation vying for control of the skies. Among the 
belligerent powers, the concept of sovereignty was lost to military 
aims. Instead, sovereignty evolved along with the rights of neutrals 
and belligerents m time of war. 

Unlike maritime practice, there was no right of belligerent encry 
into neutral airspace. The consequences to people and property 
below an aerial conflict in neutral skies was deemed to be too 
great.6a Allowing a belligerent to enter neutral airspace and conduct 
intelligence operations or combat operations against their opponent 
might also affect the neutrality of the neutral state m the eyes of 
other belligerents. Neutral states took the position that they had 
complete sovereigmty over their airspace and that entry by a 
belligerent aircraft would not only be a vmlatmn of their neutrality, 
but of their sovereignty m well. The neutral states held that they 
had the nght to prevent entry, by force if necessary. and the right to 
intern the aircraft and its crew for the duration of the war. This posi- 
tion was actir-ely pursued and there were numerous incidents during 
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which aircraft were fired upon and shot down by neutrals." An ex- 
ception did develop for aircraft in distress, but they were still liable 
for internment.6' Hostile resistance to aerial intnrders was normally 
preceeded by a warning, but the Dutch noted that a warning was not 
required." 

C. THE PARIS COMENTION OF 191 9 
Although the concept of sovereigmty over airspace was closely tied 

to the right of neutrals in time of war, the practice in World War I 
established that a neutral nation had complete sovereignty over its 
airspace and could take action, including hostile action, to counter 
violations of its territorial airspace. In addition, the sudden increase 
in air power brought about by World War I demonstrated the need 
for a closer examination of the role of international civil and military 
aviation. The skies were no longer free. Nations began to realize the 
tremendous economic and military advantages in airpower. With the 
increasing importance of aviation came the need for regulation and 
d e f i t i o n .  To this end, the Convention for the Regulation of Air 
Navigation of 1919,67 the Paris Convention, met, 

Article 1 of the Paris Convention provided: 

The High Contracting Parties recognize that every 
Power hm complete and exclusive sovereignty over the 
air space above its territory. 

For the purpose of the present Convention the territory 
of a State ahall be understood as including the national 
territory, both that of the Mother Country and of the col- 
odes, and the territorial waters adjacent theretob8 

Article 1 purported to recophe the customary law of the time.6Q 
While thin is partially true, it Is important to note that the customary 
law in regard to sovereignty did not arise from pre-World War I prac- 
tice reearding civil aviation, but came about as the result of the 
treatment of belligerent aircraft by neutrals during the war Thus, 
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attempts to regulate civil aircraft in time of peace arose out of the 
customary law established during wartime and reflected world can- 
Cern for protection from hostile intrusions. 

The impact of the war and the concern for security was reflected 
in the remainder of the Convention. Military arcraft were forbidden 
to enter foreign airspace without express authorization. If authori- 
zation was granted, they were accorded the same rights as warships 
If they entered unintentionally or due to distress, they were not ac- 
corded these rights.no Civil aircraft, except those engaged in sched- 
uled service, were afforded the right of innocent passage in time of 
peace.e' This right was iimited by Article 3, which provlded that, for 
military purposes or in the interest of public safety, a state could 
pmhibit aircraft from overflying certain designated areas, provided 
that no discrimination wm shown in favor of their awn aircraft.a2 
According to Article 4, an intruding aircraft that found itself above a 
prohibited area should promptly give a distress signal and land at the 
nearest airfield of the overflown state.88 Annex H on customs allow- 
ed the overflown state to supervise the aircraft and impose penalties 
for violations of national law 

The Paris Convention was the first serious attempt at international 
regulation of aviation. It provided the framework for the Uawth of 
civil aviation between the two world wars. It further defined the 
rights of sovereignty over airspace as applied to overflights by civil 
and military aircraft 

For all of its accomplishments, the Pans Convention had its 
drawbacks. Only 38 states became parties to the Convention.66 Ger- 
many was excluded as she was from most of the world affairs in 
1919. The United States signed the Paris Convention, but did not 
ratify It. The Saviet Union did not sign the Paris Convention and con- 
tinued to adhere to its position that no aircraft was allowed to enter 
its airspace under any circumstances.86 

'OParIr Convention of 1818 Art 32 
"Id 8tArti .  2,  16. 
'*Parla COnvenflDn Of 1819 
8nId 
a 4 ' L y 6 ~ ~ z ~ n ,  mpro nore 60, at 561. 
*'These states included Great Britarn and the Dommmna, lilneteen European stares. 

eight Latm American states, Iran, Iraq. Japan. and Slam Johnson, mpra note 46 at 
35-36 

"W Wagner. hlernallonal A n  Transportation BQ Affected by Stale So\erelgnly 53 
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The pnmary failure of the Paris Convention, in the context of 
aerial in t rus~on~,  was its lack of discussion regarding the limits of 
response to an aenal intrusion by the overflown state. Civil aviation 
was in the embryonic stage of development p n m  to World War I and, 
as a result, a body of customary law concerning civil aviation had not 
yet developed The only customary law regarding aenal intrusions 
was the practice that had evolved concerning the treatment of 
belligerent aircraft entering neutral ainpace. The established 
customary law aiiawed for neutrals to prevent the entry of bel- 
ligerent intruders by force if necessary and, furthermore, force 
could be used without warning. This was hardly a standard eampati- 
ble with the concept of civil aviation. The only provision directly 
dealing with aenal intrusion was Article 4. Although Article 4 called 
for a civil intruder upon discovery of itself over a prohibited area to 
land immediately, it did not Specify what steps the overflown state 
was entitled to take in such circumstancea. The Paris Convention 
provided a prohibition, but failed to define the means of enforce- 
ment or recourse for the overflown state. 

D. POST- WORLD WAR IAND WORLD WAR II 
PRACTICE 

Between the wars, there were no major incidents involving aerial 
intrusions by civil or military aircraft of major impnrtan~e.'~Conse- 
quently, very little developed m terms of customary law regarding 
sovereignty and aerial intrusions. A great many states passed na- 
tional laws affirming the right to complete and exclusive sovereignty 
over their airspaceen and a number of states provided for monetary 
fines and imprisonment far offending pilots.8D The imposition of 
penalties was often based upon whether or not the overflight was 
intentional or unmtentianal.'o This practice seemed to recognize 
that aerial navigation was not perfect and that pilot error, 
mechanical failure, weather, and other circumstances could result in 
the unintentional violation of aerial borders. It was reasoned that 
aerial intrusions resulting from these factan should not be made the 
subject of penalties. 
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As in World War I, the development of civil aviation in World War 
I1 assumed a lesser prionty as a consequence of the emphasis an 
military air power. Most nations capable of commercial air traffic 
were active belligerents. The primary use of aviation was in support 
of the war effort." Civil aviation, such as it existed in Europe, was 
used primarily to further war aims.'$ As in World War I, belligerent 
aircraft were prohibited from entenng neutral airspace and were 
subject to being fired upon if they refused to leave or to land There 
was no firm requirement that belligerent aircraft should be warned 
before being fired upon. although some neutrals required warning 
shots to be fired pnor to hostile action being commenced.78 

E,  THE CHICAGO CONVENTION OF 1944 
With the end of World War I1 in sight, the Allied and neutral na- 

tions met to determine the nature of civil aviation following the ter- 
mination of hostilities The result was the Convention on Interna- 
tional Civil Aviation of 1944," the Chicago Convention. Like the 
Paris Convention, the Chicago Convention reaffirmed the principle 
that every state has "complete and exciuwe sovereignty over the 
airspace above its t e r r i t~ry ." '~  Territory was defined as "the land 
areas and territorial waters adjacent thereto under the sovereignty, 
suzerainty, protection or mandate of such State."'* The Convention 
was made applicable only to civil aircraft, but It also prohibited the 
ovemigl>t by state aircraft of anather nation's terntory without per- 
mission." The Convention provided for a general right of transit and 
stops for non-traffic purposes far non-scheduled air traffic." For 
scheduled airlines to operate over the territory of another state, 
special permision was req~i red . '~  For reasons of military necessity 
or public safety, contracting states were allowed to restrict or pro- 
hibit flights by arcraft  over certain designated areas of their ter- 
ritory. Aircraft entenng a restricted or prohibited area could be re- 
quired by the ovedflown state to land 89 soon 89 practicable at  a 
designated airfield within its terntory.Llo Aircraft engaged in inter- 

"Sea ggiwaily E Emme The Impact of Air Power (lSl81 
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national air traffic were also required to bear nationality and regis- 
tration markings for identification pulposes.81 

The Chicago Convention did not grant any nghts to intruding 
military aircraft as did the Paris Convention, which had accorded 
them the same rights as foreign warships. Like the Paris Convention, 
it failed to discuss how aerial intruders were to be treated by the 
ovemown state. While Article !3 of the Chicago Convention per- 
mitted the ovemown state to require the intruder to land, It did not 
specify how that is to be accomplished. More importantly, the issue 
of force was not discussed.B2 In addition, Article !3 dealt with flights 
over restricted or prohibited areas; it did not address the situation in- 
volving aenai intrusions into non-restricted and "on-prohibited 
areas. This suggests that intruders into nan-restricted and nompro- 
hibited areas could not be required to land, but were merely under a 
duty to return to their original flight pian or exit the terntorial 
airspace of the ovemawn state by the most expeditious means 

It is difficult to understand why the Chicago Convention did not 
address these issues. The importance attached to the issue of sover- 
eignty, coupled with the rapid expansion of civil aviation following 
World War I, should have suggested the problems associated with 
aerial intrusions. The science of navigation had been by no means 
perfected. Human and mechanicai enor, as well as poor weather 
conditions, often resulted in aircraft being innocently and unknow- 
ingly hundreds nf miles off course. The only precedent regarding 
aerial intrusions was the treatment of intrusions by belligerent air- 
craft into neutral airspace as established by cus tomw practice in 
World War I. These practices would hardly form an appropriate stan- 
dard for dealina with civil intruders or even for m i h t w  intruders in 
time of peace. 

AERIAL INTRUSIONS IN TIME OF PEACE 

Another falure of the Chicago Convention was the lack of par- 
ticipation by the Soviet Union. The Soviet delegation headed by An- 
drei Gromyko was recalled just days before the opening of the Con- 
vention. The Soviets gave as the reason far their "on-participation 
the fact that the conference was to be attended by delegates from 
Spain, Portugal, and Switzerland, countries which did not maintain 
diplomatic relations with the Soviet Union.83 Efforts by the United 

" I d  at A n  20 
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States to procure Soviet participation failed The Unit?d States. 
which fa\ored complete freedom of the air. hoped to have the 
Soviets participate ~n the conference because the Soiiets stili main- 
tained their position that no other nation's aircraft could enter 
Soviet airspace without specdic authorization I* 

Two theories have been advanced to explain Soviet reluctance to 
participate in an attempt to regulate international civil aviation The 
Soviets may have wished to develop their national air lines hefore 
entering into an agreement that would perhaps interfere with the 
development of their own commercial avLation industry 'There may 
he some merit to this argument as the war with Germany had com- 
pletely devastated the Soviet Uman Ail Soviet efforts. particularly 
in the area of aviation, had been directed toward supporting the war 
effort B L  It was impossible for the Soviet Union to develop their civil 
amation industry under these conditions 

The second and the most iikeiy theory is that the Sowers did not 
wish to be hound by any international regulation of air navigation. 
They had refused to sign the Pans Convention and had instead 
enacted laws forbidding the entry of non-Soviet aircraft. The spectre 
of international aviation regulation impacting on their airspace did 
not appeal to the Soviets.s6 Likewise, the prospect of an Interna- 
tional body charged with the regulation of international civil avm 
cion, as proposed by Great Britain, Canada, and India, wm an 
anathema to the who seemed determined to out 
their own rules for the regulation of Soviet territonai airspace. 

Perhaps the most critical drawback of the Chicago Convention lay 
in its timing. The Chicago Conventmn convened at a time when 
World War II was still raging. Naturally, only the allied and neutral 
nations were in attendance. The outcome in Europe, while favoring 
the Allies, w m  still not firmly decided. Japan was slowly being 
forced to  retreat toward her home islands, but most military experts 
predicted that final victory would not be achieved for some time and 
a t  great cost. The fact that the Chicago Convention met at a time 
when most of the world wm stili at war could perhaps account far its 
failure to deal with the issue of aerial mrusions in time of peace. 
During the war, attacks on stricti" civil aircraft had not been fre- 
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quent and did not involve the issue of saverelgnty.dx I t  was perhaps 
inconceivable to the delegates that hostile actions would take place 
against civil aviatmn in peacetime. Experience had not indicated 
that possibility The delegates in ail likelihood never considered the 
possibility of an occurrence like the KAL-007 disaster. 

111. AERIAL INTRUSIONS AND PRACTICE 
FOLLOWING WORLD WAR I1 

The yean following the end of World War I1 saw a dramatic rise m 
the number of aerial intrusions by civil and military aircraft. 
Responses to these intrusions ranged from no action to attacks by 
militay aircraft on the intruder. As with many other aspects of 
world affairs, aerial intrusions were affected by the tensions be- 
tween the Soviet Union and the free world following World War 11. 
The absence of Somet participation in the Chicago Convention began 
to i m p c t  an international aviation. 

A .  YUGOSLA VL4N ATTACKS ON AMERICAN 
MILITARY AIRCRAFT 

Little more than a year after the end of World War 11, the problem 
of aerial intrusions became a msjor issue. On two separate occasions, 
fighters from Yugoslavia attacked unarmed U.S. Army C-47 trans- 
port aircraft. The first incident occurred on August 9, 1946, when 
Yugoslav fighters forced a C.47 to crash in Yugoslavia following an 
aerial attack. A Turkish officer was wounded in the attack.aQ The 
second incident occurred on August 19, when an unarmed C-47 was 
shot dawn; all five of its crew were killed.g0 

There was never any queation that bath aircraft had entered Yugo- 
slav airspace. The United States maintained that the intrusion was 
due to bad weather.s' The Yugoslav government asserted that the in- 
trusions were for hostile rea90n9.n2 The parties also disagreed as to 
the nature of the attack The American position was that a t  no time 
did the Yugoslav interceptors direct either C-47 to land, but, instead, 
that the Yugoslav planes had attacked without warning. The 
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Yugoslav response was silent as to the first incident, but alleged that 
they had invited the second C-47 to land and had been ignored.Oa 

The United States claimed that the Yugoslav action in filing an an 
unarmed military transport was “an offense against the law and the 
principals of humanity” and that an aircraft in distress due to 
weather conditions should be accorded the right of innocent pas- 
sage.g4 The United States further demanded compensation for the 
loss and the release of crew members being detained by Yugo- 
slavia.g6 

Although the Yugoslav government maintained its position that 
the American pilots had refused to land,88 it did modify its position 
in regard to its future response 10 aeliai intrusions. In a letter to the 
U.S. Ambassador, Marshal Tito informed the Amencan government 
that they would no longer fire on transport aircraft, even if their in. 
trusion into Yugoslav airspace was intentmnal. If an aenal intrusion 
occurred, the intruder would be invited to land and, I f  he refused, 
steps would be taken through appropriate diplomatic channels. 
Hostile action would not be taken against the intruder.07 

The Yugoslav response established two principles in regard to 
military intruders. First, military aircraft in time of peace would not 
be fired upon without first being accorded the opportunity to land. 
Second, unarmed military transport aircraft would not be fired upon 
in time of peace under any circumstances. IntNSiOnS by unarmed 
military transport aircraft would be handled through diplomatic 
channels without resort to the use of farce if the aircraft refused to 
land. By analogy, it can be Speculated that Yugoslavia would not fire 
upon a civil intruder and, at most, it would invite a civil intruder to 
land; a refusal to land would be treated 8.8 a diplomatic modent.  

B. SOVIET ATTACK ON A 
FRENCH AIRLINER 

The first serious incident involving a civil aircraft occurred on 
April 29, 1952, when an Air France arliner on a flight from Frank- 
furt to Berlin along the Berlin Corridor was attacked by two Soviet 
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fighters. The French stated that the two MIG-16s had buzzed the 
airliner before making four separate attacks with cannon and 
machine gun fire. The attack resulted in ~njunes to several 
passengers and one crew member. French reports stated that the at- 
tack occurred inside the Berlin Corridor. The Soviets asserted that 
the airliner had violated East German airspace and had refused to 
obey orders to land after warning shots had been fired across its 
nose.ss 

In their response to the Soviet attack, the Allied High Comrnis~ 
sioners in Germany stated. "Quite apart from these questions of 
fact, to fire in any circumstances, even by way of warning, on an u n ~  
armed aircraft in time of peace, wherever that aircraft may be, LS en- 
tirely inadmissible and contrav to all standards of civilized 

The Soviets did not seem to draw any distinction between the civil 
or military nature of the aircraft. The prime consideration appeared 
to be that an aircraft had allegedly violated Soviet-controlled air 
space. In a latter incident involving a Soviet attack on a Swedish 
military aircraft, the Soviets noted that 

if a foreign aircraft violates the State frontier and if a 
foreign aircraft penetrates into the territory of another 
Power, it is the duty of the airmen of the State concerned 
to force such aircraft to land on a local airfield and, in case 
of resistance, to open fire on it,'oo 

In reply to the Soviet statement, the Swedish government said: 

In fact, there are fundamental differences. While the 
orders of the Swedish Ax Force are to turn off foreign air- 
craft by means of a warning, the Soviet Air Force has, 
according to its orden, to try to force the foreign aircraft 
to land. While the instructions of the Swedish Air Force 
mean that the foreign aircraft is not fired upon if It 
changes its eoune and flies away, the Soviet instructions 
seem to imply that the foreign aircraft 18 fired upon d Lt 
flies away instead of 

AERIAL INTRUSIONS IN TIME OF PEACE 

Throughout the 1950s, numerous incidents occurred involving 
confirmed and alleged Denetrations of Soviet territoriai or Soviet- 
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controlled airspace. In the majority of incidents, there was a factual 
dispute between the parties as to whether a violation of territorial 
airspace had taken place, whether warning shots had been fired, 
whether the intruder had opened fire first, and whether the intruder 
had failed to obey instructions to land.lo8 Based upon these inci- 
dents, the Soviet position became clear; they would not tolerate 
violations of their sovereigm airspace regardless of whether the area 
was militarily sensitive or of the character of the aircraft. Hostile ac- 
tion would be taken against any civil or military intruder that re- 
fused to obey instructions to land. 

C. CHINESE ATTACK ON A BRITISH 
AIRLINER 

The 1960s saw two more serious incidents involving intrusions by 
civil airliners. On July 23, 1964, a British Cathay Pacific iurliner fly- 
ing from Bangkok to Hong Kong was shot down by Chinese fighters, 
The airliner ditched in the sea. Two passengers were Idled in the at- 
tack; several others drowned. The airliner's pilot said that they had 
been attacked without warning and that the fighters were aiming at 
the fuel tanks.xo3 

The Chinese reported that they did not know that they had shot 
down an airliner. They claimed that, as a result of recent armed in- 
cidenU with Nationalist Chinese forces, they mistook the airliner for 
a National Chinese military aircraft. They believed the aircraft to be 
on a &ion to raid their military base at Port Yulin.'o' In a note to 
the British government, they stated that "the occurrence of this un- 
fortunate incident was entirely accidental." In addition to their 
apology, the Chinese agreed to pay compensation for all lasses.'o6 

By implication, the Chinese position appeared to be that, if they 
had been aware of the aircraft's civil nature, they would not have 
attacked. They did not adhere to the Soviet position that they were 
free to take whatever action they deemed appropriate against an in- 
truder. Their statements suggested that, had it been an unarmed 
military aircraft and not on "a mission of aggression," they may 
have taken the Yugoslav approach 01 at least fired warning shots 
before attacking. 
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D. BULGARIAN ATTACK ON AN 
ISRAELI AIRLINER 

One of the most widely discussed incidents involving an aerial in- 
trusion by a civil aircraft occurred on July 27, 1955, when an Israeli 
El AI airliner was shot dawn by Bulgarian interceptors killing all 51 
passengers and I crew members. The airliner was enroute from Lon- 
don to Israel via Paris, Vienna, and Istanbul.lo6 The initial announce- 
ment by the Bulgarian government stated that the airliner had 
entered Bulgarian airspace and was fired upon by anti-aircraft fire 
from the ground. The report said that they opened fire because they 
were unable to identify the aircraft.lo7 

Israel and a number of other governments protested to Bulgaria, 
demanding a full explanation and compensation for the loss of life. 
On July 30, 1956, an Israeli investigation team was allowed to ex- 
amine the wreckage. The findings revealed that the airliner had 
been shot dawn not by anti-aircraft fire as claimed by Bulgaria but 
by fighter aircraft. In addition, they reported that Bulgarian 
authorities had been extremely uncooperative and had tampered 
with the wreckage in order to remove incriminatory evldence.lo8 

On August 3, the Bulgarian government issued a statement ad- 
mitting that the airliner had been shot down by fighter aircraft and 
that they would be willing to pay compensation. The statement fur- 
ther claimed that the airliner had penetrated Bulgarian airspace to a 
point 26 miles in depth and had ignored signals to land prior to its be- 
ing shot down.lO@ 

Bulgaria later changed ita position and disclaimed all responsibility 
in the incident. They proposed instead to make ezpat ia  paymenta 
in Bulgarian currency to the families of the victims."oln response to 
this change, the United States, Israel, and Great Britain filed appli- 
cations before the International Court of Justice against Bulgaria. 
While Bulgaria refused to submit to the jurisdiction of the Court and 
the cases were later dismissed, the Memorials submitted by each 
government provide the most comprehensive statements to date 
regarding aerial intrusions. 
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The United States, which had nine mtizens killed m the attack, 
concluded that, regardless of the airliner's reasons for entering 
Bulgarian airspace, the action by Bulgaria was completely unwar- 
ranted and in violation of all accepted international practices.1L1 The 
position of the United States IS stated in Its Memorial as follows. 

1 A safe alternative means that the airplane should 
either have been told from the ground, by voice radio, or 
by CW transmission, on an international iadio frequency 
used by airplanes in flight, or it should have been told by 
the fighten intercepting it, that it was off course. It 
should then have been either escorted back to Yugoslavia 
or given a route to fly safely to Yugoslavia, or even to 
Greece. If there were Bulgarian terrain security questions 
already raised, 4X-AKC [the designation for the Israeli air- 
liner] should have been given comprehensible communi- 
cations to lead it to a designated airport with safety for the 
crew, the passengers and the aircraft There were enough 
of such airports in and around Sofia. The latter, however, 
seems a senseless alternative, for 4X-AKC was obviously 
on the regular corridor from Belgrade to Sofia and there- 
fore, that corndor bemg open to foreign travel. had no 
security character. Nor, since Bulgaria had then other air 
traffic could any such direct route from Sofia to the Greek 
border have had security character It was when 4X-AKC 
was on or near that Belgrade corridor that the fighters 
were sent up. The 4X-AKC flight southward thereafter 
was over obviously unsecure terrain being far the most 
part within eye sight of the Yugoslav frontier observers 
covering the Struma River Vaiiey, and the rest of the 
Yugoslav-Bulgarian frontier. 

True, the Bulgarian Government note says: "Even after 
having been warned, it did not obey but continued to fly 
towards the South in the direction of the Bulgarian-Greek 
frontier." But evidence of the giving of a warning or the 
giving of an alternative 1s lacking, and it is beheved that 
testimony will show that there was no firing across the 
nose, or other firing not endangering the urcraft, that the 
first firing was at  the tail of the airplane, starting a fire; 
then into the passengers' quarters. 

"> Id  at  188 
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Indeed, any firing would have been unnecessary since 
the pilots of the fighter planes, as the evidence shows, had 
an opportunity to identify the 4X-AKC from Its appear- 
ance and markings, and to repori them to the Bulganan 
ground authorities. The latter, in accordance with the 
present international practice of civilized governments, 
then would take the matter up in appropriate diplomatic 
channels with the Israel Government. Diplomatic inquiw 
then would resuit in a disclosure whether the overflight 
WBS accidental, or rendered necessary by supervening cir- 
cumstances, in which case it would be candonable. 

2. In any case, should there have been B security neces. 
sity, which the Bulgarian Government has not claimed 
and cannot claim in this case, to bring the Constellation 
arcraft dawn to the ground, only reasonable methods far 
doing so could be used. An airfieid of proper facilities 
must have been shown to the pilot of the 4X-AKC and the 
fighten must have led him there. Evidence to this effect is 
completely lacking."* 

The Israeli Memorial advanced an argument similar to the 
American position. The Memorial noted that, although Bulgarla was 
not a party to the Chicago Convention, the rules established by the 
Convention reflected accepted international practice with which 
Bulgaria must comply.'18 It noted that Israel, by virtue of Ariicle 6 of 
the Chicago Convention, was not entitled to operate Its airlines over 
Bulgarian airspace without They argued that a distinc- 
tion must be made between operating a scheduled airline semice 
over another sovereign's territory and innocently overflying the ter- 
ritory. The latter t p e  of infringement wm not uncommon and was, 
at times, The Israeii Memorial argued that, even d 
sovereign airspace had been violated, Bulgaria was still subject to 
the limitations of international law in defending its sovereignty. One 
of these limitations was on the use of force In arguing that Bulgana 
had exceeded the acceptable limits on the use of force, the Israelis 
noted: 

The basis of this contention is the rule that when 
measures of force are employed to protect territorial SOY- 
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ereiplnt) ah?rhpr  on land. on \ea or in the air their 

paniruldrii thr degree of V L O I ~ I I C C  uaed h h r n  performmg 
act\ hi. their \ ? r >  inatwe dangerou5 .ih 

tamed that ' the carelezb opemng of 
r~ nature so dangerous an act that a 
law was infringed The Israeli 

>lemonal set forth that there were onli t a o  options open to th? of- 
fended state in time of peace 

"hen a State party to the Chicago Convention in time of 
peace encounters instances of an infringement of its air- 
space such as the intruxon of international 5cheduled air 

rticle 6 .  or intrusion of any aircraft 
into a duly establiahed prohibited area contrary to Article 
g of the Convention. it normally reacts in one or borh of 
two ways. In the first piace. if  this is physically possible. it 
indicates to the aircraft in the appropriate manner and 
without causing an undue degree of physical danger to the 
aircraft and its occupants, that it 1s performing some un- 
authorized act. In taking this action that State may also, 
always exercising due care. require the intruder either to 
bnng the intrusion to an end (i e to return to  Its auth- 
orized position, within or without the airspace of the State 
in question), or to submit itself to exammatian after iand- 
ing, at a place, m the territory of the State in question, 
duly, properly and effectively indicated to It in the ap- 
propriate manner In the second place, and subsequently, 
It may deal with the infnngement of its sovereignty by 
making the appropriate demarche through the diplomatic 

The Israeli Memorial qualified this statement this statement to th s  
extent that "in normal times there can be no legaljustdication for 

"lid at 84 
" ' Id  al 85 
"'Id at 86 87 
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haste and inadequate measures after merception of, and for the 
opening of fire on, a foreign civil aircraft, clearly marked as 
such.""' 

In Its Memorial, Great Britain categorically rejected the use of 
force agamst a civil airliner under any cmumstances. Citing both the 
Paris and the Chicago Conventions, the British Yemonai noted 

No justification for the use of force against civil aircraft 
on a scheduled flight which enters, without authorization, 
the airspace of another State, can be derived from the 
Convention for the Regulation of Aenal iiiavigatian signed 
at Paris on October 13, 1919, or the Convention on Inter- 
national Civil Av-iation, signed at Chicago on December 7, 
1944 Bath Conventions provide that Contracting States 
may establish areas in which, for military reasons or in the 
interests of public safety, the entry of aircraft of the other 
Contracting States may be prohibited (Article 3 of the 
Paris Convention and Article 9 of the Chicago 
Convention). Under Article 4 of the Paris Convention, an 
aircraft finding itself above a prohibited area established 
under Article 3 of that Convention must, as soon as it is 
aware of the fact, give the signal of distress provided for 
in paragraph 17 of Annex (D) to the Paris Convention, and 
land as won BS possible outside the prohibited area at  one 
of the nearest aerodromes of the State whose territory it 
has entered. Under paragraph (c) of Article 9 of the 
Chicago Convention, each Contracting State, under such 
Regulations as it may prescribe, may require m y  aircraft 
entering one of the restricted or prohibited areas far the 
establishment of which paragraph (a) of Article 9 provides 
"to effect a landing as soon as practicabie thereafter at 
some designated airport within its territory." I h e  Gov- 
ernment of the United Kingdom submits that, since the 
Conventions on Aerial Navigation do not sanction the use 
of force against aircraft flying above prohibited or re- 
stricted areas, no Contracting State can be in any stronger 
position against civil aircraft on scheduled flights which 
averfiy other areas of their territory without permis. 
sion.'ao 
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The British argued that the only time armed force could be used 
agamst foreign aircraft or ships was in ' the kgltimate exercise of 
the nght TO self defense."12' Howe\er. i n  regard to civrl aircraft the) 
stated: 

The Government of the Umred Kingdom submits that 
the shooting down of 4 X ~ A K C  on Julr 27.  1965, by mem- 
bers of the Bulganan armed forces mas wrongful and con- 
trary to  international law in general the use of armed 
force against foreign ships or aircraft IS not justified in in- 
ternational law unless I t  IS used in the legitxnate exeicise 
of the nght of self-defence. This basic principle IS re 
fleeted in the Charter of the United Uatmns, under para- 
graph 4 of Article 2 of which all members of the United 
Nations have undertaken to refrain in their international 
relanons from the threat or use of force against the ter 
"torial integrity or political independence of any State. or 
In any other manner inconciwnt with the purposes of the 
United Kations. The G ~ n r t n m e n t  of the United Kingdom 
submits that there can tie n<>ju\tification in international 
law far the destruction b? a Stale using armed farce. of a 
foreign civil aircraft. clearly identifiable as such, which LS 
on a scheduled passenger flight. even if that mrcraft 
enters without previous authorization the airspace a b m e  
the territory of that State 

€or the British, the only possible remedy for a violation of tern- 
tonal airspace by a c m l  aircraft was for the overflown state to  first 
request redress from the owners of the aircraft and. if unsuccessful. 
pursue the matter through appropriate diplomafir channels. in 
reaching this conclusmn. the British relied upon the position as- 
sumed by the Yugoilav government after the downing on August 19, 
1946 of an unarmed American military transport.lZ3 

In arriving at their COnCluSlonS regarding the international stan- 
dards applrcable to aerial mtrusions, the three governments ac- 
knowledged that very little law existed in the area of aerial m t n -  
sions. The Unired States Memorial noted: "It may be said that there 
is no existing treaty or international code in terms prohibits a gov- 
ernment from ordenng the killing of innocent passengers in an in- 
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nocent civil transport aircraft that has strayed without prior 
authorization into the terntorial airspace of the killing govern- 
ment "LZ4 

In support of their positions, all three nations relied upon the In- 
ternational Court of Justice's ruling m the Corfu Channel Case.L2i In 
Corju Channel, the government of Albania had mined that portion 
of the Corfu Channel that lay within its territorial waters. The min- 
ing occurred in time of peace and was done without warning any 
other goremments of the action. On October 22. 1946, two British 
destroyen were heavily damaged when they struck several mines lz6 

The court held that Albania was under a duty to warn vessels of the 
presence of the mine field located within its terntonal waters. This 
obligation arose not out of written agreements, but out af "certain 
general and well-recognized principles, namely elementaq can- 
siderations of humanity, even more exacting in peace than war: the 
principle of maritime communication; and every State's obligation 
not to knowingly aiiow its terntory to be used for acts contrary to 
the rights of other States 1 ' 1 2 7  

Based upon C q f u  Channel, it was argued that States are under an 
obligation to not use hostile force against the rights of other states, 
particularly m peacetime, and, if they are going to use hostile force, 
they must first give warning The three parties maintained that Bui- 
gana had violated the first pnncipie and failed to heed the second. 

All three Memorials relied on the mantime pnnciple that, in time 
of distress or out of necessity, a ship may enter the terntorial waters 
of another state. Noting that an aircraft off its course is similar to a 
ship off its c o m e  at  sea, the United States argued that such an air- 
craft should be aidedjust as a ship IS aided. Further, the duty not to 
harm "straying martners and ship passengers" should be extended 
to aircraft.'asThe British noted that this right had not been extended 
to arcraft  but, by analogy, there IS a right of entry far an aircraft in 
distress just as there is for a ship in distress. The British Memorial 
argued that Article 22 of the Paris Convention and Article 26 of the 
Chicago Convention both recognized a duty on the part of the con- 
tracting states to aid an aircraft in distress and implicit within that 
duty was the obligation to treat B civil airliner off course and over 
the tenitory of another state as an aircraft in distress.Iz8 

AERIAL IXTRUSIONS IN TIME OF PEACE 

,"*Id at 212. 
L"[1949 Cod" Channel] I C J 1 
hsaId. st 12-13 
"'Id at 22 
1"'1858 1 C J Pleadmgs, at 212 
I'nId at 358 
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In regard to the right to use farce against an intruder, the United 
States and British Memorials relied upDn an International Arbitra- 
tion Award case, Garcia v. United States.'Bo In Garcia, a U S  Army 
officer on border patrol discovered a s o u p  of Mexicans attempting 
to crow the Rio Grande River on a raft in an effort to enter United 
States territory. In violation of emt ing  military regulations, the af- 
ficer fired a warning shot, intending to make them stop. His bullet 
struck and killed a young girl on the raft.lal The Commission heid 
that the officer's action was a vidation of international law: 

In order to consider shooting on the border by armed af- 
ficiais of either Government (soldiers, river guards, 
custom wards) justified, a combination of four require- 
men- would seem to be necessary: (a) the act of finng, 
always dangerous in itself, should not be indulged in 
unless the delinquency is sufficiently well stated; (b) it 
should not be indulged in unless the importance of pre- 
venting or repressing the delinquency by firing IS I" 
reasonable proportion to the danger arising from it to the 
lives of the culprits and other p e m n s  in theri neighbaur- 
hood; (c) it should not be indulged in whenever other 
practicable ways of preventing or repressing the deiin- 
quency might be available; (d) it should be done with suf. 
ficient precaution not to Create unnecessary danger, 
unlessit be the official's intention to hit, wound, or kill In 
no manner the Cammission can endorse the conception 
that a use of firearms with distressing resuits u1 suf- 
ficiently excused by the fact that there exist prohibitive 
laws, that enforcement of these laws is necessary, and 
that the men who are instructed to enforce them are fur- 
nished with firearms.13a 

The rationale of the Garcia case as applied to aerial intrusions is 
that the mere violation of territorial sovereipty does not justify the 
use of extreme fame. Force should be used only if the interests 
sought to be protected can justify the threat to human life. Mor to 
force being applied, other alternatives should be considered. Finally, 
if force is used, it must be used in such a way so as to not create un- 
necessary danger, except if it is being employed with the intention 
of !dUnR. 

'Warem Cau (Meuco V .  U w L d  Stares), 4 R. hl'l Arb Awards LIS (1928) 
'*'Id at 119.20 
"'Id at 121-22 
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The validity of the legal arguments put forth by the United States, 
Britain, and Israel, as with so many other C B S ~ S  involving aerial in- 
trusions,'33 were never put to the test. Bulgaria declined to submit to 
the court's jurisdiction and the cmes were ultimately dismissed. 

E. SOVIET ATTACKS ON AMERICAN 
MILITARY AIRCRAFT 

In 1960, there were two aerial intrusions of si&ificance. Both in- 
wived military aircraft. The first incident occurred on May 1, 1960, 
when the Soviet Union shot down an American U-2 recomaiasance 
aircraft flying over the Soviet Union on an intelligence mission.lS4 
The U-2 waa shot dawn without warning deep within Soviet ter- 
ritory at an altitude of 60,000-68,000 feet. The United States did not 
protest the attack or the conviction and imprisonment of the pilot, 
Francis Gary Powers.'a6 The lack of American protest indicated that 
the United States accepted the proposition that intentional mtru- 
siom by military aircraft could be countered with the use of force. 
Further, the overflown state was not required to give a warning or 
request the intruder to land before r e s o r t i i  to the use of force when 
the intrusion is intentional and for hostile or intelligence p u p s e s .  

The second incident occurred on July 1, 1960, when a United 
States Air Farce RB-47 waa shot down by Soviet aircraft. As with 
most of the incidents involving military aircraft, the Soviet Union 
alleged that the aircraft intNded into Soviet airspace, WBS ordered 
to land, and opened fire f h t  before Soviet fighters shot it down. The 
United States refuted the Soviet claim, stating that the RB-47 wan 
outside Soviet territorial airspace at the time of the attack.la6 

Littie of value can be drawn from the incident due to the factual 
dispute. The RB47 incident tS important, however, in light of the 
pronouncements made by Soviet representatives which clearly de- 
fined the Soviet position on the treatment af aerial intruders. During 
the United Nations Security Council debate on the RB-47 attack, a 
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Soviet representative sated: “The Soviet Government is known to 
have given the order to its armed forces to shoot down American 
military arcraft ,  and any other aircraft, forthwith in the event their 
violation of the airspace of the Soviet Union. . . ,“‘3’From this, it 1s 
clear that the Soviet Union will meet all aerial intruders with farce. 

F. ISRAELI ATTACK ON A 
LIBYAN AIRLINER 

The next mqor incident involving an aerial intmsion occurred on 
February 21 I 1973, when Israeli fighten shot down a Libyan airliner 
over the Israeli-occupied Sinai Peninsula about 12 miles from the 
Suez Canal. Following the attack, the airliner crash landed and 
burned. killing 106 people.lB8 

The lsraelis argued that the Libyan aircraft had entered Israeh air- 
space in the occupied Sinai and flew over a number of sensitive 
military installations and a key airfieid.lgQ The aircraft was more 
than 100 miles off of its C O U T ~ ~ . ’ ~ ~  The Israeli fighters had ap- 
proached the airliner and instructed it to land. One of the fighter 
pilots stated that he had three times indicated by hand signals to the 
airline pilot that he should land. The airline piiot responded with a 
gesture indicating that he was flying on and would not land. Fol- 
lowing this exchange, the fighters again signalled by dipping their 
wings, but were ignored. At this point, the Israeli fighters 
attackdl‘l  

According to the Libyan co-pilot, they were aware of what the 
lsraeli fighters wanted them to land but, because of the poor rela- 
tions between lsraei and Libya, they decided not to comply Con- 
trary to the co-pilot’s statement, the Libyans maintained that the 
lsraelis attacked without warning. The inflight recorded indicated 
that the pilot believed he was in Egypt and that the interceptors 
were Egyptian.L4a They attributed the aircraft being off course to in- 
strument fa i1~re . l~‘  
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The Israeli government justified its action based upon security can- 
siderations and the airiiner's refusal to  follow orders to land. 
According to Muor General Mordochai Hod, Chief of Staff of the 
Israeli Air Force, "the more the pilot objected and tried to get away, 
the more suspicious he b e ~ a m e . ' ' ' ~ ~  He further stated that the 
Israelis feared that the airliner may have been on a spy mission over 
Israel's secret air base at Bir Gafgfa.L'6 The israelis maintained that 
their attack was designed to  cripple the aircraft so as to force 11 to 
land; they did not intend to  destroy it. The Israeli government later 
announced that it would compensate the victims out of humanitar- 
ian concerns, but not based upon any implications of guilt."' 

The Israeli government's justification for its action was in keeping 
with the position it had advanced concerning the Bulgarian aerial in- 
cident in 1965; the Israeli argument for downing the Libyan jet was 
based upon the Security exception The situation in the Sinai was 
anything but normal. Relations between Egypt, Libya, and Israel 
were tense and the threat of war wac ever-oresent. With hostile 
neighbors an ail of her borders, Israel was deeply concerned about 
its security. The actions of the Libyan jet were viewed as hostile and 
a threat to the Security of Israeli military forces in the Sinai.148 Based 
upon past actions of the Libyan government, it would not have been 
inconceivable that a civilian airliner would be used for intelligence- 
gathering or other hostile activity. 

In spite of Israel's arguments and the tense situation in the oc- 
cupied h a ,  world reaction to the Israeh attack was one of con- 
demnation. Many nations, including the Soviet Union, condemned 

The United States, which had advanced the security excep- 
tion in its arguments during the Bulganan incident, did not support 
Israel's justification for the attack When the Intemationai Civil 
Aviation Organization considered the Israeli action,161 the United 
States joined in the resolution condemning 1~rae l . l~ '  Even though the 
American delegation had attempted to  change the text of the reso- 

"old As thin stance -as ~ C O O S I I I P ~ ~  with its own policy concerning aerial mrru 
I ~ O ~ S ,  the position on the Lib>=" aullner must be w e r e d  BJ motnafed more b i  
politics than by their own views on the treatment af aerial intrusinns 

ll'28 IACO Bull 13 (Juli  IS731 See also 68 Dep t Sr Bull 368 (197J) for the inifid1 
resolution calling for an mverfigation info the Libjan incident 
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wi1 iwt ion  LII "drplanny' th* 
r q w i r d  israpl's claim for  a 

tlldl l f  a sec"nt2; CXrepIlO" 

G .  SOVIET ATTACK ON A 
KOREAN AIRLINER-1 9 78 

i l w l i >  iiiiiitary forre was again applied to a civil airiiner on April 
G X  when a Korean Air Lines Boeing 707 was forced to land by 
t fighter. after intruding into Soiiet ainpace The Korean 
P T  wab flying frum Paris to Seoul, by a polar route, with a 
img stop in Anchorage, Alaaka.15' 

According to Soviet reports, the airliner entered Soviet airspace 
northeast of N ~ r m a n s k . ~ ~ ~  It then flew over the Kola Peninsula, a 
sensitive Soviet military area. The port of Murmansk and the sub- 
marine base at Siveromorsk were in the overflown area I j e  After the 
airliner refused to follow the Soviet fighters, the fighters o 
to force It down. Two passengers were killed and eleven 
before the airliner made a forced landing on a frozen iak 

The official Soviet Investigation concluded that the dirlinv1. had 
failed "to abide by the international rules of flight" and had refuwi 
to follow the interceptors to  an airfield for the purpose of landing 
The pilot and navigator pleaded guilty to  violating Soviet airspace 
and the international rules of flying. They said that they had under- 
stood the orden of the Soviet interceptors, but had declined to obey 
them. Criminal charges were not brought agaimt them after they ap- 
pealed to the PTeSidium of the Supreme Soviet.L1B 

Passengers on board the arliner disputed the Soviet claims Ac- 
carding to  their statements, the fighters followed the airliner for 
only about fifteen minutes before opening fire. They observed no 
signalling by Sowet aircraft, nor did they observe m y  warning ~ h o t r  
being fired 15g 
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The Republic of Korea, which did not have dipiumatic relations 

co"rse.'b" 

Contrary to the admission4 made by the crew while they were in 
Soviet custody. the Korean pilot pave a different vers~on of the facts 
when interviewed foliowing the KAL-007 incident. In an interview 
with the ,Vw York Times. he stated that he saw the Soviet fighter 
only once before it fired and that it was off to his right and behind 
him. He believed thia to be Strange, as international guidelines called 
for an interceptor to fly to the left and front of an intrudpr to enable 
the intruder pilot, who sits on the left, to see them. He further 
related that, when his co-pilot toid him that he saw a fighter with 
Soviet markings, he slowed his airspeed and began blinhng his land- 
ing lights to indicate to the interceptor that he was willing to fallow 
his directions. He also tried to establish radio contact, but was un- 
successful. It was at this point that the Soviet fighter fired a missile 
that blew away nearly fifteen feet of one of the win@."' The 
remarkable difference between his statement at the time of the inci- 
dent and his statement some five years later can perhaps be explain- 
ed by the fact that his first statement wm made while he was in the 
custody of Soviet officials facing criminal charges far a violation of 
Soviet airspace. 

IV. STATUS OF INTERNATIONAL LAW 
REGARDING AERIAL INTRUSIONS 

A .  CUSTOMARY LAW BASED UPON 
INCIDENTS OF AERIAL INTRUSIONS 

Based upon the foregoing aerial incidents and the responses to 
these incidents, It IS apparent that civil and military arcraft  are 
treated differently by cu tom and by necessity. In the case of 
military aircraft, there i s  a much lower threshold in terms of the use 
of force. The unprotested U-2 mudent in 1960 supports the prapo- 

"'Dep'f S t  B u l l ,  Oet 1988 at  1. 15 
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thar farce ma) be applied nirhout marning agam5r a m i l m i )  
f t  that has intruded into the. territni! of anorhei \tare on a 
te and deliberate militai? misiion 

when the aircraft refuses 
hostile action that the uie 
and. b) anaalogy thp t r ~  
in time of xar  aupporti this appmarh H m w i e r  bawd upon the 
Garczn case,16z It ma! be argued that the amounr of force used must 
be In proportion to the threatened (la 

An exceprian to rhir prdct~ce P w s t s  
This exception. as established h)  the a 
slav fighters and unarmed American m 
not permit the u i e  of force againit 
ahich do not manlfe5t an) hostile intent If a milltar) KranFpOrt 18~ 
n o m  signals to land and attempti til escape. Ih? r m r d i  would be to 
make the necessary proterts through diplomarir rhannels and not to 
shoot doivn the Intruder. 

Ever). btate ha5 the right a 
people from hoatile action t 
Given today i technolog), 

great damage t o  the ~ecur i ty  

In the m e  of civil acrial Intruders. the use of force is almost u n l ~  
versalli condemned except under the most extreme CirCiimStanceS 
In those instances where force has been used against civil alrcrafr. I t  
has always been Justlfled hy the ov?rflown %ate a5 a last resort 
following attempt3 to compel the mrruder to lea\e the territorial air 
space or to land Whether true or  not ,  the Smlet Union has claimed 

5 attark?d a civil airliner. The a d ?  
ave or land follo\\mg d warning by 
r d  *as the attack by  the People's 
Catha) Pacific airliner The Chinese 

tion til protect itself and its 
telhgence gathering activity 
rafr can cam? hlghik- sophis- 
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claimed instead that [her lbeiie\rd the intruder was a Uat 
Chinese warplane an a miision of aggrebsmn.1h3 if thir w ~ r e  
would haiejustified their action From thehe mcidentr. I I  rn 
concluded rhat. \\ith civil aerial intruders. there LI no per i e  I 
use force based upon the mere violation of territorial air 
regardless of whether the intrusion was intentional or unintei 

Although oierflown states have sought to justifr attackr on i i ~ ~ i  

airliners on the basis of a failure to fallow ~nstructions from ~ n t ~ r -  
ceptors or because a1 an attempt to  escape, this rationale has rimer 

been accepted by the world community as justifying the use of force 
Bulgaria, Yugoslavia, Israel. and Swiet Union hare ail used thia 
justification, but, in each case. 11 ha5 been rejected by the majorit> of 
nations as unacceptable 

In their Memorial concerning the Bulgarian mcident. the British 
categorically rejected the use of farce against civil aircraft under any 
circumstances. They reasoned that, as Article 9 of the Chicago Can- 
vention did not provide for the use of force against aircraft that flew 
over restricted areas, it must be taken to mean that the use of force 
is forbidden I B 4  This is a strong analog> b u t  in fact. neither the 
Chicago Convention or Its predecessor, the Paris Comentmn. rpe- 
cificaily prohibit the use of force against civil aircraft. 

In their Memorials in the Buiganan incident, the United States and 
lsraei claimed that. m certain circumstances, the use of force might 
be justified if there was an overriding security interest at stake 
Based upon international practice and opinion, the security interest 
involved must he more than the mere flight of an intruder over  pro^ 

hibited or restricted areas In Israel’s attack on the Libyan airliner. 
the Israelis claimed that the airliner overflew a secret air base and 
other sensitive areas. In addition, Libya, while not at war with 
Israel. was openly supponing hostile activity against Israel and had 
continually called for the destruction of Israel. Even under these cir 
cumstances, the ICAO, as weii as world opinion, rejected Israel’s 
claim and condemned her action. The United States, which put for- 
ward the security exception, has never exercised it as an option not- 
withstanding that civil aircraft of the Soviet Union have on numer- 
ous occasions owmown sensitive military facilities in the United 
States.lB6 Based upon established precedent, the security interest at 

AERIAL ISTRLTSIONS IN TIME OF PEACE 

“‘Keesings Contemporan .Archives 13733 (LBii4) 
‘6ilB58 I C J Pleadings at  363-64 
‘“’Dep t Sr Bull Ort 1883 et 1. 4.  6 
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stake must be of extreme importance before hostile force can be 
used. It 1s even questionable whether it would be accepted at ail as a 
justification far the use of force against a civil intruder. 

Even if there was a case in which a security interest was so over- 
whelming as to justify the use of force, the rationale of the Corfu 
Channel"' and Garcia1a7 cases would require that a warning be 
given prior to the use of force and that the loss of life as a result of 
any force be weighed against the security interest involved The re- 
quirement of proportionality must be satisfied before the use of 
force against a civil intruder can be justified. In peacetime, this 
would be an extremely difficult requirement to meet. It is doubtful 
that the damage to a nation's security interest arising nut of the 
overnight of a sensitive ares would outweigh the loss of life as- 
sociated with an attack on a civil airliner 

B. APPLICATION OF THE CHICAGO 
CONVENTION 

Although as previously stated, the Chicago Convention does not 
specifically rule out the use of force against civil aircraft Annex 2 to 
the Chicago ConventionLaB makes a strong ease against the use of 
farce against avii aerial intruders. The rules regarding interception 
of civil aircraft provide: 

2.1 Interception of civil aircraft should be avoided and 
should be undertaken only BS a last resort. If undertaken, 
the interception should be limited to determining the 
identity of the aircraft and providing any navigational 
guidance necessary for the safe conduct of the flight. 

2.2 To eliminate or reduce the need far mterception of 
civil amraft ,  ail possible efforts should be made by Inter- 
cept control units to secure identification of any arcraft  
which may be a civil aircraft, and to issue any necessary 
instructions or advice to such aircraft, through the appro- 
priate air traffic Services units. To this end, it is essential 
that  means of rapid and reliable communications between 
intercept control units and air traffic services units be 

".l848 I C J I 
"'4 R Lnf I Arb Awards 118 llSZ8) 
'*'Rules of the Air Annex 2 to the Canvenlian of Internarmnal Civil Aviation 13 

(July 1883) 
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estabhshed and that agreements be formulated concern- 
ing exchanges of information between such units on the 
movements of civil aircraft, in accordance with the pro- 
visions of Annex 1 l . l e s  

7.1 Intercepting amcraft shodd refram from rhe use of 

Although the pmhbrtive language m regard 10 the u9p of force L 
qualrfied by the word "should." thereby allowlng for w argument 
that the use of force is still an option. the general theme of Annex 2 
18 that rnrerception should only be utihzed in rare instanc?~ and uich 
lhe safety of the civil intruder as the prune considrmtion 

Based u p n  cusomary ~nternationai law as rsrahlirhrd h) 1 1 8 ~ -  
prevlaualy dlrussed mcidenrs. thP analomes rhar ran he drawn from 
the Corfu Channel and Gorno rase% the Chicago C o n v ~ n u u n  and 
h e x  2 to the Chcago Convent!"" i h? use of for<? against u n i  air- 
craft is notjusllfied The only ex;cpt~on that hai bccn recwurrd  1, 
If here 19 a nta l  spcunty inrere,. at rrake Considenng the reaclmn 
to the lsraeh downing of a Lih!m JPI. rhc t h r r h i l d  for a valid 
security ~nterest is extremely hiqli Thus far. nu n a t m  that har shot 
down a civil airher har ruccesdJ.l! ,,ed the cecunr) exception as a 
Justlfrcatro". 

w e a p m  in all c w s  of rntercepiion of cibd -raft 

C. LEGAL S T A W S  OF THE SOVIET 
AlTACK ON KAL-007 

The weight of international legal a u t h m .  dl PI not ~ u p p o n  the 
Soviet a t w h  on KAL4XI:. KAL-00: did VI  .::I. i m e t  ierntonal air. 
space rn violation of %\lei Ian and Aniclr F ,f the Chrcago Con- 
vention .7z It cummitted no other vmlat~ms  This mere nolation of 

agarnn KALJMO: 

Aipan  oftherr~uotlfiratronforthPatrarkan KAL-007.theSowr~p 
attempted 10 invoke the spcuriry mteresl exception by claiming that 
K A L W 7  had overflown SPNItI\ .e rmhtary arem of the Somet 

Sonet Lemconal a p a c e  alone could not JuXlfy the Use of force 
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Union."3 This justification must fail. The Soviets offered no credible 
evidence that the airliner was engaging in aenal spying or cawing  
out any type of hostile mission. Their clam that the airliner delayed 
its departure in order to coordinate with a United States spy satellite 
WBS rejected by the ICAO Fact Finding In~estigatian."~ Their aiie- 
gation that the airliner was flying a joint mission with one of the 
American RC-135 reconnaissance aircraft, which routinel, operate 
in the area, is also unsuppalted by the evidence.17' At the time of the 
incident, the Soviet Union was at  peace and there was no hmtiie ac- 
tion taking place in the area. The security intere7t Pxceptmn. ab 

demonstrated by the Libyan airliner incident, envis~un' more rhan 
the mere overflight of a military Sensitive area. The Soviet iecunTy 
interest pales when compared to the Israeli Security interest invoked 
in the destruction of the Libyan airliner. 

The Soviet explanation of the facts surrounding the destruction of 
KAL-007 is also weak. Given the inconsistencies between Soviet 
statement$ and the evidence provided by the radio interceptions, 
their claims that they attempted to make contact with KAL-007 are 
probably no more than fabrications. Them explanation and justi- 
fication for the a t t x k  WBP a carbon copy of almost every other inci- 
dent in which their interceptors have attacked an aeriai intruder. 

D. THE SOVIET EXCEPTION 
Based upon the KAL-007 incident and other attacks on aerial in- 

truders by the Soviet Union, It 1s submitted that, apart from the ac- 
cepted international practice regarding cwii and military intruders, 
there is the separate and distinct Soviet practice. Beanning wlth the 
Paris Convention, the Soviets have opposed any attempt by inter- 
national agreement to regulate aerial navigation. The current Law 
on the State Frontier states that: "The whole territory of the USSR 
except the airways, State border entry gates, terminal areas, aero- 
drome takeoff and landing zones listing in AIP [Airman's Infoma- 
tion Publication], USSR, shaii be considered prohibited for foreign 
aircraft, if it is not specified otherwise."'" In her speech before the 
United Nations Security Council, U S  Ambassador Jeane Kirk- 
patnck noted that a Soviet newscast stated that the Soviet Union 
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"like any self-respecting state, [they] are doing no more than looking 
after [their] sovereignty which [they] shail permit no one to 
vlr,latr ""7 

The Soviet view on the sovereignty of their airspace is in accord 
with the majority of nations; however, their treatment of aerial in- 
truders 1s not The accepted international practice is to treat an 
aerial intrusion by a civil aircraft as a diplomatic Incident, unless 
there is found to be a legitimate security interest involved which 
would justify the use of hostile force. By their actions, the Soviets 
have demonstrated that they do not adhere to this standard in their 
treatment of aerial intruders. In light of past Soviet actions, the 
KAL-007 incident should not have come as a surprme. Since 1919, 
the Soviets have put the world on notice that their airspace is in- 
violate. The Soviet Union's record on aerial intrusions make clear 
that they will not tolerate violations of their aerial sovereignty. 
Aerial intruders, civil or military, who either deliberately or unin- 
tentionally intrude into Soviet airspace will be intercepted and 
ordered to land. If they imore the interception, either intentionally 
or unintentionally, they will be shot down regardless of the poten- 
tional loss of Life involved. The Soviet position was best explained by 
Dimitri S h e s  of the Carnegie Endowment far International Peace. 
Yr. Simes stated "Their image of the Korean plane is different from 
ours, for us, it is a tragedy of 268 innocent people. Their emphais is 
not on what they did to the plane but, an what the plane did to their 
ampace.'''r8 

AERIAL INTRUSIONS IN TIME OF PEACE 

V. AMENDMENT OF THE CHICAGO 
CONVENTION 

The problem of civil aeliai intrusions was addressed on Apni 24, 
1984, when the International Civil Aviation Organizarion held an Ex- 
traordinary Session of the Assembly to consider an amendment to 
the Chicago Convention dealing specifically with civil aerial intru- 
sions. Prior to adjournment a n  May 10, 1984, the ICAO Assembly 
unanimously approved an amendment to the Chicago Convention 
which provided for a specific prohibition on the use of weapons 
against civil aircraft. This was the first major amendment to the 
Chicago Convention since it was signed in 1864. It will become effec- 

"'Dep'f Sf. Bull , O m  1883. at 1, 18. 
"'WllleY CuUen, & Shabad. Thd S!mmodl, Newsweek, Sepr. 18, 1983, at 102 
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tive once two-thirds, 102, of ICAO's 162 contracting states approve 
the amendment."' The amendment will become a new Article 3 bis 
and provides: 

(b) The contracting States recogmize that every State 
must refrain from resorting to the use of weapons against 
civil aircraft in flight and that, in case of interception, the 
lives of persons on board and the safety of aircraft must 
not be endangered. This prov~s~on should not be m t e ~  
preted as modifying In any way the rights and obligations 
of States set forth in the Charter of the United Nations. 

(b) The contracting States recognize that every State, in 
the exercise of its savereigmty, is entitled to require the 
ianding at some designated airport of a civil aircraft flying 
above its territory without authority or if there are rea- 
sonable 5ounds to conclude that it IS being used for any 
purpose inconsistent with the aims of this Convention; it 
may also give such aircraft any other instructions to put 
an end to such violations. For this purpose, the contract- 
ing States may resort to any appropriate meam consistent 
with relevant rules of international iaw, including the 
relevant provisions of this Convention, specifically para- 
graph (a) of this Article. Each contracting State agrees 10 
publish it8 regulations in force regarding the interception 
of civil aircraft. 

(c) Every civil aircraft shaii comply with an order given 
in conformity with paragmph (b) of this Article. To this 
end each contracting State shali establish all necessary 
provisions in i t i  national laws or regulations to make such 
compliance mandatary for any civil aircraft registered in 
that State or operated by an operator who has his prin- 
cipal place of business or permanent residence in that 
State. Each contracting State shali make any violation of 
such applicable laws or regulations punishable by severe 
penalties and shall submit the case to its competent 
authorities in accordance with its laws or regulations. 

(d)  Each contracting State shali take appropriate 
measures to prohibit the deliberate use of any civil air- 
craft registered in that State or operated by an Operator 
who has his principal place of business or permanent resi- 

"*lCAO News Release (P10 6 841. 
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There ma? he wme n h o  briw\r that the prohibitions of 
ube of farce aga1n.t ~ ~ 1 1  aircraft 1s already a firm part of 
general mernatirmai Id- and there LS no need to codify 
rhat pro\iaon in the body of the Convention 

However, the international community believes that 
onis written lam can remove thc uncertaintiei of the 
other prime source, customary law, It  fills existing gaps In 
the law and gives precision to abstract general pnnclples, 
the practical applications of which have not been previ- 
ously Wtied 
. . A written rule IS far  superior to general principles 
recognized as customary law because frequently the very 
existence of a customary law or Its exact scope and con- 
tent may remain subject to 

The opening statements by many of the assembiy delegates under- 
scored the opinion expressed by Dr. Kotaite that an amendment to 
the Convention was necessary in order to end the doubt over the 
treatment of aerial intruders. A number of the delegates expressed 
the belief that the prohibition against the use of force when inter- 
cepting civil aerial intruders was a firmly established principle in in- 
ternational 1aw.182 For example, France argued that the use of force 
IS normally prohibited by general international Great Bntain 
adopted a position similar to that advanced in the British Memorial 
concerning the Bulgarian incident. The British delegates admitted 
that, under current international law, farce could only be used in 
those exceptional circumstances involving self-defense The op- 

 p pro focal Relating to  an Amendment t o  the Conwntlon on lnfelnatlonal Clvll 

' " '38 I C A O  B u l l ,  June 1884, at 13 
""id at  14-28 Those natienb that held this posifmn included Auatraba. Austna, 

Canada Japan. \etherlands. K'er Zealand, Paklsran Repubhc OlKorea. Swllsedand. 
and the United States 

.Avialion ICAO Doc 9436 (10 May 1884) 
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powc end of  the >pcwrum regarding the current state of L I I ~  
national law on a ~ r i a l  mtru\mn was expressed bg the repieientanve 
of  the German Dernorratic Republic h h o  appeared in an obsprier 
St&t"B 

Anyone i vha willfully crosses the border of another r l d t ~  
on land or m the air 15, ipsa factor, committing an tilegal 
act An essential and unshakable element of state 
eignty recognized by Article 1 of the Chicago Con\ention 

the right of a State to terminate an iiiegai intrusion into 
its airspace and take appropriate measures in this 
regard 

The Soviet Union and its allies took the position at  the outset of the 
Assembly that the Chicago Conrenoon did not require amend- 
ment.laB They maintained that the existing body of international 
law. including the Chicago Convention and the LN Charter. con- 
tained adequate safeguards for the safety of civil aviation. The 
thrust of the Smiet concern was expressed by the Soviet Deputy 
Mimsrer of Ciwl Aviation, >LA. Timofeyev, in his opening remarks 
to the assembly: 

The problems of protecting of sovereignty from incunions 
by foreign aircraft and preventing the iilegal use of civil 
aviation are of serious concern to  ail countries. Incessant 
violations of this sort create the atmosphere of mistrust 
and tension in intentate relations and cause a real danger 
to flight safety and human life The current Assembly Ses- 
sion should set itself the goal of finding additional means 
to raise the lwei  of international flight safety and prevent 
the violation of state sovereignty by civil aircraft as well 
as to  prevent the illegal use of civil aircraft.187 

It was based upon this philosophy that, prior to the convening of 
the Assembly, the Soviet Union advanced its proposai for dealing 
with civil aerial intrusion. The Soviets proposed that the preamble 
and Article 4 of the Chicago Convention be expanded.Ia8 Article 4 
provides. "Each contractmg state agrees not to use civil aviation for 
any purpose mconsistent with the aims of the convention This 

>=,Id =t e7 
" ' Id  a t  14-28 Thore nation, that held thk parifion included Bulgaria Cuha 

Ccechorla\nkia, Democralie Yemen. Huiigarr Poland S w i m  Arab R P P U ~ ~ ~ C  So\ler 
Lnlon.  and Vietnam 

"- Id  at  2.5 
"'Dep't Sf Bull , Ocr 1983 al 1 17 
"'Chicago Conrenrion 1944, Art 4 
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proposal addresses only intrusions by civil aircraft the purpose of 
which 1s to gather intelligence or to conduct other hostile activity It 
ignores the fact that most civd aenal mtmsions are unintentmnaily 
caused by distress, pilot error, or equipment malfunction. Mort im- 
portantly, It fails to  deal with the vital issue of haw an aerial in- 
truder 1s to be treated by the overflown state The Soviet proposai 
was merely another expression of their fanatic concern m e r  the 
sanctity of their borders. The proposal complements the Soviet posi- 
tion that XAL-007 was on an intelligence gathenng mission and not 
merely off-course 

As finally drafted, Article 3 bis met the mqor concerns of the na- 
tions represented at the Assembly. Paragraph 3 bis (a) clearly pro- 
hibics the use of force against civil aerial intruders. In addition to 
prohibiting the use of weapons against cwii aircraft, ic provides that 
the lives of the passengers and the safety of the aircraft must not be 
endangered. This would prohibit aerial maneuvers by Interceptors 
designed to force an aircraft down which a t  the same time endangers 
the safety of the intruder aircraft. The only situation where force 
could be used against an aenal intruder would be ~n circumstances 
involving self-defense as defined by Article 51 of the United Nations 
Charter I S o  As civil airlinen have rarely been used to cany out 
armed attack as defined in Article E l ,  this would virtually eliminate 
the passibiiicy of armed force being used against the civil intruder. 
Paragraph 3 bis (a) would clearly rule out the use of force in those 
situations where an intruder merely f l ies over a highly sensitive area 
without mamfestmg any intent to conduct an armed attack. While It 
may be argued that this proposal will lead to civil aircraft engaging m 
intentional intrusions for the purpose of conducting intelhgence- 
gathering activity, this is unlikely to occur with such frequency so as 
to pose B problem. Given the sophistication of today's intelhgence- 
gathenng satellites, the same sort of result may be achieved at iess 
risk to human life and oolitical reputation 

Paragraph 3 bis (b) of the proposed amendment will @ve the over- 
flown sovereign the right to require landing upon a violation of its 
aenai sovereignty Present terms of the Chicago Convention aiiow 
for the overflown state to  require a landing only when the intruder 
overflies a restricted or prohibited area.Ig1 As mast states have desig- 
nated only B small portion of their airspace as restricted or pro- 
hibited, except for the Soviet Union which has restncted or pro- 

AERIAL INTRUSIONS IN TIME OF PEACE 
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hibited neari) all of  its airspace, this portion of the prolioaal w I i  
greatly expand the amount of control a state may exerti5e againir an 
intruder under the terms of the Chicago Convention. I n  practice i t  

will probably change very little as most states respond to all forms of 
a~rial  intrusion regardless of whether or not a restricted area 1s o ~ c r -  
fiown 

Paragraph 3 bis (c) of the proposed amendment would add further 
force to paragraph 3 his (b) by making it a requirement of the ~ n -  
truder's national law to comply with the demand of an interceptor of 
the overflown state. The additional force of an intruder's national 
iaw requiring him to land if intercepted wauid remove any discre- 
tion or doubt on the part of the pilot to do othenwse This in turn 
would reduce the passihiiity of force being used so long as proper in- 
terception procedures were utilized. 

The final paragraph, 3 his (d), addresses the concern set forth by 
the Soviet Union. It requires member states to  take steps to prohibit 
aircraft operated under their reastry or by an operator who has his 
principal place of business or permanent residence in that state from 
engaging in any activity that is inconsistent with the purposes of the 
Chicago Convention. This portion of the proposed amendment 
emphasizes the principle that civil aircraft should he operated for 
peaceful purpose8 and not for military purposes or inteihgence- 
gathenng purposes. The proposal goes to  the heart of the Soviet posi- 
tion that KAL-007 was on an intelligence gathering missmn for the 
United States. Ironically, it has been the Soviet Union and not the 
Western Nations that has used civil aviation for such purposes in the 
past.LQ2 Their use of civil aviation in this fashion may in some 
respects contribute to their suspimons concerning KAL-007 and their 
obsession with aerial security. 

In conjunction with the proposed amendment, the ICAO Air Navi- 
gation Commission has recommended a number of amendments to  
the Annexes to the Chicago Convention relevant to the interception 
of aenai mtruden. The proposals include the routine exchange of 
flight pian information between adjacent air traffic control 
authorities and the maintenance of communication between adja- 
cent air traffic control authorities to better facilitate reporting of 
pomtmns in sensitive areas and to aid in the identification of civil air- 
craft in order to dispense with the need for an interception. The 
Commissmn further recommended that ail intercept control units, 



interceptor aircraft, and civil aircraft be equipped to communicate 
on the aeronautical emergency frequency of 121.6 M H Z . " ~  

It is expected that Article 3 b b  will be adapted by the contracting 
states to the Chicago Convention. I t  is less certain whether the 
amendment will prevent another KAM07 incident. Article 3 b b  
clearly settles the issue concerning the use of force; there can be no 
doubt that force can be used in only the most extrrme circum- 
stances. Incidents such as KAL-007 will become as they should, dip 
iomatic incidents with diplomatic and economic consequences. This 
is the most positive step that has been taken since the advent of 
flight concerning the treatment of aerial intruders. Far the first 
time, there is clearly written standard to which the nations of the 
world will be asked to adopt as their standard of practice. As was 
said by the Italian delegate to the Convention, Dr. A. ScioUa- 
lagrange: "Words fly away but what is written remains forever."lP' 
Article 3 bis may provide the fulfillment of Resident Ranklin D. 
Roosevelt's words on the eve of the 1944 Chicago Convention: 

We are engaged in a great attempt to build enduring insti- 
tutions of peace. These peace Settlements Cannot be en- 
dangered by petty considerations or weakened by ground- 
less fears. Rather, with full recognition of the sovereignty 
andjudicial equality of all nations, let us work together so 
that the air may be used by humanity, to serve humani- 
ty.'" 
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